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FOREWORD

Gone is the time when Islamic studies were the domain of “unhur-
ried eccentrics with a wide and deep background in the conventional 
humanities”. Despite our improved communications, the ability to 
read German pro�tably is rapidly becoming a phenomenon of a past 
era. While the fruits of the coryphaeus of the discipline were always a 
living legacy for our teachers, a younger generation has often only a 
second-hand acquaintance with the writings of Ignaz Goldziher. The 
�ftieth anniversary of his death seems a �tting occasion to present the 
English translation of a widely quoted, fundamental work on Islamic 
jurisprudence.

Since Goldziher himself was aware of some of the shortcomings 
of the work, it would not have been fair to his scholarship merely to 
translate it. Yet, although I have corrected all the errors that I could 
detect, I cannot claim to have done more than he would have done if 
he had worked under more favourable conditions. What I have done, 
then, is to indicate the foot-notes, in cases in which they were omitted 
(e.g. p. 69), and to correct incorrectly quoted passages (e.g. p. 21) and 
those which were outright wrong (e.g. 139 n. 5). Incorporated in the 
translation are also Goldziher’s corrections from his preface and those 
from his other works. May it be mentioned here that, in at least one 
instance, this edition is more complete than the 1967 reprint in which 
the foot-note on p. 131 is omitted. The marginal pagination refers to 
the original 1884 edition.

In order to facilitate the work of the printer, as much of the Arabic 
which appeared in the German edition in the Arabic script has been 
transliterated. In passages in which both the Arabic original and its 
transliterated form occurred, the former has been omitted. The spelling 
of the Arabic names and terms conforms to current English practice 
and is not always identical with that of Goldziher, e.g. Ba�alyaws�. 
These inconsequential corrections are not indicated; all other changes 
or additions have been marked by triangular brackets.

Goldziher’s choice of name has been retained in the text, while in 
the index an attempt has been made to list persons under that part 
of their name under which they are now generally known. However, 
since many of them were identi�ed only at the time of compiling the 
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xii foreword

index, these fuller names could not always be incorporated in the text. 
Usually, more complete forms such as these appear in the index only. 
But in these instances, cross-references have been provided. The bib-
liography lists only those editions used by Goldziher; in many cases, 
better ones are now available. Index and bibliography suffer from some 
minor inconsistencies since both were prepared after the type was set. 
I trust it will cause no serious inconvenience if, for example, the foot-
notes refer to Ab� al-Ma
�sin when he is actually listed as Ibn Taghr� 
Bird� in the bibliography. The point did not seem to warrant major 
changes from the printer.

When now, at the end, I come to thank my many friends, particu-
larly Mrs. Anne Bembenek and Miss Jane Fletcher, for their help, it is 
more than a routine courtesy. I had to wait a long time to acknowledge 
publicly their assistance and encouragement. As a matter of fact, if it 
had not been for Mrs. A. Bembenek, who during one summer helped 
me with indefatigable regularity, I would not have brought the task 
to a �nish. However, if there are faults, they are entirely my own, 
since I often stubbornly insisted on my version contrary to their better 
judgement.

Toronto W.B.
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PREFACE

When I was compiling a coherent series on the evolution of the 
Muslim religion, I had to exclude some areas concerning the theology 
of Islam. Some of these problems just did not seem suitable for the 
general public but are quite important for a thorough knowledge of 
Islam. With the present work I present to my fellow scholars a detailed 
treatise, an abstract of which has been submitted to the Islamic sec-
tion of the Sixth Congress of Orientalists in Leiden. I have been led 
by the conviction that investigation of the so-called �qh, particularly if 
one desires to understand its historical development, has to constitute 
an indispensable part of our studies on Islam.

This importance is to be attributed not only to Islam’s canonical law 
and its positivism, i.e. to be so-called fur	�, but also, to a far greater 
extent, to the methodology of this discipline, the rules of deduction of the 
fur	� from the canonical sources of the law. We would have only an 
imperfect knowledge of the institutions of Islam if we were to investi-
gate these merely to see how the Prophet’s followers judged individual 
incidents of religious and social life. In order to appreciate the spirit of 

Islam, we must evaluate the relation of its development to its sources so 
as to recognize to what extent this development is governed by freedom 
or the slavish mind, a tendency toward progress or adherence to the 
obsolete, an active, intellectual preoccupation or indolent thoughtless 
behaviour. In the series of investigations on which such an evaluation 
must be based, the investigation of u�	l al-�qh in its historical develop-
ment occupies an important position next to the internal history of 
Koranic interpretation and �ad�th. Based on such convictions, I hope my 
colleagues will show some interest in my monograph since the greater 
part of it deals with u�	l al-�qh.

First of all in this preface, may I mention details concerning the 
external aspects of the work to follow.

Together with the manuscripts and editions quoted, a more spe-
ci�c designation has been given wherever possible. In regard to more 
frequently cited works, with which this has not been done, particulars 
are listed below:

“Maf�t��” = Fakhr al-D�n al-R�z�’s Maf�t�� al-ghayb, B�l�q 1289 in 
eight volumes.—“al-Nawaw�” = this scholar’s commentary on Muslim’s 

VI
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xiv preface


a���; text and commentary are quoted according to the Cairo edition 
of 1289 in �ve volumes. The work of the same author, published by 
Wüstenfeld, I shall quote according to that edition as: “Tahdh�b”.—“al-
Qas�all�n�” = this author’s work Irsh�d al-s�r� li-shar� �a��� al-Bukh�r�, 
B�l�q 1293 in ten volumes.—“al-�u�r�” = the author’s Zahr al-�d�b 

(a work which has not yet been suf�ciently utilized for the history of 
literature), marginal edition to the Kit�b al-�iqd, B�l�q 1293 in three 
volumes.—“al-Sha�r�n�” = this author’s Kit�b al-m�z�n, ed. Cairo, 
Castelli 1279 in two volumes.—Al-Dam�r�’s �ay�t al-�ayaw�n is listed 
according to the second B�l�q edition of 1284 in two volumes.—
“Ibn al-Mulaqqin” = this scholar’s �abaq�t of the Sh���ite school with 
the title al-�Iqd al-mudhahhab f� �abaq�t �amalat al-madhhab (MS. Leiden 
University Library Leg. Warner no. 532).—“al-J�
i” = Kit�b al-

�ayaw�n of this Mu�tazilite (MS. Imperial Hofbibliothek Vienna, N.F. 
no. 151).—“Waraq�t” = Im�m al-�aramayn’s work on u�	l with Ibn 
al-Firk�
’s commentary of the same title (MS. Herzogliche Bibliothek 
Gotha no. 922).

The designation “Ibn �azm” refers to this author’s Kit�b al-milal 

wa-al-ni�l (Leiden MS. Leg. Warner no. 480). “Ib��l” designates Ibn 
�azm’s Ib��l al-qiy�s wa-al-ra�y wa-al-isti�s�n wa-al-ta�l�l (MS. Herzogliche 
Bibliothek Gotha no. 640). Since I thought it expedient to offer here 
a description of the theological and literary peculiarities of Ibn �azm, 
the most startling representative of the school with which this work is 
concerned, the reader will �nd on the following pages ample excerpts 
from these two works. Often I had considerable dif�culties in quoting 
these works from a single manuscript. If the manuscript of the Milal 

lacks diacritical marks, often to dangerous proportions, then this is 
even more evident in the Ib��l. Pertsch has described the graphic style 
of this manuscript as “interlaced Naskh� which is devoid of diacriti-
cal marks except for some rare exceptions”. Under such conditions it 
was in many cases a truly dif�cult task to arrive at an acceptable text. 
Sometimes it could not be avoided, particularly in the Ib��l, that pas-
sages have remained either unclear or had to be explained by plau-
sible conjectures.1 At other times, additions to the apparently de�cient 

VII

1 I like to indicate here that there is only an apparent contradiction between my 
conjectures on p. 191, n. 11 and p. 197, l. 12. In the former passage, not Shu�bah 
himself is called �a� �f but only the fact that this saying is quoted on the authority of 
his name. It can be noted that this particular statement is transmitted by Shu�bah on 
the authority of ���im (cf. �ab. �uff., IV, 46) and of �ajj�j. It would be impossible to 
read al-�ij�j.
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 preface xv

text became necessary (in square brackets). However, curved brackets 
indicate that a word should be omitted from the text. Despite these 
shortcomings of the material at my disposal, I thought it suitable to 
provide lengthy excerpts from the Ib��l since they offer a thorough insight 
into the dispute between the traditionalist school and their opponents. 
For these reasons, I preferred to let the original speak for itself so that 
in the relevant passages of my treatise, I generally refer only brie�y to 
the contents of these texts, or paraphrase them freely. In view of my 
potential readers, I could disregard a literal translation, especially as it 
does not suit the elaborate scholastic style of the author. I discovered 
that Ibn �azm employs less formal syntax particularly in passages in 
which he indulges in a lengthy art of presentation. I have made no cor-
rections where I might suspect a freer expression of Ibn �azm and not 
obvious mistakes by the copyist. Some necessary corrections have been 
made tacitly; I wish to mention the faulty readings in several passages 
in the footnote,2 but in instances where I am, perhaps unnecessarily, 
reserved with regard to the actual text of the MS, I have outlined my 
emendations of certain phrases below.

The characteristic features of Ibn �azm’s jurisprudence could be 
sketched more fully at the present time than was possible when the 
work went to press. Among the Arabic treasures brought to Leiden 
from Medina by the Muslim scholar Shaykh Am�n (who will long be 
affectionately remembered by the participants of the Sixth Congress of 
Orientalists) is a volume of Ibn �azm’s monumental work al-Mu�all�, 
which is unique—at least in Europe.3 (These treasures, through the 
muni�cence of the Dutch Government, now adorn the Islamic col-
lection of the Leiden University Library). Thanks to the kindness of 
my friend Dr. Landberg, who, at the time, happened to be occupied 
in cataloguing these manuscripts, I was able to consult that particular 
MS during my stay in Leiden and to excerpt whatever seemed to me 
of importance. This work is a legal analogue to the Kit�b al-milal; its 
style and method of presentation, even the author’s abrupt, inconsid-
erate way of dealing with �ana�tes and Malikites, reveal at �rst sight 
the valiant ��hir� polemic who heaped on his antagonists the same 
keen epithets and abuses familiar to readers of the Milal. Again and 

VIII

2 <The corrections which appear in the German edition as a footnote are incor-
porated in the text>.

3 C. Landberg, Catalogue de manuscrits arabes provenant d’une bibliothèque privée à el-Medîna, 
p. 177, no. 646.

VII
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again he repeats the same theological principles and arguments which 
we encounter constantly in his dogmatic polemics. I do not intend to 
overburden this preface with excerpts from this book—no matter how 
interesting these might be to complete our presentation—I only wish 
to accentuate that the individual remarks produced in my work on Ibn 
�azm’s position on jurisprudence are endorsed by the Mu�all� and 
that, generally, the characteristics of Ibn �azm’s method of �qh which 
I have established here, �nd their substantiation in particulars which 
can be drawn from the Mu�all�. Some of what has been described here 
as Ibn �azm’s principal attitude according to the Milal (e.g. p. 117), I 
have found repeatedly stated in the Mu�all�.

The conditions under which I have been working must excuse 
some of the shortcomings of this treatise and also a certain amount of 
carelessness in correcting it. In this regard, I trust I can count on the 
indulgence of readers and reviewers.4

Since theological selections are normally not to be found in our 
Arabic chrestomathies, I thought it useful to offer suitable texts in the 
original, especially from B�l�q publications to which reference is made 
in this work, and which are not always readily available. This is intended 
to give students a chance to acquaint themselves with the peculiar par-
lance, and the scholastic nature of the Islamic sciences, and to acquire 
further a knowledge which is important in dealing with secular Islamic 
literature where often reference is made to theological concepts.

Finally, I have to express my deep gratitude to Professor Pertsch, 
Gotha, to Professor de Goeje, Leiden, and to Professor v. Rosen, St. 
Petersburg (he communicated to me the excerpts from al-Sam��n�), 
for enabling me to use freely manuscripts material used in this work. 
Professor J. Derenbourg, Paris, has been kind enough to have copied 
for me the passages of Ibn Shuhbah which I used, and Dr. Neubauer, 
Oxford, has troubled himself with copying and collating for me D�w�d 
al-��hir�’s biography from the Oxford manuscripts of Subk�. Professor 
Fleischer has endeavoured to correct the �rst �ve and a half pages, and 
it does not need to be emphasized how much this part of the work has 
pro�ted through the care of my esteemed teacher.

Budapest, November, 1883 Ign. Goldziher

4 <The corrections which follow here in the German edition have been incorpo-
rated in the text>.

X

IX
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IGNAZ GOLDZIHER AND THE ��HIR��

Introduction

This reprint of  the English translation of  Ignaz Goldziher’s mono-
graph on the ��hir� or literalist school of  law is indicative of  the lasting 
interest in the oeuvre of  this grand master of  oriental studies on the 
one hand, and a renewed interest in the ��hir�s on the other.

Ignaz Goldziher (1850–1921) was somewhat of  a legend already in 
his own lifetime, and the interest in his work and his person has never 
waned. Regarded by many as the one who almost single-handedly laid 
the foundations of  the study of  Islam as an independent academic 
discipline, he wrote a series of  ground-breaking works covering virtually 
all aspects of  that religion, such as law, exegesis, theology, sectarianism, 
and relations with other faiths, besides Arabic language and literature. 
There is hardly a topic in the �eld on which Goldziher has not left 
an indelible mark, and it is therefore not surprising that many of  his 
writings were reprinted and translated into various languages, which 
even further enhanced their impact. Goldziher’s major contribution to 
the �eld was acknowledged in the Festschriften that were offered to him 
in 1912 and 1920, and in a series of  memorial volumes, the latest of  
which dates from 2005.

Apart from the innovative character and the sheer volume and scope 
of  Goldziher’s work, scholars do not cease to be fascinated by his 
complex personality as glimpsed from his diaries and from the thousands 
of  letters he exchanged with colleagues, beginning and established 
scholars alike. Several books and dozens of  articles have been devoted 
to Goldziher’s biography, which renders it super�uous to present more 
than some basic facts here.1

1 The latest addition to the ever growing list of  Goldziheriana is Peter Haber, 
Zwischen jüdischer Tradition und Wissenschaft. Der ungarische Orientalist Ignác Goldziher 
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xviii ignaz goldziher and the ��hir�s

Ignaz Goldziher

Born in 1850 in the Hungarian town of  Székesfehérvár into an 
established Jewish family, Ignaz Goldziher soon developed a voracious 
appetite for books, an appetite that was encouraged by his father, who 
hired private teachers under whose guidance the boy learned to read 
the Hebrew Bible at the age of  �ve, and the Talmud when he was 
eight. He was twelve years old when he published his �rst booklet, 
dealing with the origins and times of  Jewish prayer. At sixteen he was 
already enrolled at the University of  Budapest, where he attended the 
classes of  Arminius Vámbéry, who took him under his wing but with 
whom he fell out in later years.2 He took courses on a dazzling array 
of  disciplines and languages, and those that did not form part of  the 
curriculum he learned under his own steam or together with some 
fellow-students.

In 1868 Goldziher received a stipend from the Minister of  Education, 
Baron Jozsef  Eötvös, which enabled him to study in Germany. After 
spending some months in Berlin, where he felt miserable, Goldziher 
moved on to Leipzig, where he joined the circle of  students of   the doyen 
of  Semitic studies at the time, H.L. Fleischer. Under his supervision 
and inspiration, Goldziher completed his doctoral thesis in less than 
two years.

In 1871 Goldziher had an opportunity to spend six months in 
Leiden, a period which he describes fondly in his Tagebuch. Despite his 
youth, he greatly impressed a number of  leading Dutch Orientalists, 
such as Dozy and De Goeje. Goldziher spent most of  his days in the 
library, and even at night he was mostly occupied with the manuscripts 
that he was allowed to take with him. The effort paid off: many of  his 
later publications were based on the notes he took and the passages 
he copied from the manuscripts of  the Warner Collection, and which 
he generously shared with his readers. The period in Leiden was in 

(1850–1921). [Lebenswelten osteuropäischer Juden, 10] Köln, Weimar, Wien: Böhlau, 
2006, with a detailed bibliography listing most previous publications. Virtually the only 
discordant voice in the chorus of  Goldziher’s admirers is Raphael Patai, who has some 
rather un�attering things to say in the psychological portrait preceding his translation 
of  Goldziher’s Oriental diary (Ignaz Goldziher and His Oriental Diary: A Translation and 
Psychological Portrait. Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1987).

2 On their complex relationship, see Lawrence I. Conrad, “The Dervish’s Disciple: 
On the Personality and Intellectual Milieu of  the Young Ignaz Goldziher,” Journal of  
the Royal Asiatic Society 1990, 225–266.
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 ignaz goldziher and the ��hir�s xix

many respects a formative one. It is here, he writes, that Islam became 
the focus of  his scholarly endeavours. Up to this point, he had worked 
mainly on topics related to Judaism and Arabic philology. Now, however, 
he immersed himself  into the study of  �ad�th, to which he was to devote 
some of  his most important and in�uential studies. And it was in this 
same period, he says, that he �rst read Ibn �azm, through whom he 
became acquainted with polemical literature, as well as with the ��hir� 
school, to which this author belonged.

Among the manuscripts which he perused with more than usual 
interest were the two volumes of  Ibn �azm’s Kit�b al-Milal wa-l-Ni�al, 
a heresiographical tract of  which Goldziher was later able to consult 
another copy in Vienna. Even though this work  provides valuable 
information on a host of  sects and denominations within Islam, and 
would serve him as a source for many of  his publications on different 
aspects of  Muslim belief  and misbelief, as well as for the present book 
on the ��hir�s, Goldziher’s attention seems initially to have been drawn 
especially by the lengthy polemic against Judaism included in the work. 
In 1872 he published a substantial section from it containing Ibn �azm’s 
strictures against the Talmud.

Goldziher had been given to understand by Baron Eötvös that upon 
�nishing his habilitation, which he completed in 1871, he would receive 
a chair at the University of  Budapest. Much to his dismay, this did not 
materialize, and his hopes were dashed when his patron died in 1872 
and no one else was prepared to plead the young doctor’s case. It may 
be assumed that what stood in the way of  Goldziher’s appointment was 
not only his age—he was after all only twenty-two at the time—but 
also the fact that he was Jewish. For the time being he therefore had 
to content himself  with teaching the occasional course at the university 
and the Calvinist Theological Faculty as a Privatdozent.

In September 1873 Goldziher was able to travel to the Middle East, 
again with a grant from the Ministry of  Education. He embarked �rst 
to Istanbul, then brie�y to Beirut, on to Damascus and �nally to Cairo. 
His  profound knowledge of  Turkish and Arabic stood him in good 
stead, and while up to this point his acquaintance with Islam had been 
purely theoretical, he was now able to experience it as a living faith 
with profound roots in the past.3 It was Cairo that had the greatest 

3 See, apart from the edition by Patai mentioned in note 2, also Lawrence I. Conrad, 
“The Near East Study Tour diary of  Ignaz Goldziher,” Journal of  the Royal Asiatic Society 
1990, 105–126; id., “The Pilgrim from Pest: Goldziher’s Study Tour to the Near East 
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impact on him. He obtained permission to enroll at al-Azhar, being the 
�rst non-Muslim to be granted this privilege, which was accorded to 
him only after he had persuaded the Rector and other senior sheikhs 
that he was sincerely interested in expanding his knowledge of  Islam. 
Goldziher felt an emotional and intellectual af�nity with the religion, 
and though he had his most profound experience of  monotheism ever 
while clandestinely participating in the Friday prayer at a Cairo mosque, 
he never seems to have considered the option of  converting to Islam.

In April 1874 Goldziher returned to Hungary and needed to take a 
decision about his future. The prospects of  obtaining a chair in Budapest 
had not improved, despite the fact that he had published widely. Rather 
than accepting any of  the prestigious positions that were offered him 
abroad, however, Goldziher decided to remain in his beloved country, 
even though this meant having to forgo a career within the academic 
establishment. Instead, he became the secretary of  the Neolog Jewish 
community of  Pest. In his Tagebuch,4 which he started writing at the age 
of  forty but in which he also takes stock of  his life up to that point, 
he describes the suffering he experienced in this demanding and in 
his eyes demeaning position. He resents his employers for depriving 
him of  the time to read and write, and for treating him as a humble 
clerk, a slave almost, as he states dramatically. As a result, his attitude 
towards the Jewish community of  Budapest became ambivalent, to put 
it mildly, despite his personal attachment to the Jewish faith. It was only 
in 1904, when he was �nally offered the long-awaited full professorship 
in Budapest, that Goldziher resigned from his position.

The highlights of  Goldziher’s life were the conferences abroad which 
gave him an opportunity to meet his colleagues. One such occasion 
was the 6th Conference of  Orientalists of  1883 in Leiden. Since his 
last visit to that city, in 1871, he had achieved much. Despite the fact 
that his position as secretary to the Jewish community left him little 
time for scholarship, he had managed to produce an impressive series 
of  articles and books. On a personal level, his life had become much 
happier since he had got married. In his Tagebuch he relates that in 
December 1877 he had left Budapest to make the acquaintance of  his 
future wife, Laura Mittler, a meeting apparently prearranged by both 

(1873–1874)”, in: Ian Richard Netton (ed.), Golden Roads. Migration, Pilgrimage and Travel 
in Mediaeval and Modern Islam. Richmond: Curzon Press, 1993, 110–159.

4 Ignaz Goldziher, Tagebuch, ed. Alexander Scheiber. Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1978.
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families. He mentions that he was loath to abandon his desk with its 
heaps of  notes from Ibn �azm and other polemicists, and that it was 
only because of  the pressure put on him by his mother and his own 
desire brie�y to escape his duties at the of�ce, that he �nally consented 
to “go and meet a girl”. 

At the Leiden conference, Goldziher presented an extensive summary 
of  his book on the ��hir�s, which was to appear in Leipzig several 
months later. According to the compte-rendu of  the session, he managed 
to discuss the con�ict between ahl al-ra�y and ahl al-�ad�th, D�w�d al-
��hir�’s approach to the Qur��n and �ad�th, the difference between 
his hermeneutical principles and those of  his predecessors; Ibn �azm’s 
attempts to apply these principles to dogmatics, and the history of  the 
madhhab from its founder, D�w�d, up to al-Maqr�z�. This more or less 
covers the entire book. An Arab participant who attended the lecture 
was much taken by the fact that Goldziher added the customary Arabic 
eulogies after the name of  the Prophet Mu�ammad and those of  
famous Muslim scholars. 

The ��hir�s5

The work presented here is not usually cited as one of  Goldziher’s most 
important writings, pride of  place being taken by his Muhammedanische 

Studien (1889–1890), Vorlesungen über den Islam (1910) and Die Richtungen 

der islamischen Koranauslegung (1920). Yet it is a milestone not only in the 
career of  Goldziher himself, but also in the study of  Islamic law. For 
despite what is perhaps suggested by its title, the book is much more 
than a description of  the rise and decline of  an ephemeral madhhab 

that had virtually ceased to exist by the 15th century CE; rather, it 
is one of  the �rst scholarly discussions of  u�	l al-�qh in a western 
language. Goldziher emphasizes this himself  in his Tagebuch, where 
he declares himself  to be quite pleased with the work. He adds that 
the work gained him the respect of  colleagues in Germany and led a 
number of  eminent scholars to start a correspondence with him. At 

5 Both in the German original and in the English subtitle of  the book, the term 
“theology” is used. This is somewhat misleading, for the subject matter of  the work 
is �rst and foremost, though by no means exclusively, Islamic law. However, the term 
covers both law (which Goldziher calls Gesetzwissenschaft) and theology proper (which 
he calls Dogmatik).
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the same time, however, it obviously did not have the impact he had 
hoped for: in a letter from 1895 to Martin Hartmann of  Berlin, who 
tried to encourage him to write a much-needed monograph on u�	l 

al-�qh—for hadn’t he already gathered much material on that topic in 
his book on the ��hir�s—Goldziher states that as much as he would 
like to write such a volume, there does not seem to be much interest 
among his colleagues in u�	l al-�qh; the ��hir� book had been regarded 
as a mere curiosity.

The reason for the limited success of  the work may be the fact that 
it was simply eclipsed by Goldziher’s later writings of  a more general 
interest, especially his Vorlesungen. This work, which is regarded by 
many as the �rst textbook on the religion of  Islam, contains a lengthy 
chapter on the development of  Islamic law in which a synthesis is 
given of  its history and contents. Moreover, Goldziher’s well-known 
scepticism with regard to the historicity of  sayings attributed to the 
Prophet Mu
ammad, which can be encountered in Die �âhiriten (where 
the term “pious fraud” is already used), was argued more forcefully and 
coherently in the second volume of  his Muhammedanische Studien.

Among the ��hir�s that Goldziher was able to trace in historical 
chronicles, geographical descriptions, legal tracts and �abaq�t works—
many of  them still unpublished at the time—he pays a great deal of  
attention to Ibn �azm. This was inevitable, for no work by any ��hir� 
other than Ibn �azm had come to light.6 And whereas over twenty 
works by Ibn �azm are now available in print that Goldziher had never 
heard of, or that he presumed were lost forever when his books were 
burned in Seville towards the end of  his life, the author of  Die �âhiriten 
had to make do with two works by the famous Andalusi literalist as 
well as with some non-��hir� sources, not all of  them sympathetic, 
such as al-Nawaw�’s Shar� to Muslim’s 
a���. This obviously has certain 
implications for the reliability and scope of  Goldziher’s information 
on the madhhab, and despite the fact that his comments are mostly 
amazingly close to the mark, he sometimes overstates his case.

Because Goldziher only had Ibn �azm’s Kit�b al-Milal wa-Ni�al and 
(Mulakhkha�) Ib��l al-qiy�s at his disposal and not, for example, his Mu�all� 
(a part of  which became accessible to him only after completion of  the 
manuscript of  Die �âhiriten), he was understandably led to regard Ibn 

6 Unfortunately, more than 120 years after the publication of  Goldziher’s book this 
situation has remained virtually unchanged.
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�azm as a narrow-minded bigot who moreover harboured a “fanatical 
enmity against everything non-Islamic”. This judgement is based mainly 
on Ibn �azm’s notoriously virulent polemic against Judaism in his 
heresiographical work, which had been studied by Goldziher in Leiden. 
However, what Goldziher does not seem to have realised—and again, 
this is only to be expected given the limited number of  works at his 
disposal—is that Ibn �azm is inclined to adapt his tone to the subject, 
agenda and readership of  each of  his works. When he polemicizes 
against the Jews, he lashes out at them, taking sides with the Christians, 
but when the Christians are the ones under attack, it is the Jews who 
are treated more sympathetically. The same goes for his discussion of  
Islamic sects and schools of  law. In his Mu�all�, which is an exposition 
of  ��hir� law, the ones with whom he takes issue are Ab� �an�fa, 
M�lik b. Anas and, to a lesser extent, al-Sh����, to whose teachings he 
had himself  adhered some time. We �nd no negative comments about 
dhimm�s here; on the contrary, one is perhaps surprised to discover that 
from Ibn �azm’s literalist perspective, non-Muslims, though ritually 
impure as long as they do not convert, may touch a copy of  the Qur��n, 
or that non-Muslims, even Zoroastrians, may perform ritual slaughter 
for the Muslim believers. From different sections of  the Mu�all� which 
were not available to Goldziher we learn that in Ibn �azm’s view, 
Muslims were allowed to enter into commercial partnerships with 
non-Muslims, and that they were allowed to dress, and even to pray, 
in clothes belonging to unbelievers. Needless to say, these statements, 
even if  they are purely theoretical, completely contradict Goldziher’s 
assumption of  fanatical intolerance. Similar “humane” attitudes 
(which we would be mistaken to call liberal, it must be added) may be 
encountered in Ibn �azm’s discussions of  the participation of  women 
in public life and of  the mild punishment that is to be meted out to 
men engaging in homosexual acts. 

The overall impression one gets when reading The ��hir�s is that 
Goldziher was fascinated by the literalists, but that he had very little 
sympathy for them. He was intrigued by their uncompromising 
adherence and commitment to the word of  God as He had spoken it, 
and at the same time positively repelled by what he regarded as their 
irrational and inhumane strictness. Goldziher praises the four Sunni 
schools of  law for adapting to the requirements of  daily life, and 
for making certain allowances rendering it easier for the believers to 
comply with the law. He speaks with admiration of  their humanity, in 
the interest of  which they were prepared to invent traditions and bend 
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the hermeneutical rules. This kind of  consideration is completely alien 
to the ��hir�s, who were thus deprived of  the “humanistic blessings” 
of  the other madh�hib, says Goldziher.  

That he had a certain bias against the ��hir� madhhab as a whole, and 
Ibn �azm in particular was argued by Snouck Hurgronje in a letter to 
his friend, as well as in his review of  Die �âhiriten.7 He wonders whether 
it is really so, as Goldziher states, that the literalists were more prone 
to hair-splitting casuistry than the members of  other schools. 

Throughout his career Goldziher remained interested in the ��hir�s
and their famous Andalusi protagonist, whose works he kept on 
rereading. He wrote encyclopaedia articles about D�w�d b. �Al�, the 
founder of  the madhhab (1911), and Ibn �azm (1914); in a short article 
from 1901 he made a comparison between the hermeneutical principles 
of  the ��hir�s on the one hand, and the Karaite Jews on the other; he 
discussed Ibn �azm as a possible source of  the thought of  the Almohad 
Mahd� Ibn T�mart in a lengthy article from 1887, as well as in his Le 

livre de Mohammed ibn Toumert  (1903). In 1915 he wrote a detailed review 
of  Pétrof ’s edition of  Ibn �azm’s treatise on love, �awq al-�am�ma, a 
work which absolutely delighted him, and which, together with the 
author’s ethical treatise Kit�b al-akhl�q wa-l-siyar, which he seems to have 
read in 1908, helped him see Ibn �azm in a more positive light. 

��hirism after Die �âhiriten

The ��hir�s is of  lasting value for the history of  orientalist scholarship, 
for the study of  Islamic law and, of  course, the study of  the literalist 
school, as it constitutes the starting point for much subsequent research 
on this dissident madhhab. The past decades have witnessed a boom of  
publications on different aspects of  ��hir� legal thought, especially that 
of  Ibn �azm, both in the Muslim world and in the West, and many 
of  them were inspired by Goldziher’s book.8 The ��hir�s contains some 
tantalizingly short sections on topics that require closer examination, 

7 C. Snouck Hurgronje, “Ignaz Goldziher, Die ��hiriten”, Literatur-Blatt für orientalische 
Philologie 1 (1883–1884), 417–429.

8 Some recent additions to the bibliography on ��hirism which supplement 
Goldziher’s �ndings are Abdel-Magid Turki, “al-��hiriyya”, EI, 2nd ed., XI, 394–396; 
Lutz Wiederhold, “Legal-Religious Elite, Temporal Authority, and the Caliphate in 
Mamluk Society: Conclusions Drawn from the Examination of  a ‘Zahiri Revolt’ in 
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such as the similarities and differences between the �anbal� and ��hir� 
schools, and the fact that contrary to what might perhaps have been 
expected, quite a number of  ��f�s embraced the principles of  the ��hir� 
school in jurisprudence.

But not only historians of  Islamic law have rediscovered the ��hir� 
school. For several decades now, a �erce polemic has been raging in the 
Middle East about the question whether performing and listening to 
music are allowed. The most prominent partisan  of  the lenient view 
is Shaykh Y�suf  al-Qara��w�, whose views are accepted by millions of  
Muslims throughout the world, and who explicitly quotes Ibn �azm 
as his authority on this point. When Goldziher wrote that the ��hir�s 
were soon considered irrelevant, and that their opinions were not taken 
into account when establishing the consensus of  legal scholars, he could 
not have guessed to what extent Muslims in the modern period would 
derive inspiration from their principles and points of  view.

Camilla Adang Leiden, September 2007

Damascus in 1386”, International Journal of  Middle East Studies 32 (1999), 203–235; 
Christopher Melchert, The formation of  the Sunni schools of  law, 9th–10th centuries CE 
[Studies in Islamic Law and Society 4] Leiden, New York, Köln: Brill, 1997, Chapter 
Nine; Devin Stewart, “Mu�ammad b. D�w�d al-��hir�’s Manual of  Jurisprudence: 
Al-Wu�	l il� ma�rifat al-u�	l”, in Bernard G. Weiss (ed.), Studies in Islamic Legal Theory 
[Studies in Islamic Law and Society, 15] Leiden, Boston, Köln: Brill, 2002, 99–158; 
id., “The Structure of  the Fihrist: Ibn al-Nadim as Historian of  Islamic Legal and 
Theological Schools,” International Journal of  Middle East Studies 39 (2007), 369–387 
(esp. pp. 371–377); Adam Sabra, “Ibn �azm’s Literalism: A Critique of  Islamic Legal 
Theory (I)”, Al-Qan�ara XXVIII (2007), 7–40; Camilla Adang, “��hir�s of  Almohad 
Times,” in Maribel Fierro and María Luisa Avila (eds.), Estudios Onomástico-Biográ�cos 
de al-Andalus, X: Biografías almohades, II. Madrid, Granada: CSIC, 2000, 413–479; ead., 
“Women’s Access to Public Space according to al-Mu�all� bi-l-�th�r”, in Manuela Marín 
and Randi Deguilhem (eds.),Writing the Feminine: Women in Arab Sources. London, New 
York: I.B. Tauris: 2002, 75–94; ead., “Ibn �azm on Homosexuality. A Case-Study of  
��hir� Legal Methodology”, Al-Qan�ara XXIV (2003), 5–31; ead., “The Beginnings of  
Zahirism in al-Andalus, in: Peri Bearman, Rudolph Peters, and Frank E. Vogel (eds.), 
The Islamic School of  Law: Evolution, Devolution, and Progress [Harvard Series in Islamic 
Law] Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2005, 117–125, 241–244; ead., 
“The Spread of  ��hirism in al-Andalus in the Post-Caliphal Period: The evidence from 
the biographical dictionaries”, in: Sebastian Günther (ed.), Ideas, Images, and Methods of  
Portrayal. Insights into Classical Arabic Literature and Islam. Leiden, Boston, Köln: Brill, 2005, 
297–346; ead., “’This day have I perfected your religion for you’. A ��hir� conception 
of  religious authority”, in: Gudrun Krämer and Sabine Schmidtke (eds.), Speaking for 
Islam. Religious Authorities in Muslim Societies. Leiden: Brill, 2006, 15–48.
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INTRODUCTION

The legal school which is the subject of the following study is known 
in the theological literature of Islam as madhhab al-��hir or madhhab 

D�w�d. The individual who adheres to its principles is called ��hir� or 
D�w�d�; the school, as a whole, is called ahl al-��hir al-��hir�yah.1

At the beginning of our century,2 European orientalists still knew 
very little about the nature and tendency of the madhhab al-��hir. In 
this regard, it is suf�cient to point out that Silvestre de Sacy, the 
scholar who, at that time, represented the embodiment and sum of all 
knowledge about the Muslim East in Europe, quite frankly confesses 
in his Arabic chrestomathy on the occasion of his editing Maqr�z�’s 
biography: “Je ne saurais dire précisément ce que c’est que cette secte 
nommée ma�hab al-âhir”. However, in his translation of the passage 
in which Maqr�z� is accused of ��hirite tendencies, he is attempting 
the following interpretation: “On lui attribua les dogmes de la secte, 
qui fait consister toute la vertu dans les pratiques extérieures.” He 
contrasts this “doctrine extérieure” to the ma�hab al-bâ�in, i.e. “doctrine 
intérieure”,3 an antithesis which, as it has been found since, belongs 
to a fundamentally different concept of theological teaching. In 1835, 
Freytag seems to have borrowed his “madhhab al-��hir, cogitandi ratio 
eorum, quibus externus religionis cultus praecipua res esse videtur” 
from this reference by de Sacy without giving the source. Even in 
1877, the faulty interpretation of the old Freytag is still reproduced in 
Adolf Wahrmund’s Handwörterbuch der arabischen und deutschen Sprache as 
“madhhab ��hir, äusserlicher Wandel”, externalism.

1 Not al-��hir	na like Houtsma, De strijd over het dogma in den Islam tot op el-Ash�ari, 
p. 85.

2 To avoid going back to an earlier period. We mention only one date of previ-
ous times in order to show the confusion which prevailed concerning the fundamen-
tals of our question. Mouradgea d’Ohsson (Tableau général de l’Empire othoman, I, Paris 
1788, p. 17) names Davoud Tayi Eba Suleyman “mort en 165/781” besides Sufy�n 
al-Thawr� as founder of a sixth orthodox school. About the former, he can relate only 
this much: “Comme ils n’ont eu l’un et l’autre qu’un certain nombre d’adhérens, leurs 
opinions particulières évanouirent presque à leur naissance”. Here, D�w�d al-���� (Ibn 
Qutaybah, Ma��rif, p. 257) is confused with D�w�d al-��hir�.

3 Chrestomathie arabe, 1st ed., II, p. 411, 422 ff.; 2rd ed., p. 113, 122 ff.

2
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2 introduction

If we disregard Reiske’s translation of a passage from Ab� al-Fid��, 
then Quatremère (1840) was the �rst among the European oriental-
ists who tried to shed some light on the ahl al-��hir with one of those 
numerous comments and discussions which advanced considerably 
our knowledge of the Muslim world, and which make his treatment of 
Maqr�z� an invaluable source for the knowledge of Oriental languages 
and affairs.4 Quatremère states that “ce qui concerne cette secte” is 
“encore fort obscure”. He presents in his widely known method a 
formidable number of passages from manuscripts in the Bibliothèque 
Nationale, Paris,5 in which mention is made of the ��hirite school and 
of some of its adherents. This remark by Quatremère should have given 
the �rst incentive to investigate more extensively the nature, system, and 
history of the ��hirite school. (To call it a sect would be just as wrong 
as if we were to use the expression “sect” when referring to adherents 
of any of the four orthodox schools in their relation to each other). 
Quatremère’s stimulus did not cause any one of the students of Islam 
to conduct special investigations. In more recent times, expert writers 
in the �eld, who have produced either comprehensive or speci�c works 
on the development of Islam, have mentioned the ��hirite school in a 
few words. We cite v. Kremer,6 Houtsma,7 and Spitta.8 However, they 
offer only limited comments on the theological school under discussion. 
An exhaustive presentation of the school, of its doctrine, and the posi-
tion of its representatives within orthodox Islam has not appeared until 
now. The following pages attempt to �ll the gap in our knowledge of 
the history of Islamic theology.

4 Histoire des Sultans Mamlouks de l’Egypte, vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 269–270.
5 After re-examination we have utilized in chapter VIII the passage of the Arabic 

manuscript no. 687 of this library for the history of the ��hirite movement in the eighth 
century.

6 Culturgeschichte des Orients unter den Chalifen, I, p. 500, n. 3.
7 Op. cit., We shall come back to Houtsma’s version below.
8 Zur Geschichte Abu-l-�asan Al-A��arî’s, p. 80.
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CHAPTER ONE

The following saying has been transmitted by Ab� Bakr b. �Ay�sh, 
a Muslim traditionist of the second century (d. 193): “The adherents 
of tradition in every age are (in relation to the rest of the scholars) like 
the adherents of Islam in relation to the followers of other religions”.1 
This saying is aimed at a method of dealing with Islamic jurisprudence 
according to which not only the written and orally transmitted sources 
are authoritative—namely, the Koran and the traditions of Mu
ammad 
and his companions—but also, in recognition of what is valid accord-
ing to the principles of Islam, what the individual insight of a legist or 
judge, in real or apparent dependance on those indisputable sources, 
recognizes as truth emanating from their spirit. The representatives of 
the latter view are known by the name ahl or a���b al-ra�y. The origins 
of this dissension in the earliest history of Islamic jurisprudence have 
been dealt with so comprehensively by v. Kremer2 and Sachau3 that it 
would be idle to attempt to �nd new aspects for this chapter of Islam’s 
history of evolution. According to the researches of the latter scholar, it 
cannot be doubted that the two designations ahl al-�ad�th and ahl al-ra�y 
originally referred to branches of legists occupied with the investigation 
of Islamic law: the former were concerned with the study of transmitted 
sources, and the latter with the practical aspects of the law. It is only 
later that the two terms indicate the contrast between the methods of 
legal deduction, a contrast which, as we have been able to observe, 
was quite common already in the second century.

The so-called orthodox schools (madh�hib al-�qh) differ from each 
other in the earliest stages of their evolution in the extent to which 
they permit ra�y to be a determining factor in establishing Islamic law 
in a given case. The two extremes in this respect are Ab� �an�fah 
and D�w�d al-��hir�. The former made considerable concessions to 

3

1 al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 63: ���� ���	�
 ������ ��� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� �� ���� ��� 
� ������ �!"!# $ ��
 %&'(�)� *� +�,-)� ��� �./ �� 0��� �� ����

2 Culturgeschichte des Orients unter den Chalifen, I, p. 470–500.
3 Zur ältesten Geschichte des muhammedanischen Rechts, Wien 1870. (Akademie der 

Wissenschaften. Philosophisch-historische Klasse. Sitzungsberichte. Vol. 65).

4
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4 chapter one

ra�y while the latter, at least in his early teachings, refutes any justi�cation 
for this. M�lik b. Anas, al-Sh����, and A
mad b. �anbal have taken 
the position between these two, not just chronologically, but also with 
respect to their recognition of ra�y. In the course of the development of 
these schools, this difference diminished through gradual concessions so 
that wide-spread confusion whether to consider a school as belonging 
either to ahl al-�ad�th or to ahl al-ra�y dominates the historical literature. 
Ibn Qutaybah takes into account among the a���b al-ra�y all the found-
ers of the legal schools with the exception of A
mad b. �anbal, whom 
he does not mention, and D�w�d, whom he could not have known 
yet; among the a���b al-�ad�th he lists famous traditionists only.4 Al-
Maqdis� considers A
mad b. �anbal’s followers, together with those 
of Is
�q b. R�hwayhi, a famous Sh���ite, as a���b al-�ad�th and not at 
all as belonging to the madh�hib al-�qh to which �ana�tes, M�likites, 
Sh���ites, and ��hir�s5 belong.6 In a different passage, the same author 
mentions the Sh���ites in contrast to the followers of Ab� �an�fah as 
a���b al-�ad�th,7 and to complete the confusion, in a third passage,8 
al-Sh���� and Ab� �an�fah are considered as belonging to ra�y in op-
position to A
mad b. �anbal. By excluding A
mad b. �anbal from 
among the founders of madh�hib al-�qh, al-Maqdis� seems to conform 
to older opinions. We know, for example, that the famous Ab� Ja�far 
al-�abar� had to endure considerable animosity since, in his Kit�b ikhtil�f 

al-fuqah��, he did not consider the teachings of the Im�m A
mad. The 
reason for this attitude was that this im�m was considered a traditionist 
but not a faq�h.9 In Ibn �As�kir, we �nd: “A
mad b. �anbal wa-ghayruhu 

min ahl al-�ad�th”; the other schools are classi�ed not according to the 
type of the legal methods but according to their regional af�liation.10 
In al-Shahrast�n� we �nd M�lik, al-Sh����, A
mad, and D�w�d 

 4 Kit�b al-ma��rif, p. 248–251, cf. Sachau, op. cit., p. 16.
 5 Unjustly, I think, de Goeje concluded from this in Glossarium zur Bibl. geogr. arabico-

rum, p. 243, that the D�w�d�s were a���b al-ra�y. Nothing more opposing could be imag-
ined than madhhab al-��hir and ra�y. Al-Maqdis� is no longer familiar with the identity of 
fiqh and ra�y.

 6 Descriptio imperii moslemici, ed. de Goeje, p. 37, l. 5–7.
 7 About Ab� Mu
ammad al-S�r�f�, ibid., p. 127, l. 3.
 8 Ibid., p. 142, l. 11.
 9 Ab� al-Fid��, Annales, ed. Reiske, II, p. 344. Among the older authorities of the 

science of traditions, Ibn �anbal is considered the one who best utilized traditions for 
jurisprudence: afqahuhum f�-hi Ab� al-Ma
�sin, Annales, ed. Juynboll, I, p. 710.

10 Exposé de la réforme de l’Islamisme, p. 91, l. 15.

5
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classi�ed as a���b al-�ad�th while from among the legal schools which 
survived their founder, only Ab� �an�fah is listed among the a���b al-

ra�y.11 Ibn Khald�n accepted this division, but with the difference that 
he places D�w�d b. �Al� at the top of a separate third class.12

First of all, it is necessary to make note of the position ra�y occupies 
in Islamic jurisprudence. This will enable us to de�ne the position taken 
by D�w�d and the school founded by him, and named after him, in 
the controversy between the rigid traditionalism and the sect whose 
adherents v. Kremer appropriately calls the speculative legists (a���b 

al-ra�y),13 a branch which was constantly gaining greater in�uence.

11 Kit�b al-milal, ed. Cureton, p. 160–161; cf. Sachau, op. cit., p. 15.
12 Muqaddimah, ed. B�l�q, p. 372 ff. All three classes together are madh�hib al-jumh	r.
13 Some curious translations of this expression from various periods might 

be mentioned here. Joh. Fr. Gmelin, in his translation of Alexander and Patrick 
Russell’s Nachrichten von dem Zustand der Gelehrsamkeit zu Aleppo (Göttingen 1798), gives 
“Vernunftsgläubige”, men of reason, as equivalent of this term which, however, was not 
properly recognized at the time. We �nd this as “consiliari” in Flügel’s ��jj� Khal�fah, 
IV, p. 47: 12��)� ��� 34� �� �5
 ��: quae in libris consiliariorum occurrunt. Yet, the strangest 
interpretation of all is offered by Ad. Wahrmund, the German Arabic lexicographer, 
with his oracle: a���b al-ra�y, metaphysists, idealists. (Consistent with this would be: a���b 
al-�ad�th, natural scientists, materialists!). And this after the correct de�nition of the term 
had already penetrated the European Arabic lexicography, at least since Lane’s article 
of 1867!
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CHAPTER TWO

The application of  ra�y developed in Islamic jurisprudence as an 
inevitable postulate of  the realities of  practical legal affairs in the 
practice of  judgeship.1 The theoretical canonist could quite easily 
dismiss the validity of  ra�y as a justi�able source for legal affairs, 
for he studied the written and orally transmitted word and was not 
concerned with the turbulent affairs of  daily life. But for a practising 
legist in Iraq or any other province under the dominion of  Islam, it 
was not suf�cient for the discharging of  the obligations of  his of�ce 
to rely on sources from the �ij�z alone since these could not possibly 
give satisfactory answers to all sorts of  problems arising daily in the 
different countries. Al-Shahrast�n�’s observation “that written texts 
are limited, but the incidents of  daily life unlimited, and that it is 
impossible for something in�nite to be enclosed by something �nite”2 

gave the initiative toward the introduction of  speculative elements 
in the deduction of  law. One example may suf�ce. In the newly 
conquered Islamic territories, there prevailed civil laws which differed 
considerably from those in the �ij�z; they were either rooted in the 
agrarian traditions of  the country or created through the reality of  
the conquest. How could a codex, derived from entirely different 
conditions, have given answers to legal problems which arose under 
these new circum stances? This and similar aspects—predominantly the 
problem that the existing sources of  law were not complete and offered 
only occasional solutions which, however, were insuf�cient for all legal 
problems even for the country in which they originated—imposed the 
obligation on practising legists to consider themselves competent to 
exercise their subjective good sense, their insight, in the spirit of  the 
existing sacred materials and in agreement with them, as legitimate 
instance for concrete cases for which the transmitted law provided 
no solution. How deeply the need for extending the legal bases was 
felt can be seen from the fact that even stern traditionists, unwillingly, 
but conforming under the pressure of  realities, had to admit to ra�y.

1 <For a modern interpretation see Joseph Schacht, The origins of  Muhammadan 
jurisprudence, Oxford, 1950, p. 98 ff.>.

2 al-Shahrast�n�, p. 154: ���,4  �  ��
  +6�  �,4�  789  �:;<  �5!)�
  +6�  �,4�  ="�>  �?�  @!A,)�
 
.���,4  �� 0CDE �
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However, they went to the utmost extremes of  their system so that, 
in order to have ready for every concrete case a judgement from the 
traditions which was to be followed in practice, they often did not 
require the attestation of  the tradition if  it was a question of  supplying 
an authority from the traditions for a legal decision. With this self-
delusion, satisfaction was intended to be given, at least as a matter of  
form. Ab� D�w�d, so we learn, adopted the “weakest” tradition in his 
collection if  for a certain legal paragraph there existed no better-attested 
tradition. Many a fabrication of  traditions might have its origin in this 
fundamental endeavour to shun ra�y, at least ostensibly, for as long as 
possible. Yet those fabricated quotations from the traditions were nothing 
but ra�y clothed in traditions. The following saying is attributed to Sha�b�: 
“Ra�y is like a carcass; it is used as food in an extreme emergency 
only”.3 Indeed, we notice, now and then, that even practising legists are 
obstinately opposed to applying ra�y. In any case, the number of  people 
cannot have been large who, like �af� b. �Abd All�h al-N�sh�b�r� (d. 
209), could claim to have held of�ce as judge for twenty years without 
passing a single judgement on the basis of  ra�y.4

The exponents of  ra�y derived the legal basis for the introduction 
of  subjective motives in the deduction of  law from the spirit of  the 
transmitted divine law. For example, they base their claim—and it 
cannot be ascertained whether or not this was done also in an earlier 
period—on the fact that divine law recognizes the testimony of  
two witnesses and the oath as legal evidence. Now, it is conceivable 
that the witnesses may make a false statement, bona �de or mala 

�de, or that an oath is given to support a false claim. Nevertheless, 
the legal case in question is determined on such bases to the best 
apprehension of  the judge.5 Then, instances are quoted from the earliest

3 �'4F>� �'6)� GH�CI� �?� +46	� +)J,K 12�)�. Cf. the text of  Jurj�n� from which the preceding 
remarks have been extracted. JAOS, vol. 7, p. 116. <“Opinion is carrion—when need 
requires, eat it”>.

4 �abaq�t al-�uff�z, ed. Wüstenfeld, VI, no. 46.
5 Ib��l, fol. 6a. Ibn �azm refutes this interpretation as follows: “God did not make it 

our duty to pass judgement on witnesses’ evidence and on oath. A judge is not obliged to 
investigate whether they are true or false. If  he were to do this, indeed, the door would 
be wide opened to his individual interpretation in legal decisions. May God protect 
us from this! Let us assume that there are two quarrelling parties before us, the one a 
pious, God-fearing, trustworthy Muslim, the other, however, a Christian who recognizes 
three persons in the deity and who is known to fabricate lies about God and people and

7
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8 chapter two

history of  Islamic legal practice—although traditions of  often doubtful 
reliability—that, in the absence of  transmitted decisions, ra�y was 
accepted as an unchallenged expedient. All the companions confronted 
with legal practice are supposed to have reacted in this fashion, and 
yet, no one will question their piety or suspect them of  the introduction 
of  innovations prohibited by God. Thus, it is related that even at that 
time, Ab� Bakr would �rst consult the divine book if  two quarrelling 
parties sought his legal advice; if  he found an answer to the case in 
question in it, he would pass sentence as revealed by God; if  he did 
not, then he would seek this in the sunnah of  the Prophet; if  he failed 
to discover a pertinent decision there too, he would ask the companions 
whether they were familiar with a decision of  the Prophet which could 
be applied to the case in question. If  even this attempt failed, he would 
consult the leaders of  the community and make a decision according 
to their general agreement. �Umar, too, is supposed to have acted in 
this manner. Likewise, it is reported about Ibn Mas��d6 that in cases 
in which judgements cannot be derived from either the Book, or from 
the sunnah, or from the sayings or actions of  the pious, a judge reasons 
independently “without saying: ‘this is my attitude, but I am afraid to 
assert it’; because what is permitted is clear, and also what is prohibited, 
but in between these two there exist dubious cases; so let the things you 
doubt be determined by those things which you do not doubt”.7 Yet, 
most important and wide-spread are those instructions which already the 
Prophet, and later, �Umar are supposed to have given to judges sent to 
conquered territories. These instructions are the most weighty arguments 
of  the defenders of  ra�y, who endeavoured to fabricate for its validity an

who, in private life, is a volatile, frivolous individual. Now, the Muslim demands from 
the Christian payment of  a debt, no matter how large or small, the title to which the 
Christian denies; or, conversely, the Christian were the plaintiff  and the Muslim the 
defendant protesting the claim of  the Christian plaintiff. If  things were to be decided 
according to the judge’s personal view whioh does not agree with the facts, then the 
Muslim is to be awarded right over the Christian. But there is no argument that we 
must not be guided by our view of  the situation, rather that we must make a decision 
on the basis of  evidences as decreed by God according to which the plaintiff  must 
assert his claim by producing credible witnesses, and the defendent his denial on oath. 
‘Conjectures’, however, we must dismiss altogether”. Ib��l, fol. 18b.

6 Contrary to his custom, Ibn �azm approves the validity of  this tradition, but 
interprets the words fal-yajtahid ra�yah that one must search diligently for authentic 
traditions if  they are not easily available at �rst sight.

7 Ib��l, fol. 5b.

8
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old tradition, and an authority going back to the earliest time of  
Islam. Mu��dh b. Jabal, whom the Prophet sent to Yemen, replied to 
him, when asked on what principles he would administer law in his 
province, that he would rely on his own ray in all cases for which he 
could not �nd an answer either in the Book or in the traditions. The 
Prophet consented to this with the following words: “Praise be to God 
that He helped the messenger of  the Prophet of  God to an insight 
that pleases the Prophet of  God”.8 �Umar is supposed to have given 
the following instructions when Shuray
 was sent out as a judge: “If  
you �nd something in All�h’s Book, consult no one else; if  you are not 
clear about something in All�h’s Book, then follow the sunnah; however, 
should you not �nd this in the sunnah either, then follow your own 
judgement independently”.9 One could mention other instructions to 
judges, in all appearances apocryphal ones, which are associated with 
the name of  �Umar, but in particular, one in which Ab� M�s� al-Ash�ar� 
is encouraged to exercise qiy�s, although in a way formulated by the 
schools which reconciled the rigid traditionalism and the speculative 
branch. There it says: “Your thoughts, your thoughts (collect them) if  
you are indecisive in your mind and when you do not �nd anything 
about them either in God’s Book or in the traditions of  His messenger. 
Consider the analogies similarities, and compare things in your mind; 
then follow what seems to be the most probable, and what God and 
His Prophet like best”.10 In these words, cited in a lengthy instruction 
for a judge, we discover the terminology of  qiy�s as it became current 
only in a later period. If  the accounts in which judges were encouraged 
to apply ra�y were authentic, the opposition of  conservative traditionists 
to ra�y, and to the authority of  the Prophet and �Umar, would be

8 Cf. the passages in Sachau, ibid., p. 6. In al-M�ward�, Constitutiones politicae, ed. Enger, 
p. 111, 1. 1, ras	l All�h ought to be corrected to ras	l ras	l All�h. Ib��l, fol. 6a seems to 
have been endowed with the oldest version of  this story. There, Mu��dh says: ajtahidu 
ra�y� wa-l� �lw; the last two words are missing in the other versions of  the account.

9 Kit�b al-agh�n�, XVI, p. 32: 0,L  �;-:M  ��  �N�  O�4�  ��  0M�P
  ��  Q�5  �RS  �6I�5  0�  �T�
 
. ;U2H �'4P��  +�,-)�  �� *# $ ��
 +�,-)�  �J)��  �N� O�4� �� *D4-M  $ ��
 ����

10 al-�Iqd, I, p. 33: 0�6D"  +�,� �
 �N� O�4� 0� VWFD  $ �� XH�Y �� ZF[F4  �� �,L R'�)�  R'�)� 
.�\���  �''D]�
  0)!�H
  �N�  �,L  �'� D��  ^�  �_�  �RS  X�,L  H!���  `5
  a�D]��
  Q�b���  c ;�L�  RTFY

9
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10 chapter two

incomprehensible. But the very fact that their authenticity is disputed, 
and the veri�cation that the isn�d of  the particular reports do not 
conform to the laws of  the science of  tradition are the main weapons 
with which its opponents �ght the conclusiveness of  these accounts. 
Indeed, a critical examination of  these instructions must also lead to 
the conclusion that they are spurious. They contain concepts and terms 
in which, in this precise de�nition, belong only to a later period. In 
Bal�dhur� (p. 69–75), in which the instructions accompanying Mu��dh 
b. Jabal are quoted at length, the instruction mentioned above is not 

cited. Because of  the insuf�cient documentation of  these arguments of  
the exponents of  ra�y, their opponents were able to foster awareness of  
the unfavourable meaning of  the word ra�y as a theological term. In 
ordinary Arabic usage, al-ra�y is a word of  favourable meaning11 unless 
quali�ed by an adjective abrogating this meaning. In the sense of  a 
good, prudent, correct, and reasonable view, it is juxtaposed12 to hawan, a rash 
decision, prompting misguided passion. For the conservative traditionist, 
however, al-ra�y is a word of  decidedly derogatory connotation,13 and in 
the theological sense, it is almost equal in meaning to this hawan.14 This 
much was admitted also by the representatives of  the traditional branch: 
al-ra�y had already been applied by the companions in the �rst generation 
of  Islamic history, during the patriarchal period, although with the 
stipulation that “whoever applied ra�y was �rmly opposed to admitting

10

11 E.g. Agh�n�, X, p. 109, 1. 18, in one of  Ab� �Al� al-�Abl�’s panegyric poems about 
the Umayyad caliphs: �![-)��  R'F6)  �!6d
 � J��
 12 �H8e�8f  H�'�,)�  �!TC(.

12 E.g. a proverb الهوى  k� kCk�  l12 �H8e�  k�A" �?m al-Mayd�n� (ed. B�l�q), I, p. 51.
13 12�)� = heretical view, al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-adab, no. 79 12H 0)  �PH �,6�
; arbitrary 

view. Tafs�r, no. 15 to II v. 192 $
 RTFY N� Q!�H ��  �o  �,FT��  �N�  O�4�  ��  +T4	�  +p  =)J"
.%&] �� 02��  �PH Q�5 G�� ��4� 0,L 0,  $
 0� ��d ���5 QJ,

14 Cf. al-Ghaz�l�, I�y��, I, p. 276; in elucidating the well-known tradition �p�()� � �-� *� 
.H�� ,)� *� a�T(� 2!� D46F� 02��, he voices the opinion that the word 12�)�, considered lexically, 
can be understood either in a favourable or unfavourable sense, but that theological 
linguistic usage gives preference to the phrase in malam partem: 12�)�  12�)��  ���	�  �!#
 
q �A lr �5 1!'F) \��!	�
 ����)�
 s6tA)� Q
�,4 12��)�
 s6tA)� ��'4P�� �
� 1!'F) \��!	� ����)� 
u12�)�  R���. Cf. also n. 1.

11
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its conclusiveness and rejected this allegation on his part”.15 In this 
�rst phase of  Muslim history, judgement was still totally unde�ned, 
without positive administration, without any proper direction or 
method, and was passed on the basis of  individual insight. It was 
only in the following period that ra�y took a certain shape and began 
to move in a prescribed direction. Ra�y assumes now the logical form 
of  an analogy, qiy�s. Formerly, it was said that a judge, when dealing 
with an unprecedented case, might use his own judgement in cases for 
which no transmitted or written positive law existed. Now it is said that 
personal judgement must be applied within the analogical framework 
prescribing the direction of  the subjective discernment within which 
this judgement may be exercized.

With regard to the de�nition and application of  qiy�s, two methods 
developed side by side, according to Ibn �azm’s account. Both  methods 
agree that cases which cannot be judged on the basis either of  written 
or of  transmitted law must be decided by way of  a comparison with 
a judgement as it appears in one of  the two recognized sources. The 
two methods diverge only with regard to the reaching of  the tertium 

comparationis through the speculative method. The one method tries to 
prescribe the searching for a material similarity of  the written, and 
lately emerged laws to the cases which are being considered. The other 
method requires investigation of  the  motive, the ratio (�illah) of  the 
transmitted law resorted to for the purpose of  comparison, and inquiry 
into the spirit of  the law, as well as an examination of  whether or not the 
independently discovered relationship of  cause and effect which exists 
between the law and the unwritten principle encompasses the newly 
arisen case too. In another chapter, concrete examples demonstrating 
this method in its practical application will be seen. One point should be 
noted here: later theology was very actively concerned with the question 
of  whether or not it was permissible to search for the motives of  divine 
law, and even those legal schools which inclined toward analogy did 
not always answer this in the af�rmative.16

15 Ib��l, fol. 2b, 3a.
16 al-Talw�� il� kashf  �aq��iq al-tanq�� by Sa�d al-D�n al-Taftaz�n� (MS of  the 

Kais. Hofbibliothek Vienna, A.F. 167[251] fol. 181a): u�6FT4)�  ��L  @!A,)�  ��  �Y��
�Y�� �65
 u�6FT�4)� �6)� �!58v w�4� �6FT4)� ��L �Y�� �6(� 3��x� +T�H� yL V)? �� �!�F4z� 

�6FT4)�  �Y��  ��  �65
  u{TD)�  *L  �"��  �P!  �� 4�  06)�  R#��  +��I�  s)�Y  |Y
  ��#�  �6FT�4)�
�'4]�  �5
 u �N� 0.�H �T��/)�  ^� V)? 3-"
 c�Y
��  *6�  *� aJ6� }  �6)�  *� ���  � *#)  |Y!�
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12 chapter two

Even though the introduction of  qiy�s put a formal limit to the indis-
criminate application of  ra�y, isti�s�n cancelled this effect in favour of  
uncontrolled ra�y. The word isti�s�n itself  de�nes the subject matter: to 
consider something preferable. Ab� Bakr al-Sarakhs� de�nes it as follows: 
It is “abandoning qiy�s in consideration of  what is easier for man”.17

In view of  the dearth of  non-partisan sources for the history of  the 
earliest development of  Islamic jurisprudence on which such a history 
could be built, in view of  the partial colouring of  the facts which were, to 
a large extent, ad hoc fabrications, it is dif�cult to determine precisely the 
date when the above-mentioned Islamic legal sources were introduced. 
Furthermore, it can hardly be determined to what extent usage of  those 
sources for decision had developed in Ab� �an�fah’s time, and what 
were the new facts which he added to Islamic jurisprudence in order 
to de�ne the spheres of  ra�y and qiy�s. There even prevails uncertainty 
concerning how Ab� �an�fah utilized the speculative components of  
legal deduction, and what degree of  justi�cation he permitted them 
beside the traditional legal sources. Opponents of  his legal system 
are inclined to maintain that he did not attach much importance to 
tradition, rather that he emphasized predominantly the application 
of  free speculation in legal deduction. They cite minutely the small 
number of  traditions which he used for establishing his legal system. 
In his time, four companions were still alive, but he made no efforts 
to hear traditions from these authorities.18 His advocates refute this 
accusation and claim to know de�nitely that he resorted to ra�y only 
in cases in which written and orally transmitted sources failed. Even 
sayings are cited from Ab� �an�fah in which he mentions the branch 
attributed to himself  reprehensibly: “Urinating in the mosque is less 
reprehensible than some of  their qiy�s�t”. Once the Im�m is supposed 
to have said to his son: “He who does not abstain from applying qiy�s 

in legal proceedings is no legist”.19

@!A,)�  �� �Y�� �� H�4~	�
 �6FT4� )�  �
� �� DT� 4)�  !� ��#��� �� �Y�� �� 0��tY� *6�  ��  
.�6FT4)�

17 In Pertsch, Die arabischen Handschriften der herzoglichen Bibliothek zu Gotha, II, p. 253 
to no. 997.

18 Tahdh�b, p. 698.
19 Ib��l, fol. 15b. <Some of  these anecdotes might be apocryphal. J. Schacht, Origins 

of  Muhammadan jurisprudence, p. 129–130>.
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It would require a deeper insight into Ab� �an�fah’s classrooms than 
is possible in view of  the state of  the sources, to decide for either one 
of  these parties. However, we have two facts in our possession.

First, speculative jurisprudence, which acknowledged no dominant 
importance to the traditional source material, reached its apex even 
before Ab� �an�fah’s time. Ab� �an�fah’s immediate predecessor 
in Iraq seems to have been �amm�d ibn Ab� Sulaym�n (d. 119 or 
120). He was considered the greatest legist in Iraq, and it is said 
about him that he was the �rst “to gather around him a circle for 
the pursuit of  knowledge”. Among his pupils, Ab� �an�fah is also 
mentioned.20 �amm�d’s knowledge of  traditions was very weak, but 
he was said to be afqah, i.e. the most important of  his contemporaries 
in jurisprudence.21

Secondly, after these preparatory works, Ab� �an�fah made the 
�rst attempt to codify Islamic jurisprudence on the basis of  qiy�s. Up 
to his time, this had not been done. Just as a systematic presentation 
of  Islamic jurisprudence, built on the fundament of  analogy, was now 
feasible, it was also only from this time on that a systematic opposition 
to the principle of  qiy�s and its application in legal positivism became 
possible. Ibn �Uyaynah is supposed to have said,  “There are two things 
which I did not expect to spread beyond the bridge in Kufa: �amzah’s 
way of  reciting the Koran, and Ab� �an�fah’s jurisprudence; indeed, 
both spread all over the world”.22

Indeed, Ab� �an�fah’s scholarly achievement received a very 
poor reception from his conservative contemporaries. The following 
account is typical of  his contemporaries’ views of  how the teachings 
of  the im�m of  the analogists disseminated. When Ab� �an�fah sent 
out Zufar, one of  his two disciples, from Kufa to the neighbouring 
Ba�ra in order to propagate the new branch of  jurisprudence, Zufar 
encountered indifference everywhere. As soon as he presented the new 
teachings in the name of  Ab� �an�fah, people even turned away from 
him. When he reported this to his teacher, Ab� �an�fah is suppose to 
have made the following remark: “You are little versed in the method

20 Ab� al-Ma
�sin, Annales ed. Juynboll, I, p. 316.
21 �abaq�t al-�uff��, IV, no. 12. It is said also about another of  Ab� �an�fah’s teachers, 

about �A��� b. Ab� Muslim (d. 135) who represented jurisprudence in Khur�s�n, in 
Ab��al-Ma
�sin, ibid., 366 (�����z  ���  06(�): R�!)�  �6b�  ����  %1�H  ��� �abaq�t al-�uff., 
ibid., no. 37.

22 Ab� al-Ma
�sin, I, p. 405.
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of  propaganda. Just go back to Ba�ra, present to the people the teachings 
of  their own im�ms and, at the same time, expose the weaknesses of  
the same. Tell them afterwards that there exists yet another teaching 
which consists of  this and that, and which is based on such and such 
arguments. Now, if  the new matter has rooted in their souls, tell them 
only then that this is Ab� �an�fah’s teaching. After this they will be 
embarrassed to reject it”.23 Even a poet like Mus�wir,24 a contemporary 
of  Ab� �an�fah and like the im�m, a citizen of  Kufa, used the system 
for the purpose of  epigrammatic ridicule. This is a symptom of  public 
opinion, for the poetical Muses did not concern themselves so soon 
with the casuistry of  the law.25 In later periods, apocryphal stories were 
fabricated in order to represent the opposi tion of  the learned and pious 
contemporaries to Ab� �an�fah. The following is probably the most 
remarkable of  these fabrications, which is preserved in al-Dam�r�.26 It 
is based on an older source27 and reported at great length and in detail. 
Ibn Shubrumah who was inclined towards �qh, but with little concern 
for the traditions,28 relates:

“I and Ab� �an�fah once visited Ja�far b. Mu
ammad al-��diq; 
I introduced my companion as a jurist from Iraq. Then Ja�far said: 
‘Would it be he who in religious matters produces analogies based 
on his own ra�y? ( yaq�su al-d�n bi-ra�yh). Would it be al-Nu�m�n b. 
Th�bit?’—‘I myself ’, adds the informant, ‘learned his name only from 
this question’.—‘Yes’, replied Ab� �an�fah, ‘that is I, may God grant me 
success!’ Then Ja�far said: ‘Fear God and apply no analogy in religious 
matters based on your arbitrary opinion, for it was Ibl�s who established 
analogical reasoning �rst’”. Now, remarks follow that purport to show 
the inadequacy of  speculation in juridico-religious matters.

15

23 Maf�t��, VIII, p. 617.
24 Kit�b al-agh�n�, XVI, p. 169. Cf. also my Beiträge zur Literaturgeschichte der ���a, 

p. 65.
25 We encounter also poetical eulogies for Ab���an�fah, Fihrist, p. 202; also for 

M�lik ibn Anas in al-�u�r�, I, p. 69; for the poet �Abd All�h b. S�lim, called Ibn 
al-Khayy��, in al-J�
i, fol. 181a; and for seven fuqah�� of  Medina in a love poem in 
Agh�n�, VIII, p. 93.

26 �ay�t al-�ayaw�n, II, p. 124 s.v. �D�.
27 Ibn �azm, too, knows this account, Ib��l, fol. 15b.
28 Ab	 al-Ma��sin, I, p. 390.
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“Just tell me which, in the eyes of  God, is the more serious crime 
homicide or adultery?”

“No doubt, homicide is a greater crime”, replied Ab� �an�fah.
“Yet homicide is judged on the basis of  two witnesses’ evidence while 

adultery is proven only by statements from four witnesses. How does 
your analogy apply in this case? And what is more meritorious before 
God: fasting or praying?”

“Prayer is de�nitely more meritorious”, replied Ab� �an�fah.
“Nevertheless, a woman must interrupt fasting during menstruation 

although she is not forbidden to pray in this state.29 Fear God, o servant 
of  God, and do not produce arbitrarily analogies in religious matters, 
for we and our opponents may be summoned before God’s tribunal 
to-morrow. Then we on our part shall say: �All�h has said; the Prophet 
of  All�h has said’. You and your companions, however, shall say: ‘We 
have heard such; we have guessed such’. But All�h shall treat us and 
you as He wills”.

At times idle casuistry, too, has been falsely attributed to the founder 
of  the “speculative” school. Thus it is related that at the time when 
the traditionist Qat�dah—who was particularly versed in Biblical 
legends—came to Kufa, a large crowd gathered around him in order 
to meet the famous Ba�ran. Upon his offer to explain any question ex 

abrupto, Ab� �an�fah, who at that time was still a youth, came forward 
with this question: “What might have been the sex of  Solomon’s 
ant?” (S	rah XXVII). This embarrassed the learned Qat�dah and he 
confessed to be unable to answer this question. Then the youthful 
questioner himself  gave the reply: “It was a female ant because it 
says in verse 18 �q�lat (she said) an ant’. If  it had been a male, then, 
the masculine form (q�la) ought to have been used because namlah is 
gen. epic”.30 Also typical of  attitudes towards Ab���an�fah’s school 
shortly after its establishment is the following anecdote which �amm�d 
b. Sal�mah relates: “In the time of  ignorance, there was a highway 
robber who used to take the possessions of  pilgrims with the aid of  a 
cane. When accused of  robbery, he would use the excuse that not he 
but the cane had acquired foreign property”. �amm�d comments: 
“If  this man were still alive to-day, he would certainly be one of  the 
followers of  Ab� �an�fah”.31 The following verdict is cited on the

16

29 This objection to analogy is also encountered in al-Bukh�r�’s Kit�b al-�awm, no. 41.
30 al-Dam�r�, II, p. 432.
31 al-J�
i, fol. 121a.
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authority of  �af� b. Ghiy�th (d. 177): “Ab� �an�fah is the best-informed 
person about things that never existed; he is most ignorant about things 
which have really occurred” i.e. he is a shrewd casuist but no learned 
jurist.32 As we can see, all these accounts33 and opinions ridicule to 
a greater or lesser extent the casuistic spirit of  Ab� �an�fah’s legal 
method and his legal school. While the schools of  tradition directed 
their attention to existing and concrete facts, which they judged on 
the basis of  concrete, existing, and historical legal data, the exponents 
of  ra�y dwelt on casuistries that were void of  any current interest. Also 
those theologians who subscribed more to the ethical side of  religion 
turned reluctantly away from legal casuistry. From among the many 
accounts that could be cited to point out this contrast, I mention only 
the statement of  a pious theologian from Kufa, �Amr b. Qays al-Mal��� 
(d. 146): “I prefer one tradition which edi�es my heart, and which brings 
me closer to God, to �fty of  Shuray
’s legal decisions”.34

The standard approach to questions of  legal casuistry seems to have 
been: “a-ra�ayta” (from ra�� as verbum cordis: Videturne tibi? Quid tibi 

videtur? But in this application it means: What do you think with regard 
to such and such a given case?). The traditionists, therefore, frown upon 
this standard formula common among the casuists. For example, the 
traditionists cite the following account on the authority of  Ibn Mas��d: 
“Beware of  ‘a-ra�ayta, a-ra�ayta’, for those who came before you perished 
because of  ‘a-ra�ayta, a-ra�ayta’. Do not compare one thing with another 
(by analogy) so that your foot may not stumble after standing �rm. If  one 
of  you is asked about something about which he does not know anything, 
then let him say: ‘I do not know’, for ‘this is one third of  knowledge’”.35 
A curse is transmitted against this a-ra�ayta by al-Sha�b�36 beside other 
most derogatory remarks about ra�y, although it could be proved that this

32 al-J�
i, fol. 62a: *#  $  �  ��,)�  RFL�  Q�(�  +�6,�  �:��  0(�  *L  ��6�  ��  q��  �;��
 
.��� �:�  R'F'P�


33 Also A thousand and one night, night 296–7, must be considered as part of  this. There, 
the excesses of  the �ana�te casuistry and subtleties in the person of  Ab� Y�suf  are 
made the subject of  humourous comic. (B�l�q, 1279, II, p. 159–160).

34 Ab� al-Ma
�sin, I, p. 396.
35 Ib��l, fol. 13b.
36 Ibid., fol. 10b: +F ;�-�  *L  �DT/)�  =)��  RF-�  ��  s)�Y  Q�5
  =2H�  �N�  *T)  �DT/)�  Q�5 

.06FL �lD k�  12��  UlM��� �m Q�(�  ��#,)�  *�
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formula also came from the lips of  the Prophet himself 37 and his pious 
companions.38 From the following remark attributed to Masr�q, it 
becomes evident how much aversion the strictest traditionists entertained 
towards pure casuistry which threatened to prove that many a legal 
problem, although logically feasible, was not treated in the traditional 
sources and could be decided only by speculative means. Whenever a 
question was put before Masr�q, he would ask the questioner: “Has 
this case really already occurred?” When he received a negative reply, 
Masr�q would say to the questioner: “Pardon me if  I do not answer 
until such a case does in fact occur”.39 Ab� Thawr al-Baghd�d�, who 
must be mentioned in the next chapter as being favourably disposed 
towards ra�y, and consequently not a fully recognized Sh���ite, put the 
following question before another jurist: “Some one takes an egg from 
each of  two persons and puts both eggs into his sleeve. Now, one of  
the eggs is crushed completely and becomes totally valueless. Which of  
the two owners has to be compensated?” The jurist was very annoyed 
with Ab� Thawr and said: “You have to wait until compensation is 
demanded”.—“So you admit”, countered Ab� Thawr, “that you have 
no answer to this”.—“I say”, replied the other, “go away, for we have 
to pass legal judgements; we do not have to satisfy the curious”.40

Besides such objections against the speculative branch which 
were made mockingly rather than with the intent of  criticising the 
principles, we meet the serious accusation in the period following the 
establishment of  Ab���an�fah’s system that the speculative branch 
destroys the bases of  the law through arbitrary negligence of  the positive 
legal sources in favour of  speculative innovations (bid�ah), and that it

37 Jaz�� al-�ayd (Bukh.), no. 22: 046I�5  �4,:��  *�  V���  yL  ���  !)  =2H2 but this is no 
question requiring explanation. In Magh�z�, no. 12, Miqd�d b. �Amr al-Kind� puts 
a casuistic question to the Prophet starting it with �)�  �PH  =6()  ��  =�H2. In the 
corresponding passage Diy�t, no. 1, this =2H2 is missing. Its occurrence in the other 
passage, so argues al-Qas�all�n� (X, p. 48) against opponents, shows that it concerned 
a casuistic question, not a real one.

38 Kit�b al-wu�	�, no. 34 (35): �P�)� ���P �?� =2H2 ��� �L *� ��bL Q�� (�)�z *� ��) 0� "�
.s,)�  *�.l  RF�  

39 al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 63: Q�5  ���  �=kTk 5 k
  ��  �:; <�-F)  Q!(  +F; �-�  *L  �; ��  �?�  �
�-�  ���
 
.�!#M  �4� �,�L2  Q�5  �

40 Ibn al-Mulaqqin, fol. 2a.
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offered legal justi�cation for adultery and forni�cation contrary to the 
Koran and sunnah.41

The method to which the earliest ra�y circles adhered and which 
Ab� �an�fah subsequently incorporated into his system, namely, the 
inclination not to be content with establishing, treating, and applying the 
existing transmitted materials, but to go beyond this and to follow up 
all the real and casuistically imaginable requirements of  legal practice, 
was given the special name �qh in contradistinction to �ilm al-�ad�th. 

Sachau explained the genetics of  this contrast, and at this point, I refer 
to his pertinent exposition.42 Fiqh is a synonym of  ra�y; in its original 
meaning, however, the former also carries the meaning: discernment, 
comprehension.43 But before the word �qh became contrasted to 
�ad�th in the theological terminology it passed the stage of  general 
meaning. The general meaning becomes evident from a passage from 
the traditions, the oldest passage, I believe, that can be cited for the 
theological application of  the word: a�9 %!I
 0) `6) %&"� �� l3F#)� �)
 �?� 
%&�  �x�
  �!.�.6(�  %&�  �
�[M  RF�  ^�TM  0F)�  Q!(  0,6T�  0(�)�  �x�  ��6��  Q�5
  � �I!4. In 
this passage,44 al-�qh is used in this sense: authorative interpretation 
according to the Koran, the one to be applied in practice, precisely 
the one that follows the Koran literally without other considerations 
for the decision; consequently, it carries also the meaning of  proper 
religious law.45 It is only later that �qh becomes contrasted to �ad�th so 
that we �nd in the older literature at every step the remark: N.N. 
was the greatest faq�h in his country; he was insigni�cant in �ad�th;

19

41 Ibn Qutaybah, Kit�b al-ma��rif, p. 249: �:���  0l����  ��2  |6� �  +,kA�  ���  *�  R#� 
.+�6,�

42 Zur ältesten Geschichte des muhammedanischen Rechts, p. 15 ff.
43 Muslim (
if�t al-mun��q�n), V, p. 346: ���6�(S
�  ��(S
  ���6]�5  ��"  +S�S  =6D)�  �,L  �.4P� 

R'"!C�  Rt]  �6b�  R'�!F5  0(�  �6F5  ��]�5
. Noteworthy is also the following tradition l� kA5 
�P�)� 0(� *� +� ,� �k� �� �A)� Q!�
 +k D �C l~)� in Ibn al-Sikk�t, Kit�b al-alf�� (Leiden MS. Warner), 
no. 597, p. 414. Attention must be drawn to Ibn Hish�m ed. Wüstenfeld, p. 1014, 1. 6: 
�)� ��,)� c��]�
 0(�)� ���� qF~M
 +� ,-)� H�� �'� "�� +,�	� ��(M �4� �'��� here, ahl al-�qh can 
be interpreted as reasonable people or also as people who are familiar with religious 
law. However, the context of  the passage presupposes a time in which concern for 
tradition was already well developed.

44 al-Bukh�r�, Wu�	�, no. 33.
45 E.g. al-Bal�dhur�, p. 377, 1. 2: �p�()�
  0(�)�  ��� ,)�  R6FTM  yL a�6 �Y
.
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and vice versa. A
mad b. Sahl (d. 282) said: “If  I were q���, I would 
have imprisoned both him who is concerned with �ad�th without �qh 

and him who is concerned with the latter without the former. The 
expression ahl al-�ad�th wa-al-�qh refers to the canonical scholars in 
their entirety. Only after the rivalries of  the two schools has subsided 
does this antithetical relationship of  the two terms disappear so that 
�qh assumes the meaning of  jurisprudence in general.46 Thus, when 
the traditional branch of  jurisprudence was to be indicated, it had 
to be referred to as �qh al-�ad�th. Indeed, it was said about a person 
who followed jurisprudence in its most extreme colouring of  the anti-
analogistic branch: tafaqqaha �al� madhhab D�w	d al-��hir�.

46 Also law, even philology. The book title Fiqh al-lughah is known from Ibn F�ris 
and al-Tha��lib�. Cf. Ibn Ya��sh, ed. Jahn, p. 71, 1. 3, relating to diptotes: ��  06�  0(�)�
 
a�"��? = the rule for this is what we have mentioned. In the proverb G �� kI�� �� 0 �(�)� ��6 kz 
0� al-Mayd�n�, I, p. 213, �qh carries the general meaning: knowledge, science.

20
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CHAPTER THREE

Islamic jurisprudence acknowledges al-Sh���� as the im�m whose 
most remarkable work consists of creating a corrective which—on 
account of the spreading subjective trend of �qh vis-à-vis the traditional 
point of view which accompanied Ab� �an�fah’s system—proved to 
be of urgent necessity. In this respect, quite apart from the services 
of M�lik b. Anas,1 Muslims rightfully consider Im�m al-Sh���� as 
the vindicator of traditionalism. It is from this school, too, that the 
last vigorous reaction of traditionalism against al-ra�y and against its 
consequences has arisen. “I best compare Ab� �an�fah’s ra�y to a sor-
ceress’ thread which, according to the direction in which it is pulled, 
appears either yellow or reddish”. With these words, al-Sh���� is sup-
posed to have riduculed the arbitrary application of al-ra�y as it was 
practised by the �qh-school prior to his time.2 However, on account 
of Ab� �an�fah’s endeavours on the one hand, but more so because 
of the force of circumstances, qiy�s became a factor in jurisprudence 
which could no longer be eliminated from the legal sources. Al-Sh���� 
had not intended to do this, but even if he had wanted to do so, he 
would not have been able to achieve anything as futile attempts of later 
followers of his school indicate. What he could do, and actually did, 
was to discipline the application of the newly introduced legal source 

1 The followers of tradition persistently reckon M�lik among the followers of ra�y. 
A
mad b. �anbal says about �Abd All�h b. N��� (d. 206): “He was not ���ib �ad�th 
but a follower of M�lik’s ra�y” (Tahdh�b, p. 374). Very instructive for the relation of the 
early Sh���ite school to M�lik is the following account. Mu
ammad b. Na�r (d. 294 
in Samarqand) originally did not think much of al-Sh����. In Medina he had a vision 
in which he asked the Prophet: “Shall I study Ab� �an�fah’s ra�y?”—The Prophet 
negated this.—“M�lik’s ra�y?”—The Prophet replied: “You may retain of it what is in 
agreement with my tradition”.—When asked whether he should study al-Sh����’s ra�y 
the Prophet angrily shook his head and said: “What are you saying, al-Sh����’s ra�y? 
This is not ra�y but the refutation of all who contradict my sunnah” (Tahdh�b, p. 122). 
Strangely enough, the same account is related with reference to Ab� Ja�far al-Tirmidh� 
too. (Ibid., p. 683).

2 This, at least, is the quotation from his pupil A
mad b. Sin�n al-Qa���n (d. 260): 
�H��t� �6� ��� +�6,� �:�� 12H l0�D]2 �� Q�5 �T��/)� ^� a��,��� 04.PH� �� 0M�(S �� ��D� ��� 1
H 
��� a��4�  �x� a ��.M
 ��Y� a��4�  �x� a ��} Ibn al-Mulaqqin, fol. 105b.
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without curtailing the prerogatives of the scripture and tradition, and to 
restrict its free arbitrary application by means of methodical laws with 
respect to its usage. This is both the purpose and the result of the sci-
ence of u�	l al-�qh which al-Sh���� founded3 and which is associated with 
his name. If the tract had survived in which al-Sh���� justi�ed this new 
discipline which is revolutionary for Islamic jurisprudence, and which, 
in particular, introduces it to the branches of sciences, researchers of 
the history of Muslim thought would be enabled to determine in every 
detail al-Sh����’s position in the controversy of traditionalism versus the 
partiality of qiy�s. For lack of this, we are dependent on excerpts from 
al-Sh����’s fundamental writings, and on the Muslims’ own judgement of 
the activity of the great im�m. Characteristic of the fundamental concept 
of his system is a statement4 attributed to him and relating to the u�	l 

founded by him: “No matter what statement I made, no matter what 
principle (a�l ) I might have established, if there exists anything trans-
mitted by the Prophet that contradicts this, then whatever the Prophet 
has said remains the deciding matter. I am of the same opinion”. And, 
so our source adds, he repeated this saying several times.5 It may be 
noted in passing that this statement seems to have been misunderstood 
by the American orientalist Prof. Salisbury.6 He translates this as 
follows: “Whatever I declare as a saying of the Prophet . . ., or lay 
down as a principle, by the expression: ‘on the authority of the 
Messenger of God . . .’, at variance with something otherwise said by 
me, the true saying is that of the Prophet . . ., which I hereby make 
my declaration, to the refutation of anything so said by me [to the 
contrary]”.7

3 It must be noted, however, what is transmitted from al-Thawr�: “Ibn Lah��ah 
(d. 174 in Egypt, thirty years before al-Sh����) is competent in u�	l, and we in fur	��” 
(Tahdh�b, p. 364, l. 19).

4 Cf. also al-Shahrast�n�, p. 160.
5 In al-Jurj�n�: N�  Q!�H  *L  06�  �Y�  *�  l=�F �Y�  
�  Q!5  *�  l=F5  �'�  0IH  �T��/)�  *L
 

.a� ��H�  �TP
 �)!5 !�
 RTFY 0)�5  ��  Q!()��  =F5 �� lc�z RTFY
6 Edward Salisbury, “Contributions from original sources to our knowledge of 

the science of Muslim tradition”, Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. 7 (1862), 
p. <116>.

7 It is to be regretted that such mistakes are not uncommon in this useful and inspir-
ing study of the science of Muslim tradition. I shall use this opportunity to make yet 
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It is just as indicative of al-Sh����’s thinking that he does not 
 recognize al-isti�s�n, a concession made by the �ana�te school which 
questions the methodological element in applying qiy�s altogether, 
and that, according to some people, he also rejects ta�l�l.8 Against 
the  application of al-isti�s�n, the most arbitrary point of the �ana�te 
 method, al-Sh���� wrote a pamphlet of which only the title has 
survived.9 But in his school—and it cannot be ascertained whether it 
was on his own initiative—arose a sound, new legal principle which 
was given the signi�cant name al-isti���b (approximately: associating). 
For many legal problems and questions of ritual, it supplied a positive 
principle for solving many a complexity.

Al-Nawaw�, himself a follower of al-Sh����’s school, is the most 
prominent of all Muslim theologians to whom we are indebted for an 
exposition of al-Sh����’s legal system and for the best  characterization 
of his ideas. “He appeared when the systematically arranged legal 
books had already been completed, and the laws already determined 
and scrutinized. He studied the legal attitudes of his predecessors 
and learned from the outstanding im�ms; he disputed with the most 
able and most profound men; he smoothed <na�ata> their teach-
ings,  examined them, and from all material thus gathered together 
he after wards produced a system which incorporated the Book, the 
sunnah, consensus, and analogy; yet he did not restrict himself to the 
one or the other among these sources as others have done”.10 Another 
Sh���ite, Ab� Bakr al-�jurri (d. 360), characterizes al-Sh����’s relation 

another correction. The following passage from al-Jurj�n� is cited: *6D� 0b�� �� �F� *�
 
��� �?� � ���
 ��,T)� 0P
 �FL ��� �?� �x� ��A)� ��� Q�5 04)��L �(- �65 �PH� $
 ��Y�� �FW)� 0) 
.�)�  H�AL��  ax� �� ��,)�  ��L� �6xM  �� �6(,4)�  0P
 �FL The sentence closes with fa-l�, 
and tadhy�l (= appendix) is undoubtedly a heading. The translator, however, considers 
fa-l� tadhy�l as belonging together and arrives at the following meaning: “Ibn al-�alâ
 
says he does so in the way of opposition or of captiousness in discussion. But, to cut 
the matter short, men in these times treat with slight . . .”, instead of: “Ibn al-�al�
 says: 
‘This is valid only [i.e. a person who knowingly adheres to a faulty tradition jeopardizes 
his credibility only in the case] if he insists on the mistake because of stubbornness; 
but if he does so because his investigation has led him to this version then (he does) 
not (lose his credibility)—Appendix. In more recent times people have . . .” <Edward 
Salisbury, “Contributions from original sources”, JAOS, vol. 7 (1862), pp. 70–71>.

 8 Cf. above p. 11, n. 2.
 9 Fihrist, p. 210, 29 Kit�b ib��l al-isti�s�n.
10 Tahdh�b al-asm��, p. 62, 12.
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to the rest of the im�ms as follows—although on the authority of 
an unknown person: “In Ab� �an�fah’s school, neither (substantiat-
ed) ra�y nor �ad�th is to be found; in M�lik’s school, there is weak ra�y 
and sound �ad�th; Is
�q b. R�hwayhi has weak �ad�th and weak ra�y; 
in al-Sh����’s, there is sound ra�y and sound �ad�th”.11 According to 
this, al-Sh���� would have been an eclectic who united rivalling par-
tialities to a higher synthesis by equal consideration for their princi-
ples. The basic tenor of this reconciling endeavour was traditionalism, 
and to the extent that in Iraq, the center of qiy�s, al-Sh���� could be 
called the protector of tradition (n��ir al-�ad�th), while in Khur�s�n, his 
followers were called ���� ���	
�, a���b al-�ad�th.12 The most ardent 
advocates of the traditional view praise his faithfulness towards tradi-
tion and celebrate the in�uence which he exerted in subduing anti-tra-
ditionalism. Al-�asan al-�a�far�n� says about him: “The exponents of 
tradition were asleep; al-Sh���� woke them; so they awoke”. A
mad b. 
�anbal, the im�m most faithful to tradition, said: “We intended to re-
fute the exponents of ra�y, but we did not succeed; then al-Sh���� came 
and led us to victory”.13 A
mad b. �anbal is so completely convinced 
of al-Sh����’s faithfulness towards tradition that he refers questions 
which are not decided in the traditions without hesitation to al-Sh����’s 
judgement. A
mad b. �anbal’s attitude was that “at no time was there 
anyone of importance in learning who erred less, and who followed 
more closely the sunnah of the Prophet than al-Sh����”, and Is
�q b. 
R�hwayhi concurred with this praise.14 This can also be seen from the 
fact that the appearance of al-Sh���� in Iraq diminished the popular-
ity of the �ana�te school considerably. Learned men like Ab� Thawr 
(d. 240), who formerly followed ra�y, abandoned this branch when they 
came to realize that al-Sh���� knew how to combine �qh and sunnah (  jama�ahu 

bayna al-�qh wa-al-sunnah).15 When al-Sh���� appeared in Baghdad, the 
twelve seminars expressing the views of the ahl al-ra�y, which were be-
ing given in the western mosques of Baghdad, were reduced to three or 
four.16 Most characteristic of the dominant spirit of the Sh���ite school 

11 al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 70 top.
12 Tahdh�b, p. 64 penult. f. 0D�x� �W4D� should read �TD�4�.
13 Ibid., p. 63 penult., 79, 6.
14 Ibid., p. 76 penult. ff., 78, 8.
15 Ibid., p. 680.
16 Ibid., p. 82.
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is the fact that this school produced the man who appeared as the 
reviver of the old traditionalism, the man who, beginning with Im�m 
al-Sh����’s reaction against the partiality of the Iraqi school, took the 
consequences of this reaction and, surpassing all the master’s inten -
tions, completely rejected the justi�cation of ra�y and qiy�s and all 
that this implied. This man was D�w�d b. �Al� al-��hir�, the founder of 
the branch of jurisprudence with which this treatise is concerned. One 
must not forget that among al-Sh����’s works there is one entitled: al-Kit�b 

al-�ukm bi-al-��hir, “On judging based on the apparent meaning of the 
word”.17 This is a work in which the Im�m clearly stated his relation to-
wards the speculative legal sources and it might have served Ab� D�w�d 
as a starting point for his own theory. It is noteworthy, however, that we 
�rst meet ��hir in this book title in its terminological meaning. But this is 
not yet the ��hir of the D�w�d� school, for Sh���ites understood by this 
term an interpretation of a given legal passage which, for internal and 
external reasons, is the most probable of all by reason of the weight of 
the arguments supporting it. It is consequently something which would 
ordinarily be called r�ji�,18 but not ��hir according to D�w�d’s inter-
pretation of the word. In this respect, the term ��hir is used in contra-
distinction to that kind of exegesis which does not tolerate any different 
interpretation of a textual passage when there is clear evidence prohib-
iting any other interpretation, for instance, when obvious numbers are 
concerned.

D�w�d did not feel that with his denial of analogy, which he 
forced to the utmost limits, he was challenging the conciliatory in-
clinations of the school whose off-spring he considered himself, and 
whose founder he glori�ed in two of his works.19 For him, al-Sh���� 
was “a torch for the carrier of traditions and for those who transmit 

17 Fihrist, p. 210, 28.
18 Waraq�t, fol. 24a: ;UFM R4TPH  �?�  +TD�
  �Z��  ��  ����  +S�S  ��6A�  ^�TM  l0l)!5  �q,)�  Q�b�
  

�q"  ��!�
  +-.��
  +S�b)�  �b�  ���L��  %&.��  ;U)x�
  ��/T)�  ��L  ��  �.4d  �  �x'�  +F���  ��/L 
�FL 0F.� �?�  �,T  �z � *� �'��  �� l���  �����  �.4��  ��  ���¡)�
  a�6� �.4d � 06FL  =�)�  �6�

.0M��4��
 �q,)�  ^�4�� *� sP��)�  Q�4��� !� +(6(��  �� ���¡)��  sP��)�  0��� 
19 Ibn �azm condemns the exponents of the Sh���ite school and of the �anbalite 

school from his point of view too. Ib��l, fol. 19a.
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traditions”, and his merit resulted from the fact “that he uncovered and 
ruined fabrications and impostures of rivals, and that he disproved and 
shattered their tri�es”.20

As we can see from all these opinions, al-Sh����’s teachings consist 
of two aspects. On the one hand, he is making concessions to Ab� 
�an�fah’s starting-point—naturally, he does not go so far as he does. It 
is this limitation which represents the other aspect of his system; name-
ly, above everything else, consideration for tradition. He concedes to 
Ab� �an�fah justi�cation for qiy�s as a legal source only insofar as it is 
based on written and orally transmitted sources. As it is well-known, 
Ab� �an�fah, whose strongest side was not exactly the science of tradi-
tion, was not so scrupulous in this. Mu
ammad b. al-�asan—so says 
Ab� al-Fid��—once said to al-Sh����: “Who was the more learned of 
the two: our teacher (Ab� �an�fah) or yours (M�lik)?”—“Am I sup-
posed to answer this question to the best of my knowledge?” asked 
al-Sh����.—“Yes, indeed!” replied the other.—Now, al-Sh���� began 
asking questions: “By God, I am asking you, who was more versed 
in the Koran, our teacher or yours?”—The other replied: “By God, 
yours was better versed in it”.—“And in the sunnah?”—“By God, in 
this also, it was your teacher!”—“And who was better versed in the 
sayings of the Prophet’s companions?”—“In this, too, it was your teach-
er”.—“Now”, said al-Sh����, “only analogy remains, but it can be based 
only on those three”.21 This antagonism against Ab� �an�fah, in spite 
of following qiy�s, remained alive in al-Sh����’s school for a long time.22 
The true representatives of the Sh���ite principles also opposed any at-
tempt to practise idle casuistry, or to concern themselves with questions 
of no real interest (l� yata�allaqu bi-hi �ukm n�jiz tamassu al-��jah 

ilayh). They carried this to such an extent that they even rejected 
as idle talk the inquiry into the special laws (mas��il al-kha���i�) 
relating to the Prophet.23 On the other hand, the followers of the 

20 Tahdh�b, p. 81.
21 Ab� al-Fid��, Annales Muslemici, ed. Reiske, II, p. 66. Reiske does not relate quite 

correctly p. 69.
22 Still in the sixth century, the famous Sh���ite Fakhr al-D�n al-R�z� is, on the one 

hand, an outspoken polemic against Ab� �an�fah (al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 70), but, on the 
other hand as we shall see in the following chapter, he is the one who advances the 
strongest dialectic arguments in support of qiy�s. In his great tafs�r work he continually 
polemizes against the nuf�t al-qiy�s.

23 Tahdh�b, p. 55.
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system developed by al-Sh���� were unable to de�ne theoretically the 
subtle amalgamation of the two elements of positive legal practice 
which the im�m of the school achieved and which, one would assume, 
exclude one another. There were very few who, like A
mad b. Sahl (d. 
282), an eye witness of the controversies of the extremists, were really 
aware of the conciliatory role at which al-Sh����’s school was aiming. 
A
mad b. Sahl said: “If I were q��� I would have imprisoned both the 
one who searches for �ad�th without concern for �qh and also the one 
who practises the opposite partiality”. From the aurea media on which 
al-Sh����’s followers stood they soon plunged into extremes. Soon we 
�nd among them true a���b al-ra�y. Among them we mention, for ex-
ample, one of the �rst persons to spread al-Sh����’s earlier teachings, 
the so-called qad�m, Ab� Thawr al-Kalb� al-Baghd�d� (d. 240) who, de-
spite his assertion to have abandoned ra�y (see above, p. 17), is expressly 
called a follower of ra�y.24 Still another was al-�usayn b. �Al� al-Kar�b�s� 
al-Baghd�d� (d. 245), a contemporary and compatriot of Ab� Thawr 
al-Kalb� al-Baghd�d�. His legal decisions re�ect the arbitrariness of the 
ra�y school to which he is supposed to have belonged in his earlier life.25 
Also Sir
�b b. Y�suf Ab� ��hir al-Tibr�z�, a pupil of Ab� �Abd All�h 
al-Ma
�mil�, is called min ahl al-ra�y.26 However, several of the Sh����te 
exponents carried this speci�c traditional aspect to extremes. We can 
easily gather their names from the �abaq�t of this madhhab. I just mention 
here one Sh���ite who displayed perhaps the largest degree of indepen-
dence vis-à-vis the madhhab. This is Ab� al-��sim al-D�rik� (d. 375). 
Al-Nawaw� relates the following about him: When he was asked for an 
opinion, he would ponder at length, and would often make a decision 
not only contrary to Ab� �an�fah’s teachings but also to that of al-
Sh����. When called to account for this, he would reply: “Here is the 
tradition of A on the authority of B on the authority of C . . . down to 
the Prophet; it is better to follow this tradition than to act according 
to what Ab� �an�fah and al-Sh���� have taught”.27 The most remark-
able of the Sh���ites of the third century of the Hijrah who, within 

24 In Ibn al-Mulaqqin, fol. 2a, it is said about this Sh���ite: ¢�P��� ���� R�()� ��
H ��� 
.36A
  %�C~6�  12�)��  R�F#4  ���  ����  ��  *6T k.-	�  � Q£  0�)£  `6)  Q�(�  06�  RM��  !��  =�,TM


25 Ibid., fol. 3a.
26 Ibid., fol. 197a.
27 Tahdh�b, p. 752.
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this madhhab, pushed this traditional point to the furthest extreme was 
im�m Ab� Sulaym�n D�w�d b. �Al� b. Khalaf, the founder of the school 
which became known by the name D�w�d� or ��hir�.

His family originated from Q�sh�n in the vicinity of Isfah�n where 
his father had been secretary to the q��� �Abd All�h b. Kh�lid al-
K�f�.28 D�w�d was born in Kufa;29 accounts about the year of his birth 
vary between 200 and 202. He spent his years of learning mostly in 
Baghdad. Among the teachers whose lectures he attended, the follow-
ing famous theologians and experts of tradition are mentioned: Ab� 
Thawr, Sulaym�n b. �arb, �Amr b. Marz�q, al-Qa�nab�, Mu
ammad 
b. Kath�r, and Musaddad b. Musarhad. At that time, the famous Is
�q 
b. R�hwayhi (d. 233) was teaching in N�sh�p�r. D�w�d left Baghdad 
to complete his years of learning by hearing Ish�q’s lectures. There he 
seems to have been very much stimulated by that branch of thought to 
which he adhered later in his theological method. We have seen above 
(p. 4) that this Is
�q was reckoned to be of the traditionist school. He 
practised that aspect of al-Sh����’s teachings which contrasted to ra�y. It 
was he who transmitted the view that those traditional statements which 
the exponents of ra�y used to quote as arguments for their position, and 
in which “the scholarly search for the opinion” (ijtih�d al-ra�y) is recom-
mended, are not to be interpreted in such a way that in doubtful cases, 
in which neither the Book nor the tradition supplies a decision, the ad-
vice of the learned is to be sought. According to this interpretation, it 
is not the opinion of the individual person that can claim a decisive 
vote in legal decisions; rather it is the opinion of all of them.30 D�w�d 
displayed much independence of, and courage against Is
�q, whom his 
contemporaries held in high esteem; D�w�d alone dared to refute his 
views and teachings.31 Speaking about D�w�d’s teachers, we want to 
mention just one more thing, namely, that some biographers want to 
make him a direct pupil of al-Sh����. This, however, is a  chronological 
impossibility which is rightfully refuted. D�w�d was four years old 

28 Ibn al-Mulaqqin, fol. 5b.
29 T�j al-D�n al-Suk�, �abaq�t al-Sh�fi��yah (MS of the Bodleian in Oxford, Marsh, 

no. 135) fol. 175.
30 Ib��l, fol. 11a: 02H�  Q!(  �� � RFT)�  ��� �H
�/� !� 1���)�  ��'4P�
31 Tahdh�b, p. 238.
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at the most when al-Sh���� died.32 The reason for this conjecture was 
probably the circumstance that D�w�d was the �rst33 writer to concern 
himself in literature with the Im�m’s virtues (man�qib). He wrote two 
pamphlets on this matter, and his opinion about al-Sh���� (already men-
tioned p. 24 above) is probably derived from these eulogies. D�w�d, who 
occupies a glorious position in the biographical categories (�abaq�t), is 
generally described by his biographers as a fanatical follower (muta�a��ib)34 
of al-Sh����. For this he must be given special credit since from his youth 
on, he was brought up a �ana�te, the legal school to which his father 
belonged.35 After he returned from N�sh�p�r, he settled in Baghdad to 
teach. His biographers illustrate the remarkable number of his pupils 
by the assertion that at his place of residence 400 �aylas�ns (according 
to some, green �aylas�ns) could be seen.36 One of the most outstanding 
scholars of tradition of his time, whom al-Bukh�r�, too, recognized as 
an authority, the great Sh���ite scholar Mu
ammad b. Ibr�h�m b. Sa��d 
al-�Abd� (d. 291), is mentioned among those who attended his lectures. 
D�w�d said about him to his followers: “There is one person present 
from whom one can pro�t, but who cannot pro�t (from us)”.37 Soon 
D�w�d’s reputation spread beyond the borders of Baghdad,38 and from 
the most distant centres of Muslim scholarship people were approach-
ing him with theological queries39 about doubtful cases. All biographers 
unanimously praise his pious, honest character, and everywhere we 

32 Ibn al-Mulaqqin, l.c.: ��"�P�¤� �N� �DL �:�� �FL 0E(" �6� Q�5 �6� H!A,� !�� ?�4��� ¥

 
��H�  0�FT)
  �'"
�  
�  � �T�H�  ��T��/)�  G!�  �,L  a�_  �¦  0�"�  ��T��/)�  �x��M  *�  �x�  �
��  ��  ���,t)� 
.R',L 0P� lr � ��6()�  a lH�#"�
  0L�DM�  *� 0"!� �x.F4)��

33 ��jj� Khal�fah, VI, p. 149.
34 Ibn Khallik�n, no. 222 (ed. Wüstenfeld, III, p. 21).
35 Ibn al-Mulaqqin, l.c.: ��6�,� a!��  �¦
.
36 �abaq�t al-�uff��, IX, 44; cf. Reiske to Ab� al-Fid��, II, p. 720. A similar manner 

of indicating a large number of listeners is found in the account about Sahl al-Su�l�k� 
(d. 387) where it is stated that there were more than 500 ink pots in his lecture room. 
Tahdh�b, p. 307.

37 Ibn al-Mulaqqin, fol. 9a: �6�4- �
 �6�  *� R� �E�.
38 al-Subk� says about him (�abaq�t, l.c.): ��  ¥��?  �§�C)�  ��¨�  ��� l�
  *6.F-	�  + �.§�  ��� 

.*6IH�� H�C5�  �� ¥�Dz �§�-)�  *6,-)�  ��.� �FL ��� �
39 Fihrist, p. 217, 18 ff.
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encounter praise of his ascetic way of life. The humble sentiments 
which D�w�d could display in his prayers were supposed to be insur-
mountable in his days.40 Only with regard to his dogmatic belief do we 
encounter some doubts—he is supposed to have believed in the creation 
of the Koran. This will be treated in a later chapter (VIII, 2a). The fol-
lowing account is characteristic of D�w�d: Ibr�h�m al-Muzan�41 once 
said during a conversation with D�w�d b. Khalaf (sic) al-Isbah�n�: “If 
some one speaks in this manner, then he has abandoned the religion, 
praise be to God!” (  fa-in q�la kadh� fa-qad kharaja �an al-millah wa-al-�amd 

lill�h). Then D�w�d questioned him about this and refuted him by say-
ing: “Shall we praise God by excluding a person from the religion? 
Rather, this is an occasion for an istirj�� (i.e. the formula: ann� lill�h wa-

ann� ilayhi r�ji�	n which is used in cases of mishap, while praise is �tting 
for joyous occassions)”.42

The founder of the ��hirite school was not particularly  highly 
 regarded as a scholar of tradition, perhaps precisely because of 
his special position. Although his works contain many traditions, 
it is rare that a tradition is quoted on his authority. Al-Subk� relates 
a single sentence which was spread in particular by D�w�d. This is 
the statement that whoever dies of a broken heart is to be considered 
a martyr.43 Some scholars have tried to belittle D�w�d in other �elds 
too. Ab� al-�Abb�s Tha�lab thought that D�w�d possessed more brain 
than solid scholarship. This verdict is surpassed by the Mutakallim 
Mu
ammad b. Zayd al-W�si��. This satirical dogmatic said: “Whoever 
aims at the non plus ultra of ignorance, let him follow kal�m accord-
ing to N�sh�, �qh according to D�w�d, and grammar according to 
Nif�awayhi”.44 Incidentally, the latter himself was a follower of D�w�d’s 
teachings.—D�w�d died 270 A.H. in Baghdad.

40 Ab� al-Fid��, Annales, II, p. 260; al-Sam��n� (see Supplements); al-Subk�, l.c.; and 
others.

41 This is probably Ab� Ibr�h�m Ism���l b. Ibr�h�m al-Muzan� (d. 264); see Fihrist, 
I, p. 212; cf. II, p. 86.

42 al-�Iqd al-far�d, II, p. 215.
43 �abaq�t al-Sh�fi��yah, l.c.: �!� �,S��� Q�5 0,L 0,�� � �.� �#� !�� a�
H �� �
�� ����� *�
 

RTFY N� Q!�H Q�5 Q�5 ��DL ��� *L ���© *L G�4�)�  �6d �:��  *L �'-� �� �FL �,S  �6T� �� 
��d $ 0"�� ���� �x� *� 3 �[TM� N� �DL !�� R� ��� Q�5 �6'] !'� G�� R4#� |t"
 \/L *� 

.��4(S  0,��
 �
��
 +(S  �6T� �� �!� *L 0�
44 Fihrist, p. 72, 18.
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The imposing number of D�w�d’s works, which are listed minutely 
in the Fihrist, but which disappeared very early from Muslim circulation, 
served entirely that theological view which he, among all theologians, 
could express most clearly, although he was not the �rst45 to support it. 
(This struggle against the rivalling view goes back to the earliest time 
of Islamic theological confrontation). D�w�d was trying to transform 
his system into a comprehensive one, supplementing al-Sh����’s system, 
and juxtaposing it to Ab� �an�fah’s. D�w�d’s aim, although molded by 
al-Sh����’s initiative, was to go beyond al-Sh���� by banning qiy�s as one 
of the legitimate sources of canonical legal deduction.

The titles of his works, which are all that have survived in their au-
thentic version, show us the bias of his teachings which Ibn Khald�n 
characterizes with the following words:

“They (D�w�d’s followers) reduced the sources of discernment of the law 
exclusively to explicitly de�ned points in the Koran and the traditions, and 
to the consensus as representing all that which the laws were supposed to 
contain. They also traced back to the Book the apparent qiy�s (not the qiy�s 
to be determined through speculation), and the causality of the law, even in 
cases in which the causality as such is explicitly stated in the scripture. This 
means that D�w�d’s followers did not allow the application of analogy 
and causality beyond the incident mentioned in the scripture, for, so they 
said, the written, stated causality, wherever it occurs, is nothing but the 
determination of a concrete law (but not the determination of a legal 
principle)”.46

Besides qiy�s and ta�l�l, D�w�d rejected also taql�d, i.e. the  uncondition al 
following of the teachings of a certain im�m, or of a certain school, in 
questions that were not clearly explained in the valid legal  sources. “The 
indiscriminate imitation of the teachings of a fallible person (ma��	m) 
is objectionable and evidence of narrowmindedness”. This saying, di-
rected against taql�d, is attributed to him. “Shame on anyone”, he is 
also supposed to have said, “who is given a torch with which to illu-
minate his paths, but who blows it out to walk around supported by 
someone else”, i.e.—as our source adds by way of an explanation—
there is no need to follow a human authority blindly if one can use 
the legal sources oneself. Someone asked D�w�d which legal school 
he should follow; D�w�d replied: “Take the laws from where they 

45 Against Spitta, Zur Geschichte Ab	-’l-�asan al-Aš�ar�s, p. 80, n. 1.
46 Muqaddimah, ed. B�l�q, p. 372. <For a different translation of this passage see Ibn 

Khald�n, Muqaddimah. Ed. Franz Rosenthal, London 1958, vol. 3, p. 5>.
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themselves derive them; follow neither myself nor M�lik, Awz���, al-
Nakha��, nor anyone else slavishly”.47 At this point, our source cites 
statements that are consonant at least with the spirit of D�w�d, who 
himself composed a book against taql�d.48

With these tenets of a partial elaboration and development of al-
Sh����’s teachings, the fanatical Sh���ite went over to a camp in which 
neither al-Sh���� himself would have wanted to stand, nor al-Sh����’s 
school, which had written on its �ag the taql�d of this im�m and which ad-
hered to the following principle based on the science of u�	l as introduced 
by al-Sh����: “A faq�h is not he who collects the statements of people, and 
favours one of them, but he who establishes a principle (a�l ) based on the 
scripture and on the traditions, which was not established before him, 
and who derives a hundred branches from this root”.49 This freedom of 
thought met with open disapproval from the ��hirite school. We are, 
therefore, not surprised to �nd among D�w�d’s opponents Ab� al-�Abb�s 
ibn Surayj (d. 305), truly the �rst great representative of the Sh���ite 
school. He composed polemic writings against the ahl al-ra�y and the ahl al-

��hir 50 in order to clarify the point of view of the Sh���ite school. During 
oral disputations with D�w�d and his son, Ab� al-�Abb�s ibn Surayj 
hurled many a poignant dart at their system.51 The theological literature 
of Islam was generally enlivened soon after D�w�d’s appearance by a 
number of writings which refuted “the condemnation of qiy�s”.52 Yet 
the opposition of the D�w�d� method to that of the prevailing legal 
schools was restricted not merely to the condemnation of the specu-
lative sources. In the application of the sources, which were rec-
ognized by D�w�d and the rivalling schools alike, D�w�d’s legal 
branch often differs fundamentally from the schools which  preceded. 
Farther on, in speci�c instances, there will be several ocassions to draw 
attention to the mutual differences in the application of the writ-
ten legal sources. Basically, as regards the written sources, the most 

47 al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 61.
48 �6F(4)�  Q�C�ª  O�4� *L O«� O�4�.
49 Tahdh�b, p. 80.
50 Ibid., p. 739: .���¡)�  ���
 12�)�  ��� *� *6�)�¬�  �FL ���)�  �� �D4�  |�,Y

51 Fihrist, p. 213, 6; Tahdh�b, p. 740; Ibn Khallik�n, no. 20 (I, p. 31).
52 Mu
ammad al-Q�sh�n� (himself previously a follower of D�w�d), and Mu��f� 

al-Nahraw�n�, a pupil of al-�abar�, composed such refutations. Fihrist, p. 236, 8.
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far-reaching difference is probably their respective attitude towards 
khu�	� and �um	m in the canonical texts. Below, in the chapter on Ibn �azm, 
we shall go into details. As we could see from Ibn Khald�n’s afore-men-
tioned passage, ijm��, too, is a common legal source both for the ��hirite 
school and for the rival schools. But only the concept of ijm�� is common 
to them, i.e. the concept of the consensus of the competent scholars of the church with 

regard to legal questions that are not commented upon in the written sources. 
However, the opinion of the ��hirite school53 differs considerably from 
the one prevailing in the rival schools as to who these authorities are and 
who ought to be considered for establishing ijm��. This difference was to 
deepen with the passing of time so that the clear formulation of the differ-
ence could evolve only in later generations. We may assume,  however, 
that the views of later ��hir�s on the extent, and on the competence, 
of ijm�� found their �rst substantiation in a book in which the founder 
of the ��hirite school treated this legal source.54 Generally, we must  
consider the fact that with regard to the importance of ijm�� in Islam—
and we do not con�ne ourselves here just to the beginnings of the 
history of the evolution of Muslim  theology—the most  contradictory 
opinions evolved. Yet, there are also theologians who deny its  validity 
altogether. They say that with regard to no matter what generation, it 
is impossible to determine the agreement of all competent  authorities. 
Who could possibly know of the existence of each and  every one of 
these authorities? Quite often a simple woman in her room might 
rise to the level of mujtahid without the contemporaries’ knowing 
of her existence. But even if we assume it to be possible to obtain a 
suffrage universel of all learned contemporaries, who can guarantee 
that what they expressed as their opinion was really their true inner 
 conviction? And �nally, so say those who reject ijm��, would not the 
Prophet have mentioned consensus as a legal source when he  instructed 
Mu��dh (v. above, p. 8), had he been at all inclined to recognize it 
as such? The Prophet’s silence is evidence that ijm�� has no validity 

53 And within the school it was again Ibn �azm who, as we shall anticipate at this 
point, challenges the common interpretation of ijm�� with the following argument: Since 
there were also jinns among the Prophet’s pious companions, and since it is impossible 
to investigate their opinion, the pretention of a “consensus of the companions” is a 
pack of lies. (Ibn �ajar, I��bah, I, p. 7, ed. Calcutta). We shall see, however, that Ibn 
�azm is drawing heavily on ijm��. Consequently, he must have had his own opinion 
about it which can no longer be determined from our sources.

54 Fihrist, p. 217, 12 Kit�b al-ijm��.
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as a basis for law.55 But not even those legists are always in agreement 
on the de�nition of this legal source who recognize ijm�� as a legal basis, 
and who quote in its support various traditions—although not always 
unchallengeable and authentic ones.56 M�lik b. Anas, as is well known, 
considers only the conformable teachings of the scholars of Medina, 
and in this sense, he should really be classi�ed among those who reject 
what is ordinarily understood by ijm��.57 Even those legal proponents 
who dismiss territorial limitations when determining ijm��, as required by 
M�lik, are at variance among each other when it comes to laying down 
chronological restrictions. By ijm��, they understand: “Agreement of the 
learned of the church of Mu
ammad in a speci�c age with regard to a 
legal problem”, ittif�q al-mujtahid�n min ummat Mu�ammad �all� All�h �alayhi 

wa-sallam f� �asr �al� �ukm shar�� (Im�m al-�aramayn: ittif�q �ulam�� ahl 

al-�a�r �al� �ukm al-��dithah). Now what is meant, the agreement of the 
preceding generation of mujtahid�n, or that of the present generation?58 
Let us express this in their terminology: is inqir�� al-�a�r shar� al-ijm��, 

55 Waraq�t, fol. 33b: �6�  �AT)�  %&.FL  ����  aH��(M  �,�  �����  ��� kH��  ¢�P��  
�#,�  �Z4��
 
�6.P ��� !)
 �'� RkF �T l �
 ��'4P�� +PH� =WF� ��H�z �� �2��� �OH
 H!'/	�
 ����� R'6�
 ��H!A� 
H!'/.)�  ?�T� ��� �� �'6"�S
  0-�"  �� �� c�z R���� H�'�� ��!® R'5��� M�  RF �T l  � ��'4P�� ���

u k��« + �[� �¦!)
 ¢�P�� 06�  ���xl  $ 
56 The most frequent traditional proof is the sentence: +)�I  �FL  �4 ��2  �.4¯� or in 

the full version in which D�w�d is represented to have transmitted it from M�lik al-
Ash�ar�: ��
 �!#F'4�  R#� 6D"  R#6FL  !L�  � ��  Q�Az �FS  *� R�H��2  �N� ��  RTFY N� Q!�H Q�5 
+)�I �FL �!T.4¯� ��
 �\t)� ��� �FL ���D)� ��� �'¡ �. Other, less relevant, statements, 
too, are usually quoted in u�	l works. It was extremely dif�cult to �nd support in the 
Koran. Nevertheless s	rah IV: 115 was quoted as authority (*6,�°	�  �6D�  79  �D�4k
). 
Other theologians consider the validity of ijm�� as the postulate of common sense and 
make no attempt to search for written proofs for consensus.

57 Kremer, Culturgeschichte des Orients, I, p. 488.
58 The main controversies with regard to ijm�� are summarized in the Dictionary of 

the technical terms used in the sciences of the Musulmans, s.v., I, pp. 238–240. However, dif-
ference between (a) ijm�� al-qawl, (b) ijm�� al-��l, and (c) ijm�� al-suk	t is not discussed. 
Cf. on ijm�� now also C. Snouck Hurgronje’s treatise Nieuwe bijdragen tot de kennis van den 
Islâm (Bijdr. tot de Taal-, Land en Volkenkunde v. Ned. Indie, 4e Volgr., VIde deel, 
1883), p. 43 ff. of the off-print. This excellent work had not yet appeared at the time 
of the writing of the present study.
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or is it not? For the ��hirite school, this question does not arise. The 
school says, and it probably imitates its founder D�w�d who en-
deavoured to produce a tradition referring to this (v. above, p. 33, 
note 2), that ijm�� cannot mean anything but agreement among the 
Prophet’s companions (ijm�� al-�a��bah), and that legitimate is only 
that which is taught with due regard to the authentically  documented 
consensus of the Prophet’s companions. Furthermore, the school 
held that the consensus of following generations, indeed, even the 
consensus of the t�bi��n, is completely irrelevant and that no doctrine 
can, or may, be derived from it,59 for, so they argue, the determina-
tion of the agreement of all competent authorities was possible only in 
the time of the companions who formed in one place a circle whose 
members and numbers were familiar to every one of them. But  after 
the  generation of the companions, the learned became dispersed 
throughout all countries and regions, and became so numerous that 
they could not be enumerated, nor could any single settlement encom-
pass them. Therefore, it would be impossible to determine what they 
taught in complete agreement.

We see from this that in the schools of Ab� �an�fah and of al-Sh����, 
a teaching based on ijm��, which the ��hirite school could dismiss as 
lacking all basis, could arise very easily. But D�w�d and his school, too, 
recognized the principle of ijm��; their polemics are directed for the most 
part only against the application of these legal sources—against the ap-
plication of the speculative sources which they dismiss as inadmissible 
on principle.

D�w�d’s opposition to qiy�s and ra�y, and the very existence of his 
writings dealing with this opposition, can be grasped in their histori-
cal and literary context only when we relate them to the literary en-
deavour—manifested in Ab� Y�suf ’s school—which aimed at an ever 
more extensive, theoretical justi�cation of the speculative sources, 
although, for all practical purposes, they had already attained their 
justi�cation in Ab� �an�fah’s system. The Kit�b ib��l al-qiy�s, and 
others, are to be considered as pamphlets against �ana�te works 

59 Waraq�t, fol. 34a: 0� �
�.4L�
 +��tA)� ¢�P� 0� �Z4±� ¢�P�� �!)�5 R'�"�� ���¡)� ��� ���z 
(cod. H�E��
) H�A²�
 %&.FT)� H�'4]� +,#.� ="¦ +��tA)� ���� �� *6T.4³� Q�!5�� +����� �� �FL 
¥�Ad � �6´ �
�b�
 H�C5��  �� �!�F4z�
  H�A���  �� �!5��M  [%�FT)�]  ����  +��[A)�  �T�  � ����  ¥��L 

.Rµ!5 �FL c!5!)�  *#¶ �
 �F�  R'T.· �
 ��L
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such as Ithb�t al-qiy�s, and the Kit�b ijtih�d al-ra�y which Ab� Y�suf ’s 
 pupil, Ab� M�s� ��s� b. Ab�n b. �adaqah (d. 220), put into circulation 
in order to dismiss the theological scruples of the reaction inclined to-
wards traditions.60

But D�w�d, too, was to experience something from which the a���b 

al-�ad�th of the pre-�ana�te epoch were not spared. Practice also proved 
to him that his theory was actually insuf�cient. It was one thing to insist 
on the exclusive right of scripture and tradition, but quite another to 
reject analogy and ra�y. Legal practice always had to take recourse to 
other sources when written and orally transmitted sources failed. The 
exclusive traditionalists were always forced to fall back on the ultima 

ratio of Sha�b� (above p. 7). The same was to happen to D�w�d. Praxis 
denied him the possibility of a complete application of his own theories. 
He himself was obliged to apply qiy�s in the practice of jurisprudence 
and to recognize it as “evidence”.61 This, however, is nothing but a return 
to al-Sh����’s point of view. Yielding to this practical pressure, D�w�d’s 
school had to abandon the outright rejection of independent judgement 
unrestrained by tradition; but, at the same time, there always remained 
a small band of ideologists who adhered to the rigid negativism. Al-
M�ward� mentions these two types of people who deny qiy�s (nuf�t al-

qiy�s) in his discussion of whether legal positions may be entrusted to 
such theologians:

“There are two kinds of people who reject analogy. Some reject it, follow 
the text literally and are guided by the sayings of their ancestors if there is no 
contradiction to the text in question. They reject completely the indepen-
dent ijtih�d and turn away from individual contemplation and free investi-
gation. No judgeships may be entrusted to such persons since they apply 
the methods of jurisprudence insuf�ciently. The other category of people 
does reject analogy, but still uses independent judgement in legal deduction 
through reliance on the meaning (spirit) of the words and the sense of the 
 address. The ahl al-��hir belong to the latter. Al-Sh����’s followers are divided 
as to whether or not such theologians may be entrusted with a judgeship”.62

60 Flügel, Ueber die Classen der hanefitischen Rechtsgelehrten, p. 288.
61 Ab� al-Fid��, Annales, II, p. 262: a� �.-� 06)� ��CI� �RS +T�/)� �� ��6()� 1H�� �
�� �¦
 

��6)� i.e. he included it among the adallat al-shar� like kit�b, sunnah, and ijm��. Reiske reads 
dhal�lan and arrives at the following meaning: “et quamvis ( !) ab ipso rerum usu et indole 
cogeretur deinceps similitudinis rationem habere, nihilominus ( !) tamen appellabat cum 
ferendae sententiae modum ignobilem”. Cf. on this also al-Sam��n� (Supplement V).

62 Constitutiones politicae, ed. Enger, p. 111.
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It goes without saying that D�w�d yields to qiy�s only as a last resort; 
 fanatical pupils like the later Ibn �azm retracted the concession of 
 calling it dal�l.

It was inevitable that D�w�d’s system differed in many points from 
that of the common schools because in his system he accorded a very 
limited scope to the speculative aids of which all his predecessors had 
availed themselves freely. It would be invaluable for a comparison 
of the earliest Islamic jurisprudence if we possessed the  complete list 
of differences between D�w�d and the ��hir�s. However, as we shall 
see in the last chapter, the tenets of the ahl al-��hir were soon entirely 
excluded from consideration in determining the consensus. It is be-
cause of this that in comparative studies of the differences (khil�f�y�t) 
of the orthodox schools,63 the tenets of the ahl al-��hir either remain 
completely without consideration, or are not mentioned and thus, 
are inconsequential for the consensus. I know of only two authors 

63 This literature, which must not be confused with the science of the ikhtil�f al-�a��bah 
(v. Annotation 2), deserves to be treated bibliographically in detail. It has its origin, 
so I believe, in al-Sh����’s Ikhtil�f al-�Ir�q�y�n <Ed. F. Kern, Cairo 1902), in which he 
gathers together the points of difference of Ab� �an�fah and Mu
ammad ibn Ab� 
Layl� (Tahdh�b, p. 770). According to Flügel, Über die Klassen der �ane�tischen Rechtsgelehrten, 
p. 301, this �ilm al-khil�f was established by Ab� Zayd �Abd All�h al-Dab�s� (middle 
of the �fth century) with his Ta�s�s al-na�ar f� ikhtil�f al-a�immah. But the beginnings 
and treatments of this problem can be documented certainly in the third and fourth 
centuries. Ab� Bakr ibn al-Mundhir (d. 309/310) is called a famous writer in this 
�eld (Tahdh�b, p. 675); his contemporary al-�abar� (d. 310) wrote Kit�b ikhtil�f al-fuqah�� 
(Fihrist, p. 235, 5) <Das konstantinopler Fragment des Kit�b i�tilaf al-fuqah�� des Ab	 �a�far 
Muhammad ibn �ar�r at-Tabar�. Ed. J. Schacht, Leiden 1933>; cf. above p. 4; Later 
Ab� Bakr al-R�z� al-Ja���� (d. 370) produced excerpts from al-�a
�w�’s work on 
ikhtil�f al-�ulam�� (or ikhtil�f al-fuqah��, Ibn Qu�l�bugh�, pp. 6, 17). In this context 
mention must be made of the Sh���ite Zakar�y� b. Ya
y� al-S�gh� (d. 307) with 
his Kit�b ikhtil�f al-fuqah��. It is said about al-�usayn b. al-Q�sim Ab� �Al� al-�abar� 
(d. 350) in Ibn al-Mulaqqin (fol. 12b) 0��,Y
  c���  � �!P  *�  Q �
�  !�
. Cf. the same  
statement in Ab� al-Ma
�sin, II, p. 357. Furthermore, it must be mentioned that �ilm 
al-khil�f was applied in later times exclusively to the knowledge of the science of dif-
ferences of the schools of Ab� �an�fah and of al-Sh����. Consequently we �nd in Ibn 
al-Firk�
, Waraq�t, fol. 52b, to the words of Im�m al-�aramayn ��  �4�	�  
̧�]  *�
 
�D�x�
  ���z  �L��
  ��Y�  0(�)��  �	�L  �!# the following remark of the commentator: 0)!5
 
*6T��4)�
  +��tA)�  Q�!5�  *�  +�6L
��)�  �§�5!)�  ��#��  ��  %�.FT)�  c�4z��  �	�L  �!#  ��  �,T  ���z 
�T��/)�  *6�¹º��  *6�  c���  RFL  !�
  � �  c���  R��  \FC�  *�  R' �� l  ��  ��#  �
  ¥�T�  *�
 

.�(� +�6,� �:��
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who concern themselves with this and who have acted differently: �rst, 
the �ana�te Mu
ammad ibn �Abd al-Ra
m�n al-Samarqand� al-
Sinj�r� (d. 721) who composed a work which belongs to this literary 
genre, �Umadat al-��lib li-ma�rifat al-madh�hib. In it the tenets of the Sh��ah 
and the D�w�d�s are presented point by point along with those of the 
four orthodox schools,64 but this work has not survived. Then, secondly, 
mention must be made of the famous theosopher <Theosoph>65 �Abd 
al-Wahh�b al-Sha�r�n� (d. 973) who, because of the peculiar tendency 
of his Scale of the truth (M�z�n lil-�aqq), treats the differing tenets of both 
the ahl al-��hir and the orthodox schools equally.66 In this work, �Abd 
al-Wahh�b al-Sha�r�n� is attempting to demonstrate theoretically that 
the notion of the equality of all divergent teachings of the legal schools 
represents an insignificant formality for the spirit of Islam. Al-Sha�r�n� 
composed the M�z�n after he had already adopted Islamic theosophy. 
But even before he subscribed to this school of thought, he wrote a 
book on a similar topic entitled Kit�b al-minh�j (or al-minhaj ) al-mub�n f� 
bay�n adillat al-mujtahid�n.67 This book—if I may deduce68 this from the 
statement that it is concerned with “existing and extinct” madh�hib—
considers besides the orthodox schools the ��hirite school too. This 
work, which is cited frequently both in the M�z�n and also in other 
works,69 must probably be considered identical with a certain Kit�b 

adillat al-madh�hib which al-Sha�r�n�, too, claims as his work.70 Apart 
from this, reference is made to the ��hirite school in some more 
 detailed works on tafs�r, and in commentaries on traditions. The 
 peculiar interpretation of these passages indicates a special dogma 

64 Ibn Qu�l�bugh�, p. 42, no. 165.
65 <This term has a much wider meaning in German. It is used here in its 19th 

century meaning>.
66 Besides the passages which will be cited below in this work there are also the 

following: I, pp. 132, 134, 137, 138, 141, 144, 151, 152, 156, 228; II, pp. 34, 45, 47, 
53, 58, 60, 62, 74, 92, 119, 223, 232.

67 A fragment can be found in a Gotha omnibus MS. Cf. Pertsch, Arabische 
Handschriften, I, p. 21, no. 123.

68 M�z�n, I, p. 74: =T.P �:� "�� ;U)x� ��¦ ���'4³� +�)�� ��6� �� *6D	� Z',	��  � �.-	� �:��4�
 
+T�/)� *6L �FL �L!5

 �!()� \�� +�D� �� �)!z� �D5 +�H�,	�
 +F.T4-	� 3��x	� �6.P +�)�2 06� 

.R'��F(�
 ���'4³�  �6.P Q�!5�  �',� ¢���4  �4)�
69 La���if al-minan (MS of the Hungarian National Museum, no. XV), fol. 178a.
70 M�z�n, I, p. 70.
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of the ��hirite school. Occasionally, even the line of thought of the 
 particular argument is presented. These works were to a large extent 
the source for this work on the tenets of the ��hirite school.

We may assume that D�w�d’s followers enlarged on his teachings 
continuously and that they extended the results of his principles to dif-
ferent circles; in short, from their point of view, they attempted and 
effectuated the completion of the ��hirite jurisprudence. We cannot 
undertake to determine which of the points that we call the tenets of the 
��hirite school belong to individual generations of successive ��hir�s. 
Even for the most important of all questions in this respect, namely, 
“what did D�w�d himself teach on jurisprudence that diverged from 
the teachings of the rest of the im�ms?”, we rely on scanty data. We 
cannot accept it as established fact when the sources on which we rely 
in the following chapters quote either one or the other of the tenets of 
the ��hirite school, as being derived from D�w�d himself. All that is 
de�nite in this case is that we are dealing with a ��hirite tenet; whether 
or not this was actually formulated by D�w�d remains uncertain. In the 
course of the treatise on D�w�d’s tenets, some of them are treated as be-
ing from D�w�d himself and particularly typical of his system. At least 
with regard to these, it seems very probable that they really do originate 
from the founder of the ��hirite school. Such points are: D�w�d’s tenet 
to restrict the prohibition of using golden or silver containers to drinking 
from such containers;71 to restrict the prohibition of usury to the six com -
modities speci�cally mentioned in the tradition;72 D�w�d’s tenet 
which contrasts with the other schools, namely, that the freeing of 
a slave af�icted with de�ciences is suf�cient in cases for which the 
law prescribes the freeing of a slave as atonement.73—This is a view 
which prompted the famous Im�m al-�aramayn to pass the severe 
judgement that for this simple reason, al-Sh���� would have  deprived 
D�w�d of being called a scholar—had he been D�w�d’s contempo-
rary. And �nally, there is the point of D�w�d’s tenet that the  of�cial 
Friday prayer may be performed not only in the so-called large 

71 Ab� al-Fid��, Annales, II, p. 262.
72 Tahdh�b al-asm��, p. 238, 3. In the commentary to Muslim, al-Nawaw� mentions 

yet other ��hirite tenets in the name of D�w�d.
73 1J¯ � �'"� ¢�P»�� �(" ��T��/)� ��
 �H���#)� �� 1J¯ +D6.	� +D5�)� �� �
�� Q!5 in al-Nawaw�, 

ibid., p. 236.
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jaw�mi� (cathedrals <sic>) but also in smaller local mosques.74 The 
 following teaching transmitted from him characterizes most clearly 
D�w�d’s sophistry. This teaching is of the casuistic genre, discussion 
of which was usually indignantly dismissed by strict followers of tradi-
tion (see above p. 8): “If A has two wives and says to them, ‘If you bear 
a child, my slave N will be freed ipso eventu’”. Now D�w�d insists that 
both women must bear a child before A can be made to release the 
slave, since he had said, “If you, etc.”, using the dual. Other canonists 
lay down that, no matter who of the women bears a child, the slave 
will have to be freed. But there were also sensible jurists who called the 
whole question idle absurdity.75

Now, let us consider the legal system of the ��hirite school as a 
 complete whole, and learn from concrete examples how the principles 
governing this system are applied to jurisprudence.

74 al-Subk�, l.c., fol. 175b. See on differences of opinion with regard to this al-
Sha�r�n�, I, p. 228.

75 Ibn al-Mulaqqin, fol. 5b: �� �FAM +T.¤� �� 0M�H�64z�  *�
 Q�5  0M�(D� �� 1��DT)�  a��?
 
��� �FM �2 3· ��� 1�DT� �¨
 �M�)
 �?� 06M2��� �P�)� Q�5 �?� �',�
 uH!S �:�� Q!(� �§�/T)� �[-� 

uQ�� 0�"�  a�6� H�4z�
 \4L G¨
 (cod. �:��) �'4��  �:"J l.)�  H�4z�
 ���)
 �',� ����
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CHAPTER FOUR

No tenet of  the ��hirite school can serve as a more plastic 
illustration for illuminating its relationship to the other orthodox 
schools than its tenet concerning usury. In the traditions which 
elaborate upon the laws concerning usury, six commodities are 
mentioned with which it is prohibited to practise usury—in the 
manner prohibited by Islamic law. They are: al-dhahab, al-���ah, al-

burr, al-sha��r, al-tamr, and al-zab�b, gold, silver, wheat, barley, dates, and 
raisins respectively. The analogical schools now teach that these six 
commodities are listed in the traditions as examples only, and that they 
do not comprise exclusively the whole �eld of  commodities subject to 
usury. In order to decide for what the afore-said commodities serve 
as an example, the analogical schools search �rst for the cause (�illah)1 
of  the prohibition for each group according to the method of  ta�l�l, 
and secondly, for the aspect under which these commodities fall with 
regard to this speci�c law—they search for the next higher classes of  
which these commodities are a subdivision. From this, their reasoning, 
follows that not only the subdivisions, but also the classes to which 
they belong are subject to the prohibition of  usury. Certainly in very 
early times, Rab��ah, a Medinese jurist and teacher of  M�lik b. Anas, 
to whom the name Rab��ah of  ra�y (Rab��at al-ra�y) was given, made 
the assertion that the prohibition of  usury is applicable to everything 
which is subject to the alms-tax (zak�t). It would follow from this 
that domestic animals and riding animals also are included in this 
prohibition.2 The legal schools made still more speci�c distinctions. 
Thus, for example, the school of  Ab� �an�fah says that the �rst two 
commodities are nothing but examples for the entire genre which 
can be de�ned (mawz	n) by weight, and whose sub-classes they are. 
Al-Sh����’s school regards these commodities as representing every-
thing of  value ( jins al-athm�n), and the fruit mentioned merely as 
examples of  food (ma��	m�t), etc. Therefore, even according to these 
schools, the prohibition of  usury is applicable not only to those com-

1 �.~)�  +FL which al-Ash�ar� discusses with a M�likite theologian is the “ratio of  the 
prohibition of  wine” and not “the purpose of  the wine” as Spitta states in Zur Geschichte 
Abu-l-�asan al-A��arî’s, p. 81, no. 98.

2 �6TD)��  �6T¼D¼)�  �6�  �!· �� 1!�H !'� ��8�J)�'6� 3  ̄�� Q8�.
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modities enumerated in the traditions, but to everything that belongs 
to such a category. These schools, as can be seen, tolerate analogy, 
and extend the written sources by applying analogy to material 
not explicitly recorded. The ��hirite school is unable to consent to 
this extension of  the written law since this is based on speculative 
arbitrariness; if  the Prophet had meant those classes, he would have 
most certainly used the more concise expression, and used the name 
of  the class rather than enumerating individual kinds.3 As far as the 
��hirite school is concerned, the law of  usury can refer only to those 
six commodities which are speci�cally mentioned in the traditions. 
A person does not transgress this law if  he trades with objects that 
are not included in these six kinds in a way regarded as usurious by 
Islamic jurisprudence.4

In this example, we recognize the dominant attitude of  the juris-
prudence of  the ��hirite school in contradistinction to other orthodox 
�qh. Now orthodox �qh always keeps in mind the question: what is 

the reason that something is legislated for a certain individual or a certain thing? 

The more important the constitutional validity accorded to ra�y, 
but particularly to analogy, the more systematically this principle is 
applied. The orthodox schools, then, apply such a law beyond the 
case explicitly stated in the scripture and tradition to everything that, 
according to such legal causality, is analogous (cf. p. 30 above). The 
��hirite school, on the other hand, views such syllogism as an arbitrary 
notion which is falsely and arbitrarily attributed to the purpose of  
the legislator. It delimits the law (�ukm) exclusively to the personal 
or non-personal cases (al-man�	�) enumerated in the law. According 
to the view of  the ��hirite school, one must not search for the cause 

3 Maf�t��, II, p. 530: ��8� !F� +T�H� %�6]� G�!5��
 G��!TC	�
 G�6#	� *� �qz ¢H�/)� ��� 
�  Q�5  
�  �I��4�  �6#	��  �6#	�  �!T6DM  �  Q�()  G��!TC	�  ���  ��  
�  G�6#	�  ���  ��  �4��S  R#�� 
�� ;U)� �( $ � �.F� ��;<�� �b��
 �H�A4z� ��]� �!¼# ��#)� �x� ��� �I��4� �!TC	��  �!TC	� �!T6DM 
.�(� �'6FL H!A(� +���� R#� �� �,.FL +T�H��  ��L

4 al-Nawaw�, IV, p. 51: 3�x)�  %&6]�  +�4�  ��  ���)�  R�½ yL ������  ax�  ��  ��D,)�  �q"
 
%�FT)� �6.P Q�5 ��6()� ��" �� R'FY� yL %�,� +�4-)� ax� �6� �� ��H � ���¡)� ��� Q�(� �)� + �E�)�
 
�)�  +�FT)�  �� �!�F4z�
 +�FT)�  �� �'�H�/ ��  !�
 ���,T� �� 1 ��T4 �� +�4-)��  �q4r � ¥�!�. Cf. in 
still greater detail al-Sha�r�n�, II, p. 77–78.
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of  any of  God’s laws, just as the cause for the creation of  any of  
God’s works must not be investigated. The only cause for their creation 
is God’s sovereign will;5 exactly the same applies to law.

In the tradition which prohibits the believer any kind of  luxury, the 

text mentions only “drinking from golden or silver vessels”: Q!�H  Q�5 
R,'P  *�  �H�"  0,C�  ��  �P�[  �"��  + �E�  
�  3�?  *�  %&"ª  ��  O�]  *�  RTFY  �N 

“he who drinks from a golden or silver vessel, sips (with this draught) 
hell�re into his stomach”.6 However, it is true that in some parallel 
versions of  this tradition eating from such vessels is mentioned besides 

drinking (�)�  ��  O�/ 
�  Q8�  �  1x)�). But the above-cited version is the 
more authentic, and D�w�d and the ��hirite school adhere to that 
one, since they teach that the prohibition refers merely to what the 
literal meaning of  the words implies. Drinking from gold and silver 
vessels is exclusively forbidden; any other usage, even eating from them, 
is allowed.7 This teaching of  D�w�d is quoted by the historian Ab� 
al-Fid�� as an example of  the method of  the ��hirite school.8 In this 
case, too, the qiy�s schools search for the spirit of  the law according 
to their method of  investigation which is based on the purpose of  
the laws and on the deduction from analogies. Since the usage of  
gold and silver, as explicitly stated in the tradition, could have been 
prohibited solely because the legislator condemned luxurious usage in 
order to dampen arrogance and pride (khuyal�� ), any detail which is 
stated by way of  an example consequently must encompass every kind 
of  use. For example, they also prohibit the usage of  such vessels for 
the ritual ablution (wu�	� ):9 some codices even mention that the small 

5 Ibn �azm, I, fol. 27b: 0FT� �� ��� ��
 %&/ �� �T�  ^�TM  0�"�
 +�FT)  �;�6] �T�  � ^�TM  0�"� 
��8�  ;�] �1� +.#�
 Q�L !�; cf. Ib��l, fol. 3a, 14a.

6 Muslim, Kit�b al-lib�s, no. 2.
7 al-Nawaw�, IV, p. 416: %&"�
  3�x)�  %&"�  ��  O�/)�
  Q8�  ��  R�½  yL  �!.F-	�  �.P�
 

���  �!�65��T)�  �,��tY�  a�#�  ��  ���  %�FT)�  *�  ���  V)?  |)�r  �
  �2�	�  yL
  �P�)�  yL  + �E�)� 
�;<��
  Q8���  ��!P
  O�/)�  R�½  1���¡)�  �
��  *L  �!#�
  ��d  �
  a�#  0�"�  ��5  �!5  �T��/F) 
.Q�T4��� a!P


8 Ab� al-Fid��, Annales Muslemici, ed. Reiske, II, p. 262.
9 a l - S h a � r�n � ,  I ,  p.  1 2 2 :  3�x) �  �" �
 �  Q �T4� �  � �  +T�H � �  + �.;< � �  Q!5 
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probe used for applying ku�l must not be made of  gold or silver.10 It 
will be clear from these examples what is meant when we say that the 
main distinction between the law, according to the view of  the ��hirite 
school and applied �qh ( fur	� ), as developed by the qiy�s schools, 
lies in the fact that in the former, the literal wording of  legal texts 
recognized as authoritative is the exclusively determining factor, while 
the latter goes beyond the strict wording in elaboration of  the law. 
The basic difference in the elaboration of  the law of  the two schools, 
as just pointed out, refers both to the written authoritative source of  
Islamic law, i.e. to the kit�b, and to the sunnah. Let us examine some 
concrete examples of  this distinction from both �elds.

1. In s	rah II:283, Mu
ammad issues the following decree from 
God: After he orders that in ordinary commercial dealings, security 
of  the creditor’s property is required by means of  a written receipt 
from the debtor for the sum borrowed, he says: �R kF k�  � k� k�  yL  R l4 �,�  ��
 
+I!D(�  �����  �DM��  �
�[kM “But if  you are on a journey and cannot �nd 
a scribe, then a pledge is obtained”. Certainly in the early period 
of  Islam, some jurisprudents—particularly Muj�hid (d. 100/4) from 
Mecca during the �rst century A.H., and al-�a

�k (d. 212) from 
Ba�ra during the second century—interpreted the verse according 
to the letter of  the word so that they restricted the right of  pledge 
to travelling. But if  the two parties are either at home or at regular 
permanent places of  residence of  human society ( f� al-�a�ar), then, 
according to these interpreters, the pledge is not applicable for business 
transactions. Under such conditions, the creditor must secure his 
claim by drawing up a bond.11 The legal schools rejected this literal 

�.�"� �
�� Q!5 �� �T��/)� Q!5 �� ��� %�-,)�
 Q�P�)� yL ���� O�/)�
 Q� ;�� �6� �� ��4� + �E�)�
 
.�H
 �� ��� yL |5�
 |��� �"�b)�
  � ��/� Q �
��
 + �Y�z [sic !] O�/)�
 Q8� �� ��d

10 Burh�n al-D�n al-Birm�w�’s supercommentary to Ab� al-Q�sim al-Ghazz�’s Shar� 
al-gh�yah, B�l�q 1287, p. 17.

11 Maf�t�
, II, p. 558: Q��  ��
  %p!�  �E��
  ��-)�  ��  *���)�  ��  yL  �!6)�  %�'(�)�  =(��M� 
�
  + �  ���¡�  �xzp  ��-)�  ��  ���  �!· � *��)�  ���  ^�  3�x  ���©  ��8�
  0��L
  3M�#)�  �!P
 
�
�A(M �� ��,P R#6FL `6F� 0)!(� 3)�W)� �6D� yL ��-)� ��x" + � G��6(M ��"�
 �!6)� 0)!(� � k. �T l 

.�A()�  ��!P �̧] *� c!�� `6)
 R4�z �ª ��A)�  *�
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interpretation and practical application of  the Koranic letters of  the 
law for obvious reasons. The rejection of  the literal interpretation 
went so far that al-Bukh�r� could feel justi�ed in acknowledging the 
validity of  the pledge in circumstances which seem to be excluded 
by the Koran in the very heading of  the relevant chapter of  his 
work on tradition. Thus he gave the following sub-heading to the 

chapter on the pledge: + �  R4"8¾  �ª
  ^�TM  0)!5
  �E��  ��  *��)�  ��  O�4� 
The traditional communications of  the contemporaries and com-
panions of  the Prophet collected in that chapter show, indeed, that 
the Prophet made pledges to his creditors in Medina, i.e. in the �a�ar. 

Only D�w�d al-��hir� and his school espouse this forgotten teaching 
of  Muj�hid and al-�a

�k12 and do not conform to the general view 
according to which the circumstances of  the journey are mentioned 
in the Koran only a potiori, without intending to express a restriction. 
We �nd in the note that Fakhr al-D�n al-R�z� �nds in s	rah IV:102 
evidence for the fact that for certain Koranic laws certain cases are 
given a potiori only (�ala sab�l al-gh�lib), without this indicating that the 
law in question refers exclusively to this speci�c case. But also with 
regard to the law contained in this evidential passage do D�w�d and 
his ��hirite school cling to the letter of  the word. The fact is that, in 
this case alone, the rival schools are the ones who, among the 
proponents of  the literal meaning, deduct a restriction from the spirit 
of  the law. The ��hirite school, on the other hand, again opposes 
the inclination of  the qiy�s schools to generalize. Concessions to the 
so-called �al�t al-khawf  and �al�t al-mus��r are based on this verse. In 

it Mu
ammad says: *�  �
�A(M  ��  ��,P  R#6FL  `6F�  �H��  ��  R4��I  �?�
 
�
�k��  *x�)�  R l#,4 ��k  �k2  R4�z  �ª  �!FA)� <S	rah IV: 101> “And when you are 
travelling in the country you will not be blamed for shortening your 
prayer if  you fear you might be af�icted by the unbelievers”. In this 
case, the common legal schools13 lay down certain geographic limits 
for the application of  this concession which is made for the purpose 
of  shortening the prescribed prayer of  travellers. For example, both 
M�lik and al-Sh���� stipulate that this “travelling in the country” 
must extend to no less than the distance of  four courier stations 

12 al-Qas�all�n�, IV, p. 233:  ��  �¡)  ���
  �
��  Q�5 (X  � �tE)�
  ���©  Q!(�  �,T) 0�
; cf. 
al-Sha�r�n�, II, p. 85.

13 Sh��ite law, too, prescribes precisely the type and conditions of  the journey under 
which the shortened sal�t al-mus��r becomes applicable. Querry, Droit musulman, I, 
p. 126–132.
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counted from the place of  residence—the courier station of  four farsakh 

each, three m�l to the parasang, i.e. 12000 feet or 3000 kha�wahs to 
the m�l (for <four> feet, aqd�m, constitute one kha�wah). Some give 
different rules with regard to the distance, but all of  them take as 
authority traditions which the ��hirite literalists reject as insuf�ciently 
documented (���d ). Short distances from the place of  residence cannot 
be considered adequate travelling to permit a Muslim to avail himself  
of  the concession for the short �al�t al-khawf. The ahl al-��hir want to 
have no part of  this exegetic restriction. They adhere to the literal 
words of  the Koranic law and say: This Koranic verse contains a 
conditional sentence; whenever the case stated in the protasis occurs, 
namely, every time that there is “travelling in the country”, i.e. when 
there is absence from the ordinary place of  residence, the short 
prayer is permitted. The stipulation about the required distance from 
the usual place of  residence is an arbitrary innovation of  those 
tradi tionists whom the rival schools quote and of  no importance 
vis-à-vis the explicit na�� of  the Koran.14 But it is always assumed 
that the other conditions which are mentioned in the Koranic verse 
are also ful�lled—namely, threat from hostile unbelievers—a secondary 
condition to which the other schools attach no importance so that 
they recognize the short prayer also in different circumstances. In a 
Sh���ite codex, I �nd, for example, mention of  the following cases in 
which the short prayer of  fear is permitted: in any authorized �ght, 
or when �eeing from such a �ght, for instance, when the just person 
is �ghting the oppressor, or the rich man is �ghting against a person 
intending to deprive him of  his possessions; when some one is �eeing 
from either �ood or �re, or from a wild beast from which one cannot 
escape in any other way; or when some one is leaving a country where 
tyranny reigns; even when a debtor unable to pay is �eeing his cre-
ditor.15 Thus, sentences introduced by the conditional particles in and 

14 Maf�t��, III, p. 444: +Az�)�  ��!P �� ¿ p!� a�6b�
 ��-)�  �6F5  �� ���¡)�  ���
 �
�� RL� 
; �JP
 �̧] *� +D��� +F.P ..�H�� �� R4��I �?�
 ^�TM 0)!5 ��� �!)�(� + ¹� ���¡)� ��� �! �[4�� . . . . 
; �J¤� 06FL 3�M�4  �� 3P
 �̧/)�  �A� �?�
 �A()�  ��!P !� ¿�J¤
 �H�� �� O�E)�  !� �̧/)� 
Q!A� �E4(  �x'�  Q�(  ��  O�D)�  ��  ��  �A5�  ��6A5  
�  �!� ��-)�  !�  1x)�  �̧/)�  ��8�  ¿�!� 

.H�� ^� H�� *�
 +�F� ^� +�F� *� ��-"��  Q�(4"�  �,L +Az�)�
15 Burh�n al-D�n al-Birm�w�, p. 121.
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idh� are meant to mean that whenever the conditions stated in such 
sentences exist, the statement contained in the subordinate clause 
becomes applicable; yet these sentences do not indicate that the latter 
condition is exclusively bound to the condition in the main clause; 
rather, this condition is valid in all similar or related cases. It goes 
without saying that the ��hirite school opposes this generalization.16

Also the following difference between the rival legal schools is based 
on the scope of  the Koranic statement introduced by a conditional 

particle. S	rah V:8 R#�!P
  �!F- �� l��  �!F �A)�  ^ª  R l4 �. l5  �?ª  �!,�p  *x)�  �'��  � 
\���	�  ^�  R#�2
 “O you who believe, when you stand up to pray 
wash your faces and your hands etc.” One frequently meets the 
totally erroneous view that it is one of  the ritual obligations of  the 
Islamic way of  life to perform the ritual ablution (al-wu�	� ) before 
every of  the �ve canonical prayers. Indeed, this follows from the 
afore-mentioned Koranic verse, and also from the actual custom 
of  pious Muslims. Yet on the other hand, no difference of  opinion 
prevails among the four recognized legal schools about the fact that 
this pious custom is indeed commendable (musta�abb),17 but that it is by 
no means obligatory ( far� w�jib). A single ablution alone is obligatory 
for all �ve prescribed daily prayers. The validity of  this single ritual 
act extends to the period of  these �ve prayers so long as the status 

puritatis is not invalidated by an action which, according to Islamic 
religious law, requires ablution. It has been transmitted that on the 
day of  the conquest of  Mecca, the Prophet himself  performed all 
�ve prayers with one ablution. He speci�cally mentioned to �Umar 
that he was acting in this way deliberately, and that he considered 
this to be proper. On the basis of  this tradition, the four recognized 
legal schools, who display complete consensus in this respect, interpret 
this Koranic verse—the contents of  which are in complete contra-
diction to their teachings—as presupposing the existence of  the 
above-mentioned circumstances before yet another ablution, prior 
to a prayer, becomes necessary.18 People did not hesitate to introduce 

16 Maf�t��, p. 446: �6�M �
 
̧�/	� �Ad �̧/)� Q!A� �,L �� �6�M �?� +.)8�
 ��ª +.)8� ��� 
. 
̧�/	�  ��L �JF  �̧/)�  ��L �,L ��

17 Ab� Su��d cites the following tradition in support of  this interpretation of  the 
fuqah�� in his Tafs�r, marginal ed. B�l�q, III, p. 528: �/L 0) �N� 34� �'� yL  � �I!M *� 
G�,-�. This statement shows that the repeated wu�	� is an opus supererogationis in status 
puritatis.

18 al-Bay��w�, I, p. 248, 14, to the passage, this is awkwardly discussed.
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this interpretation into the text of  this verse by inserting wa-antum 

mu�addith	n between the words al-�al�t and fa-ighsil	. A story related 
also in the biography of  the impious poet al-Uqayshir al-Asad� makes 
it quite clear that wu�u� used to be much neglected before the indivi-
dual prayer, certainly in early times, so that very soon the most 
unrestrained custom prevailed. The pious aunt of  this poet intended 
to have her nephew observe the prayers at all cost. “Your importunities 
have started to bother me!” said the poet �nally. “Now, choose between 
two possibilities. Either I perform the ablutions without praying, or 
I pray, but without performing the preceding ablutions”.—“Well, 
if  there is no other choice”, the aunt replied, “then pray without 
wu�	”.19 It is reported explicitly that several pious Muslims of  the 
�rst centuries used to perform the evening prayer and the following 
morning prayer with one ablution.20 This shows—it can be observed 
quite frequently also on other occasions in this �eld—that the 
jurisprudents made concessions to less stringent practice; by means 
of  tricks of  interpretation they adapted the law to the freely dev-
eloping life which they wanted to harmonize at all costs with the 
require ments of  the law. This process of  assimilation is a phenom-
enon which runs like a red thread through exegesis and literature 
of  tradition. However, we encounter this also in non-Islamic reli-
gious literature. It is easy to understand that D�w�d’s school rejected 
such an attitude and, in agreement with the teachings of  the Sh��ah 
advocating the letter of  the Koran and nothing else, required that, 
before every canonical prayer, wu�	 be performed in all circum-
stances. The school considered this act strictly obligatory. The tra di-
tional accounts that differ from this view21 are considered not entirely 
authentic and too weak to modify the sense of  the scripture. Indeed,  
even if  supposing they were authentic,22 they would not be able to 
weaken the Koranic decree because of  the axiom to which 
the ��hirite school adhered: +�6F �T�)�  +)��)�  *�  1!�52  +�6) �! k()�  �À��)�  ��� 

19 Kit�b al-agh�n�, X, p. 91.
20 Ab� al-Ma
�sin, Annales, I, p. 388, 507, 523, and others.
21 The decisive passage is Kit�b al-wu�	�, no. 55 (56) in which Anas relates that the 

Prophet performed the wu�	� before every prayer, but as for the companions: ;1J � l· 
��d $ �� ;!I!)�  �"���.

22 al-Sha�r�n� does not mention this controversy among the mas��il al-ikhtil�f, but in 
his introduction to M�z�n, I, p. 89, he gathers together traditions which—contradicting 
each other—can serve to support either of  the two teachings.
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“evidence derived from the spoken word is more conclusive than 
evidence deduced from practice”, and this, more so in this instance 
where it must be deduced from the text of  the account that in the 
extraordinary circumstances of  the conquest of  his native town, 
Mu
ammad had to neglect the strict observance of  the �ve-fold wu�	� 
as an exception. We see that the ��hirite school makes a point of  the 
particle idh� in the Koran—“whenever you stand up for prayer etc.”. 
It is interesting to note how Fakhr al-D�n al-R�z�, who observes this 
controversy with the accustomed verbosity and who, by scholastically 
listing all the arguments of  both sides,23 contrasts the conception of  
D�w�d’s school to the following syntactical view about the scope of  
the particle idh�: “The fuqah�� say that the word idh� has no general 

validity. The following is proof  of  this: When someone says to his 
wife: ‘When (idh�) you enter the house, then you are divorced’, and 
the woman enters the house several times, then is she divorced 
everytime that she enters the house? Or another example: A master 
says to his slave: ‘When (idh�) you go to the market, go to N.N. and 
tell him such and such’. To be obedient, the slave must carry out the 
order only once, and not see N.N. everytime he goes to the market 
and deliver the message with which he was charged. It is not known, 
Fakhr al-D�n added ironically, what is D�w�d’s view on the divorce 
question; it is conceivable that even in this case, he considers the 
repeated divorce as the logical consequence”.24

The decree that a copy of  the Koran ought to be touched only by 
people who are in the state of  ritual purity is based on s	rah LVI:78 
(l� yamassuhu ill� al-mu�ahhar	n) and on the preceding verses. This is 
the reason that rigorous Muslims are reluctant to have non-Muslims 
touch copies of  the Koran. Consequently, we �nd these verses 
glowing in calligraphical splendour above the �rst s	rah in any copy 

of  the Koran which is executed with some care: ��  R��  �p�()  0�"ª 
�
��'C	�  ����  0 �-¶  �  �!,#�  O�4�. In more recent times, a more liberal 

23 Maf�t��, III, p. 538 ff.
24 =Fz�� \)�� ="�� H� ��)� =Fz� �?� 0M2��� Q�5 !) 0�"� �6)�� �!.T)� �6�M � �?ª +.)8� ��� ¿�'(�)� Q�5 

�6-)� �� �E�
 �!.T)� �6�M � �?� +.)8� ��� yL �Q� V)?
 �6"�S  \FCM $ ��6"�S =Fz� !) �RS =(F� � ��� 
� ��� �� � �T�)�� ���� �6� � �x'� �x�
 �x� 0) �5
 ��� yL �z��� �!-)� k=Fz� �?� a�DT) Q�5 �?� 

.�!.T)�  �J4F  0F� TF�  �!FT� �6� ��C)�  +F; �-� �� �
�� 3�x� ���  RFL�
 ���m
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practice began to prevail with regard to this. It can be witnessed again 
and again in private collections of  Muslims of  impeccable piety when 
they indulge in a kind of  �aunting luxury with magni�cent copies of  
the Koran. Indeed, the older exegesis rightfully does not apply the 
afore-mentioned Koranic verse to the written Koran (ma��af ) at all, 
but to the “well-guarded tables”; the “mu�ahhar	n” who touch them 
are in this case not the “ritually puri�ed humans”, but the angels 

who are free of  carnal af�ictions and who alone can touch the law� 

ma�f	� with their hands. In spite of  this—as can also be seen from 
al-Bay��w�, to the passage—the later, and less probable explanation 
has penetrated ritual practice,25 and all four legal schools teach that 
a copy of  the Koran should be touched only in the state of  ritual 
purity. It was to be expected that the Sh��ites, in�uenced by remnants 
of  old Parsee views, developed the Islamic laws on ritual purity most 
rigorously and followed this interpretation of  the Koranic verse quite 
willingly.26 By the way, in the tradition of  the account of  �Umar’s 
conversion, this attitude is certainly presented as being part of  the 
view of  the earliest Islamic period.27 In this instance, too, the ��hir� 
teachers adhere to the literal meaning of  the scriptural passage 
and bring this to practical application in their jurisprudence. Con-
trary to the consensus of  the recognized schools, they teach in this 
case that the individual right to touch the Koran is subject to no 
restrictions at all.28 I ought to add, however, that in that part of  

25 Vol. 2, p. 310: �:',)�  ÁTK �6�"  �!#6�  ������ *� �
��'C	�  ���  ���()�  �̀ ¶  � 
�; cf. also 
the other explanations quoted there.

26 Chardin, Voyages en Perse, VI, ed. Paris, 1811, p. 323; Querry, Droit musulman, I, 
p. 14.

27 Ibn Hish�m, p. 226, 1. 5 from the bottom; ibid., 961, 9; cf. also Sprenger, Das 
Leben und die Lehre des Mo�ammad, II, p. 88.

28 al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 134: ��  ��t±�  yL |tA	�  �̀ �  R�t4�  +T�H��  +�.; <��  Q!5  V)?  *�
 
��!¤��  a�6�
  �
��  Q!5. In this connection cf. ibid., p. 143: �.��
  �T��/)�  Q!5  V)?  *�
 
+�6,�  �:��  Q!5  ��  *64p  
�  +p  !)
  {; <���
  3,¤�  yL  �p�()�  �%p�5  R�t4�  *64�
�)�  1���  �� 
�p�()� �%p�5 3,[F) �!· �
�� Q!5 ��
 *64p 
� +p �%p�5 ��!® V)�� Q!5 ��
 +p {T� �%p�5 ��!® 
 %&]  |6�  0�)8� The words V)?  *�
 at the beginning of  the paragraphs of  the M�z�n 
have the meaning c�~)� �; <�-� *�
 “Concerning the questions about which different 
legal schools hold different views”.
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Ibn �azm’s great religio-polemic work in which the author discusses 
the question of  the extent to which the Koran is to be considered 
the word of  God, our Koranic verse is used as evidence in such a 
way as if  this passage referred to the written Koran.

Among all exegetic differences encountered in the ��hirite camp, 
none is more radical in relation to the generally accepted exegesis 

than the one of  s	rah LVIII:4 �!)�5  �	  �
�!T  RS  ¥%&-"  *�  �
�'¡  *x� )�
 
���.4  �2  �D5  *�  +k Dk 5 kH  ��t4�. The correct interpretation of  the words: �RS 
�!)�5  �	  �
�!T caused the canonists a great deal of  dif�culties. “Those 
who renounce their wives with the formula �ih�r (i.e. the formula 
of  renouncement of  the J�hil�yah, anti �alaya ka-�ahr umm� ), and then 

later return to what they said, must free a slave before these couples are 
permitted to touch each other”. Now, what is the meaning of  “and 

then later return to what they said”? In this case, the interpretation vulgata 

points to the exact opposite of  the meaning of  the words. In the sense 
of  this general interpretation, the passage states that the husband, 
after the completed, formal renouncement, regrets it and intends to 
take back his wife. This interpretation has also been adopted by our 
European translators of  the Koran. For example:

Maraccius: “Qui autem vocant dorsum matris suae aliquam ex 
uxoribus suis; deinde poenitet eos ejus quod dixerunt: poena eorum erit 
liberatio cerviics, etc.”.

Savary and Kasimirski: “Ceux qui jurent, de ne plus vivre avec leurs 
femmes, et qui se repentent de leur serment, ne pourront avoir commerce 
avec elles avant d’avoir donné la liberté à un captif ”.

Ullmann (p. 475): “Diejenigen, welche sich von ihren Frauen 
trennen mit der Erklärung, dass sie diesselben wie den Rücken ihrer 
Mütter betrachten wollen, später aber das, was sie ausgesprochen, gern wieder 

zurücknehmen möchten u.s.w.”. (Those who separate from their wives with 
the statement that they are going to regard them like their mothers’ 
backs later, however, intend to recant what they have said, etc.”).

Palmer: “But those who back out of  their wives and then would 

recall their speech,—then the manumission of  a captive before etc.”.
The Muslim canonists among the proponents of  the interpretation 

vulgata holding different views on this word ya�	d	na all agree on the 
general meaning of  the Koranic quotation; namely, that this concerns 
both a regret of  the divorce, and the wish of  the husband to annul 
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the pronounced formula of  renunciation and return to his wife. 
This is the interpretation of  this verse as it is recognized by the 
Sh��ite deduction of  Islamic law too. The Sh��ites, as the Sunnite 
schools, base an entire chapter of  ordinances concerning �ih�r on 
this interpretation.29 We �nd the different conceptions of  ya�	d	na 

compiled in the original commentaries. Most remarkable is the view 
of  Sufy�n al-Thawr�:30 “Those who (as heathens before Islam) used 
to dismiss their wives with the customary �ih�r formula at that time,31 
and who later, as professors of  Islam, have recourse to this formula, 
must submit to the prescribed atonement”. It cannot be denied that 
this interpretation comes much closer to the wording of  the Koran 
than all attempts of  elaboration within the circle of  the interpretatio 

vulgata. Still closer to this is the explanation of  the ��hirite school. It 
interprets the law as contained in the Koranic verse as follows: When 
the husband has used the �ih�r formula once and repeats the same later 
on, then he must submit to the prescribed atonement. Al-Bay��w�, 
to the passage, hints at this interpretation with the short words: bi-

takr�rihi laf�an wa-huwa qawl al-��hir�yah; the same can be found, as 
usual clearer and more elaborate, in Fakhr al-D�n al-R�z�.32 In this 
instance, too, it becomes evident what we could observe in the case of  
the law on the pledge, namely, that the ��hirite exegetic endeavours 
which leave the trodden path of  ordinary interpretation occasionally 
rejuvenate older opinions which have disappeared from practice. 
Finally, it cannot be overlooked that inherent in the interpretation 
of  this Koranic verse there is a theoretical, exegetic moment. Yet, 
this interpretation has considerable in�uence on the shaping of  the 
legal practice because, in the sense of  the ��hirite interpretation, 

29 In Querry, Droit musulman, II, p. 62–65.
30 In al-Bay��w�, to the passage, II, p. 317, 21: �
�'¡ 0)!5 �� yL ����� �� H�'¡)�� 
� 

.1H!b)�  Q!5 !�
 +6F��¤�  �� �
�'¡ �!"��  ?�  H�'¡)�  �
��4T  �,TK
31 Kit�b al-agh�n�, VIII, p. 50, 13, states the following about the origin of  this formula 

as formula of  divorce among the pagan Arabs: It was used �rst by Hish�m ibn al-
Mugh�rah against his wife Asm��. It was then taken over by the Quraysh as formula 
of  divorce.—The �rst use of  the �ih�r from the time of  Islam is reported from Aws 
ibn Aws (d. 32), Tahdh�b, p. 168.

32 Maf�t��, VIII, p. 156: Q!5  �x�
  ��!L  *#  $  H��#  $  ��
  ��L  �(�  H�'¡)�  ��)  H���  �?� 
�!# � �x�
 a!FT� �� ���L� yL �Q� �!)�5  �	 �
�!T �RS  0)!5 ���� ����  06FL �!�[4��
 ���¡)�  ��� 

.R�#4)��  ��ª
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he who regrets the repudiation of  his wife and intends to revoke it 
does in no way conduce the execution of  his intention by performing 
the prescribed atonement.

2. The ��hiris are just as meticulous in deducing a law from 
the �ad�th as when they are using the wording of  the Koran as a 
basis for their jurisprudential deduction. It is in that �eld too, that 
they follow unswervingly their basic doctrine of  the relationship 
of  the jurisprudent to the words of  the law-giver. They consider 
it unjusti�able to try and to guess the intention of  the law-giver on 
the basis of  subjective judgement and to draw an analogy from this 
intention and give to legal practice a direction which, under the 
pretense of  following the spirit of  the law, departs from the objective 
meaning of  the text.

Mus�q�t indicates in Islamic agricultural affairs a contract falling 
under the jurisdiction of  social contracts. It states “that a landowner 
guarantees the cultivator a certain share of  the yield in exchange for 
the care and management of  fruit trees, vineyards, and vegetables”.33 

There is a great deal of  difference of  opinion among the Islamic 
theological schools as regards the admissibility of  such contracts.34 
In the whole �eld of  commercial, rental, and contract law, Islamic 
law follows the principle that for every contract and purchase there 
must prevail complete clearness eliminating any doubt and deception 
concerning price or rent respectively. Business deals and contracts 
which later turn out to deceive one of  the contracting parties can 
be invalidated, and indeed, very often become null and void, since 
the later-evolving fact that it involved a premeditated deception makes 
the contract illegal to begin with. The uncertainty about the yield, 
and the possibility of  deception of  the sharecropper in the case 
of  mus�q�t and similar contracts, raised serious doubts about the 
validity and legality of  such contracts among the legists. As for the 
share-cropping contract in particular, the opinions diverge as follows: 

33 See Kremer, Culturgeschichte des Orients, I, p. 514. Van den Berg, De contractu “do ut 
des” jure mohammedano, p. 67. De Beginselen van het Mohammedaansche Regt, p. 89.

34 One gets a good impression of  the singular indecisiveness which prevails among 
the legislative Muslim circles concerning the entire category of  social contracts when 
one reads the traditions on mukh�barah, muz�ra�ah, etc. Because of  lack of  space, I 
can merely refer to them; al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-�arth wa-al-muz�ra�ah, no. 8–10, but 
particularly no. 18–19 (cf. with this al-Qa��all�n�, IV, p. 199–202) and Muslim, Kit�b 
al-buy	�, no. 15.
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Ab� �an�fah considers it completely inadmissible35—a proof  of  what 
little regard he had for the explicit words of  the traditions when 
his notions of  social ethics inspired him with something different. 
The exact opposite to this are M�lik’s teachings. He considers the 
mus�q�t applicable to the whole �eld of  gardening. Al-Sh����, on the 
other hand, restricts applicability of  the contract to date-trees and 
vineyards. But it is important to know the tradition from which the 
mus�q�t derives its legal basis. When Khaybar was conquered, the Jews 
asked the Prophet to let them continue living there on the condition 
that they cultivate the land for the price of  half  the yield of  all 
date-trees and produce. Then the Prophet said: “On this condition 
I permit you to stay as long as you want”.36 This shows that M�lik 
and al-Sh���� considered the contract about the date-trees which was 
concluded with the Jews as example and basis for further analogies. 
Since vine and date-trees are subject to the same regulations in 
many other aspects, al-Sh���� puts them on the same level even as 
regards the mus�q�t—the permissibility of  which is documented by this 
tradition. M�lik searches for the general reason of  the admissibility 
and concludes that the economic requirement inevitably led the 
legislator to the conclusion of  the contract with the former owner of  
the land. Starting from this point of  view, naturally no distinction can 
be made between the two kinds of  fruit. We observe in this instance 
two kinds of  qiy�s as bases for legal deduction. It goes without saying 
that D�w�d,37 frowning upon any kind of  extension of  the law arrived 
at by a speculative method, adheres strictly to what the letter of  the 

law permits or prohibits. D�w�d does not examine the reasons for 
prohibition or permission, does not concern himself  with investigating 
the points of  view of  the law-giver, for him, nothing but the written 

35 His school, however, abandoned his original teachings at a later time; see v. 
Kremer, l.c., I, p. 514.

36 Muslim, Kit�b al-mus�q�t, no. 1.
37 al-Nawaw�, IV, p. 30: yL  �!¯  �
��  Q�(�  H�[]��  *�  ��5�-	�  06FL  �!·  �:6�  �!�F4z�
 

Q!5 !�
 H�[]�� �6.P yL �!¯ V)�� Q�5
 + �Y�z 3,T)�
 �~,)�  yL ��T��/)�  Q�5
 + �Y�z �~,)� 
+AzH �'"!� �� �
�� \��!� �T��/)� �� ��
 �'6FL @!Y¬� 06� ��T4 RF� +AzH ��p�� �
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material alone is the determining factor. In the written text, he saw 
nothing but a document supporting the admissability of  the mus�q�t 

contract as applicable to dates. Therefore, he decided to pronounce 
this one kind of  fruit as the exclusive, permissible subject of  this 
contract.

Indeed, in no part of  the material in question can the purely 
external orientation of  the ��hirite school’s interpretation of  the law 
in its contrasting relationship to the deeper motives of  the analogy 
schools be better observed than in the interpretation of  legal texts, 
where, with reference to a single aspect of  religious life, ritual practice, 
or social intercourse, speci�c details are mentioned. Everywhere in 
such passages, the ��hirite school will exert its coercive view. Besides 
the previous example, let us select yet another, one which seems to be 
rather unimportant fundamentally, but which is formally a splendid 
example from the ritual part of  Islamic tradition of  the point of  view 
taken by the school, namely, its teaching about �adaq�t (or zak�t) al-��r.38 
After completing the fast of  Rama��n, and before indulging in the 
joys of  the “minor festival”, Muslims must make this offering which, 
in the opinion of  theologians, is, as it were, a general atonement 
for transgressions possibly committed against the law of  the fast. 
According to the opinion of  some theologians, this tax, introduced 
prior to the alms-tax (al-zak�t) which took its place, is supposed to 
have lost its obligatory character after the institution of  the latter one, 
but Muslims as far as Central Africa still give it readily. The Awl�d 
Sulaym�n, deep in the Sudan, give the ��jj �Abd al-���� at the end 
of  Rama��n a mudd dukhn as �adaqah.39 The following tradition is 
the main legal source as to what this offering must consist of, and 
as to which persons are obliged to give it: “The messenger of  God 
ordered as compulsory zak�t al-��r one ��� dates or one ��� barley; (this 
obligation is applicable) to slaves and free men, to men and women, 
to young and old Muslims. He ordered that this offering be made 
before people leave for the prayer (of  the following holiday)”.40 In 
this case, Ibn �azm arrives at the most extreme consequence of  the 

38 Cf. Krehl, Über den Sah�h des Buchârî, p. 10. On the origin of  this alms law see 
Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre des Mo�ammad, III, p. 57.

39 Nachtigal, Sahârâ und Sûdân, II, p. 275.
40 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-zak�t, no. 70: ��L�Y 
� �} *� ��L�Y �C�)� ���� Rºk FY N� Q!�H ��� 

�
�z �D5 1�� ;!M  �2 �'�  ��2
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��hirite system by teaching that the zak�t al-��r must be paid in this 
commodity exclusively and that it has no validity if  a different kind 
of  produce of  equivalent quantity is given.41 In this he is in complete 
disagreement with the rest of  the schools who see in the ��� dates or 
barley nothing but a speci�cation of  the obligatory minimum offering 
which could also consist of  a different kind of  produce not particularly 
mentioned in the tradition.42 With this example, the peculiar ��hirite 
interpretation of  the tradition in question is by no means exhausted. 
The tradition stipulates that zak�t al-��r is incumbent upon slaves. From 
this the four schools conclude that the owner has the duty to make the 
offering on behalf  of  his slaves since they have no personal property. 
D�w�d, however, adheres obstinately to the wording �al� al-�abd: the 
slave himself  is obliged and responsible to make this fast offering; 
in this respect, his master has no other obligation than to supply 
the slave with extra means of  earnings from which he can defray 
the expenses of  the offering which are his personal obligation.43 Indeed, 
Ibn �azm goes further than this. Although the tradition mentions 
young ones, but without conclusively stating that born children are 
concerned, he makes it the duty of  the father to pay the prescribed 
�adaqah even for an embryo once it has passed 120 days of  its 
embryonic stage.44 It must not be overlooked that the �anbalite 

41 al-Qas�all�n�, III, p. 97: Q�5  V)x�
  ���6�  ;1J� l·  �
  ��L�Y  %�]  �'� �  *�  ��r 0� "�  a���� 
.�z2 ��,P� ��? 1�z2 G��
H �� �H
 *#) �J� *��

42 al-Birm�w�, p. 142, enumerates the following types according to their value: wheat 
(burr), spelt (sult), barley (sha��r), durra (dhurah), rice (aruzz), chickpea (�immi�), Indian pea 
(m�sh), lentil (�adas), beans ( f	l ), dates (tamr), raisins (zab�b), cheese from curdled milk (aqi�), 
milk (laban), cheese ( jubn). A rhyme of  their order attempts to facilitate memorization. 
The �rst letters of  the �rst line are the �rst letters of  the types enumerated: �� k�  N� �� 
G!5  %k ���  +k D� M��  G%&P  �µ�
�  c
��  �'P  !)  �C�)�  ����  X�M  H!�  *L  �b�  �#�  J�H  1?  �6] 

�(L �� �C�)�  ����
43 al-Nawaw�, III, p. 8: �� 6-)�  yL  3P
�
  0-�,�  �DT)�  yL  �'DP
��  a���¡�  xz�  �
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44 al-Qas�all�n�, ibid., p. 103: ���4-� �'�!P!� Q�5 �6� �J� *�� ���z *6,[)� yL ��C� � 
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codex stipulates that making the fast offering for an embryo is a pious, 
desirable action, sunnah, although not obligatory.45

From what has preceded, we realize the role the famous dogmatist 
Ab� Mu
ammad ibn �azm played in the development of  the school 
of  D�w�d al-��hiri. He drew consequences from the scriptural word 

that did not occur to the few representatives of  the school. In concert 
with Ibn �azm’s other views, with which we shall acquaint ourselves in 
chapter eight, it can easily be understood that he was inclined to urge 
the strict letter of  the word in instances in which the rigid relationship 
towards believers of  other faiths was concerned. It is a remarkable 
achievement of  the traditionalists and the founders of  the Islamic legal 
systems—possibly with the exception of  A
mad b. �anbal and his 
school—that they often, and without justi�cation, introduced traditions 
expressing liberal views; they, then, interpreted opposing traditions that 
were recognized as authentic for practice in such a way that, because 
of  this interpretation, the obstinacy and severeness of  the text in its 
literal interpretation was broken. The science of  tradition and the art 
of  interpretation have achieved successes for humanity in this �eld 
which put the proceedings governing pia fraus, on the one hand, and 
the philologic-exegetic enormities, on the other, in a favourable light. 
By the way, these are achievements which, because of  wide in�uence, 
are still not properly appreciated. The ��hirite school which rejected 
these interpretation tricks was deprived of  these humanistic blessings. 
No one would have been less inclined to apply them in this direction 
than Ibn �azm who distinguished himself  by his fanatical enmity 
against everything non-Islamic.

The question of  whether a Muslim is permitted to eat meals pre-
pared by followers of  other faiths has occupied Muslim theologians 
on numerous occasions. The spectrum of  the attitudes and teachings 
which have evolved concerning this problem represents almost all 
shades of  opinion towards the adherents of  other faiths—from the 
most barbaric to the most liberal. To the scope of  this question belongs 
yet another one: whether or not a Muslim is permitted to use utensils 
belonging to Christians and Jews for the preparation of  his own meal. 
The traditions offer the following information: “The Prophet was asked 
by a Muslim who had frequent opportunity to come in contact with 
non-Muslims in Syria: ‘O Messenger of  God, we live in a country 

45 Shaykh Mar��, Dal�l al-��lib li-nayl al-ma��rib, I, B�l�q, 1288, p. 75: yL  �*-M
 
*6,¤�.
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of  people who belong to the ahl al-kit�b, and we use their dishes. 
Furthermore, we live in a land where there is game. I hunt both 
with my bow and also with the assistance of  trained and untrained 
dogs. Now, inform me which of  these things are permitted’. Upon 
this, the Prophet replied: ‘As for the �rst question, you are not 
supposed to eat from their dishes if  you can �nd dishes other than 
those of  the ahl al-kit�b; however, should you �nd none but theirs, 
wash them; then you can eat from them’”.46 All Muslim theologians 
deduce from this that the use of  utensils of  non-Muslims is basic-
ally not prohibited, for were this the case, then such vessels would 
not be permitted to be used even in cases when others could not be 
obtained, for something prohibited does not become permissible simply 
by the absence of  the latter one. Rather, the form of  the prohibition 
in the above-mentioned tradition (we shall give more examples in 
the �fth chapter) is interpreted as the wish of  the Prophet. This is 
in some measure what Christian theology calls consilium evangelicum, 
compliance to which is well received, negligence of  which, however, 
does not constitute a transgression.47 Indeed, the fuqah�� restrict the 
command expressed in the tradition to the case where such vessels 
have been used by non-Muslims for purpose which, according to 
Islamic law, are considered najas. In other cases their use, without 
prior cleansing, does not even belong into the makr	h category. As 
a matter of  fact, we learn from the tradition—although Ibn �As�kir 
has excluded it from his edition of  Bukh�r�—that �Umar performed 
his ritual ablution in a vessel fetched from a Christian house.48 Quite 

46 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-dhab��i�, no. 10: Q!�H  =6M�  Q!(  0ÂIH  ��, k/ l~)�  +DFTS  ���  =T.� 
��!(�  �6Y2  �6Y �H�
 R'46"p  ��  Q8�  �"  O�4#)�  ���  �!5  �H�"  �� "�  N� Q!�H �  =F(�  RTÂ FY N� 
�H�� V"� kG��? �� �� �2 Q�(� V)? *� �,) ��d 1x� )m �� �" ��Dz�� �� FT� `6) 1x� )�
 R� FT	� �DF#� �6Y�
 
�RS  ��!F-���  �
�¯  $  ��
  �'6�  �!)8� �M  ��  R'46"p  �6�  RM�P
  ���  R'46"p  ��  Q�  �M  O�4#)�  ���  �!5 

. . .�'6�  �!)8�
47 al-Qas�all�n�, VIII, p. 289: ����  +��[,)�  \� (t4M  �� 4�  �Y�)  R#��  ����  Q�5  *�  O�P2
 

�:"�
�  Q�T4�� �� +���� � �� �!)!(  R'� "��  %&'(�)�  �� ��
 ���64�� O�Dt4��� yL Q!.� �-W)��  ���� 
�  ¸�64��)  �-W)�  ^
��  ��8�  ��
  R��,L  �-WM  $  !)
  +��[,)�  ��  +F.T4-�  =�ÃÀ  �4)�  H�� �#)� 

.V)? �� +���#)�  G!Db)
48 Kit�b al-wu�	�, no. 44 (ed. Krehl), no. 45 (B�l�q).
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58 chapter four

differently Ibn �azm: he quite willingly takes the opportunity to give 
an example of  his intolerance, and to substantiate a law which, in 
addition, serves to impede free intercourse with non-Muslims. Quite 
consistently, he deduces from the letter of  the tradition the validity of  
the following law: “Usage of  vessels of  the ahl al-kit�b is generally 
not permitted except in circumstances in which lawful vessels cannot 
possibly be obtained, and even in this case, only after they have been 
washed”.49

This, Ibn �azm’s opinion, is a logical conclusion of  his teach -
ings of  the ritual uncleanliness of  believers of  other faiths, and is 
identical with the Sh��ite view. The Sh��ites, as it is well known, 
have taken the extreme consequences of  the Koranic teachings 
(s	rah IX:28).50 They reach the utmost rigorism and intolerance with 
their legislation on �ah�rah and naj�sah.51 They have included in their dah 

naj�sah the body of  the unbeliever and the heretic, and they extended 
this judgement to everything the unbelievers touch. Chardin52 has 
related many a curious thing about his travel experiences concerning 
this aspect of  the ritual life of  the Persians; its codi�cation can be read 
in Querry’s exhaustive book.53 Sunnite Islam,54 on the other hand, 
has displayed in this point a splendid example of  its perfectibility, 
its possibility of  evolution, and also the ability to adapt its rigid 
formalism to the requirements of  social intercourse by modifying 
the Koranic tenets of  the impurity of  unbelievers through its own 
interpretation, until it reached the point when it abandoned this 

49 al-Qas�all�n�, p. 296: ���  O�4#)�  ���  +6"p  Q�T4��  �![  �  Q�(�  �J�  *��  a���¡�  xz� 
�-W)�� �'MH�'� yL �Q�� ���6� �(� �,L �'F-W� ���� ��� 36P2
 �'F-W �2
 ���6� �· � �2 *6��/� 

.�',L �6�,4)�  �� +W)�D.F)  ���6� �!P
 �,L �'��,4P��  ����

50 k̀ k�  �!�Ä	� �� "�.
51 Cf. above p. 49.
52 Chardin, Voyages en Perse, VI, p. 321 ff.
53 Querry, Droit musulman, I, p. 47, art. 267 ff.
54 For a historical study of  this question it is not to be overlooked that ���im b. 

Th�bit’s pledge is mentioned as a rare exception in Ibn Is
�q’s traditional sources: �2 
�-�[,M  ���2  � ���/�  �̀ ¶  �
  X�/�  0 �-k ¶k  �, Ibn Hish�m, p. 567 and 639; cf. however ibid., 

p. 807: .RºÂ FY N� Q!�H Å��� yL `F¯ �� �3�� RF�  `Æ X�/� �PH ="�
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doctrine.55 Al-Nawaw� says this quite frankly in his commentary on 
this tradition in which the purity of  the Muslims is stated.56 “This 
is the law for the Muslim, but as for the unbeliever, as far as purity 
and impurity are concerned, he is to be judged from the same point 
of  view as the Muslim”.57 Fakhr al-D�n al-R�z� decisively rejects 
the right of  the intolerant tenet to consensus for the interpretation 
which is contained in the Koran and which is adduced by the Zayd�s 
(Sh��ites)—in agreement with the older interpretation to be found in 
al-Bay��w� too—by referring to the traditional account which presents 
the Prophet as having drunk also from vessels of  non-Muslims. “How 
could it be possible”, so he concludes, “that the mere embracing 
of  Islam should cause the state of  impurity to change into a pure 
one on the body of  a single person?”.58 Concerning this point, and 
contrary to the more liberal opinions spreading already during his 
time—we �nd Ibn �azm in the camp of  those who are not satis�ed 
with considering the ritual naj�sah of  the unbelievers as an accessory 

55 The three more liberal of  the legal schools represent in their interpretations of  
this Koranic verse one stage each of  this gradual progress. Al-Sh����’s school is of  the 
opinion that nothing can be deduced from this verse but the prohibition for unbelievers 
to enter the holy territory in Mecca; the M�likite school extends this prohibition to all 
the mosques of  Mecca; according to the view of  the �ana�tes, believers of  other faiths 
are not even barred from entering the holy �ar�m territory of  Mecca for a  provisional 
stay (al-M�ward�, p. 290). The latter interpretation just about abrogates the validity 
of  the Koranic prohibition!

56 Muslim, Kit�b al-�ah�rah, no. 56: 0,L ��t� 3,P !�
 06() RTFY N� Q!�H �� +�x� *L 
.`[, $ RF-	�  �� Q�5 �D,P =,� Q�(�  %&P �RS  �-4���

57 al-Nawaw�, I, p. 412: RF-	m R#� +��[,)�
 �H�'C)� �� 0.#t� ���#)� � ���
 RF-	� R#� �x� 
.*6.F-	�  ¢�P��  0� F�  �x�
 . . . . .  |F��
 |F-)�  *� �6��:¤� 3�x�
 �,D�x� �x�

58 Maf�t��, IV, p. 614: *��  *L  c� �/#)�  3��Y  �("  �-Æ  ;Ç�/)�  �!�  �6-�M  ��  �!�F4z�
 
1��')�  Q!5 !� �x�
 � �I!M �8��/� s��Y *� *-�� *L
 ���,~)�
 O�#)�� +-Æ R'"�6L� �� ��DL 
���Æ� R'"!� yL �Q� �p�()� ���� �� RFL�
 R'"���� �H�'� yL �!(�� M� x(� %&'(�)� �� ��
 +�J)� +�.; <� *� 
Z� 4��
  �Y�� 06�  c�4z��  ��  �� ,6�  �	  06�  ¢�P��  %�L��  *#¶  �
 �A�,�  �6)��  ���  0,L  �P�  �� 
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60 chapter four

which they observe less scrupulously than Muslims who follow in this 
respect precisely prescribed laws, but who label the substance of  the 
unbeliever impure. Ibn �azm adheres faithfully to the exclusive point 
inherent in the science of  tradition inna al-mu�min l� yanjus,59 while all 
the rest of  the Muslim teachers extend this attitude to unbelievers 
too. I believe that what was responsible for this attitude was not only 
Ibn �azm’s method of  deduction, but also his personal fanaticism 
against followers of  other religions. I have shown on other occasions 
how malicious his language is when he speaks about non-Muslims; 
also in the excerpts from his main work which I quote in this treatise, 
we shall have an opportunity to observe this. Let it be also mentioned 
that Ibn �azm extends this apellation to all non-Muslims, contrary 
to Ab� �an�fah who does not include the Jews in the expression 
mushrik. This point of  view has the most serious consequences in 
applied jurisprudence.60

Finally, one more example may be cited which, on the one hand, 
shall prepare us for the development of  the legal interpretation treated 
in the following chapter, and on the other hand, can demonstrate how 
the common legal schools, in contrast to the ��hirite school, rise to the 
utmost level of  distortion when faced with reconciling the text of  the 
law to the practice of  daily life, if  daily usage has departed from the 
requirements of  the rigid law. In such instances, the representatives 
of  the ��hirite school appear as rescuers of  the true meaning of  the 
scripture; the objective claim to represent the correct exegesis is in 
such cases undoubtedly on their side. Such a case is the following: 
Muslim tradition prescribes the true believer to perform a complete 
ablution (ghusl ) before the Friday prayer; it is well known that it is 
entirely different from the wu�	�. The text of  the tradition expresses 
this in the following words: “The ablution on Friday is necessary (i.e. 
obligatory) for all who have reached the age of  puberty”.61 To indicate 
the degree of  this ritual obligation, the word w�jib is used here, a 
word which indicates in the terminology of  Islamic law the highest 
degree of  unconditional obligation. Nevertheless, although all the 
variations of  the tradition emphasize unanimously and undoubtedly 

59 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-ghusl, no. 23; also al-Qas�all�n�, I, p. 389.
60 For a detailed treatment of  this important question of  Islamic inter-denominational 

legislation cf. Ibn �azm, Kit�b al-milal, II, fol. 17–18.
61 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-jum�ah, no. 2; Kit�b al-shah�d�t, no. 18: 3P�
  +T.¤�  �!  �-� 

RF4� ��� yL
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the “w�jib” of  this law, the orthodox schools now say—and even 
the rigid �anbalite school makes no exception of  this62—that the 
duty prescribed in this law is not in the nature of  an obligation, but 
merely a suggested, pious custom (sunnah), the negligence of  which is 
by no means equal to the transgression of  obligatory duty.63 Sh��ite 
jurisprudence, too, considers this custom among the aghs�l masn	nah.64 

To justify this view and to reconcile this with the explicit word w�jib, 
all kinds of  tricks had to be applied. Some representatives of  the 
anti-traditional view think that the above-mentioned law in this form 
has been abrogated (mans	kh). This, however, is not recognized by 
all, since no authentic tradition could be found to prove the alleged 
abrogation (n�sikh). Others tried to read the prevailing custom into 
the text of  the law by means of  a grammatical taqd�r. They claim 
that the word w�jib stands for ka-al-w�jib “if  necessary” and seems to 
indicate the high esteem in which the Prophet held this pious custom, 
but without considering it obligatory.65 Another interpretation, whose 
author is the famous �ana�te canonist al-Qud�r�, shows us the 
highest ef�orescence of  violent sophistry of  the epigones of  Muslim 
jurisprudence; he claims that w�jib in this case has the meaning of  
falling off  (from wajaba to fall) and that �al� stands for �an so that 
into “indispensable (incumbent upon) for everybody”, the following 
is read: “dispensible for everybody” i.e. omissible, unnecessary for 
people in general; in other words, the exact opposite of  the literal 
meaning.66 In this question, too, the ��hir�s are the only ones who  

62 Shaykh Mar��, l.c., I, p. 17: +T.P ��A) ����p�/L +� 4� (+� Dt4-	�  Q�-��� �,T) ��

63 E.g. Sh���ite law according to Ab� al-Q�sim al-Ghazz�, B�l�q, 1287, p. 36 with 

the addition: Hx,)��  �� 3¯ �
.
64 Querry, Droit musulman, I, p. 36.
65 al-Qas�all�n�, II, p. 179; cf. IV, p. 402: 3P�
  
�  +� 6��,)�  �6��M  ��  3��!)��  1�  3P�
 

R#�� �� � +� 6�6#)� �� 
� +��¡,)�
 ��z�� ���
 H�64z�� ��; al-Qud�r�: �5�� ÁTK 3P�
 0)!5 
*L ÁTK yL
.

66 In the related Talmudic literature, I �nd an interesting analogy to the terminol-
ogical change in jurisprudence supported philologically in al-Qud�r�’s treatment of  
the term w�jib. Among the deductions made from Biblical law, Leviticus xx:32, we 
�nd in the Babylonian Qidd�sh�n, fol. 33a: ydymlt  ynpm  dwm[l  ˆyaçr  twynmwa  yl[b  ˆya 
�tkalmb  �yqsw[ç  h[çb  �ymkj i.e. that craftsmen are not permitted to interrupt their 
work as a visible sign of  respect (getting up) to which scholars are otherwise entitled. 
This law is related to the great moral importance which the Talmud attributes 
to craftsmanship and to honest enterprise in general. The expression used in this 
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hold this view, espousing also on this occasion the opinion of  some 
authorities of  the earliest period which has been since rejected.67

case yaçr is a term for permitted, the meaning of  which is certain. Some later interpretors 
of  this teaching (cf. Tosafot, on the passage, incip. ˆya), �nd, however, that it would be 
a restriction of  voluntary piety to prohibit craftsmen outright the voluntary interruption 
of  their work as an expression out of  respect for scholars. They have changed the 
established interpretation of  the term yaçr and identi�ed it in this case with another 
term of  this science, namely, with byyj = compulsory (identical with  3P�
) in order to 
arrive at the following meaning: workers are not compelled to interrupt their work, 
but a voluntary interruption is permitted. Thus Maimonides, Talm�d T�r�h v:2, 
paraphrases the Talmudic law with these words: wkw  dwm[l  ˆybyyj  twynmwa  yl[b  ˆya; later 
codi�ers follow him in this interpretation. Rabbi Moses from Coucy (gms Geb., no. 13) 
justi�es this change with a philological argument. He �nds in Targ�m, Exodus xxii:24, 
Isaiah xxiv:2, and still others, the Aramaic ay:v]r" for Hebrew hv,n debtor; the yaçr of  the 
Talmudic passage, therefore, ought to belong to this group = guilty.

67 al-Qas�all�n�, ibid., +L�P *L �# l�
 +���¡)�  3�x� !�
 O!P!)��  �5  *� 0�  V �-} �5
 
.H�- *� H�L
 ���� !��  R',� |F-)�  *�
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CHAPTER FIVE

In the opinion of Muslim theologians, not everything that appears in 
the form of prescriptions and prohibitions in the transmitted sources 
of Islamic law is commanded or forbidden, nor does it carry the same 
imperative or prohibitive force. Many statements are represented in 
the external—linguistic—form of a prescription or prohibition without 
their transgression entailing the divine or secular punishment decreed 
for transgressions of the law.

From this point of view, Islamic jurisprudence recognizes generally 
�ve categories:

1. Al-w�jib or al-far�,1 obligatory actions, the absolute duty, commission 
of which is rewarded and omission, punished. m� yuth�bu �al� ��lihi 

wa-yu��qabu �al� tarkih.
2. Al-mand	b, commendable actions, i.e. what is decreed not as obliga-

tion, but as pious action, the performance of which God reciprocates, 
but the omission of which does not entail punishment. m� yuth�bu 

�al� ��lihi wa-l� yu��qabu �al� tarkih.2 In the sense of the latter de�ni-
tion, mand	b is identical with that category of religious practices 
which, in contrast to the �rst category, is designated as sunnah.3 
The exact theological terminology does not always recognize this 
complete identity; rather, it attempts to �nd differential aspects. In 
this context, the de�nition of the concept of sunnah which is most 
widely recognized is the one which states that this concerns such pres-

1 The �ana�te school distinguishes between al-far� and al-w�jib with regard to the 
degree of evidence of a certain law as the term al-far� is applied to such actions the 
compulsory nature of which can be proven by a compelling argument (dal�l qa����� or 
burh�n). The compulsory nature of al-w�jib, on the other hand, is supported merely by 
probability arguments (dal�l �ann� or am�rah).—Both classes are further subdivided.

2 At this point, I call attention to al-�ar�r�, Maq�mah 32, p. 402, 2 (de Sacy’s 2nd 
ed.). 06FL 3k· $
 06)� O�l" Q�5 �0 �6 k6kb�"2 ;�I!4.)� s-¶k2 Q�5. In the analogous �eld of Talmu-
dic jurisprudence the two degrees hb;wj and hw:x]mi are to be noted (Babyl. Yebh�m�th, 
fol. 65b).

3 It may be mentioned as characteristic for the tradition of pagan Arabian po-
etry that these two terms are transmitted in a pre-Islamic panegyrical poem to the 
�Adw�n tribe by al-A�ba� al-�Adw�n� (Agh�ni, III, p. 2, 15; Ibn Hish�m, p. 77, penult.): 
���)�
 +�,-)�� � �,)� J6· *� R',�
. However, even Arab critics doubt the authenticity of 
a large part of this poem (Agh., ibid., p. 5, 20).
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cripts or prohibitions, the obligation of which is based on one of 
two things: either on a scriptual passage, the interpretation of which 
does not necessarily, or exclusively, indicate this obligation, but also 
can be seen differently, or else on traditions with defective or insuf-
�ciently attested isn�d.4

3.  Al-mub�� or al-�al�l, permissible actions, i.e. acts, the performance 
or omission of which the law views with total indifference. Certain 
it is that the performance of such actions is neither prohibited nor 
frowned upon, and the omission, neither decreed not suggested; the 
former stipulation entails no reward and the latter, no punishment. 
m� l� yuth�bu �al����lihi wa-l� yu��qabu �al� tarkih.

4.  Al-makr	h, reprehensible actions. As for ritual considerations, there 
are more weighty arguments for their omission than for their admis-
sibility. m� k�na tarkuhu r�ji� �al� ��lihi � na�ar al-shar�. This category is 
divided into two sub-divisions according to the degree of forcefulness 
of their arguments: (a) al-makr	h kar�hat tanz�h, i.e. an action which is 
reprehensible only in so far as its omission is re commended to everyone 
who aims at a pious way of life, but without such practice being 
punishable, and (b) al-makr	h kar�hat ta�r�m which is reprehensible 
to such a degree that it is almost identical with

5.  al-�ar�m or al-ma��	r, the plainly forbidden actions, the performance 
of which is punished and omission of which is rewarded. m� l� yuth�bu 

�al� ��lihi bal yu��qabu wa-l� yu��qabu �al� tarkihi bal yuth�b.

For different reasons, two classes are appendixed to these �ve cat-
egories; they are designated by the correlative terms �az�mah and 
rukh�ah. Literally, �az�mah is a “summoning”, i.e. the law per se 

without considerations for possible impediments to its compliance. 

4 Cf. Snouck-Hurgronje’s opinion of Van den Berg’s edition of Minh�j al-��lib�n. 
(Ind. Gids of April 1883, p. 11 of the off-print).—For a de�nition of the concept of 
the sunnah laws I consider the following old passage to be of importance: ���  ��?

�¦ �� +t-� 06� �È� +�,-)�� �# �-.)�
 O�4#)�� �.�� �,6FL ���� &TM N� ��� +��]�� O�4� �� +D645  
���4)¦
 0ET�  
�  +t-� 06�  ���  +�,-)��  ��� ��� �¦ ��
 7É:Ê  �
 �6F5  � 0,� ��d �� O�4#)��  ��� ��� 
�[�)�  �4T�H
  H�!)�  �!FY  ��  ���4)¦  +�,-)��  �'�  � ���  ����
  O!b)�  ��  �!#  H����
  ��D¨�  *� 
�AT)�
  �'¡)�  *�  {§���)�  XH�4�  �'�H�M  ��  Q!("  ��  +�,�  ��
 (al-�Iqd III, p. 409, where many 
excerpts from this book by Ibn Qutaybah can be found.
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(Therefore not leges necessario observandae in Corano latae as Freytag states 
in al-Jurj�n� because of a misinterpretation of this particular article). 
For instance, the law to fast during the month of Rama��n, or to per-
form the daily prayers are a �az�mah from God to man. On the other 
hand, rukh�ah is a concession by God which, in certain cases of impediment, 
dispenses from compliance with a given law without its becoming gen-
erally abrogated. For example, God prohibited consumption of various 
foods, but in the case of an emergency (  f� makhma�ah, for instance, if in 
certain circumstances nothing but prohibited food can prevent starva-
tion), God ordered a rukh�ah with regard to this law (s	rah V:4–5). But 
the concession is valid only in cases of such an emergency.5 Ibn �Abb�s 
says: “Rukh�ah is alms which God offers to you; do not refuse it” (i.e. 
utilize it as often as you are in such a situation and do not believe that 
in such cases it would be better to obey the original decree).6

The more detailed discussion of all these concepts7 on which the 
different schools are generally in complete agreement—aside from the 
individually determined sub-stages and intermediate stages8—forms 
the main content of the �rst part of the instructions on Islamic jurispru-
dence known as �ilm u�	l al-�qh. The de�nitions of those main concepts 
just discussed, as recognized by the Islamic theological schools and in 
Muslim works, are graphically described in the articles of the excellent 
Dictionary of the technical terms used in the sciences of the Musalmans of the 
“Bibliotheca indica”.9

Although the orthodox schools do not diverge greatly in distinguish-
ing these categories, there prevails in their de�nition10 a much larger 

 5 Cf. al-Bay��w�, I, p. 247, 11, who paraphrases the words of the above-mentioned 
Koranic passage RS� |"�[4� �k7 k9 as follows: +Az�)�  ��� ��
�©.

 6 al-Hu�r�, I, p. 51: 045�Y �
 ��H�  �� +5�Y N� *� +Az�)�.
 7 The concept of rukh�ah might be understood easier if it is compared to I Corin-

thians vii: 6 ���� �������� �� ���� ��������.
 8 For instance, a controversial class besides mand	b is musta�abb; the western M�likites 

make this a separate class while the eastern followers of this school classify it in cat-
egory 2. �!5��  +�H�W	�
  O
�,	�
  +�6D��)�  *�  ��79
 �3t4-	�
  +�,-)�  *6�  �!5��  �  *6�65��T)�  �� 
�',6� Shaykh al-�Idw�’s glossary to the M�likite codex of �Abd al-B�q� al-Zurq�n�, II, 
B�l�q 1289, p. 167.

 9 Cf. also Mouradgea d’Ohsson, Tableau général de l’Empire othoman, I, p. 31–35. The 
above de�nitions are mostly derived from the Waraq�t.

10 Apart from the generally recognized classi�cation, individual theologians, departing 
from their personal (moral, theosophic, etc.) principles, devised other classes of �al�l 
and �ar�m; I mention only al-Ghaz�l�, I�y��, II, p. 80–88.
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difference of opinion as to the possible classi�cation of a given action or 
its neglect in the above-mentioned categories. This depends either on 
the traditions that each school produces, or on the particularly favoured 
interpretation of the quoted texts, or lastly, on the different analogical 
deductions to which they have recourse if the texts are silent on a cer-
tain question. To give just one example: Consumption of horse meat 
is considered mub�� according to al-Sh���� and to A
mad b. �anbal, 
makr	h kar�hat ta�r�m according to Ab� �an�fah, makr	h kar�hat tanz�h 

according to M�lik, etc.11 The most important section of the ikhtil�f�t 

al-madh�hib is concerned with these questions of legal quali�cation 
which the different schools, setting out from the same premise, answer 
in different ways.

The disagreement of D�w�d al-��hir�, whose school frequently 
opposes the unanimous view of all orthodox legal schools, is based 
on a matter of principle. In this chapter, let us approach one of these 
principles since this will demonstrate the con�ict between the ��hirite 
school and the prevailing orthodoxy in one important question of the 
science of u�	l upon which there is unanimous agreement among the 
latter. For instance, we can observe that the ��hirite school concedes 
a far greater scope to the absolute w�jib and ma��	r than the rest of 
the legal schools. At �rst glance, it might be thought that the ��hirite 
school is led to this kind of interpretation of the legal commissions by 
its endeavour for sweeping rigorism. Indeed, it cannot be denied that 
wherever possible, this school raises the “consilia evangelica”, and the daily 
habits of the Prophet, attested as authentic, to religious duties. By the 
same token and in agreement with Ibn R�hwayhi, but in opposition 
to the consensus of all important teachers,12 the school also intended 
to institute as w�jib the habit of siw�k, the clean ing of the teeth before 
prayer as recommended by the Prophet. Others, however, doubt the 
authenticity of the tradition.

The striving for rigorism is nothing but an automatic consequence 
of strictly following certain ��hirite principles in the practical ap-
plication of legal texts. In these questions, too, we generally have the 
impression that their practical application is determined by the literal 

interpretation. In such passages in which the Koran or the text of a tra-
dition states a decree of God or Mu
ammad in a philological version 

11 This particular question together with the complete line of argument of the 
individual opinions in al-Dam�r�, II, p. 256 ff.

12 al-Nawaw�, I, p. 325, detailed.
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which includes the imperative or prohibitative nature of the statement 
in itself, the followers of the ��hirite school are always inclined to see 
in it a law belonging to category (1) or (5) or, respectively, to category 
(4b). The four orthodox schools, on the other hand, adopt a less literal 
view towards the law and classify the command or prohibition in ques-
tion as one of the intermediate categories. According to this prevailing 
orthodox legal interpretation, the texts may say explicitly amara ras	l 

All�h i.e. “the Messenger of God gave the order”, without this formula’s 
requiring the indispensable obligation (wuj	b) of the particular command, 
as ought to be deduced from its wording. A command uttered in this 
de�nite form, according to their interpretation, can mean something 
that the law-giver merely recommended. Not infrequently, we �nd 
such commands accompanied by the words of the commentator amr 

lil-nadb.13 With regard to the strictest of the imperative and prohibitive 
forms respectively, it is the canonical science of the orthodox schools 
that has characterized this point of view most clearly. The grammati-
cal form of the imperative, uqtul—so they say—indicates in jurispru-
dence an obligatory law solely when the circumstances under which 
such a law appears do not indicate that this is to be understood only 
as a recommendation of the legislator, or his consent to perform an 
action. The imperative form can be considered a binding command 
only if detached from such accompanying circumstances. There are 
two kinds of accompanying circumstances: either such as are inherent 
in the command itself, be this the wording of the text or the inherent 
circumstances under which it was decreed or performed, or such as are 
independent of the text itself. To the latter kind belong commands such 
as contained in Koran, s	rah II:282 “take witnesses when you conclude 
purchase contracts”. Here, the imperative ashhad	 is used; nevertheless, 
the majority of the im�ms teach14 that this represents a wish only, not 
an obligating command, and this, because the tradition testi�es to the 
Prophet’s custom of concluding purchases and sales without witnesses. 
This custom, then, represents the most reliable commentary to the 
intention of the law. This is a circumstance which, although indepen-
dent of the text of the law, is nevertheless an external circumstance 
which in�uences the meaning of the same, and which abrogates the 

13 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-tal�q, no. 43.
14 Cf. also al-Bay��w�, I, p. 142, 8: + �.§��  �b��  �,L O�Dt4��) + �  ax� �� �4)�  ���
��
 

.�)�
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obligatory character of the command. To the �rst category belongs for 
instance, s	rah V:3 “When (after completing the ��jj ) you (once again) 
enter the secular state, then go hunting”. In spite of the usage of the 
imperative (  fa-i���d	) in this sentence, this can never be interpreted 
as a command that “you must go”; rather, in this instance, hunting, 
which was prohibited for the believers in their state of i�r�m, is simply 
permitted once again.15 Circumstances inherent in the text proper point 
to this interpretation—that is either according to the rule that a com-
mand following antithetically upon a prohibition cannot be considered 
a command but a permission, or, if we do not recognize this principle, 
then according to the analogy of s	rah II:232. Also in s	rah LXII:10 
(And when the prayer is over you may disperse in the land and seek 
(bene�t from) God’s grace) the imperative fa-intashar	 and wa-ibtagh	 

must be considered permissive because of the preceding prohibition 
of doing business during prayer.

According to the explanation of Ibn Qutaybah who dealt with our 
question in one of his responses,16 the context of the speech cannot 
determine whether an imperative expresses command or recommen-
dation; rather, this is a matter of instruction and investigation in each 
individual case.

The representatives of the science of the principle of jurispru-
dence are certainly those most interested in enumerating the differ-
ent functions ful�lled by the imperative in order to decide from case 

15 Cf. al-Bay��w�, I, p. 246, 3; ibid., II, p. 333, 14: �¡��  �T�  ����  �TP *� 0�  ��4��
 
.+����)

16 Kit�b al-mas��il (arabische Handschrift der herzoglichen Bibliothek in Gotha, no. 
636) fol. 5b: *66,T	�  ���  ���
  �*¡6�  �*6k6,T�  �.4d  1«�  R���  ��  O�T)�  |F4Ë  ��  k=)��
 
�'6"�T�  �FL  �Q�4-  ��"�
  a!P!)�  G�
?  c
���  ax�  �6.P  ��  �x�  �(  �5
  �z �  �,T	�  �zp  *¡
 
O�,)�
  ........  |65!4)�  ^�  xÌ,6�   ��4t6�  ;U)x�  �Q�4-  $  ���H
  ��z�4
  ��#)�  *�  �'FD5  ���(4  �K 
%�6]�  �p�()�  ��
  RTkFY  Q!��)�  ;U)?  �*6D  $  ��  ���
  ��² *6PH¬�  ���  ��65!M  ���  RkF �T l  �  ���)�
 
��P
  �JL  0)!(�  ���  !�  ��2  �',.�  �:"�T	�  ��  1!4-M  �  ��
  ����
  �P�²  ��Ë  �:',)�
  ����  *� 
* l�
 l� l[ ��p k
 R l# �,� Q �� kL �1k
k? �
l�' �]2
 ��P
 �JL 0)!(� 3�;�M  !� � ��2 �',�
 �!� �J)�  � l!Mp k
 k�!F �A)� �! l.65k2
 

.|65!4)��  ���  RF �T l  � %�] �x�
 R l4 �Ì] �� �! lF k �_�  ��P
 �JL 0)!(�  �Í�'M  !� ��2  �',�
 �P� kE	�  ��
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to case whether a saying in the form of a command or prohibition has 
to be declared as such, or whether such a saying has to be classi�ed in a 
different category. The famous Sh���ite theologian Im�m al-�aramayn 
treats this question very conclusively. “At times”, so he says, “there 
appears in the text the form of command; meant, however, (a) either 
as a permission (see the examples above); (b) as a threat (“therefore 
do whatever you want” s	rah XII:40,17 al-Bayd�w�, on the passage, 
tahd�d shad�d); or (c) as an expression of indifference to the action of 
the person addressed (e.g. “May you burn—in hell-fire—regardless 
of whether or not you can bear it”, literally, bear it or do not bear it, 
s	rah LII:16; or as a secular example; “Thunder and make lightning, 
o Zayd”; this cannot be a command, but = no matter whether you 
thunder or make lightning). Even in cases in which the creation of a 
thing or a state is announced, the decision to create it is expressed in the 
form of a command, although, because of the inability of the creature 
to comply with it, a command is in this case ill-timed (e.g. “Become 
monkeys” s	rah II:61; “O �re! turn to coolness and become salvation 
for Abraham” s	rah XXI:69.18 Naturally, these latter points are treated 
in more detail in grammar; theology is concerned with them because 
the form of command serves to express other categories. By the same 
token, the use of the command as an expression of permission strictly 
speaking belongs to the scope of jurisprudence.19

It is the orthodox schools who make the most extensive use of the 
concession to declare the form of command lil-isti�b�b, lil-nabd, lil-

ib��ah. Whoever reads carefully any commentary, either of the Koran 
or the traditions, will not have overlooked how these terms so often 
follow the imperative in the text by way of explanation. Naturally, 
the followers of the ��hirite school could not always avoid the accep-
tance of such an interpretation. But as a rule, they oppose it in cases 
of strictly legislative texts. We have seen one example of this above 
(p. 47); for a closer illustration of this idiosyncracy in the present chapter 
which deals particularly with this point of �qh of the ��hirite school, 
we might add to the examples of the ��hirite legal interpretation 

17 <It most certainly is not s	rah XII:40; it is probably not even from the 
Koran>.

18 al-Bay��w�, to the passage, I, p. 64, 25: ���	� ��"�
 06FL Rµ �H�5 � ?� ���� `6) �!"!� 0)!5
 
��!#4)�  +L�� 0�. <This footnote is not indicated in the text of the German edition>.

19 Waraq�t, fol. 12a, 17a (in our Supplements).
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already presented in this respect some others from the �eld of the Koran 
and the tradition. Even with respect to this point of their inter pretation 
of the law, the ��hirite school applies its methods of interpretation 
equally to both sources of Islamic law.20

1

There is the example of Koran s	rah IV:3: fa-inkih	 m� ��ba la-kum min 

al-nis��. Although the common interpretation is that every Muslim is 
free to marry, or, at the most, that God recommends married life to 
Muslims, the ��hir�s deduced from the imperative fa-inki�	 that He 
makes it obligatory for them,21 and that this contains a binding obliga-
tion, wuj	b, for those who meet the condition to ful�l this command.22 
To what extent the ��hir�s are concerned with merely asserting the 
text can be seen from the fact that, according to their point of view, 
the requirements of the law are met with a single23 marriage, for it is 
not the continuous state of marriage that is recommended in the above-
mentioned verse, rather, the single act of concluding a marriage.24

20 Some �	f�s represent the extreme opposite to this view with their interpretation 
of the categories of the individual Islamic laws. They say that even in cases in which 
it is explicitly stated in the traditions that a prohibition belongs to the makr	h category, 
very often �ar�m is actually meant. Such a prohibition ought to be interpreted in this 
manner since the early Islamic theologians, because of modesty and good manners, 
hesitated to use the Koranic term of prohibition for a prohibition which they deduced. 
Al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 136 cites this attitude in the name of his teacher �Al� al-Khaww�� 
and gives a detailed explanation.

21 There are also legists who cited traditions supporting celebacy; cf. on this differ-
ence of opinion Querry, Droit musulman, vol. 1, p. 639.

22 This restriction follows from the words of the tradition, Nik�� 2: R#,�  ¢�C4��  *� 
.�)�  � �
J46F�  �%&D)�

23 al-Sha�r�n�, II, p. 122: ��� .... �.T)� �� � ��� *#) �2�	�
 �P�)� �FL �(FC� 0�!P!� �
�� Q!5 
.H��#4)�  �FL �6)� �Q�  $ �� ����!)�  � ��.)��  �Ad ¢H�/)�  ���  Q�b4��

24 Characteristic is in this connection the following motivation: ��"�  ���¡)�  ���  Q�5 
���� �x� �� ���� ���C� �!(�FTM
 % !̧)�  0�JF  �� �(� � �
JMe�  0�JF i.e. of the tradition cited 
in note 3.—al-Nawaw�, III, p. 306.
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Sur�h VI:121. Wa-l� ta�kul	 mimm� lam yudhkar ism All�h �alayhi wa-

innahu la-�sq: “Do not eat from that over which God’s name has not 
been pronounced, for this is sin”. It cannot be denied that an objective 
examination of this verse will discover in this law a matter which Mus-
lim theologians classify in the �rst and �fth of the foregoing categories 
respectively. Nevertheless, the orthodox schools found that this was not 
exactly a prohibition—with the exception of A
mad, but only according 
to one version of the law transmitted by him—and encouraged a less 
stringent custom, namely, that it was no absolute condition for the ritual 
legality of food to pronounce the name of God before its preparation. 
This principle is of practical importance particularly with regard to 
slaughtered animals because, according to this interpretation, Muslims 
can consume meat of animals that were killed without mentioning 
God’s name beforehand.25 However, excluded from this leniency is 
the case that the name of other gods might have been mentioned. The 
so-called tasmiyah, then, is according to these schools a pious custom, 
just as Muslim tradition generally insists that it should not be omitted 
before any major action.26 It is well known how carefully this principle 
is observed every day life. Ibn �Abb�s is represented as having heard 
the Prophet make the statement that the devil is riding with anyone 
who mounts an animal without mention of the formula bismill�n.27 
However, all this is simply pious custom and not at all obligatory. The 
four orthodox schools, in the interest of harmonizing the law with the 
lax daily practice (cf. p. 47), are attempting to reduce the law as con-

25 al-Qas�all�n�, VIII, p. 276: �� �� �!�F4z� R'�,#) ���
 ��t� ��
 +�6.-4)� +6L
�/� 06�� 
��(  ��  +�,-)�  ^�  �.��
  ;U)��  *L  +�
H  ��
  +L�P  ��  ��T��/)�  3�x�  Î ��  ���  ��  �̧] 
!��  3�?
 �1�L ��� ��  ��:��] �'FT¤ O!P!)�  ^�  a�,L  sP��)�  ��  �.��  3�?
 +6.-4)�  ;ÇHÏ 

.!'-)�  �,L ��!¤� ^� H!'.¤�
 ;U)��
 +�6,�
26 A quite frequently encountered saying of Mu
ammad: ��x� 2�4D � Q�� 1? ��2 ��� 

.l k�4��2  !'�  �N�
27 al-Dam�r�, I, p. 399: ���DL ��� *L %&CL *L G�!L¨� O�4� �� ��"��DC)� R��()� !�� 1
H
 

���  �*WM  Q�(�  ��C6/)�  0��H  �N�  R��  ��x  $
  +���¨�  �DT)�  3�H  �?�  Q�5  0�"�  RTkFY  ��D,)�  *L  �'I
 
QJ,  ��4� 04�6,��  ��  Q�J  �� �*}  0)  Q�5  %&,W)�  *-d � �¦. Also ¢�.P ought to be preceded 
by +6.-M, al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-wu�	�, no. 8.
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tained in the afore-mentioned Koranic verse to the same level, although 
not to the same degree. They cite traditions that purport to show the 
super�uousness of the outward mention of All�h.28 Strictest of all is Ab� 
�an�fah who elevates the dhikr All�h to an obligation, adding, however, 
that when this custom has inadvertently been omitted, this neglect has 
no bearing on the legality of the food.29 Also the Sh��ite interpreta-
tion of Islamic law distinguishes between deliberate and involuntary 
omission.30 D�w�d al-��hir� protests against all of these concessions; he 
advocates the prohibitive text of the Koranic law and declares any food 
absolutely prohibited (�ar�m) over which All�h’s name has not been 
mentioned, regardless of whether or not this was done purposely or 
simply inadvertently.31 A
mad ibn �anbal, whose tenets, as we shall see, 
correspond most closely to that of the ��hirite school, is represented as 
having taken the same point of view, although according to a version 
that has received little consideration.

2

Let us proceed to examples that are connected with statements 
from the traditions. For the purpose of transition, we choose a state-
ment from the tradition, the interpretation of which is closely related 
to a Koranic verse from which it is actually derived. It shows us in 
full light the ��hirite method of adhering to the literal text. There 
is a well-known tradition which usually serves as an example in 
grammar to demonstrate the dialectic usage of am as an article (in 
place of al): laysa min al-barr al-�ay�m f� al-safar “Fasting on a jour-
ney is not part of piety”.32 This statement from the tradition must 
be viewed with relation to s	rah II:180 fa-man k�na minkum mar�� aw 

�al� safar fa-�iddah min ayy�m ukhar “But he of you who is sick or on a 
journey (for him is prescribed) a (equal) number of other days”. The 

28 Maf�t��, IV, p. 202 cites the following tradition: �� l(k $ 
� Q�5 %p!� RF-	� �� �N� ��?; 
al-Bay��w�, I, p. 307, 7: .06FL �N� R�� ���xl  $ ��
 Q�� RF-	�  +t6�?

29 Cf. al-Sha�r�n�, II, p. 60.
30 Querry, Droit musulman, II, 215, art. 57.
31 al-Bay��w�, l.c.: �.�� *L
 �
�� 3�? 06)�
 �"�6-" 
� ���.L +6.-4)� ;Ç
�4� R�½ �� �� �� 

.0Fb�
32 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-�awm, no. 36.
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generally accepted view of the orthodox legal schools about these 
passages from the Koran and the tradition is that it is left to the discre-

tion of the sick and the traveller to break the fast of Rama��n, and 
to make up for the omitted days of fasting when more settled cir-
cumstances prevail. Their opinions on this vary only concerning the 
point of whether it be more meritorious for such people to make use 
of the divine suspension as revealed by the Prophet, or, if it be better 
for them, to forego this exemption despite the dif�cult circumstances 
under which they are living, and to perform the fast of Rama��n. 
All agree that the statements of the Koran and the tradition ought 
to be considered as only optional,33 under no circumstances impera-
tive or prohibitive, respectively. However, it is transmitted from some 
teachers who �ourished before the legal schools had crystallized that 
they subscribed to the latter opinion.34 This difference of opinion also 
entails certain practical consequences. If breaking the fast is obligatory 
under certain circumstances, then he who does not comply with this 
command and continues to observe the general fast will have to fast 
again for the respective days once he reaches his place of residence, or 
once he is healthy again, since his previous fast cannot be considered 
in calculating the number of obligatory days of fasting. D�w�d’s legal 
school, contrary to the consensus as it evolved later, associates itself 
with these old authorities to which Ab� Hurayrah also belongs.35 “It 

is not piety” is an expression which means literally “a pious person does 
not do something like this”; and thus, the Koranic verse, according to 
its simple wording, must be considered imperative.

Quite frequently we �nd Ab� Hurayrah among the authorities of 

33 The tradition ibid., no. 37, seems to have been fabricated in support of this 
interpretation: �
 �C�	�  �FL  R§�A)�  3T  RF�  RTkFY �:�D,)�  ��  ���-"  ��,�  Q�5  ;U)��  ��  `"2  *L 

.R§�A)�  �FL �C ��	�
34 Maf�t��, II, p. 174: ��C�l �� ���-	�
 {�	� �FL 3· 0�"� ^� +��tA)� %&.FL *� �!5 3�? 

�_ ��� *L �J,4)�  ��L2 �� ��:��C�� �("
 �_ *��
 ���DL ��� Q!5 !�
 �z2 ����  *� � ��L ��!A
 
%&'(�)�  �b��  3�?
  ��"�'�Y��  �FL  ��  �
��  H�64z�  �x�
  �E��  ��  �E5  ��-)�  ��  ��Y  !)  Q�5  0�"� 
+Az lH H�C��� �� ^�. Cf. al-Sha�r�n�, II, p. 20; al-Nawaw�, III, p. 93.

35 al-Bay��w�, I, p. 101, 24 to the above-mentioned Koranic verse �6D�  �FL  �x�
 
.�H��� !��  Q�5  0�
 +����¡)�  3�? 06)�
  O!P!)�  �FL �65
 +Az�)�
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the ��hirite school. The legal tradition which he represents is often in 
disagreement with the tenets of the exponents of ra�y, and it is cited as 
an objection against them. This is probably one reason that traditions 
from Ab� Hurayrah, even such as are incorporated in the canonical 
collections, are often rejected as authorities for legal decisions by jurists. 
Al-Dam�r�’s article on the “snake” supplies us with interesting informa-
tion about this from older works. There is unfortunately no space here 
to elaborate on this.36 A typical remark of Ab� �an�fah is taken from 
an alleged dialogue between Ab� Mu���, al-Balkh� and Ab� �an�fah. 
“What would happen”, asked Ab� Mu���, “if your view were contrary to 
that of Ab� Bakr?”—“I would”, replied the im�m, “abandon my opinion 
in favour of his and that of �Umar, �Uthm�n, �Al�, and even, indeed, 
in favour of the rest of the Prophet’s companions with the exception 
of Ab� Hurayrah, Anas b. M�lik, and Samurah b. Jundab”.37 It is 
reported that �Umar b. �ab�b (d. 207) almost forfeited his life because he 
defended Ab� Hurayrah against attacks from H�r�n al-Rash�d’s court 
scholars.38 A passage in al-Azraq�39 cannot be overlooked which proves 
that Ab� Hurayrah was considered capable of false information.

One tradition says literally the following: “A male Muslim who wants 
to bequeath one of his possessions has no right to spend two nights 
without having his written will on him”.40 The legal schools see in this 
an encouragement for the institution of making a will and recognize 
this as a command of the Prophet, but only as a command belonging 
to the second category of the commandments. Only D�w�d and his 
school see in the categorical form of the statement a clue that the 
Prophet has made a binding command which is not to be transgressed 
and is to be complied with by everybody. Consequently, every Mus-
lim has the duty to make out an early will41 if he possesses property. 

36 al-Dam�r�, I, p. 350–351.
37 In al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 71.
38 Tahdh�b, p. 446.
39 Chroniken der Stadt Mekka, I, p. 135, 12.
40 Muslim, Kit�b al-wa��yah, no. 1: =6D �2 06� �Y! �2 �H� %�] 0) RF-� %1��� �\� �� 

.a�,L +�!4#� 04�6Y

 ���  *64F6)
41 al-Nawaw�, IV, p. 84: �,D�x� *#) �'� ���� �FL �!.F-	� �.P� �5
 +�6Y!)� �FL ��� 06� 

�
 ���� �x')  +DP�
 �� ���¡)�  ���  *� a79
 �
��  Q�5
 +DP�
 � +�
�,�  �.� "�  7Ð�:¤�  3�x�
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It is known that points connected with this question play an important 
role in the disputes between Sunnites and Sh��ites.

In the chapter on assignations,42 we read the following statement of 
the Prophet: “Delaying (payment of debts) on the part of a rich person 
is injustice; given the case that a person (instead of payment in cash) 
receives a draft drawn on a rich man, he ought to accept it (in order to 
compel the rich person to discharge his liability to pay)”.43 The ��hir�s, 
in agreement with some followers of the �anbalite school, �nd in this 
a command of the �rst category because of the linguistic form in which 
Mu
ammad made this statement, i.e the assignor is in no circumstance 
permitted to refuse the assignation and to demand payment in cash. 
The rest of the schools are content to see in the foregoing tradition 
an optional recommendation of the Prophet which does not purport 
a binding, compulsory law.44

For the ��hir�s, the employment of the imperative suf�ces to de-
termine a command of the �rst category, and this, even when the 
tradition expresses no general law, but represents merely a casual 
decision because of the inquiry of an individual. “Sa�d b. �Ub�dah 
questioned the Prophet concerning a vow his mother made but did 
not discharge because she had died beforehand. The Prophet said: 
“So you discharge it on her behalf ”.45 Only the ��hirite school sees 
here an opportunity to deduce from this the compulsory law that the 
heir must discharge the vow of the devisor on his behalf. The rest of 
the schools do not consider this a legal obligation but only a pious 
act, unless, of course, the vow has bearing on the bequest of part of 
the property and can be discharged from the estate. In no other case 

42 Cf. Kremer, Culturgeschichte des Orients, I, p. 509–510.
43 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-�aw�lah, no. 2: �� kD �4 k6 �F k�  �F k�  �FL  �D�M l2  *�
  R �F l�  ��,W)�  l� �C k� [another 

version: ��k4 �tk6 �F k�  �F k�  �FL R���� �6�2 �?�
].
44 al-Qas�all�n�, IV, p. 163: +L�P
 ���¡)� ��� Q�5
 O�,F) ���� �x� �� �FL %�FT)� H!'.P
 

.%�F	�  �FL �')!D5  �!DP
��  O!P!)��  +F��,��  *�
45 Muslim, Kit�b al-nadhr, no. 1; al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-wa��y�, no. 19: �� �DL ��� �T� �� 

�',L 0E5Ñ Q�(� Hx" �'6FL
 =M�� ���� ��� Q�(� RTkFY �N� Q!�H �4�,�� 0 kIH. In Ibn Sa�d, where 
quite a number of different versions of Sa�d’s request to the Prophet are related in Sa�d 
b. �Ub�dah’s biography, it is entirely different. Only one MS contains the request as 
reported in the collections of traditions. See Loth, Das Classenbuch des Ibn Sa�d, p. 74.
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76 chapter five

can the heir be made responsible for discharging a vow which he has 
not made himself.46

3

From what has just been discussed follows yet another basic point of 
view that causes the ��hirite school to increase the number of w�jib�t 

and ma��	r�t contrary to the identical teachings of all other orthodox 
schools. No disagreement exists among the different theological schools 
of Islam as to whether every sunnah of the Prophet consti tutes a binding 
law. The Prophet testi�ed himself that his conduct was only of individual 
importance and that no generally applicable law for the Muslim com-
munity ought to be deduced from it. Kh�lid b. al-Wal�d, commonly 
called “the Sword of God”, tells Ibn �Abb�s that he, together with the 
Prophet, visited the Prophet’s wife Maym�nah, his aunt. Maym�nah 
treated her guests with roasted lizard (�abb mahn	dh) that her sister 
�af�dah bint al-��rith had brought from Najd. This dish was put before 
the Prophet who never touched food without �rst mentioning the name 
of God over it. When the Prophet was going to help himself to the 
food offered, one of the women present said to the lady of the house: 
“Why do you not tell the Prophet that what you have put in front of 
him is meat of a lizard”? When the Prophet heard this, he abstained. 
Kh�lid, however, asked: “Why, is this food prohibited, O Messenger of 
God ?”—“No!” replied the Prophet, “but where I come from this food 
is unknown and I refrain from it”.—“As for myself ”, so Kh�lid contin-
ues, “I cut up the roasted lizard and ate from it while the Messenger of 
God was watching me47 [and did not stop me, Muslim]”. In Muslim, 
traditions are given according to which the Prophet gave the following 
decision from the pulpit when questioned about the meat of lizards: 

46 al-Nawaw�, IV, p. 96: Hx,)�  %&E5  0�JF  �  �H�!)�  ��  H!'.¤�  3�x�
  �,D�x�  ��  RFL�
 
Q�5
  ;U)?  0)  �3t4-  *#)  +�H�  |�Fr $
  �Ì6F�  �¦ �?�  �
 %�F�  79 �¦ �?�  =�6.)�  �FL  3P�!)� 
�.4d �T� ���
 �JF  ��  0�J4F  $  �H�!)�  ��  �,F6)�
  �x�  �T� ��� ;U)?  0�JF  ���¡)�  ��� 

. ;U)? 0��J)��  s�AM ���� �� `6)
 0�  ¢��DM  
�  �'4�H�  *� a�E5 0�"�
47 Kit�b al-a��imah, no. 10. Cf. other versions in al-Dam�r�, II, p. 95.
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“I myself do not eat it, but I do not prohibit it for you”.48 From these 
traditions it follows that the Prophet did not consider his own hab-
its relating to the �eld of religious law to be of binding importance 
either for general practice or for abstention. The same is valid for 
the Prophet’s statements transmitted in the traditions. No matter how 
highly regarded were the meritorious and pious endeavours to imitate 
everything that the Prophet had said or done, even to the point of 
asking �rst in minute matters of ordinary life how the Prophet and 
the companions had reacted under similar circumstances49—a ten-
dency that, as is well-known, many Muslim authorities have stretched 
to the utmost limit of scrupulosity50—it was also noted that not 
everything that was transmitted as an authoritative statement from the 
Prophet entailed an obligatory command. The Prophet made binding 
laws, i.e. he interpreted God’s will, only as regards questions of d�n; 
he gave advice in secular matters, but compliance with it, although 
meritorious, was by no means intended to be the indispensable duty 
of every Muslim. In a tradition in Muslim,51 the Prophet himself dif-
ferentiates between the two classes of statements. In Medina, he once 
watched people fecundate palm trees. So he asked them: “What are 
you doing?”—“We have always done this”, they replied. Upon this 
the Prophet said: “It might be better if you would not do this”. On 
account of this, they discontinued their old method, but the trees 
obviously deteriorated. Someone mentioned this fact to the Prophet, 
who then said the following: “I am just human; if I order something 
related to your religion, then obey, but if I order you to do something 
on my behalf,52 then I am no more than just a human being (i.e. in 

48 Kit�b al-�ayd, no. 5 (commentary edition V, p. 335).
49 Cf. for instance an example in Ab� al-Ma
�sin, I, p. 316.
50 It is reported about Ibn �Umar that he always had his siesta (q�l) under one par-

ticular tree between Mecca and Medina because the Prophet used to do this.—A
mad 
b. �anbal, throughout his life, abstained from watermelons because there was no 
tradition instructing him how the Prophet used to eat them. (al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 67). In 
al-Maqqar�, I, p. 810, a very interesting piece of information is found that shows how, 
under changed circumstances, people made it a point to resort to standards applied 
by the Prophet.

51 Kit�b al-fa���il, no. 31: %�/� R#M��2  �?�
 0�  �
x~� R#,� *� %�/� R#M��2  �?�  �/� �"�  �.�"� 
.�/� �"�  �.�"��  �:2H *�

52 This passage as well as the following are very informative for the meaning of the 
word ra�y. Al-Nawaw� interprets this word in our passage: �  �'/�T�
  �6"�)�  ���  ��  1� 
0� �.T)� 3· ��L�] apH
 RTkFY a��'4P�� 0)�5 �� � ���� ��/4)� �FL. Cf. also the following passage: 
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such cases I am not the messenger of the divine will but I am simply 
giving you my own opinion)”. Later Muslim theologians consistently 
followed this principle of the Prophet. “During his gatherings”, says 
al-Ba�alyaws�, “the Prophet used to make statements in a narrative form 
intending neither command nor interdiction, nor least of all, to elevate 
the contents of these statements to Islamic principles”.53 Ibn Khald�n 
makes the same remark on the occasion of the Prophet’s statement 
on medicine (al-�ibb al-nabaw��) in order to show that such advice by 
Mu
ammad cannot have obligatory character, for “the Prophet was 
sent to us to teach us the laws of religion, but not to inform us on 
medicine or on other matters belonging to daily affairs”.54 A Muslim 
theologian from the ninth century A.H., Rajab b. A
mad,55 says with 
reference to the following tradition:

“We were once travelling with �Umar b. al-Kha���b when we noticed 
that at a certain point on the way he suddenly turned off  the road. When 
questioned whether or not he was doing this deliberately he said: ‘I have 
seen the Prophet doing the same thing, so I just imitate him’ ”.

that “such sunnahs are called al-sunnah al-�ad�yah ‘concerning everyday 
practice’ or also al-sunnah al-z��idah ‘super�uous’ (supererogatory)

The Prophet consulted Sa�d b. Mu��dh and Sa�d b. �Ub�dah about the reward to be 
accorded to the Faz�rite �Uyaynah in return for his assistance against the tribes. The 
Prophet had offered the chief of the Faz�rites one third of the yield of the dates, but 
he wanted to supply the troops only on the condition that he was guaranteed half the 
yield of the dates. There upon the Prophet asked the two Sa�d who replied: “If you 
received an order for this (from God) then act accordingly and move, but if you did 
not receive a divine order then, by God, we shall have no other recompense for the 
Faz�rah than the sword!” Then the Prophet said: “I have received no order; if this were 
the case, I would not have sought your counsel. I am merely submitting an opinion to 
you”. �#6FL 0I�L� 12H !� ��"�
 �#MH
�] �� %�/� lG��2 !)
 %�/� �� k�
2  $ (Sa�d b. �Ub�dah’s 
biography in M. J. Müller, Bieträge zur Geschichte der westlichen Araber, p. 104).

53 In al-Dam�r�, II, p. 252: 0�  ��  � �K  R:F:#4
  +È� H�Dz��  0-)�© ��  ��x  �¦ RL 0�"� 
.0)!5  *� H!'/� 0FT�  *� �!FT� ;U)?
 0,� �� �Y2 0FT· �� �
 �6'"  �
 ���2

54 Muqaddimah, ed. B�l�q, p. 412.
55 Cf. on his work ��jj� Khal�fah, VI, p. 161. This book laden with information 

was printed in Istanbul 1261/1845 in two quarto volumes. This edition, however, is 
not at my disposal.
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—cf. sunnat al-hud�.56 Their omission is not sinful but their performance, 
a pious act; their omission is reproachable, but without entailing divine 
punishment. Inherent in this is merely an encouragement to follow the 
sunnah in general, regardless of whether it purports to provide divine 
guidance or whether it belongs to the so-called ‘super�uous ones’ ”.57

This is the generally accepted view of Islamic theology which prevails 
also in the best documented interpretations of the collections of tradi-
tions. There have always been extremists, either individuals or groups, 
who, in their evaluation of the religious, practical aspects of individual 
traditions, went beyond the limit determined by the majority, but their 
views have never achieved canonical validity. The ��hirite school is 
one of these. From the examples of their interpretation of a number of 
the so-called “traditions of custom” which we have examined, we can 
conclude that the ��hir�s adhere to this literal point of the linguistic 
expression. They see obligatory commands or interdictions (1. and 5. 
category) in passages in the traditions which contain the Prophet’s advice 
on actions towards which religious law is totally indifferent. I shall give 
an example from each of the two mentioned categories. In a statement 
from the tradition, Anas b. M�lik reports: “Domestic sheep (sh�� d�jin) 
in Anas b. M�lik’s house were milked) for the Messenger of God, and 
the milk mixed with water from the well on Anas’ property. The cup 
was offered to the Prophet who emptied it with one draught. Sitting on 
his left was Ab� Bakr and to his right a bedouin. Then �Umar who was 
afraid that the Prophet would offer the cup to the bedouin said: “Give 
it to Ab� Bakr next to you!” But the Prophet offered it to the bedouin 
and then said: “Always to the right, always to the right”.58 Legists infer 

56 Mouradgea d’Ohsson, Tableau général, vol. I, p. 34.
57 al-Wa��lah al-A�mad�yah wa-al-dhar��ah al-sarmad�yah f� shar� �ar�kat al-Mu�ammad�yah 

(MS of the Hungarian National Museum, Orientt. no. XVI) fol. 19a: ax�  �b	  Q�(
 
06�
 0J,4)�  k+���� a
�#� �'�H�
 *-� �'FT� �� �'�H� �� ��� �
 ��§�J)�  +�,-)�
 +���T)�  +�,-)�  +�,-)� 
�¦ �()  ^�TM  N�  Q�5  �§�
J)�  *,� *�  
�  1�')�  *, l�  *�  ="¦ %�!� �(FC�  +�,-)�  ¢�D�M�  �FL  ��� 
�6(6� +,�	�
 + �#� *6� ��[] �M� �¦ 0�"�  �_ ��� *L H� �JD)�  ��z�
 +,-� �!�2 �N� Q!�H �� R#) 

. ;U) ? �T� �¦ RL �:D,)� �� �Dr
 �'4½
58 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-hibah, no. 4; Ashribah, no. 18; Mus�q�t, no. 2.
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from this tradition that it is a recommendable custom for proper living 
and superior etiquette to pass food or drinks etc., always in a circle from 
left to right, and generally, to give preference to the right side59 and to 
practise this in all actions.60 No one but the ��hir� Ibn �azm sees a 
religious law in this, and he takes the consequences from this view.61

By the same token, the ��hir�s make use of the mere linguistic form 
of an interdiction—even where it is intended to give only advice on 
proper custom—to establish a religious interdiction (ta�r�m), while the 
other schools see in this nothing but a disapproval (kar�hat tanz�h). “The 
Prophet prohibited (nah�) the iqr�n or the qir�n unless it were done with 
special permission of the companion”.62 The foregoing expressions refer 
to the custom of holding two dates side by side and then of eating from 
both at the same time. The commentators agree that this statement 
intends to teach only that one should not exhibit voracity and gluttony 
in front of one’s guests and table companions, since this creates an 
offensive impression and gives the eating companions the impression 
of wanting to be �rst. Only the followers of the ��hirite school see in 
this a religious law equal to other interdictions, on account of the word 
nah�. This is their interpretation of all passages in which they �nd the 
word: “he prohibited” or synonyms of it.63

59 Cf. Kit�b al-lib�s, no. 38, 77. A mosque is to be entered from the right: Kit�b al-
�al�t, no. 47, and others more.

60 Kit�b al-wu�	�, no. 31: 0�F� 0"�] ��
 aH!'�
 0FPH�
 0F �T,M �� *6.64)� 0D[T RTFY �:D,)� �¦; 
cf. Kit�b al-a��imah, no. 5. Cf. for the Greeks Iliad, I, 598, Odyssey, XVII, 418; for the 
Jews ˆymy  �rd ala why  al hnwp htaç twnyp lk (Talmud Babyl. S�t�, fol. 15b).

61 al-Qas�all�n�, IV, p. 217: .*¶�� �?��  �Ò�  *.Ó� 79 +)
�,�  �!· � Q�(�  �J� ���  |)�z
62 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-ma��lim, no. 14; A��imah, no. 44; Shariqah, no. 4. Muslim, Kit�b 

al-ashribah, no. 23.
63 al-Qas�all�n�, IV, p. 295; al-Nawaw�, IV, p. 402: �(,�  0J,4F)  
�  R�t4F)  �',)�  ��
 

.0J,4F)  0�"�  ¥79 *L
 R�t4F)  0�"�  ���¡)�  ��� *L ��6L
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CHAPTER SIX

It has already been emphazised that in the rigorous interpretation of 
the judical sources, A
mad b. �anbal’s school approaches most closely 
the method of the ��hirite school. It was shown in the last chapter 
that in disputable legal questions, the founder of the �anbalite school 
decides according to the same principles which guide the ��hirite 
school. There would have been more numerous examples if, in the 
selection of examples for decisions of the ��hirite school, we had not 
been led by the principle to consider only points in which the ��hir�yah 
demonstrates a special position vis-à-vis all other canonical schools.1 

The �anbalite school permits the literal application of statements 
contained in the tradition also in instances for which we have, in any 
case, no certain proof that the ��hirite school would have taken the 
same position on the practical application of ritual law and canonical 
law in the particular questions.

It is reported that Anas, the companion of the Prophet, reported the 
following: “We got up early for the Friday service and had our siesta 
after it was �nished”.2 All legal schools interpret this to mean that the 
Prophet’s companions hurried to hold the Friday prayer in time to �nish 
with it before the siesta. The �anbalites conclude that the Friday prayer 
can be legally performed also in the morning;3 this, as it is well-known, 
is contrary to all Islamic practice.

In the book on legal decisions (Krehl’s edition had not yet been 
published), we read: “Ab� Bakrah wrote to his son (who was a judge) 
in Sijist�n: Do not pass judgement on two (parties seeking legal 
advice) if you are in anger, for I have heard the Prophet say: ‘A judge 
ought not pass judgement when he is in anger’ ”.4 This statement is 

1 Such dissenting votes from the general consensus are called mufrad�t.
2 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-jum�ah, no. 15: �T�  �6("
  +T.¤��  �#D"  ��,�  `"�  *L  �6.�  �"�Dz� 

.+T.¤�
3 al-Qas�all�n�, II, p. 196: + �tY �� +F��,�� a���¡� ;U �-.M �5
 +)!F6()� �D5 �'M�A� H��D" 1� 

.H�',)�  �� ��  �'L!5

4 Kit�b al-a�k�m, no. 13: ="�
 *6,S�  *6�  �E(:Ô  � ���  ��4-[-� �¦
 0,��  ^� ��#� !��  34� 

.��DE� !�
 *6,S�  *6�  R k: k# k� *6E(  � Q!(  RTkFY �D,)�  =T.� ��"��  ��DE�
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82 chapter six

generally regarded as wise instruction, as well-meant advice for judges.5 
Some jurisprudents go quite far in their application of this instruction. 
For instance, the Sh���ite Ab� al-Fayy�� al-Ba�r� disapproves of a 
judge who concerns himself with his private, practical affairs—e.g. the 
expenses of his household—since this would in�uence his judgement 
more than anger would.6 In spite of this scrupulous caution, no one 
except a few �anbalites see in the Prophet’s declaration a prohibitive 

statement. They conclude from this that “a judge who is in anger is not 

permitted to pass judgement ” and consequently, that a judgement passed in 
this state has no legal validity at all, since the judge was prohibited to 
pass it in the �rst place. How far the hair-splitting casuistry of the fuqah�� 
went is apparant: even those who hold this view differentiate between 
whether the judge was completely clear about this legal decision before 
he became angry, or whether the occurence of this psychological effect 
preceded the sound judgement in the pending legal case.7

An example from the legislation on slaves provides an apt conclu-
sion to the above argument. “Mudabbar”8 designates in Islamic law a 
slave who, during his master’s life time, is promised freedom ipso eventu9 

after the latter’s death. For example, it is said of the favourite Fawz 
“that one of the Barmakite youths bought her as a slave (  fa-dabbarah�) 
and promised her freedom in the case of his death”.10 Now, the ques-
tion arises whether such a slave, sold before gaining his freedom, i.e. 
before his master’s death, may really be sold by him, or whether the 
master forfeited his right over the person of the slave on account of 
his formal pronouncement of the formula of tadb�r. The tradition11 

cites the concrete case that someone promised his slave freedom in 

 5 Qerry, Droit musulman, II, p. 392, art. 49.
 6 Ibn al-Mulaqqin, fol. 95a: 0.'�)  �W]�  �x� �� 04T6I
 0F��  +(�"  ��  �¡,)�  �I�(F)  a�# 

.3EW)�  *� �6b� *�
 7 al-Qas�all�n�, X, p. 260: �:',)�  G!D/)  3EW)�  Q�� ��  R#��  x�,  �  +F��,��  {T�  *L
 

�� R#�� 0) ��D4�� �� �T� 06FL 2�� 3EW)� �!# �� *6� R'ET� �A�
 ��-�)� �E4( �:',)�
 0,L 
.c�~"�  ��� !'� ���
 HÕ ;!

 8 From dubr, pars posterior, for death in relation to life is dubr al-�ay�h. Others derive 
this word from dabbara, to make arrangements.

 9 Van den Berg, De contractu etc., p. 38, note 2; Querry, Droit musulman, II, p. 119 ff.
10 Kit�b al-agh�n�, XV, p. 141, 9 from below.
11 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-�atq, no. 9.
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the form of tadb�r and that the Prophet himself bought this slave during 
the master’s life time from him. Many of the early legists decide that a 
mudabbar slave may legally be sold by referring to the authority of the 
tradition and the Prophet’s practice as attested in it. Ab� �an�fah alone, 
although according to some reports, M�lik, too, applies the tradition 
to one speci�c case;12 however, they generally teach that a mudabbar 

may not be sold. The Prophet himself did not purchase the personal 
freedom, but bought only the services of the purchased mudabbar slave.13 
The practice of the Islamic society adopted the latter view. The female 
slave Badhl, famous by a host of poetical transmissions which she made, 
belonged to Ja�far b. M�s� al-H�d�. Mu
ammad b. Zubaydah, who was 
told about her merits, intended to buy Badhl from Ja�far. He, however, 
refused to comply with Mu
ammad’s wish. “People like myself do not 
sell the girl”, he said.—“Well, then give her to me”, Mu
ammad asked 
in turn. Upon this Ja�far replied: “This, too, is not possible, for she is 
a mudabbarah”. In order to obtain temporary possession of the learned 
girl, Mu
ammad rented her from Ja�far. This way of acquisition was 
not explicitly prohibited for mudabbar slaves.14

We can observe the �anbalite school’s rigid adherence to the literal 
text also in this question of mudabbar. According to a version recog-
nized by Ibn �azm, the Im�m A
mad b. �anbal is represented as 
having limited the permission to sell a mudabbar slave to male slaves 
only, since the tradition mentions only slaves of this sex. We do not 
hear of the Prophet’s consent to the sale of a mudabbarah by setting an 
example himself. Ibn �azm who, on his part, reports this version calls 

12 al-Nawaw�, IV, p. 117: H���.)� �6� �!· 0�"� 06(��!�
 ��T��/)� 3�x	 +)�� ���� �x� ��
 
+/§�L  a� �!P  * �.�
  ¢�P���  0T6�  �!·  0"��  0(4T�  � kY!	�  �FL  ���65  ����  �x')  a��6�  G!�  �D5 
;U)��
 +�6,� !�� Q�5
 R',L N� �IH �
��
 H!S !��
 ��t��
 �.:Ö�
 ���©
 *-��
 %�CL
 �
��
 
�!)�5  ����	�  �6�  �!· � ^�TM  �N�  R'.�H *6�6�!#)�
  *6�6��/)�
  *6���[��  *�  |F-)�
  %&.FT)�  H!'.P
 

.a��6� �FL �¦ ���� �� RTkFY �:D,)�  0L��  ��"�

13 al-Qas�all�n�, IV, p. 353: 04��z ¢��  ��"�
  04D5H �D  $ 0�"��  ���� �!) �
�M

14 Kit�b al-agh�n�, XV, p. 145 top.
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84 chapter six

it “a differentiation for the reliability of which there is no proof ”.15 In 
this question, then, Ibn �anbal’s school surpasses the followers of the 
��hirite school in extreme sophistry.16

15 al-Qas�all�n�, ibid.: 0�  �JP
 �.��  *L +�
H  !�
 �H���	�  ��  �!· �� H���	��  0A6AË ����)� 
.04 �tY �FL ���H�  � \��M  �x� Q�5
 0,L �J� ���

16 On this chapter of the �anbalite legal code see Shaykh Mar��, ibid., II, p. 37.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

(1)

In the struggle of  the legal sources for recognition, the exponents 
of  “analogy” and “opinion”, as well as their rivals, were extremely 
anxious to produce for their point of  view of  the methods of  Islamic 
jurisprudence weighty arguments from the Sacred Book, from the 
traditions of  the Prophet, and from the words and actions of  the 
companions. However, the sober, impartial exegesis resisted all at-
tempts to read into the Koran statements on methods of  investigation 
which developed later, and which still lay entirely outside the scope 
of  Islamic relevation.1 But scholastic exegesis was strongly inclined 
to meddle with the problematic meaning of  the most naive Koranic 
passages. Attempts were also made to derive a special legal basis for 
ijm�� from the Koran. This, however, could not be achieved easily. It is 
reported about the Im�m al-Sh���� that when he was questioned about 
the Koranic sanction of  this legal source, he read the Holy Book no 
less than three hundred times until he found in s	rah IV:115 a sup-
port—although a very weak one—for the derivation of  the authority of  
the consensus ecclesiae: “Whoever breaks with the Prophet, after guidance 
has become clear, and then follows a way other than the believers’ (i.e. the 
way of  the entirety of  the believers) we shall turn away from him and 
feed hell-�re with him”.2

People were most ardently searching for Koranic verses that could 
serve to support the very disputed ra�y and qiy�s. Koran IV:85, which 
is concerned with independent investigation (  yastanbi�	na) of  the 

1 In al-Zamakhshar� to s	rah LXVII:10 �(T"  
�  �.-"  ��, l�  !) we read the following 

remark: 3�x� yL 
�  [scil.  �.-"]  ����  ���  3�x� yL ��,�  !)  ���	�  ��  �6���4)�  ¢��  *�
 
3��x	� O�tY2 �; <�� ����
 *6D�x	� *x� H!'� �T� =)J" + Â�� ax� ���� . . . . [scil. �(T"] 12�)� ��� 
¥�6L
 N� QJ"2 �5 *�'4[	�
. According to al-Shahrast�n�, p. 153 penult., qiy�s derives its 
title from the consensus which in turn is de�ned as authority by the Scripture.

2 Maf�t��, III, p. 462: + �[� ¢�.P�� �� yL Q�M �N� O�4� �� +p *L �;� l� 0 ÂIH ��T��/)� ��� 1
H 
.+k Â�� ax� �P
 ��4� � ��� +;<×FS �p�()� 2�(�
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86 chapter seven

laws,3 was readily quoted—yet also s	rah LIX:2, fa-i�tabir	 y� 	l�, 
al-ab��r “Take heed, o you who possess reason”. Al-Bay��w� makes 
the following remark about this passage: “This verse is cited in support 
of  the argument that qiy�s is valid as legal evidence, for it contains 
the order to judge one state of  affairs by departing from another, 
and, in view of  the prevailing mutual points, to apply the one in judging 
the other, just as we have stipulated in the works on u�	l”. People 
pretended to have found all four legal sources conveniently united in 
a single Koranic verse, namely, in s	rah IV:62, “O you who believe! 
Obey All�h [Koran as All�h’s revealed word] and obey the Prophet 
[sunnah] and those who command authority among you [consensus of  
the im�ms]; if  you are of  different opinion about a thing, refer it to All�h 
and the Prophet [analogy on the basis of  decisions that follow from those 
sources], if  you believe in All�h and the Last Day. This is good for you 
and bene�cial for your soul”.4 Of  course, arguments like this are of  no 
use against the followers of  the rival schools. Ibn �azm keeps asking: 
“If  all these methods are speci�ed by the Koranic revelation how, then, 
can it be explained that none of  them is called by its proper name, 
and that all terms for them are innovations?”5 Furthermore, it would, 
indeed, be absurd to assume that it was God’s will that a law be deduced 
according to methods de�ned by these expressions, although the sources 
of  His religion neither know these expressions nor specify how they are 
to be interpreted, nor how these methods are supposed to be applied. 
In this case, God would have asked us to do something that we could 
not possibly do. It is true—he continues—that examples could be cited 
from the Koran to the effect that in certain cases, God’s actions are 
based on certain causes. But God and the Prophet, alone, are entitled to 
determine such causes; the jurist has no further authority to go beyond 
this and to contrive causes; if  he does so, he surpasses the limits set 
forth by God. Therefore, when someone teaches that, because God 
has com manded or prohibited something, the command or interdiction 
of  another thing follows from this on the basis of  common causes, as 
contrived by that person without God’s explicit command or inter-

3 Ib��l, fol. 18a.
4 Maf�t��, III, p. 356–361 in great detail. Al-Bay��w�, too, to the passage, brie�y 

indicates this application of  the Koranic verse; also Ab� Su��d, marginal edition of  
B�l�q, p. 363.

5 Ib��l, fol. 4b.
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diction of  the same, he professes to teach arbitrarily and contrary to 
God’s own will.6

It goes without saying that the opponents of  the speculative school, 
more so than its followers, were eagerly attempting to justify their 
respective views on the basis of  the Koran. If  the latter were searching 
for passages which permitted the supplementing of  the legislation laid 
down in the Koran and in the sunnah in case of  need, the former were 
bent on proving the inadmissibility of  such a complement from the 
Holy Book itself. Ibn �azm, besides quoting his own polemical refuta-
tion of  the evidence of  the exponents of  qiy�s, naturally continually 
quotes passages conducive to the consolidation of  his tenets too. On 
the side of  those loyal to qiy�s, the great dogmatist, Fakhr al-D�n 
al-R�z�, busies himself  with refuting the argumentation by the so-called 
“nuf�t al-qiy�s” of  each individual Koranic passage which they pro-
duce for the justi�cation of  their view. We are indebted to the schol-
arly scope of  this writer for a great deal of  the knowledge about the 
application of  the Koranic passages in question.7 Let us examine brie�y 
what has been gathered together in support of  the anti-analogy theses 
from Koranic passages.

6 Ib��l, fol. 19a: �!# �� +�4D)� �!· � 1x)� �,4.	� ���D)� Q�±� *� �� !�
 �E� ���P �zp Q!5
 
��
 ��-t4��� ��
 �6FT4)� ��
 ��6()� �� �,) *�6D � �RS �6F(4)�� 
� 12�)�� 
� �6FT4)�� 
� ��6()�� �"��� N� 
�D(" * k� 12H
 xz�" * k� ��-t4���
 ��FT" %�] �1��
 `6(" %�] �1� yL
 V)? ��� �!# |6�
 12�)� 
V)? �� �V] � ?�� 04��M ^� �
 04��T� ^� �6D� � ��
 ��!)� �� `6) �� |6F#M �x� ��� ��F( *�
 
�p�()� �� 0�"� *� a
��? �� ��#� �E� u���6b� �.t)� ^�TM �N
 V] � *6(6� a!P!)� ax� �6.P �C� �(� 
�� 0��-< 0�Ø) �zp ;�/� %�] 3� D-M �� a
��? �Dz ���
 �x� ��� �P� �x� ��� �T� ^�TM N� �� 
R4"� R4F� FL �� ��
 Q!(" 0�
 �\� !'� RTÂ FY 0)!�H
 V)? *� ^�TM 0)�5 �� ��� Rµ Q�( 0� "�� (cod. ��� �-< 
�N�  �
�� � �TM  0� "�  ���D)�  !'�  �q"  �6W�  �zp  R#´ �D� D-M  0�  R4"�  R4.#� ��  ���
  �q"  0�  G�  $  �� 
� ���� *� �,�� ��
 �zp � ���� *� �,DP
� �x� � ���� 3P
�
 �x� ���� ^�TM N� ��� � �.) 0�"�� R#,� H��5�
 ^�TM 
: 1 ��TM .\6�!�4)� ^�TM N��
 �Y� ��d � �x�
 �)�TM N� ��� �6� !� �x�
 0� ^�TM N� ��� �� �6� �zp
1. 13, in MS

7 Maf�t��, III, p. 25; IV, p. 198, 550, 746; VII, p. 391.
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88 chapter seven

Most strongly emphasized is the principle that in the direct manifesta-
tions of  God’s will, i.e. in the written law transmitted by the Prophet, 
all Islamic law is contained, and that beyond this, no religious law is pos-
sible, and consequently, no source from which to deduce such laws 
can be recognized. The nuf�t al-qiy�s mainly quote as authority for 
this s	rah VI:38 m� farra�n� f� al-kit�b min shay�.8 Apart from this, they 
have a decided liking for s	rah XVI:46, fa-su�al	 ahl al-dhikr in kuntum 

l� ta�lam	n in which, so they say, it is shown to the believers on what 
to rely in doubtful cases. Now the nuf�t al-qiy�s follow that, if  analogy 
was a legitimate basis of  deduction, it would have been decreed that 
in doubtful cases the particular problem ought to be checked for ana-
logical cases, and that uncertainties be solved in a speculative manner 
by means of  qiy�s. The greatest importance, however, is attached to 
s	rah VI:116 in which it is said about the disbelievers that they follow 
conjecture, in yattabi �	na ill� al-�ann, and it is shown in an elaborate 
exposition that even judgement based on analogical reasoning belongs 
to this category. They also cite s	rah XLII:8 in which it is decreed that, 
as far as contested questions are concerned, their judgement belongs 
to God (wa-m� ikhtalaftum �-hi <min shay�> fa-�ukumuhu il� All�h). This 
cannot refer to analogy, but to the explicit meaning of  the divine 
texts (al-nu�	�) because they offer equal legal bases for all Muslims. 
Application of  analogy, however, encourages a difference of  opinion, 
rather than discourages it because analogical reasoning, practised by 
different individuals, leads to different results, and because deductions 
from qiy�s concerning one and the same question do not necessar-
ily result in the same laws. It is from this point of  view that s	rahs 

III:98 and VII:48 are cited. It is emphatically stated that the appli-
cation of  qiy�s endangers the unanimity of  the Muslim com munity: 
“Recognition of  qiy�s leads to a difference of  opinion. This, however, 
is frowned upon in the Koran. Therefore, it follows that it is prohibited 
to base one’s daily life on laws deduced by qiy�s. It is obvious that this is 
a necessary conclusion since we see that the world is full of  differences of  
opinion as a consequence of  the application of  qiy�s in jurisprudence”.9 
This is a reference to the madh�hib.

8 Ib��l, fol. 8b.
9 Maf�t��, IV, p. 550: �.T)� �!# �� 3P!M + Â�� ax'� +� ��� +L��,.)�
 +L��,	� �E( ��6()�� Q!()� 
.��6()� 3D-� G���4z�� *� �%!F.� GH�Y �6"�)� ��� 1�" ��"�� ����/.)� +���	� ��6� ����� ��6()��
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(2)

We shall arrive at an important conclusion concerning the Islamic 
religious attitude if  we stop for a moment or two at this theological 
principle and scrutinize its position within Islamic theology. The forego-
ing view of  the nuf�t al-qiy�s is contrasted to a long established Islamic 
principle: ikhtil�f  ummat� ra�mah, i.e. difference of  opinion in my community 

is (a result of  divine) favour”. This statement is presented as being from 
the Prophet, and on different occasions, we encounter it as if  it were a 
well-known, authentic statement. The way it is applied demonstrates 
best how the theological authorities want it to be understood. Let us 
examine some examples. On the occasion of  the caliph H�r�n al-
Rash�d’s pilgrimage, the following is reported: The caliph gave M�lik 
b. Anas 3000 dinars which he accepted but did not spend. When 
al-Rash�d (after the completion of  the pilgrimage) prepared to return 
to Iraq, he said to M�lik: “You must come with us, for I am �rmly 
committed to lead people to your al-Muwa��a� just as �Uthm�n led them 
to the Koran”. The Im�m replied to this: “With regard to the latter 
statement, this is hardly possible, for the companions of  the Prophet 
dispersed into all directions after his death and spread the traditions so 
that, now, the inhabitants of  each region have their (own method in the) 
science. Moreover, the Prophet has said: ‘Difference in my community is a 

favour’. My going along with you is hardly possible, for the Prophet has 
said: ‘Al-Mad�nah is best for them if  only they knew it’. Here, then, are 
your dinars, just as they were; if  you want, take them, but you can also 
leave them here”.10 In other words: in different countries, varying 
versions of  the Prophet’s traditional statements became established; 
this is no work of  the devil, but a blessing from God. Therefore, in the 
future, the law should not be con�ned to precise words; rather, free 
development of  tradition ought to continue. Rightfully, I think, 
Dugat says: “On pourrait en Orient si le progrès avait chance de s’y 
acclimater, s’appuyer sur ce hadith de Mahomet pour amener les 

95

10 I have given this account according to al-Dam�r�, II, p. 383 where it is quoted from 
al-Ghaz�l�, I�y��, Kit�b al-�ilm, sixth chapter. However, I looked for it to no avail. We �nd 
the same account from another source and in a different context in Dugat, Histoire des 
philosophes et des théologiens musulmans, p. 266. <According to Goldziher, Muhammedanische 
Studien, II, p. 74, n. 4, the following sources are to be added: Qu�b al-D�n, Die Chroniken 
der Stadt Mekka, vol. 3, p. 210 3 ff. The same principle is extended to dogmatic differences 
too, al-�abar�, II, p. 19 ult. (attributed to Mu��wiyah)>.
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Musulmans à adopter des idées plus larges, plus tolérantes que celles 
qu’ils ont”.—Another example of  the application of  the alleged tradi-
tion: In al-Bukh�r�, as well as in Muslim,11 we �nd the following tra-
ditional account of  Ibn �Abb�s in different versions and with different 
sanad: “When the Prophet was close to death, there were people in the 
house among whom was also �Umar b. al-Kha���b. Then the Prophet 
said: ‘Come here, I want to give you something written so that you 
need not err afterwards’. �Umar said to this: ‘Indeed, pain has gained 
control over the Prophet! You have left the Koran; this suf�ces us as 
The Book from God’. But those who were around him were of  a differ-
ent opinion; some of  them said: ‘Fetch something so that the Prophet 
can write down something for you that you need not err afterwards’. 
Now, when indecisiveness spread among them in the Prophet’s pres-
ence, he said: ‘Get up!’ �Ubayd All�h said (that Ibn �Abb�s spoke): ‘O 
what misfortune! O what a great misfortune it is that their talking and 
arguing is preventing the Prophet from writing’ ”.

I have already mentioned that this account exists in different ver-
sions, but the meaning of  all of  them corresponds to the foregoing 
version, which has been selected ad libitum. Muslim theologians have 
understandably consumed much ink to interpret and justify �Umar’s 
incomprehensible behaviour. The Prophet wants to give testamentary 
instruction, and to provide his trusty followers with something written 
as guidance so that they know what to do after his death, and the one 
who, on other occasions, has been his zealous and trusted follower, 
opposes the will of  his revered master. He wants nothing written 
from him but the Koran! Among the numerous explanations given 
for this fact, several commentators list the following: �Umar deemed 
the Prophet’s condition so uncertain that he feared that the Prophet, 
subject to weakness of  the �esh as any other mortal, was now going 
to make a mistake. In this case, we are interested in what al-Khi��b� 
adduces for answering the above questions. He cites the Prophet’s 
statement on ikhtil�f  al-ummah and thinks that �Umar considered the 
opinion inherent in it so weighty that he did not want to see orders 
decreed which would prevent the rise of  differences of  opinion, for, in 
the sense of  this statement, differences of  opinion in religious matters 
were a blessing for the Islamic community.12
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11 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-�ilm, no. 40; Mar��, no. 17. Muslim, Wa��yah, no. 5.
12 al-Nawaw�, VI, p. 91: +.�H �4 ���  c�4z�  Q�5  0�"�  RTFY ��D,)�  *L 1
H �5
 ��:��C��  Q�5 

.0)�5 �� �_ O!A4���
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Consequently, this view invaded large segments of  orthodox Islam, 
and Muslim literature, up to most recent times,13 is infused with it.14 
This is the basis for the kind of  toleration and mutual recognition 
which the madh�hib display towards each other and which seems to 
puzzle the super�cial observer. This has dominated Muslim life since 
time immemorial. Everyone knows how this mutual recognition is 
always manifested externally in the great Islamic houses of  worship. 
The one-sided sectarian fanaticism (ta�a��ub) is viewed by orthodox 
theologians as being contrary to Islamic teachings. None of  the four 
rites is permitted to claim to be the only soul-saving one; every one of  
them must recognize the title of  the others, even in cases of  diametri-
cally opposing views. When al-Ma
�mil� published his famous book 
al-Muqni� in the fourth century, his teacher Ab� ��mid al-Isfar�y�n� 
censured him for presenting in it the teachings of  only one madhhab, 
and for isolating it from the contradictory teachings of  the other rites. 
He even prohibited him from continuing to attend his lectures so that 
al-Ma
�mil� had to resort to tricks to hear the shaykh’s lectures without 
attending them personally.15 Nevertheless, isolated cases of  madhhab 

fanaticism have occurred and are still occurring. But in particular, 
the reaction of  orthodoxy vis-à-vis such excesses shows us that Sunnite 
teachings cannot be identi�ed with them. We read, for instance, 
that the �ana�te q��� Ab� �Abd All�h al-D�magh�n� (d. 506) is 
supposed to have said: “If  I were given a governorship in my province, 
I would impose on the followers of  al-Sh���� the jizyah imposed on 
Jews and Christians”. But immediately next to this account, we read 
that he was reprimanded because of  this statement.16 When the 
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13 A
mad al-Dayrab� al-Ghan�m� writes in his �)�  �!(T)�  ���T4  *	  �!A(	�  +��  O�4� 
B�l�q, 1297, p. 3: R'��4z� �TP
 +�,	� +�� R'� �,6FL N� �*� *x)� + �.;<�� % Â� ;!� 3�x� yL 04F_
 
+�� ;�)  +.�H. This work was written in 1123 and contains the Islamic marriage law 
according to the four schools.

14 Cf. al-Maqdis�, ed.de Goeje, p. 38, 16 ff.: �TP
 �!�F4z� �5 RTÂ FY �D,)� O�tY� �� 1�M�2 
R4�4�� R4�45� R'� �� Q�5
 +.�H R'��4z�; cf. ibid., p. 366 where it ought to read in line 22 +��� 
instead of  + Â�� (c�4z�)

15 Tahdh�b, p. 691.
16 Y�q�t, I, p. 708. The Sh���ite Mu
ammad al-��s� (d. 576) made the same remark 

with reference to the �anbalites. On account of  this he was poisoned by a fanatical 
�anbalite: {T� 0 �.-� +J¤� R'6FL =TI!) ���2 ^ �� !) Q!( ��� �6´ +F��,t)� yL ���½ 06� ���
 
R'4F'P; Ibn al-Mulaqqin, fol. 141a.
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q��� �Abd al-Wahh�b b. Na�r al-Baghd�d� had �nished his great work, in 
which he has the Malikite rite triumph over the other orthodox rites (al-

Nu�rah lil-madhhab am�ma d�r al-hijrah), a fanatical Sh���ite q��� from Cairo 
threw it into the Nile. As punishment for this act of  intolerance—so 
our source reports—this fanatic, whom T�m�r had taken prisoner on 
his Egyptian campaign, was drowned in the Euphrates. “Punishment 
is always in relation to the transgression”.17 In the same historical work 
from which this information has been taken, a didactic poem of  Ab��
�Abd All�h al-R��� from Granada (VIIIth century) can be read in which 
the equality of  the madh�hib is explained, and ta�a��ub,18 condemned.19 
Again, when the Egyptian theologian Taq� al-D�n Mu
ammad came 
to the West, he reported that in Egypt, men of  sound scholarship and 
knowledge would never give preference to one madhhab over another.20 
These manifestations, which could be considerably extended, represent 
the dominant view of  Islam: they all must be viewed in relation to the 
tradition, ikhtil�f  ummat� etc., from which they emanate.

The authenticity of  this particular tradition is indeed weak. A well-
documented proof  that it is a statement from Mu
ammad cannot 
be produced. There is no trace of  the statement in the two canoni-
cal “corpora”. In place of  this—apart from Koranic passages, e.g. 
s	rah XI:120 from which can be seen that those are free from a differ -
ence of  opinion who are blessed by God wa-l� yaz�l	na mukhtalif�na 

ill� man ra�ima rabbuka—we encounter another statement, better 
documented, that teaches exactly the opposite. This one is attributed 
to �Al� and runs as follows: It is reported about �Al� that he said the 
following: “Make your legal decisions as you have done previously, 
in order that there be agreement among people, for I dislike differences 

of  opinion”.21 He is represented to have said this on the occasion 
of  a concrete legal problem—namely, whether it is permitted to sell 
a female slave who has borne children—which he had formerly 
judged differently from �Umar; however, in order to avoid a difference 

17 al-Maqqar�, I, p. 814.
18 Noteworthy is here the form 36ATM for 3 �ATM.
19 al-Maqqar�, ibid., p. 937.
20 Ibid., II, p. 101.
21 al-Bukh�r�, Fad��il al-a���b, no. 10: a��� ��"�� �!E(M R4,� �� �!E5� Q�5 0�"� 0IH �yL *L 

.+L�P ���,F) �!# ��4� �c�4z��
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of  opinion, he then turned towards the generally accepted view.22

When we consider that we have here two exactly contradictory views, 
we cannot overlook that these traditions represent different movements 
which have come to prominence in the earliest time of  Islam. Each 
of  them tried to legitimize itself  and, at the same time, preserve its 
canonical sanctity by producing hallowed statements. The one—and 
this movement seems to have legitimacy on its side—wanted to see the 
expression of  individual difference of  opinion banned as being harmful 
to Islam—(“Disputandi pruritus ecclesiae scabies”). The other movement saw 
in mental freedom and independence no threat to Islam, and even saw 
in it a blessing. Traditional sayings of  the kind of  ikhtil�f  ummat� ra�mah 

have probably originated, if  not from circles to which later Islamic 
religious history applied the name of  a���b al-qiy�s, then at least, from 
circles which abandoned the rigid traditional view. To this movement 
also belongs the interpretation of  the shu�ab tradition according to which 
the diversity of  the religious sects within a religious system is evidence 
for its excellence. Years ago, I had a chance to treat this at great length 
in a different place and to prove that this interpretation is faulty and 
does not correspond to the original intentions of  the text.23

We have seen that the nuf�t al-qiy�s rejected this method of  de-
duction (qiy�s) because it led to differences of  opinion. Naturally 
we �nd the most important representative of  the ��hirite school, 
Ibn �azm, leading those who frown upon differences of  opinion. He 
states this idea forcefully in the very introduction to his pamphlet 
against qiy�s. God, through Mu
ammad,—this brie�y, is his train 
of  thought—sent to humanity everything necessary for the perfection of  
religion and for proper guidance. God in His omniscience has forseen 
and determined all the differences of  opinion that occurred later, 
but not without singling them out as deviations from the proper path. 
Ibn �azm quotes Koranic passages24 attesting to this view. It will 
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22 The commentator al-Qas�all�n�, VI, p. 122, does not fail to notice the contradiction 
of  �Al�’s opinion to the other apparent tradition as revealed here. He is attempting to 
reconcile the two in the manner of  common among Oriental commentators: a��� �:"�� 

.+.�H + ���� c�4z�� ��ª
 *4�)�
 ¢��,4)� ^� 1 �� ;! 1x)� c�4z�� 
� *6~6/)� yL c�4z��
23 Beiträge zur Literaturgeschichte der �î�a, p. 9.
24 Ib��l, Introduction: 1�'� H
Ùe�
 �\�� *�
 1�')�� RL 0)!�H
 a�DL ��Ú �T� ��P
 JL �N� ��� 
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be interesting to see how a truly famous Arab historian, whose ��hirite 
tendencies shall occupy us in the course of  this treatise later, reacts 
towards this question. It is al-Maqr�z�25 who, after presenting the views 
of  the different theological schools concerning the anthropomorphic 
passages of  the Koran, concludes his presentation with the following 
observation: “Each of  these parties advances its arguments . . . and they 
will not cease having different opinions, with the exception of  those on 
whom your God has mercy, and for this He has created them.26 On 
the day of  resurrection, God shall judge among them according to that 
about which they contradicted each other”. As we can see, al-Maqr�z�, 
as a trusted follower of  the old Koranic view, considers not the differ-
ences of  opinion as an emanation of  divine favour, but the agreement 
and the uniformity of  views.

But opposition to the authenticity of  the liberal statement of  ikhtil�f  

etc. came not just from the orthodox-traditionist side. The same al-
Khi��b�, who cites this principle as an explanation for �Umar’s strange 
behaviour in the case of  the Prophet’s death-bed incident, does not let 
this occasion pass without protecting its cre dibility from the extreme 
left of  the Muslim liberals.

�,� ��� �� ^�TM Q�(� ��6D)� 0� sI
�
 *�)� 0� �.�� 0� "� ^�TM �"�Dz�
 �*¤�
 `"�� *� ��� �'� ��� +� F�  
�!"�#� �6�� 0� ��H� *� 0L�DM� ^�TM N� \� �!� R'6)� kQ ÛJl "�  �� ��� ,F) k*� 6k Dl 4) ^�TM Q�5
 %�] *� O�4#)� �� 
RTFY 0"�!IH
 04�,P ^� ^�TM N� 0ED5 �� ^� V)? yL �!)�� RF� a��DL *� a%&6)
�
 0(Fz *� N� ��6z 
^�TM 0� �"�Dz� 1x)� 0.FL �� \��-)� ��P
 �JL N� %&E5 *� ���
 *66D4)� 0� ��!4��
 *�)� 0� �RM� �5
 
c�4z�� �� �P
 JL N� �Dz + �tA� ��,(�� R'(Fz V)x)
 V ��H R�H *� ��� *6�F4² �!)�J �
 Q�5 �� 
�
 ^�TM Q�5
 �!5 ���M �
 �T6.P N� �D´ �!.A4L�
 �;<�5 *� �JL Q�(� 0,L ^�TM N� �"�'"
 �,6� ��t6� 
�,L *� ��� !)
 ^�TM Q�5
 R6¡L O�xL Rµ V;�)
�
 G�,�6D)� ¥&P �� �T� *� �!�F4z�
 �!5 ���M *x)�� �!"!#M 
R#FD5 *� *x)� VF� ��"�
 R4��lM �� �:"
H? RTFY �D,)� *L ���� !�� ... ��6b� ���4z� 06� �
�P!) N� �6� 

.¥%�6D"� yL R'��4z�
 R'F; <�-� ��b�
25 Khi�a�, II, p. 320.
26 Quotations from Koran, s	rah XI:120.
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“Two men have raised objections to the tradition ‘Difference of  

opinion in my community is a favour’. One of  them is ill-reputed 
in relation to religious matters, namely, �Amr b. Ba
r al-J�
i, and 
the other, Is
�q b. Ibr�h�m al-Maw�il�, is known for his jesting and 

frivolity. After the latter edited his book on songs and distinguished 
himself  with these tri�es, he insulted the traditionists in his book and 
expressed the opinion that they were transmitting things about which 
they knew nothing. He and al-J�
i say: if  difference of  opinion were a 
blessing, it would follow that agreement ought to be considered a curse. 
Besides this, he thinks that a difference of  opinion could have been 
regarded as a blessing only during the Prophet’s life time, since, at that 
time, people could question the Prophet and have things explained. In 
face of  these poor objections, the following must be said: from the fact 
that a certain thing is regarded as a blessing, it does not follow that the 
converse is regarded as a curse. Such reasoning can come only from 
an ignoramus or some one who purports to be ignorant. We �nd, 
for example, in the Koran: Through His mercy, He makes for you 
day and night so that you may rest, etc. Here, night is considered 
a result of  the divine compassion without justifying us to conclude that 
day is a divine curse. This is obvious and cannot be doubted. As regards 
religion, a three-fold difference of  opinion is possible: First, as regards the 
existence of  a creator and his uniqueness: to deny this would be disbelief; 
secondly, as regards His attributes and His will: denying this would be 
heresy; thirdly, as regards the laws deduced from the principles of  the 
Faith which endure different opinions. As regards the latter category, 
God conceded to scholars a difference of  opinion, as a token of  His 
compassion and favour. This is how the words of  the tradition in 
question must be interpreted”.27

Others have gone still further in tolerating the difference of  religious 
opinion. We meet their point of  view in an anecdotal, rather than 
dogmatic form in a story in Ibn �Abd Rabbih. The caliph Ma�m�n 
once questioned a Khur�s�n� renegade about the reason for his relapse 
into heathendom after he had previously taken a liking for Islam. 
“I was alienated from Islam”, replied the renegade, “by the fact that 
you have so much variety in your religion”. The caliph remarked to 
this: “The differences that you observe among us are of  two types. 
There are differences in the rite, as for example in the formula of  the 
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27 al-Nawaw�, IV, p. 91. <This footnote is not indicated in the text of  the German ed.>
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adh�n, in the prayer during burial, in the prayer of  the two high 
holidays, in the profession of  faith, in the salutation of  the Prophet at 
the end of  the obligatory prayer, in the readings of  the Koran, in the 
decisions on ritual inquiries, etc. These are not actual differences; they 
apply only to what has been left to individual discretion. This is the 
utilization of  a wide scope and of  the facilitation that the traditions 
offer, i.e. it makes no difference whether a person practises one form 
or the other since they are all equally recognized. Another type of  
difference has a bearing on the interpretation of  the holy texts of  the 
Koran and the sunnah; this prevails although we are all in agreement 
on the dogma of  the revelation and the essence of  the traditions. If  
these are the differences of  opinion that have alienated you from our 
religion, then you ought to know that they are also found in other 
religions. If  there were not differences in the interpreta tion of  the 
Bible, there would be no difference between Jews and Christians who 
are otherwise in agreement in recognizing the dogma of  revelation. If  
it had been God’s will, He would have revealed His books in a well-
commented way, and no argument would have arisen concerning the 
interpretation of  the words of  His prophets. Nothing, however, will 
come to us, neither in the religious nor in the secular sphere, except 
after long study and continual zeal and re�ection. If  this were not the 
case, there would be neither pains nor temptation, nor any difference 
of  opinion, nor discord; there would be no difference between capable 
and incapable persons, between the learned and the ignorant”. After 
the renegade had listened to this exposition, he once again professed 
the Islamic creed.28

The Mu�tazilite al-J�
i is not the only one among his fellow sectar-
ians to condemn the tradition of  ikhtil�f. We must not depict this attitude 
as the view of  the Mu�tazilites; we lack suf�cient literary authorities to 
do this. But it is a fact that there is yet another Mu�tazilite who has 
questioned the validity of  this alleged statement from the traditions. 
It is reported about Ab� al-Hudhayl Mu
ammad al-�All�f  (d. 227), 
one of  the most important members of  the early Mu�tazilah, that he 
replied to the question of  what was more advantageous for the Islamic 
community, agreement or difference of  opinion: “Agreement”. When 
people confronted him with events from the Prophet’s life that were in 
contrast with this principle, he was shrouded in deep silence.29

28 al-�Iqd al-far�d, I, p. 255.
29 al-Dam�r�, I, p. 150, cites this information from Ibn Khallik�n, but it cannot be 

found at this passage (no. 617, ed. Wüstenfeld, VI, p. 144).
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(3)

Islamic tradition, rather than the Koran, must supply the proofs for 
each of  the two parties. Here, it is appropriate to comment on the 
extent of  the objectivity of  the collections of  traditions. A comparison 
of  the two collections of  traditions that are considered canonical (al-
Bukh�r�’s and Muslim’s) leaves one with the impression that the latter 
compiler, as regards the form of  the information of  the traditional data 
and statements collected and incorporated in his “corpus”, does not 
easily abandon the impartial objectivity of  an editor and a collector 
of  material. He leaves it to his reader as to how to utilize the material 
presented, and what conclusions to draw from it. His rival, al-Bukh�r�, 
quite frequently incorporates his subjective judgement and exhibits a 
personal interest in the direction of  the result to be arrive at. Al-Bukh�r�, 
at times, takes up a personal position in disputed questions, the solution 
of  which is necessarily related to the interpretation and application of  
the particular tradition. Just as we �nd in his collection linguistic remarks 
and annotations to the transmitted statements, we also �nd subjective 
expressions of  opinion and concrete remarks unrelated to the text of  the 
tradition. His chapter headings, in which, at one point, he records in 
detail the opposing legal views of  the �ij�zi and �Ir�qi schools,30 afford 
him ample opportunity to mold the opinion of  the reader towards his 
view on the practical application of  the particular tradition. With the 
heading: �)� �4)� +�,[)� VFM
 ^�TM N� Q!() �.T)� !� ��¶�� �� Q�5 *� O�� which 
he places at the head of  the statement, Kit�b al-�m�n no. 16, he gives 
the reader an unmistakable hint to which thesis of  orthodox dogmat-
ics the tradition following this heading is supposed to apply as proof  
of  evidence in the dispute over the de�nition of  the expression, �m�n. 

Even Muslim commentators have discovered this tendency behind the 
timid mask of  the words, man q�la an.31 Just how determined al-Bukh�r� 
is to supply particular evidence by means of  traditions, or to supply 
proof  of  evidence for speci�c theses, can be seen from the fact that 
he occasionally introduces a paragraph with the words: “As evidence 

30 Kit�b al-�al�q, no. 24.
31 al-Qas�all�n�, I, p. 127: ��¶�� %pJP� *� �.T)� �� G�DS� a�6�
 O�D)� �x� *� �1H�~D)� ���
 

.��:�� +�6��� �� 0)  �z�� � �.T)� �� Q!( *� yL � ��H
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for . . ., the following may serve”.32 We have noted above (p. 44) how, by 
inserting a single word in the chapter heading on the law of  pledge, 
al-Bukh�r� takes a particular position on a disputed question in this 
chapter. This procedure reminds one of  phenomena that occurred 
in analogous canonical materials of  other religions.33 Muslim did not 
make use of  such headings in his collection “in order not to increase 
the size of  his work or because of  other reasons”; (al-Nawawi, p. 13) only 
later commentators and glossators have attempted to add headings 
(tar�jim) to the paragraphs of  Muslim’s collection.

It was to be expected that the greatest traditionist of  the Muslim 
world sympathized with the school of  the a���b al-�ad�th, and even if  
he does not exactly reject ra�y and analogy as legal bases, he reduces 
their importance to narrow limits. His attitude becomes evident from 
the way in which he relates some of  the traditions which he conceives 
to be directed against the speculative method. We can see from this, at 
the same time, how much subjective judgement al-Bukh�r� could put 
into his dry chapter and paragraph headings. Now we want to look at 
these statements from the traditions that are hostile to analogy:

Kit�b al-i�ti��m no. 7:34 �(M � |�(kM �
 ��6()� |�F#M
 12�)� ��? *� ��x �� O��
*�  *.��)�  �DL  �,S��  3�
  *��  �,S��  �6FM  *�  �6T�  �,S��  uRFL  0�  V)  `6)  ��35 
Q!(  04T.-�  
�_ *�  �N�  �DL  �,6FL  �Z�  Q�5  �
�L  *L  �!���  �:�2  *L  a�6�
  s�] 
��  R',�  0LJ,  *#)
  �L�J4"�  a!.��CL�  ��  �T�  ¢J,  �  �N�  ��  Q!(  RTÂ FY  ��:D,)�  =T.� 
u�!�FEÂ 
 �!�FAÜ R'2��  �!4 �� l6�  �!4�4 �-l  Q��'P ��"  �(D6� R'.FT�  %&.FT)�  {D5 in this 
instance, a judgement arrived at on the basis of  ra�y is discouraged; how-
ever, we see what far-reaching modes of  thinking al-Bukh�r� conjures 
with the title heading. He goes still further in the same book, no. 9:

^�TM  N� 0.�FL � �.�  %&-,)�
 Q�P�)�  *� 04 ��2  RTÂ FY ��D,)�  R6FTM  O�O
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32 Far� al-khums, no. 4; 14; 16: �)� `.~)� �� yL �6)�)� *�

33 Cf. generally Schulte, Die Geschichte der Quellen und Literatur des Canonischen Rechts, I, 

p. 74 and K. Hase, Handbuch der protestantischen Polemik, 1st ed., p. 494.
34 This passage has not yet been published in the edition by Krehl, <i.e. in 1884). 

Our text comes from the 10 vol. B�l�q commentary, 1285.
35 The words �(M� would appear to be a variant of  the preceding |(M �
. They are 

lacking, therefore, from Ab� Dharr’s text of  Bukh�r�.
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*�� *L ��:"�'DY�� *�� *.��)� �DL *L +"�!L !�� �,S�� ��-� �,S�� u�6b.M �
 12�� `6)  
3�? N� Q!�H � =)�(� RTFY N� Q!�H ^� �2��Ñ G%&P �6T� �:�� *L ��!�? s)�Y 
�� k* �T.4P� Q�(� N� V.�FL ��� �,.�FTM 06� V6M�" ��! V-�" *� �,) �TP�� Vb�´ Q�P�)� 
N� 0.�FL � �.� �*'.FT� RTFY �N� Q!�H �*��M�� * �T k.4P�� �x�
 �x� ��#� �� �x�
 �x� �! 
=)�(� H�,)� *� ���[P �') ��� ��� +S�S ���)
 *� �'� *6� � ��(M �2��� �*#,� �� Q�5 �RS ^�TM 
*6,S�
 *6,S�
 *6,S�
 Q�5 �RS *6M ��� �'M��L�� Q�5 36 *6,Sp �N� Q!�H � *',� �2��� Without 
bias towards the school of  ra�y, al-Bukh�r� could not have drawn from 
this tradition the conclusion implied in the title (undoubtedly based on 
the words: he taught them what God had taught him).37 Al-Bukh�r�’s 
bias can also be seen from the fact that he cites the following statement 
in Kit�b al-�awm, no. 41. It is not at all from the Prophet, but a general, 
tendentious deduction from the traditions: �\t)� a!z

 *, �-)� ��� ��"J)� !�� Q�5 
�E(M {;<��� �� V)� *� �'L�D�M�  *� � ��� �!.F-	� �· �� 12�)� c�z yL ��6b� �M�4k) 
��A)� �E(M �
 ��6A)� i.e. clear evidence that analogy is misleading as far 
as deciding religious questions is concerned.

Following is one of  the important proofs—usually mustered against 
ra�y—drawn from the literature of  tradition which best demonstrates the 
nature of  the arguments for dealing with later theological questions.

al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-far��id, no. 2: ���L  *��  +D(L  Q�5
  {;<���)�  R6FTM  O�O 
36�
  �,S��  �6T.��  *�  ��!�  �,S��  u �*¡)��  �!.�F#4  *x)�  �,T  *6�"�¡)�  �D5  �!.�FTM 
�*¡)� ��� *¡)�
 R���� RTFY N� Q!�H Q�5 Q�5 ���� �:�� *L 06�� *L �
�� *�� �,S�� 
�"m!z�  N� ��DL �!"!�
 �
����M  �
 �!E��DM  �
 �!- �-[M �
 �!- �-tM �
 ���� Ox�� 
Here we see that purely moral teachings,38 warning people of  insinu-

36 A variant: *6,SÑ
2.
37 al-Qas�all�n�, X, p. 366: �x� ��� H�,)� *� ���[� �') ��� �� 0)!5 �� +.P�4F) ���� +(��C�
 

.�6b} �
 12�� �!5 `6) &TM N� �D5 *� �� RFTl � ��(6�!M ����
38 As becomes evident also from corresponding passages; cf. al-Bukh�r�, Nik��, no. 

45; Muslim, Kit�b al-birr, no. 8 (V, p. 234).
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ations against their fellow humans, are re-coined to warn them of  a 
juridical method (�ann = opinion in the sense of  ra�y). Because of  this, 
one of  Mu
ammad’s statements on ethics was incorporated into the law 
of  inheritance. This is typical of  the editing of  al-Bukh�r�’s collection. 
Apart from these traditions, many more directed against the school of  
ra�y are found, but a great many of  them cannot be identi�ed in the 
canonical collections.39

Even worse is the situation concerning those passages from the lit-
erature of  tradition from which the ra�y school attempted to derive the 
arguments for its title. There are no direct statements in the authentic 
collections in which the believers are commanded to apply analogy as 
a method of  deduction for their judgement. However, in the case of  
some traditions from which it can be concluded that the Prophet applied 
analogical reasoning in his judgements, the theolog ians of  the analogical 
school pointed out that the legitimacy of  this method of  deduction for 
jurisprudence may follow from this. Al-Bukh�r� himself  is careful not 
to express these conclusions, but his commentators, favourably inclined 
towards qiy�s, reach for these supports of  their theories so much more 
eagerly. This becomes evident from the following:

Kit�b al-i�ti��m, no. 12: �' k.#� �N� *6�� �5 *�6D� �Y�� ��!FT� �Y� 0�D] *� O�� 
*L �6DP *� �6T� *L �/� �:��  *L +"�!L !��  �,S�� ��-� �,S�� . . . . . u�;<�-)�  kR'�6) 
��  �D5  =M��  �Z½ ��  GHx"  ����  ��  =)�(�  RTÂ FY ��D,)�  ^�  G%&P �2���  ��  ���DL  *�� 
RT" =)�5 046I�5 =,l� 2 *� k� V��2 yL ��� !) =2H2 �',L � �[� RT" Q�5 �',L Z���2 �Z½ 
u%&�!)�� �\�� �N� ���� 0) 1x)� �!E5�� Q�5 In this case, the Prophet decides the 
question of  whether the daughter must ful�l the pledge of  the deceased 
mother to make the pilgrimage by referring to a law applicable to an 
analogous case, namely, that the heir must indeed redeem the liability 
of  the testator. Hence it follows that the Prophet considered legal deci-
sions, passed on the basis of  analogical reasoning, as justi�ed.40

Another passage is in Kit�b al-buy	� no. 103. There, it is the question 
of  whether or not a Muslim may engage in the sale of  wine, ��� �_ �F� 
=��� �!'6)� �N� �M�5 Q�5 RTFY N� Q!�H �� RFT $� �"�� N� �M�5 Q�(� ��.z ¢�� �"�� 

39 Many passages are collected in al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 64–91.
40 al-Qas�all�n�, X, p. 370.
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��!L�D�  ��!F.[�  ��t Ý-)�  R'6FL �Umar decides this question by referring to 
an analogous decision of  the Prophet. From the fact that the Prophet 
reproved the Jews for trading in food prohibited to them, �Umar follows 
that no trade in illegal procedure (in this case wine) is permitted.

Also, other legal decisions of  the a���b are cited by the analogists 
as evidence that the highest Islamic authorities applied analogy in 
their legal decisions.41 �Umar, �Al�, and Zayd b. Th�bit—so the 
analogists relate—decided the following, and other legal ordinances 
on the basis of  qi��s: the inheritance claims of  a testator’s grand-
father over the other heirs; the liability of  compensation of  a person 
who has violated the interdiction of  shedding blood in the sacred 
territory by killing a rabbit during the pilgrimage; the interdiction: of  
bartering different qualities of  fruit belonging to the same class; the 
amount of  compensation which a person must pay who has knocked 
out a tooth of  his fellow-man. The opponents of  analogy, however, 
do not recognize the data which support these facts as genuine or suf-
�ciently documented traditions, so that Ibn �azm devotes much zeal 
to their refutation.

“A companion is represented to have said that the grandfather and 
the brothers of  the testator are like two channels branching off  from 
one and the same river; another person is supposed to have compared 
the degree of  relationship to two branches of  one and the same tree. 
Therefore, God supposedly favours the companions’ disposition towards 
such a deduction. How conclusive is the branching off  of  channels, 
or are the branches of  a tree, with regard to a grandfather’s claim to 
inheritance over the inheritance claim of  the testator’s brother whether 
the former inherits one sixth or one third, or whether he is the sole heir? 
Everyone must understand this, but how much more the person who, 
as far as reason and intelligence are concerned, was the most perfect 
man among the people next to the Prophet! These accounts are nothing 
but false news, fabricated by the exponents of  analogy for their parrots 
among whom the accounts were widely circulated afterwards”.42

In the same spirited vein, Ibn �azm rejects all arguments of  the 

41 Fakhr al-D�n al-R�z�, one of  the zealous proponents of  giy�s, quotes in the many 
passages of  the Maf�t�� concerned with the apology of  qiy�s still other traditions which 
are not part of  the 
a���s; cf. also al-Qas�all�n�, III, p. 421.

42 Ib��l, fol. 3b.
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analogists which they derived from alleged traditions, but, because of  
insuf�cient documentation and the impossibility of  the statements in 
question, he rejects in particular the proof  of  spuriousness that is based 
on the rules of  the science of  tradition. For the comprehensive ness of  
our material, I have included the pertinent passages from Ibn �azm’s 
Ib��l al-qiy�s, from which al-Sha�r�n�, on his part, seems to have drawn, 
in Supplements I–III, too.

Even scholars of  the schools of  qiy�s have often challenged the 
authenticity of  those traditions and accounts from which their 
fellow-partisans used to derive justi�cation for qiy�s as a legal basis. 
Indeed, even concerning the famous Mu��dh tradition (see above 
p. 9), but still more, as regards the alleged circular from �Umar to 
al-Ash�ar�—the main pillars of  the exponents of  qiy�s—many 
scholars of  the school of  qiy�s do not express any more favourable 
opinions than Ibn �azm, the enemy of  qiy�s, and his ��hirite follow-
ers.42 For them, the canonical support of  the validity of  qiy�s is the 
tacit consensus of  the companions of  the Prophet with regard to the 
legality of  this legal source. Since in that patriarchal epoch of  Islamic 
law, too, every companion passed judgement on obscure questions 
on the basis of  individual analogy without the other companions’ raising 
objections to this procedure, the position of  qiy�s in the oldest consensus 
of  the Islamic religious authorities was decided in their favour.44

43 Waraq�t, fol. 46b.
44 Ibid., fol. 46a: . . . . . . �!�F4z� � �.) R'"�� 06FL +��tA)� ¢�P�� V �-.4)� ��6()� G�DS� �� � l�CÍ)� �
8Þ�
 

��6()� yL R'L�P� yL �6)� V)?
 {T� yL R'ET� �#, �
 �t6tY ���65 a�,L apH �K ���
 ��� xz� 
.G��6L�/)� ��
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CHAPTER EIGHT

(1)

The material at the disposal of the researcher for a clear exposition 
of the history and the in�uence of the ��hirite school is scarce indeed. 
Since we do not possess �abaq�t of the scholars of this legal school, 
we lack some of the best resources for studies on the history of the 
��hir�yah.

It seems that Muslim historians did not attach much importance to 
D�w�d’s reaction against the prevailing method of the canonical law. 
Ab� al-Fid�� is the only one among them who treats D�w�d’s tea-
chings in some detail. In Ab� al-Fid��’s works we �nd at least a short 
analysis of the ��hirite system illuminated by a concrete example.1 Al-
Mas��d�,2 a writer who, in other instances, exhibits an open mind and 
a profound interest for everything important for cultural history, and 
later Ibn al-Ath�r3—the latter merely under the heading “miscellaneous 
events”—simply list the death of the founder of the ��hirite school 
under the year 270 without even mentioning a single word of the sig-
ni�cance of his teachings and writings. His writings seem to have been 
completely lost. We do not even �nd direct quotations from them in 
later writings. Although D�w�d’s teachings are, at �rst, still considered 
an independent system within orthodox Islam (madhhab mustaqill ) which 
need be considered for obtaining consensus on a certain question, later, 
they lose all authority and recognition even in this respect. Scholars 
who took a lenient attitude toward the ��hirite school do consider 
their separate vote in cases in which the school does not reject the 
explicit qiy�s (al-qiy�s al-jal� ), but there are others who do this only in 
the �eld of u�	l, excluding the school’s deviation in deduced, special 
legal questions. The famous al-Juwayn�, known by the honori�c title 
Im�m al-�aramayn, says, for example, that those who deny qiy�s can-
not even be reckoned among the “learned of the Islamic community” 
(�ulam�� al-ummah) or “the bearer of the law” (�amlat al-shar��ah), but must 

1 Annales Muslemici, II, ed. Reiske, p. 260.
2 Mur	j, VIII, p. 64.
3 al-K�mil, VII, ed. B�l�q, p. 148 under ���!� � ��L.
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simply be equated with the ignorant rabble.4 Already al-Nawaw� can 
state that those who strive for truth and grasp it, are of the opinion 
that in a case in which D�w�d raises a tenet which departs from that 
of the four orthodox schools, this contradiction does not invalidate an 
existing consensus.5

We have at our disposal a number of historical and literary-historical 
data on the spread and decline of the ��hirite school which provide us 
with solid information on the course which the school followed within 
the fold of the Islamic world. The �rst spread of the ��hirite school 
occurred naturally in Iraq among the circles from which it originated. 
The learned representatives of the ��hir�yah whom the compiler of the 
Fihrist (in the year 377) mentions,6 and who, still under the in�uence of 
the founder and his son, had turned toward the ��hir�yah, are mostly 
from Iraq. To the names which Ibn al-Nad�m lists as the representatives 
of this school in the �rst century of its existence, some others can be 
supplemented: �Abd al-Mu�min b. �ufayl al-Tam�m� al-Nasaf�7 (d. 346), 
famous for his piety, is mentioned as D�w�d’s pupil—and explicitly as 
��hir�; Ab� al-Ma
�sin calls the Ba�ran �Abd All�h b. �Al� al-Ward�r�, 
who held of�ce as q��� (d. 375), the “shaykh of the ahl al-��hir”.8 Other 
representatives are listed by name in al-Sam��n� in the account included 
as Supplement no. 5 (to which I refer for this purpose). After D�w�d’s 
death the madhhab of the ��hir�s was led by his son Mu
ammad who 
was not only a theologian—he issued fatwahs—but made himself a 
name also as poet and littérateur.9 From the fact that the author of the 
Fihrist uses the following words: “On him fell the position of leader of 
the D�w�d�s in his time” in a note about the ��hir� Ibn al-Mughallis, 
we can conclude that after the death of Mu
ammad the position of 
leader of the young ��hir� community was always renewed.

4 Cf. on this question in detail Tahdh�b, p. 239 ff.; p. 237: ��Ã()� G��" �ß�� (�
�� c�Æ) 
of the edition is to be corrected to �ß��


5 Commentary on Muslim, IV, p. 416: à�z� (�
�� Q!(� ÁT) 0� ��k4 �T l � �!)!( �!(�(±�� 
.0�  �4Tl  1«�  �á³�  
̧â ���  !�
  ��6()�� Cf. to the expression ¢�PÒ�  ��  �4T: Tahdh�b, 
p. 791, 6 ff.

6 Fihrist, I, p. 216–219. Cf. G. Flügel, Über Muhammad ibn Ishâk’s Fihrist al-�ulûm, 
p. 615.

7 �abaq�t al-�uff��, XI, no. 63.
8 Quatremère, Histoire des Soultans Mamlouks, l.c., p. 270.
9 al-Sam��n�, no. 2.
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From Iraq the ��hirite school spread by means of students from all 
countries to other parts of the Islamic world. Certainly D�w�d himself 
had to reply to theological enquiries from the most remote countries. 
Collections of replies to enquiries from I�fah�n and Khwarizm are 
enumerated among his works.10 The inducement for these expert opi-
nions seems to indicate that D�w�d’s authority stood in high esteem 
in Central Asia already during his lifetime. From Iraq the ��hirite 
school seems to have spread to Iran where Sh�r�z, especially, was a 
centre of the ��hir�s.11 A remark in Y�q�t, which is not entirely clear 
to me, seems to indicate that around Shahrz�r about 341 the fanatical 
observance of “the literal meaning of the texts” gave reason for killings 
and looting.12

Already in the early phase of the ��hirite school, some followers 
of Islamic theosophy13 joined in �qh the school of D�w�d which 
categorically dismissed servile imitation of one particular ritual sect. 
In the course of our exposition we shall become more acquainted 
with this phenomenon. The �rst mystic among the ��hir�s seems to 
have been the Baghd�d� Ruwaym b. A
mad Ab� Mu
ammad (d. 
303).14 Among his pupils we �nd the Sh�r�z� Mu
ammad b. Khaf�f b. 
Is�ksh�d al-�abb� (d. 371 at the age of more than a hundred years) 
whose teacher in �qh was the Sh���ite Ibn Surayj. I suspect that this 
“Shaykh of the ��f�s in the cities of F�ris”15 was not without ��hirite 
velleity. I by no means conclude this from the descriptions of this 
scholar as the sources at my disposal suggest, namely, that he was one 
of the most learned shaykhs bi-�ul	m al-��hir�yah (Y�q�t; al-��hir, Ibn 

10 Fihrist, p. 217, 18. Cf. above, p. 28.
11 Ab� Is
�q al-Sh�r�z� (d. 476) �abaq�t, in Rif��ah Beg al-�a
��w� (a learned 

Cairene civil servant who died in 1873) in his work ��[4)�
  ��áPÒ�  ��  ��-)�  Q!()� 
Cairo, W�d� al-N�l Press, 1287, p. 16. This work, written from the classic Islamic 
point of view, has appeared as scholarly supplement to the pedagogical review Raw�at 
al-mad�ris, year 1, no. 6.

12 Y�q�t, III, p. 340: H�,)�� ¥!5��m
 ¥!DF�
 ¥!F45
 +,�	� ax� ���� �!T5
 1�H�� ã" ��� �¦ �5
 
.+TÄ)� ���� ��¨� �� +�6DATF) These words are not quite clear. Does it say in this passage 
that the inhabitants of N�m Azr�y, because they followed the literal meaning of the law, 
murdered and robbed the infamous neighbours, or did the inhabitants of J6] follow 
the “external sense of the law”? By the way, they are designated as Sh��ites.

13 <Theosophie, see p. 37, n. 2>.
14 Ab� al-Ma
�sin, Annales, II, p. 198.
15 Y�q�t, III, p. 350.
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al-Mulaqqin). This is not the normal way to indicate a scholar’s af�li-
ation with the ��hirite school.16 Rather, this must be interpreted that 
the mystic, who had specialized, above all, in the science of the inte-
rior (�ilm al-b��in), was at home also in “the science of the exterior”, 
i.e. in �qh and its branches. That Mu
ammad b. Khaf�f was inclined 
towards the system of the ��hir�s which, in his case, as companion 
of Ruwaym, cannot be suspected from the outset, I conclude from a 
piece of information about his attitude in ritual matters. One of his 
biographers happens to relate that in his old days he could no longer 
stand and was forced to perform his prayers in a sitting position. This 
induced him to perform twice the number of the prescribed obligatory 
bowings (raka��t) at each prayer, for it says in the tradition that the 
prayer of a person sitting has only half the value of a person standing 
up. Mu
ammad b. Khaf�f interprets this tradition literally, contrary to 
ordinary practice;17 this is typically ��hir�.

Al-Maqdis�, the geographical writer with profound theological 
interest, supplies us with some very valuable pieces of information 
on the spread and in�uence of the ��hirite school in the fourth 
century. We gather from his description that not only did learned 
men espouse the ��hir�yah, but that this legal school had followers 
among the ordinary people, too, and that the sect formed a closed 
society and made propaganda to spread its teachings.18 At that time, 
the ��hir�yah was not what it became later, a weak fad of individual 
theologians who opposed the legal recognition of qiy�s theoretically, 
rather it was a wide-spread religious party which had in its midst 
scholars who possessed an endeavour for in�uence and spread, who 
were bent on enlarging the in�uence and scope of the sect. It was 
especially widespread and in�uencial in Iran. There, its adherents were 
called to administrative positions and judgeships; its theologians taught 
and provided scienti�c substantiation for the madhhab.19 Its most out-

16 Although we also �nd ���¡)� äL with this meaning, Ab� al-Ma
�sin, II, p. 279, 6.
17 Ibn al-Mulaqqin, fol. 108b: a��H
� *� +T�H �Î Q�� �Tå ��6()� *L a�_ �zp æ |TI
 

.H
xT	�  79  yL  Q!Ú  �D��  =F5  �ç�()�  ��Y  *�  |A,)�  yL  �L�()�  ��Y  �D~F)  ��L�5  *64T�H
18 al-Maqdis�, p. 37.
19 Ibid., p. 439, 11; cf. p. 441, note (a). In this passage ahl al-�ad�th seems to indicate 

followers of A
mad b. �anbal.
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standing representative in Khur�s�n at that time is the D�w�d� q��� Ab� 
al-Q�sim �Ubayd All�h b. �Al� al-Nakha�� (d. 376).20 He was a pupil of 
Ma
�mil� who is mentioned among the few people who, although not 
agreeing with D�w�d’s tenets, recognized them, nevertheless, as valid 
expressions of the Islamic spirit.21 From Iran the sect seems to have 
spread to Sind22—where, as it were, there prevailed juridical principles 
in harmony with those of the ��hir�yah—and to �Um�n.23 In Sind 
the q��� Ab� Mu
ammad al-Man��r� is mentioned as excellent repre-
sentative of the ��hir�yah; he spread this legal school through verbal 
teaching and through a number of writings. There was no trace of the 
��hir�yah in Syria;24 and also in al-Maghrib, where the two analogical 
schools of Ab� �an�fah and M�lik prevailed, and where there were 
considerable antipathies towards al-Sh����’s legal branch, the in�uence 
of the traditional branch which rose to prominence later, does not seem 
to have been anticipated.25 Of great interest are the terse but �tting 
character descriptions made by the excellent observer of the ��hirite 
customs. They possess—so he says—four characteristics: pride, sensitive 
irritability, talkativeness, and ease.26

We have just seen that al-Maqdis�, who notes the existence of 
the ��hir�yah in the different countries, does not �nd a trace of it 
in Andalusia and especially not in al-Maghrib. Its spread to these 
Islamic provinces belongs indeed to a later period. But already in 
the fourth century we �nd in Andalusia one important representa-
tive of the ��hirite school, chronologically the �rst to be veri�ed in 
al-Maghrib. He is Mundhir b. Ziy�d al-Ball��� (d. 355) the chief q��� 
of Córdoba, famous for his energy and love for justice. In public 
practice he applied M�lik’s system—after all, the judge had to dis-
pense justice according to the prevailing legal code—but in his pri-
vate attitude and in his family affairs he was guided by the system 
of D�w�d ibn �Al� whose tenets he also upheld in scholarly endeav-
ours. It is reported that Mundhir collected the works of the founder 

20 al-Sam��n� (Supplement, V).
21 Tahdh�b, p. 237.
22 al-Maqdis�, p. 481, 8.
23 Ibid., p. 96, 10.
24 Ibid., p. 179, 20.
25 Ibid., p. 236 f.
26 Ibid., p. 41, 5.
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of the ��hirite school27 and that he also defended the tenets contained 
in them against rival attacks.28 It follows from this that indeed at that 
time the teachings of the ��hir�yah were considered among the theo-
logical investigations in Andalusia, for, how else, could Mundhir have 
indulged in apologetic activities in the interests of the sect? It follows 
also that statements of the historian of the Almohad dynasty, �Abd al-
W�
id al-Marr�kush�, that there had been no famous representatives 
of the ��hir�yah before Ibn �azm,29 are not reliable.

One may say that the countries of western Islam were the most fertile 
ground for the spread of these teachings. It is true that the inhabitants of 
these countries professed to belong to the analogical schools of Islamic 
theology, but the victory of M�likite jurisprudence brought to them 
those men who had strayed only very little from the ground of strict 
traditionalism. Al-Maqdis� characterizes the theolog ical branch of the 
Andalusians with these words: “There, M�lik’s legal school prevails, and 
N���’s way of Koran recitation; they say: ‘We recognize only the Book of 
God and the Muwa��a� of M�lik’. If they meet a person who follows Ab� 
�an�fah or al-Sh����, they banish him”.30 Thus they kept exclusively to 
the traditional Islamic sources, as did the ��hir�yah, which movement 
they resemble in their intolerance towards other madh�hib. Consequently, 
western Islam exhibited more interest and inclination for the study 
of the traditions than the East which was inclined towards juridical 
and philosophical speculation.31 Pious veneration for the collections of 
traditions exhibited stronger external forms in al-Maghrib than in the 
eastern Islamic provinces. Still in the eighth century A.H. a Maghribi 
noble copied in his own handwriting the six famous collections of the 
canonical traditions which were carried in a great parade on the Mawlid 

festival behind the alleged Koran of �Uthm�n.32 Connected with this 

27 al-Maqqar�, I, p. 474.
28 Ibid., II, p. 116. Ibn �azm, Kit�b al-milal, I, fol. 130a, cites Mundhir’s opinion 

that the a��k (spheres) are not identical with the heavens. Ibn �azm argues and refutes 
this opinion in his accustomed manner.

29 The history of the Almohads, ed. Dozy, p. 35, 3.
30 al-Maqdis�, p. 236.
31 al-Maqqar�, I, p. 465.
32 See Bargès, Tlemcen, p. 382; 433. The same reverence for the works on tradi-

tion has been perpetuated in the Maghrib until most recent times. Höst, Nachrichten 
von Marôkos und Fes, p. 238, relates the following: “Whenever Mawl�y Ism��il really 
wanted to achieve something with his army, he had this book (al-Bukh�r�) accompany 
them to the �eld in procession and with great pomp, just as the Arc of the Covenant 
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is the fact that in North Africa an oath sworn on al-Bukh�r�’s collection 
of traditions is considered most sacred.33

Much credit for establishing a sense of �delity towards the tradi-
tions must be attributed to the famous Koranic commentator Baq� b. 
Makhlad34 al-Qur�ub�. This great commentator did not join any one of 
the current �qh branches of his time (he died 276), but based his legal 
deductions exclusively on the traditions. In other words, he followed the 
principle brought to prominence by his �Ir�q� contemporary D�w�d. 
The ahl al-ra�y were quite enraged about this, but the favour of his 
sovereign, Mu
ammad b. �Abd al-Ra
m�n, compensated him for the 
hatred of the guild.35 It is easy to understand that Ibn �azm36 has high 
regard for Qur�ub�, that he hails his commentary as an unsurpassed 
masterpiece, and that he prefers his commentary to the great exegeti-
cal work of al-�abar�. Ibn �azm praised Qur�ub� especially because 
he proceeds according to the intentions of the traditions; incidentally, 
Ibn �azm considers Qur�ub�’s legal interpretation as the one that 
approaches most closely that of A
mad b. �anbal.

(2)

We can consequently claim that, although the exclusive manner 
with which Ibn �azm wanted to help the rigid traditionalism of the 
��hirite school to victory met determined opposition in Andalusia, it 
was, on the other hand, precisely the speci�c manner of Andalusian 
Islam which was the actual prerequisite for developing a theological 
personality like �Al� b. A
mad Ab� Mu
ammad Ibn �azm. Among 
the champions of the D�w�d� school this remarkable man is known 
as the most famous by far. Those of his works that have reached 
us represent for us the theological literature of the ��hirite school. 

in the Old Testament. This is still practised. The book is always kept in a beautiful 
container and has its own little tent in which it is placed near the king”.

33 Walsin Esterhazy, De la domination turque dans l’ancienne regence d’Alger, p. 213, 222.
34 <Cf. Muhammedanische Studien, II, p. 190, n. 4>. B�q� b. Makhlad al-Qur�ub�’s 

Tafs�r is only known from citations.
35 al-Maqqar�, I, p. 811–812.
36 Cf. �abaq�t al-�uff��, X, no. 2; �abaqat al-mufassir�n, ed. Meursinge, no. 25; al-

Maqqar�, l.c.
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I did not learn whether, except for the few volumes of Ibn �azm’s 
works extorted from the Islamic autos-da-fé, anything of the speci�cally 
��hirite literature has come down to us independently.

We know about his life and his literary activities from the excellent 
contributions of Dutch orientalists. The bibliography of his writings 
could be further perfected by some minor details. In the annotation37 

I supply remarks on individual Ibn �azmica, which, according to my 
knowledge, have not been listed, and which I discovered during my 
preoccupation with this remarkable writer.

a

Ibn �azm represents in his own time the ��hirite opposition 
against the prevailing Muslim orthodoxy; he represents it, and this 
is the new point which he introduced to the circle of the ��hirite 
school, not only as regards jurisprudence, but also as regards dogmatics. In 
those parts of this study in which we deal with the positive �qh of the 
��hirite school in its relation to the prevailing qiy�s schools, we have 
come across the name Ibn �azm more than once. His point of view 
is that of a person who rigidly denies qiy�s (n�f� al-qiy�s), he repudiates 
all concessions made to the legal interpretation come to prominence

37 The riw�y�t traditions contain contradictory data on the circumstances of the 
Prophet’s pilgrimage and �umrah. Cf. Snouck-Hurgronje, Het Mekkaansche Feest, p. 85 ff.
Ibn �azm wrote a special work in which he reconciled these contradictions: �è  �5
 
Q �
�M
 �"H�5 �¦ RTkFY 0�"�  �L ���
 + �Y�z ¢��!)�  + �é æ 0��,Y O�4� æ �1���¡)� �J� ��� ��Ú !�� �ê6� 
����ë ì��. (al-Nawaw�, III, p. 163). Ibn �azm who, as we can see again and again,
was frequently engaged in personal, verbal controversy with Ash�arites, Mu�tazilites, 
Christians, Jews, and free-thinkers, also produced several writings dealing with particular 
polemics. His pamphlet against the Jew Ibn Nagdela has already been established (cf. 
my article “Proben muhammedanischer Polemik gegen den Talmud”, I, in Kobak’s
Jeschurun, VIII (1872), p. 81) There is also a political pamphlet against the book äT)� 
�:')ë by the physician Mu
ammad al-R�z�, directed particularly against the claim that 
soul, space, and time are eternal \FC	� ��#	�
 `�,)� �� �ë Q�� $ �H���� à ��
 �k�� $�T)� ���� 
0T� QJ $ \FC	� ���J)�
 ��� !�
 (Milal, I, fol. 2a; cf. ibid., fol. 13a, where this pamphlet is
quoted). He also wrote a “great” pamphlet against the dogmatist Mikh��f b. D�n�s in
Qayraw�n who defended the thesis that faith consists merely of inward confession: �,)
 
��"
� �� c�C² � �.- *6 �í4	� *� �PH yL a�,D4� �����)� î�(	� ax� 0D] ��� 06� �,E(" �6D� O�4� 
+�6(��� ��
�65 ��� *� (vol. II, fol. 10a).
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since the establishment of the ��hirite school. He frowns upon both 
alike, the school of M�lik and of Ab� �an�fah. The account following 
is transmitted by Ibn �azm about M�lik, the founder of the former 
school, a scholar whom, following von Kremer, we are used to consider 
as the representative of the traditional methodology in jurisprudence, 
as the antipode to Ab� �an�fah’s speculative branch. The story shows 
us suf�ciently the opinion which the intransigent ��hir� held of the 
representative of the traditional jurisprudence: “When the Im�m M�lik 
felt that death was approaching he said: ‘I wish, now, that I could be 
punished with one lash for each question which I decided on the basis 
of my own ra�y, and that I would not have to appear before the Prophet 
of God with things that I added to his laws on my own account, or with 
cases in which I decided against the literal meaning of his law’”.38 This, 
M�lik’s alleged self-criticism, is in reality the ��hir�’s critique about the 
life-work of the person who is usually reckoned among the most faithful 
observers of tradition. Ibn �azm deals more severely with Ab� �an�fah 
as the actual originator of the analogical �qh. The following epigram of 
his, directed against Ab� �an�fah’s school, is transmitted:

“If you reported lies to me, then the guilt of Ab� �an�fah and Zufar 
rest on you,

Who in unfaithful manner indulged in analogy, and who turned away 
from observing the traditions”.

This epigram resulted in the following reply on the part of a �ana�te:

“It was not right, o Ibn �azm, to censure him who comprehended all 
knowledge, and who was excellent in virtue, and famous;

“For Ab� �an�fah’s virtue has been recognized in the course of genera-
tions and comparable to this is his companion Zufar;

“If these words do not convert you, then, I think, you do not stand far 
from hell �re.

“Ab� �an�fah’s analogy was not applied when there was other evidence 
from the Scripture or tradition,

“But in the absence of such evidence, analogical reasoning may be applied 
as Mu��dh39 prescribed”.40

38 Ib��l, fol. 12b; al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 65; in the same work we �nd on p. 69 also the 
following account in the name of Wal�d b. Muslim (d. 194) from Damascus. M�lik 
asked me: “Do people in your country mention Ab� �an�fah?”.—When I answered 
in the af�rmative, he said to me: “Then no one ought to reside in your country”.

39 Cf. above, p. 9.
40 I have quoted these polemic verses on the authority of Rif��ah Beg al-�a
��w�; 

see above p. 105, n. 2.
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Except for a few passages from the Mu�all�, none of Ibn �azm’s 
works on �qh has come down to us, not even the one in which he 
developed his position in relation to the prevailing methods of legal 
deduction. This is a work to which he refers often in his surviving main 
work.41 We are to some extent compensated for this by his tract Ib��l 

al-qiy�s wa-al-ra�y wa-al-isti�s�n wa-al-taql�d wa-al-ta�l�l in which he dis-
closes in a sharp manner his polemic position against the qiy�s schools 
and their methodology. Ibn �azm took a free, independent stand in 
the practical conclusions of the ��hirite school,42 and in some questi-
ons he disregarded even D�w�d’s arguments.43 Ibn �azm’s followers, 
who were found predominently in al-Maghrib, formed consequently a 
separate division among the ��hirite legal branch, differentiated from 
the main line of the ��hir�s by the special name of al-�azm�yah.44 
This is how it must be interpreted if it is said of some followers of 
the ��hirite school that they follow it according to the manner of Ibn 
�azm (�al� tar�qat Ibn �azm). He demanded consistent application of 
those principles which D�w�d had established before being compelled 
to come to a compromise with qiy�s.45 We have previously seen (p. 32, 
n. 1) the kind of sophism employed by Ibn �azm to incite scepticism 
even with regard to ijm��—a legal source to which he appeals on innu-
merable occasions. Then too, and this was his own idea, he was the 

�rst to apply the principles of the ��hirite school to dogmatics. The latter point 
is the dominant concept of the Kit�b al-milal wa-al-ni�al. In this work, 
we also �nd points of direction for an understanding of Ibn �azm’s 
concepts of the basic questions of canonical law. In this important 
work, he concludes his exposition of Mu
ammad’s prophetic mission 
with thanksgiving to God

41 al-I�k�m f� u�	l al-a�k�m, ��jj� Khal�fah, I, p. 176, no. 165. With regard to the 
question 3§�W)� yL ���/)�� Q��4�ë Ibn �azm refers to it vol. I, fol. 201b; vol. II, fol. 
69a on |�í� !� �� �!L¨� 0WFD $ *�.

42 Muslim scholars generally refer to Ibn �azm as the authority for the admissibility 
of the use of musical instruments and toys (3TF)�
 !'F)�  G�p).

43 Ibn Khald�n, Muqaddimah, p. 373: ��  0_�  ��áP��  06�  �'�
  ���¡)�  3� x�  ^�  H�Y
 
.�
�� Rï���  |)�z
 Rµ�!5�

44 Ibn al-Ath�r, XII, p. 61: ���  ^�  �!�!-,�  +�6�J��  Rµ  Q�(  �6b�  \Fz  R',�  O�W	��  �¦
 
.�J�

45 See above p. 35.
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“�rstly for what we have achieved through His help with regard to 
the Islamic religion; secondly, for His assistance through the orthodox 
(literally: catholic, corresponding to total agreement) faith based on the 
sunnah; then, thirdly, for His teaching us to determine our religious con-
fessions and our daily lives according to the literal meaning of the Koran, 
and the sunnah of His Prophet which undoubtedly orginates from its 
extolled Sender. <Furthermore, he expresses thanks to God> that He 
did not have us belong to those who blindly follow their ancestors, and 
their learned authorities without important evidence and without con-
clusive agreement, neither to those who follow their erroneous whims 
which are in opposition to the words of God and His Prophet, nor to 
those who judge according to their ra�y and their personal opinion with-
out guidance from either God or His Prophet. O God, just as we have 
started with this glorious blessing, continue it (until the end of our time), 
let it accompany us, and do not deprive us of it until You call us to You 
so that we adhere to it in order to appear before You not as forger and 
twister of Your law”.46

In a different passage, when dealing with the question whether God 
Himself  creates the actions of  men (khalq al-af��l ), Ibn �azm demon-
strates how the school of  the Mu�tazilites tinkers with those Koranic 
verses that are generally cited in support of  the old orthodox teach-
ings. Then also s	rah LIV:49 is discussed (inn� kull shay� khalaqn�hu 

bi-qadar), a phrase which the Mu�tazilites will not recognize as a 
general, comprehensive statement (�um	m); rather, they consider it as 
relating to a certain speci�c fact (takh���) according to the familiar 
treatment of  such Koranic passages in which, as in the foregoing one, 
a statement is introduced by a generality (e.g. in this case, kull shay� ). 
Al-Ash�ar�, too, permitted this kind of  scriptural interpretation, and 
he defended it, so it seems to me, in the special writings F� inna al-

46 Kit�b al-milal, I, fol. 127a: 0]�L (cod. +<H
) k+k"�
 0-�" ðH
 0(F� k��� ñ.FT)� �OH �N �ò�
 
y� �RS +�6�,ó-)� +�6L�ô� õö,)� *� 06F� ÷ �øv �� y� �ù +�Ã���ë �õ	� *� à �Ù(��
 �� y� +M�ú ����
 
�, �FT· $
 ��Þ
 �JL 0bLû *L RTkFY 0,L +4��b)� +,Í-)� ���¡�
 �p�()� ���¡� �.T)�
 ����4)� *� à ÷��� �� 
Q!()
 à!() +�)¹¬� �õE	� %p!�ë �D�4 * �.� �
 ����5 + �[�
 ���5 ���H� �
� aH�ü��
 �0k���� �ý(M * �.� 
�'�}�� õ6F¤� +.T,)� ax'� ÷2�4�� \þ �R'Fe� �à!�H
 �N� *� 1� l� �
� 0�,�
 02H� ÿd *�.� �
 RTkFY 0�Ã�" 
�
 ñ) ��ü� 79 �'� ;Ç�(FÙ� �'� �!#-�ó-� *�
 ;U6)� �,Eü(M ��� �,L �'� |)�Ë �
 �� ��� �, �D ��2
 �,6F� 

.ñ	�T)� �OH ñ�p �R'Fe� ���� W�
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qiy�s yukha��i�u ��hir al-Qur��n and Kit�b f� al-akhb�r wa-takh���ih�. I, for my 
part, translate the latter title not as Spitta did “Über die traditionen und ihre 

speciele eigenthümlichkeit”47 (On traditions and their particular characteris-
tics), but “Über die Traditionen und ihre Spezialisierung” (On traditions and 
their specialization). The question of  �um	m and khu�	� is known to be 
important both for the interpretation of  the Koran and the traditions, 
and for jurisprudential and dogmatic chapters of  Islamic theology. Can 
a generality in the Koran be deprived of  its universal applicability and 
its interpretation be restricted to a speci�c case? What is the basis for 
the permissiveness or the outright necessity of  such speci�cation? Can 
a saying from the traditions, can analogical reasoning justify the speci�c 
application of  a generality derived from the text? Does the form of  the 
expression in itself  necessarily offer a criterion for a general interpreta-
tion of  a verse, or not?—These and related questions and their relation 
to this chapter of  exegetic methodology are dealt with in considerable 
detail in the u�	l works. Some theologians have put the axe to the root 
of  the whole investigation by saying that the linguistic expression simply 
does not offer �um	m at all; language does not have any form which in 
itself  should always be interpreted as being universally applicable. If  
a statement is intended to have universal applicability, then evidence 
independent from the linguistic expression must be supplied to show that 
the statement in question does not refer to a speci�c case. Al-Ash�ar� is 
cited as the leading exponent of  this opinion, the adherents of  which 
are called al-muw�qif�yah.48

Ibn �azm joins those who �nd in this exegetic principle an unjus-
ti�able arbitrariness and he refutes this with his customary strong 
language. He is probably enlarging on ideas laid down by D�w�d 

47 Spitta, Zur Geschichte Abu-l-�asan, p. 63, no. 4; p. 64, no. 12.
48 Waraq�t, fol. 18a: +W) �� +W6Y �!.TF) `6) Q�5 0�"�  �1�T]ë *-�� �:�� �6/)� *L ��
 

�.[)� R��
 ��)�
 |)��� c��T	� ���!)� 	ë ÁT] (cod. +W6A)�) �k6 �A)� ax� �� 0,L ��
 O�T)� 
�È	�  æ ���2
  �6ô�  ��  �1�
  �(T  �  ��  ��
  �(T  *.6�  �* k.�  +.
	�  %&.���
  ��)�
  |)���  c��T	� 
�,L |5!4)� 3[6� @!A��
 �!.T)� *6� +��4/� [G��#,)� �� �
 ��'�4�ë �� ��
 ���J)� �� k� k�
 
+�6�5�!	�  �! �.-�  3�x	�  �x�  æ Q!Yë ���  *�  +L�P 0TDM
  �A�,�  �6)��  ���	�  ä �Tl  ��� ���
H
 

.���ë �,L �6A)�  ax'�  ���	�  �� R'��5!4)
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al-��hir� in a work known to us by its title only.49 Ibn �azm emphasizes 
the exegetic law that runs exactly counter to the canon of the Ash�arites; 
namely, that every Koranic statement must be interpreted as having 
general applicability unless, of course, another passage abrogating the 
general validity, justi�es its particular application to a speci�c case. The 
schools of qiy�s—without paying homage, to al-Ash�ar�’s destructive 
exegetic principle—are precisely the ones who, in their interpretation 
of the laws, be it from Koranic or traditional texts, (laws which are 
interpreted by the followers of the ��hirite school as commands of 
general applicability) interpret them as being occasioned by a special, 
individual, or accidental case, and to be applied to this case only. At 
times they are led to such interpretations by mere analogical reason-
ing, according to the principle: al-qiy�s yukha��i�u al-na��. Ibn �azm 
recognizes in this a threat to the reliability of legal deductions: “If it 
were possible”, he says, to “delimit a generality to something speci�c, 
or even to abrogate a traditional law, then the de�nite truth of none 
of the transmitted divine statements and laws could be determined, for 
the possibility could never be excluded that someone would cancel the 
general validity, contrary to the clear wording, and in opposition to the 
general version of the law. This, however, is pure sophistry, it is disbe-
lief and foolishness. May God protect us from misguidance!”.50 This is 
connected with Ibn �azm’s exegetic canon, repeated emphatically in 
many parts of his major work, namely, that “it is the duty to interpret 
God’s word literally. This may be abandoned only when another writ-
ten word of God, or the consensus (of the companions of the Prophet) 
or a compelling fact based on logical conclusion51 supplies conclusive 
evidence that a particular word of God should not be understood 
literally. The word of God and communications and laws issued in 

49 Fihrist, p. 217, 14: �!.T)�
 @!A�� O�4�.
50 Ibn �azm, ibid., fol. 193b: 0�"�  
�  @!A² 0�"��  ���H�  �!(  ��� a���� yT� �!_ �Î �� 

���� +Tâ = �� �
 ^�TM  N� H�Dz� *� %� �� +(6(� = �� �	  �x� 79 �¦ !)
 ......  !-,� 
yL k�.d ��  ��P
 �JL  aH�Dz�  *�  �Dz  �Î ��
  ^�TM  �N�  ���
2  *�  ���  �Î ��  ���  J[T  �  0�"� 
�N��  ?!T"
  +5�:��
  ��#)�
  +C�-)�  *6L  �x�
  0�!_ 06E4(  �� (cod.  qT<)  {("  yL
  a����  79 

.��x�� *�
51 �̀ � �H
 k� In another passage (fol. 195a) in which this canon is repeated, it says 

instead of these words: �(L �H
�I “logical necessity”.
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His name are not subject to change; the consensus does not claim 
anything but the truth, and God says nothing but the truth, but 
whatever is refuted on the basis of conclusive evidence challenges 
the truth”. By “conclusive evidence”, it must be admitted, Ibn �azm 
does not understand speculative arguments. As we shall see, in both 
disciplines of theology, in jurisprudence as well as in dogmatics, he 
is leading a continuous battle against the introduction of speculative 
points for settling theological questions. Let us add that Ibn �azm 
enunciates the afore-mentioned canon on the occasion of his expo-
sition on the nature of divine knowledge. This is directed particularly 
against those dogmatists who separate knowledge as an attribute of 
God from the essence of God and who, in support of their argument, 
quote s	rah II:256: “They comprehend nothing of His knowledge except 
what He wills”. They conclude from this that God’s knowledge is 
divisible, therefore a created accident. As against this, Ibn �azm 
puts the explanation of the literal meaning of the words min �ilmih: 
“knowledge about him” (genitivus objectivus), in other words, “man can 
know about and comprehend God’s nature only as much as God 
Himself permits for their comprehension.52 We can see from this that 

52 Vol. I, fol. 143b: %&] �K �ë 0.F� *� %�f �!C6d �
 ��Þ
 �JL N� Q!(� ��T� ���� ��� 
¸�d 0�"� y� ^�TM N� �q" �5
 ��� �!F~K ��� ¸� ld �
 �!F² �ë {�Tü� �
 {6T �D4Fe �* Û� ��� Q�(� 
�� \Ã�!4)� ^�TM Nû
 O�!¤�� {�TD�� !�
 0ETD� ¸�� 0�"� �!F² 0.F� �� 3P!� 0.F� *� %&] �K 
�H
� 
� ¢�P� 
� �q" �� �� �ë +�4D)� a���� *L Q�d �
 a���� y� �k. ld �� 3P�
 ^�TM N� �� 
�	 �,6F� 3P�
 ��Ã("��� �z� ÁT� ^� a���� *L �(" �5 0"�
 a���� y� `�) 0Ù� ���] �� y� �̀� 
�� � ¢�Pë
 |F4Ë � a���
�
 aH�üz�
 &TM N� �� ��� �H
�)� 
� ¢�Pë 
� �q,)�   ¿UÀ? *� 0üP �
2 
�5
 �H
� �,F5 �� �x� ?�� �\´ `�F� �1H
� ���H� �C�� �� �Î
 �\¤� ë Q!( � ^�TM N�
 �\´ �ë 
à!5 ÁT� �� äT" �H
�)�ü� �Þ
 �JL 1H�D)� 79 %� !� �
 �-P �
 �I�L `�) ^�TM N� ä� �� =�S 
� �x�
 a��DL *� ñ	�T)� �� ��L !� 1«� �!F¬� äT)� ���	� ��"� 0.F� *� %�f �!C6d �
 ��Þ
 JL 
*� \F� �� ^�TM �H� �6F5 ë äT)� *� ��M
2 ��
 ��Þ
 �JL N� Q�5 �,.�F� �� �ë �,) ä� � 0"� 0Ã� � ;U] 
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what Ibn �azm calls the literal meaning of the scriptural text is often 
no more literal than what he dismisses as departure from the literal 
textual meaning, and that, in these matters, it is often a question of 
exegetic taste only.

Very closely connected with this, his canon, is what we actually 
must consider its pre-requisite; namely, Ibn �azm’s principle that the 
words used in the legal texts must be interpreted strictly according 
to their lexically de�ned meaning. “Whoever makes any changes in the 
established sense of the words used in the language without a scrip-
tural text or without the agreement of all legal authorities justifying 
this, has renounced the rules of sensible and humble men and has 
entered the company of those with whom one cannot speak. If this 
were possible, indeed, it could easily be said: What is ordinarily meant 
(in religion) by the word prayer is not what you usually understand by 
it, rather, it is something entirely different, and that the word water 

means wine. This, however, would entail abolition of all truth”. Also, 
in this instance, he emphasizes that it is prohibited to change the 
meaning of the word on the basis of one’s own ra�y.53 It goes without 
saying that this lexicographical argument is applied especially in dog-
matic polemics in which it is often a question of minute squabbles. 
Ibn �azm advances, for instance, the lexicographical argument with 
almost the same above-mentioned words against those Mu�tazilites 
who want to give to the expression a�alla an interpretation differing 

.a��DL �� � ���
 �!FT)� Cf. fol. 169a for his refutation of those theologians who do not want to 
recognize s	rah LXXV:22 ���÷ �'��H ^� ... a!P
 as proof that the righteous people shall see 
God in the hereafter because they interpret the word n��irah metaphorically: ��À� ��

�-�� ;UÀ? 79 �T� *� ��� ¢�P� 
� �q,� �ë 0��TM �!· � ��� +WFe� �� à �I
 1«� a���� y�  

.0�ú Q!(T	�
 �'�ú �§�Ä)�
 ��'�ú \§�(��
53 Fol. 179b: �
 �')  �6� �q" �6W�  +WF)�  ��  �'L!I!� *L +!WF)�  ���)ë *� �Ì6] Q���  *�
 

J[T �
 0T� Rí4 � *� O�A" �� H�Y
 %&6��
 Q!(T)� ��� kÿ� �H�� �(� +TÄ)� ��� *� ¢�P�� 
\§�(��  ��C�  �x�  ��
  ���  �  %&	�
  �x�  ���  �  ��"�
  �'�  �!,TM  ��  =-6)  ��A)�  Q!(  ��  ����� 
�6�  *�  02H�  +WF)�  ��  �'L!I!�  *L  (scil.  +L�C4�ë)  +¡�F)�  ax�  c�  ��  ��� `6F�  .....  �'�ú 
.�����  l¥��M  �sA $
 \§�(��  =FCD)  �x� ��P !)
 ¢�P� �
 �q" Cf. fol. 180a.
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from the generally accepted one in order to evade the idea that God 
leads mankind astray. (This expression is repeated again and again in 

the Koran concerning God’s relation to man). (��  ;UÀ?  ÁT�  R'ET�  Q�5
 
=FI2 Q!(M �� R'�FM� R'FI� ÁT� R'ET� Q�5
 �!)�I R � ÿ�
 *6)�I R��.� ^�TM N� 
1�6T�) “This is the correct �al�l, namely, that their obstinacy, their blind 
adherence to a principle the falsehood of which is clear, and their 
servile following of bad authorities among their ancestors leads them 
to pretend to be unable to understand what it is: misguidance, seizure 
(of the disbelievers’s hearts). God has explained all this in suf�cient 
detail—and then these are, after all, Arabic words of known meaning, 
in the language of the Koran. No one is permitted to apply linguistic 
meaning to some thing else, etc.”.54

It would lead too far if we were to produce an extensive anthology of 
passages in order to better illuminate this lexico-theological principle of 
Ibn �azm. The principle ought to have become evident from what has 
been quoted above. However, before we start to present the ��hirite 
basis of Ibn �azm’s dogmatics, we want to allow for an observation 
that belongs in this context. His judging the literal sense of words 
that enter theological questions does not start from the same point of 
view as does the lexical assessment of a given word among linguists. 
In determining the scope of any expression the consideration is not 
how the meaning can be documented from the old poets, the clas-
sical authorities of Arabic, rather what meaning follows from the 
linguistic usage of the Koran. The former cannot be cited in support 
of de�ning dogmatic terms. Among the passages in which Ibn �azm 
expresses this idea the most remarkable is the one in which he treats 
the de�nition of the concept of �m�n, faith. The representatives of the 
different dogmatic schools differ in their opinions with regard to the 
scope of this the most important principle of all dogmatics. Some 

54 Fol. 189b: ��-)�
 ��A)� 06F� �ñü� (that is, in the sentence: 1�')� �� (à \F� �	 �ø�� �Î 
\��!� !�
 0(F� [à] 1«� �ÄFe \���)� a�-�M
 0(F� à 1«� �!Fe *� ;!	� ^�TM �N� �-�M !� \Ã�!4)�
 
¥�T� �* k�
 ñT��4)�
 +��öA)� *� �!S�±� +� "ë
 %&'(�)� 06F� �	
 +�6F(T)� +�H
�)� ñ��#)�
 �p�()�
 +W�Fe 
.���¤�
 +��$
 c�T)�
 �� �¡,)¦ %&TF�� ��H�6T)� ¢�DM� *� ä� y� �N� ��I� *� ��Ö ñ.F-	� + ����
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people see in faith an inner recognition of God (ma�rifat All�h ta��l� bi-

qalb) without consideration for its manifestation in word and action 
( Jahm b. Safw�n al-Samarqand� and al-Ash�ar�); according to another 
opinion, �m�n consists of professing God with the tongue (al-iqr�r bi-al-

lis�n) without consideration for inner belief and external manifestation 
(Mu
ammad b. Kir�m al-Sijist�n�); still others combine both, inner 
belief and profession with the concept of �m�n, but disregard external 
compliance with the divine laws (Ab� �an�fah and other jurisprudents). 
Ibn �azm takes the position that the concept of �m�n comprises all 
three points, faith, profession, and actions and that no one deserves 
the name of believer (mu�min) who does not ful�ll the three factors of 
�m�n which consequently exist in a person to a larger or lesser degree 
depending on the extent to which these factors are manifested in the 
individual.55 Ibn �azm’s line of thought in refuting the rival view is 
brie�y the following: the opponents quote as authority the lughah in 
which the word �mana has the meaning: ta�d�q. Now however, the 
meaning of the latter is recognition as truth of no matter what. The 
Arabs who coined this word had no idea what Islam understood by 
“faith”. Indeed, when Islam �rst appeared in their history, they rejected 
All�h and the Prophet. It is futile to take the lughah as an authority in 
matters of dogmatics. Not the lexicon, but solely God has the author-
ity to determine what is the meaning of the IVth form of the verb 
amana in religious affairs; and in textual passages, the divine origin of 
which everyone must acknowledge, good actions are included in the 
scope of �m�n. God is the creator of language and of those who use 
it; He has the power to change it and to give its expressions what-
ever turn He wants. How surprising is it that a person should �nd the 
usage of a word in prosaic or poetical speech in Imru� al-Qays, or 
Zuhayr, or Jar�r, or al-�irimm�
, or al-�u�ay�ah, or al-Shamm�kh, 
or another Arab from the tribe of Asad, or Sulaym, or Tam�m, or 
other Arab tribes, and then let this usage be the binding, irrefutable 
rule for the usage of these words; but if God, the Creator of lan-
guages and of those who use them, creates an expression, such 

55 Kit�b al-milal, II, fol. 1b: ��
 �H�!¤û �.T)�
 ��-Feû H��5ë
 ��¨û
 3F()û +��.	� !� ��¶ë 
%L �� �Î
 ÷�¶� ����� �� �_ ��-"�� ����� �� �Q&8Ê
 ��¶� !'� õ�÷ 
� �¦ ��I�� �� �_
 +��� �Î 
0"�¶�  q(". Cf. for this fundamental question of Islamic dogmatics the lucid exposition
of the source material in al-Ghaz�l�, I�y��, vol. 1, p. 115 ff.
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a person would not want to abide by it nor recognize it as evidence, 
but rather would twist and turn it. He would proceed in exactly the 
same manner if he found an expression of the Prophet. By God, 
Mu
ammad b. �Abd All�h b. �Abd al-Mu��alib b. H�shim, even in 
the time before God distinguished him with his mission, and before 
he became his people’s Prophet in Mecca, was in the eyes of anyone 
who possessed a spark of intelligence more familiar with his people’s 
language and more gifted with eloquence, and more competent in his 
usage of the language which was to be valid as argument, than the 
foremost Khindaf� or Qays�, or Raba��, or Iyad�, or �Akk�, or �imyar�, 
or Thahal�n�, or Qu����. How much more so was this the case after 
God appointed him warner, and selected him as mediator between Him 
and all of His creatures, and let emanate from his tongue His word, 
and entrusted him with preserving it. Is there a graver error than to 
recognize as evidence for the meaning of rare Arabic words the hapax 

legomena of Lab�d b. Rab��ah, Ab� Zayd al-Kalb�, and Ibn A
mar?56 
Is it wrong for determining the scope of the word �m�n to adhere to 
the usage made by God Himself, and by His Messenger from the 
tribe of the Quraysh who was nursed among the Ban� Sa�d b. Bakr 
b. Haw�zin?57 This, then, is how Ibn �azm argued his principle of 
the differences of lexical and dogmatic linguistic usage. In the �eld of 
philology, this view is espoused by the lexicographer and philological 
teacher Ibn F�ris in one section of his Fiqh al-lughah.58 Al-Suy���, in 
an instructive chapter of his philological encyclopaedia which is 
excellent for the study of Arabic philology, has elaborated upon this 
view and supplied it with considerable evidence from literature59 
after, much earlier, the famous al-J�
i had given the �rst incentive 
for similar investigations in a remarkable excursus in which he, as the 
�rst person, explained how new meanings of words developed in 
this literature through the in�uence of Islam.60 The exhaustive 
treatment of this important chapter of Arabic philology offers so 
many instructive points also for the religious history of the Arab 
people, in particular for a comparison of the moral and religious 

56 Here, the relevant verses are cited in detail.
57 Ibid., fol. 3b. The concluding sentence seems to be an allusion to the alleged 

words of the Prophet: �#� �� �T� Á� æ l=TI l�4��
 ���l5 �"� ÿl� k� �L2 �"2 Ibn His
am, Leben 
Muhammad’s, p. 106.

58 Cf. my Beiträge zur Geschichte des Sprachgelehrsamkeit, no. 3, p. 17.
59 al-Muzhir f� �ul	m al-lughah, I, p. 151 ff.
60 Kit�b al-�ayaw�n, fol. 58b ff.
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concepts of the pre-Islamic Arabs with those of the Muslim Arabs, 
that it deserves to be treated in detail from the point of view of our 
philological knowledge. This, however, is not the place for expositions 
on this �eld which require independent treatment. Since at this point 
of our work, we are particularly interested in Islamic �qh, it may be 
stated that the reality of a difference between the lexicographically 
determined usage and that recognized by the science of religion, has 
become generally acknowledged in the latter one. In view of this 
fact, the following important principle of the �ilm u�	l al-�qh is gener-
ally accepted: +�!W�F)�  +(6(��  yL  � � k�  yL  � ��(�  +�6L�/)�  +(6(��  yL  ��F)�  � � k� 
i.e. “whenever there is a con�ict between the religious linguistic usage 
and the usage determined lexicographically, then (in jurisprudence) 
preference is to be given to the former”. If in judging controversies 
the de�nition of a word’s meaning has bearing on the judgement, 
only the religious, but never the lexicographical linguistic usage is to 
be considered. The following related example will show that this rule 
was practised most subtly in the �eld of applied jurisprudence. With 
regards to the Islamic law on divorce (al-�al�q), it may be assumed as 
known that a marriage is considered �nally dissolved (al-�al�q al-b��in) 
only after pronouncement of the divorce formula three times in legally 
de�ned intervals. After the divorce formula has been pronounced three 
times, only ta�l�l makes a new union of the spouses possible. It is also 
known that the husband is legally prohibited to carry out the divorce 
when the woman is menstruating (al-�ay� ). Now the following question 
arises: “When one of the three legally required divorce declarations 
was made while the woman was in the state of �ay�, is this declaration 
counted as valid, or is the view advanced that, since this state stands 
in the way of the �nal divorce, the preceding declarations also shall be 
regarded as null and void”? The four orthodox schools endorse the �rst 
decision and say with al-Bukh�r�: idh� �uliqat al-���i� yu�taddu bi-dh�lika 

al-�al�q; the ��hir�yah, on the other hand, and this in agreement with 
Sh��ite law, decides for the opposite. The tradition, the interpretation 
of which is important in this controversy runs as follows: �Abd All�h, 
�Umar’s son, declared his wife �minah divorced when she was in state 
of �ay�. �Umar, then, questioned the Prophet about the validity of this 
action. The Prophet decided: “Order him (your son) ( fal-yur�ji�h�) 
that he return to her”. The lexical usage indicates that the com-
pleted act of divorce was declared invalid; raja�a means: to return to that 
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place or state in which the person was previously, in this case to the 
state of not being divorced (al-raj�ah al-lughaw�yah hiya al-radd il� ��lih�). 
The jurists, however, say that a return (ruj	� ) is possible only if it is 
preceded by a divorce, i.e. if the divorce act is considered valid. And 
indeed, the �rst and second divorce that precede the �al�q b��in are 
called �al�q raj��. In jurisprudential matters this legal linguistic usage 
must be preferred over the lexical de�nition.61

We must come back once more to Ibn �azm. His fanatical zeal rises 
to the utmost limits when he refutes the philological line of argument of 
the school which teaches that �m�n means no more than pronouncing 
the formula of the profession of faith. In order to prove this, some 
one referred to a verse of the Christian Arab poet al-Akh�al as locus 

probans. “We, however, reply to this line of argument: cursed, cursed 
is the author of this line, and cursed, cursed is he who advances this 
Christian as argument in matters of All�h’s religion. This does not 
belong to the �eld of philology in which you may base your opinion 
on a Beduin even if he be a unbeliever; rather, this is a question of 
common sense. Reasoning as well as sentient experience proves that 
that unbeliever has lied. Furthermore, this is a religious question: 
but in these matters, God, the exalted, is more reliable than that 
Christian, for God says: ‘They say with their lips what they do not 
believe in their hearts’ (s	rah III:161). This is in complete opposition 
to what al-Akh�al claims in his verse. But we consider God’s saying 
as truth and say al-Akh�al is lying. May God curse him who cites 
al-Akh�al as evidence in order to refute the word of God”.62 Incident-

61 Kit�b al-�al�q, no. 2; cf. no. 44 and with it al-Qas�all�n�, VIII, p. 143.
62 Kit�b al-milal, II, fol. 15b: .N� 0,T)  �'��,)�  �CzÓ� Q!(�  �x� æ R'ET�  �Z4��


��  ��[4�ë �x�  yL �,��!å  ��Ú  !��  Q�5  �6)�  �� ;!�)�  yL ��-F)�  �TP  ��"�
  �� ;!�)�  *�  ��)�  ��ª 
�JL  ^�TM  �N�  ���  æ + �é �'��,)�  Q!5  �TP *� �!F�  �!TF�
  =6D)�  �x� �§�5  �!TF�  �!TF�  Q!(" 
�̀ ��
 �(T)��  +�6F(L +�6E5 � ��"��  ���¦ �¦ ��� ��:���L���  �Z4½ �)�  +WF)�  O�� *� �x� `6)
 ��P
 

N�  Q!(  ?�  *6TF)�  �'��,)�  *�  ��Y�  ��P
  �JL  �N��  +�6Lâ +�6E5
  =6D)�  �x�  ��  0�x#�  ���'/ 
��  `6)  ��  0"�-F�  Q!(  *�  ��,)�  *�  ��  ��P
 JL  �Dz��  R(!F5  ��  `6)  ��  R'��!���  �!)!(  ^�TM 
*�  �N�  *T)
  �Czë  O�x#"
  ^�TM  N�  ���A"  *t,�  H!�x	�  046�  ��  �Czë  Q!5  c�Æ  0DF5 

.�6�!)�  RT"
 N� �,D-�
 ��P
 �JL N� Q!5 �'�  ��H�  + �é �Czë �TP
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ally, for the history of the controversy of whether �m�n represents the 
simple ta�d�q, as it is claimed on the basis of lexicography, or whether 
this expression of dogmatics implies the actual practice, it is interesting 
to see how fabrication of traditions penetrates this controversy also, and 
draws it into its sphere. We �nd in al-Mas��d�63 a tradition introduced 
with considerable emphasis according to which the Prophet is repre-
sented to have dictated to �Al� the following: In the name of God, etc. 
“Faith (�m�n) is what the heart honors and what is made meaningful 
by man’s religious actions; Islam is what comes from the lips (the lit-
eral confession) and by which marriage becomes valid (in so far as it is 
indispensable for the spouse to be Muslim)”: 045 ��Y
 O!F()� 0M��5
 �� ��¶ë 
+t� �,	� 0� =�F�
 ��-F)� 0� 1�P �� ���ë
 Q�Lë. The connecting of ta�d�q 

with a�m�l, I suspect, is intended to express the combining of the lexical 
de�nition with the tenet of the indispensability of the bona opera, and 
this apocryphal, tendencious tradition probably owes its origin to the 
tendency towards this combination.

b

In the preceding paragraphs, it was not very well possible to isolate 
Ibn �azm’s point of view in jurisprudence from his dogmatics so that 
we were consequently obliged to touch the �eld of dogmatics. But are 
there really separate ��hirite dogmatics in the same sense as we could speak 
of a ��hirite �qh? The ��hirite rite is never called anything but madhhab 

�qh, that is, a branch of Islamic orthodoxy which differs from the rest of 
the orthodox schools only in practical jurisprudence. We do not �nd the 
��hirite school among the madh�hib kal�m�yah. Indeed, when we make 
a comparative study of the ��hirite school’s known coryphaei of the 
different periods for their dogmatic point of view, we shall soon �nd out 
that the most divergent, diametrically opposed dogmatic branches could 
be combined as belonging to the ��hirite �qh school. We �nd there, 
for example, next to Ibn �azm, who condemns as heresy the tenet of 
the existence of divine attributes, al-Maqr�z� who admits the attributes, 
but only in the sense of the pre-Ash�arite orthodoxy of the im�ms of the 
school faithful to the traditions. But al-Maqr�z�, together with Ibn �azm, 
reject ta�w�l, i.e. allegorical interpretation of the scripture. Then, besides 

63 Mur	j, VII, Paris ed., p. 383. <This footnote is omitted in the 1967 reprint of  Die 
�âhiriten>.
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the Almohades who, for reasons of the state, had raised the ��hir�yah 
to the ruling religious rite—and, at the same time, protected al-Ash�ar�’s 
dogmatics64—we �nd once more Ibn �azm who directs his intense 
enmity more against the system of the Ash�arites than against that 
of the Mu�tazilites. Therefore we �nd among the ��hir�s important 
representatives of theosophy next to Ibn �azm who rejects ��f�s and 
the worshippers of �Al� alike, because of ta�w�l which is characteristic 
for both of them.65 Can one imagine a more enormous contrast in 
dogmatics than the literal exegesis aimed at by Ibn �azm and the 
exegesis which confronts us in the two tafs�r volumes by the writer 
of the Fu�	� and the Fut	��t printed in B�l�q?66 Common to both of 
them is only the rejection of the anthropomorphism of God, that is, 
precisely an aspect which, strictly speaking, separates them from the 
��hir proper. This phenomenon can serve as a demonstration of the 
historical endorsement as we �nd, it in Muslim accounts with regard 
to the school founded by D�w�d. According to them, his school 
was simply a madhhab �qh� and not a madhhab kal�m�,67 i.e. a school 
which adopts a de�nite attitude only towards the juridical branches 
within Islam, but is totally indifferent towards kal�m. Houtsma is 
therefore entirely wrong when he �nds the emphasis of the ��hirite 
school in the literal interpretation of the anthropomorphical passages 

64 Dozy, Essai sur l’histoire de l’islamisme, transl. V. Chauvin, p. 377 ff.
65 Kit�b al-milal, II, fol. 140b: +/���)� G���#)� ax( ���ë ��� ^� �.4, *� �Î �� �!.FL�
 

*64�§� �C)�  �ú  ���  +�6�!A)�  3�x�
  (cod.  �6,/)�)  ��6/4)�  ¥�,L  ��"��  +�6�!��)�  1!L�  *�  �"��?  �)� 
�N� c�L *� �� +�6�!A)� {T� Q!5 *�
 �����)� R)
�L�� �p�()� ���� *L �
�z
 G�
�M O��� 
��P
 �JL N�� �A�M�
 R'ET� ��� +�6LÄ)� Q�LÓ� 0,L =C(� ��P
 �JL. Line 2, cod. h�dhihi. The 
emendation incorporated in the text was suggested by Prof. Fleischer.

66 Muslim freethinkers have the custom of citing the following poem by this mystic. 
It strongly reminds of Ab� al-�Al�� al-Ma�arr� and �Umar Khayy�m. I cannot guarantee 
the authenticity and include it merely as a curiosity from my travel notes:
�H!:Y  �Î  ���5  �:DF:5  H�Y  �5
  '��  0,�  ^�  Á�  *:#  $  �?�  �:D:��Y  �#"2  �!6)�  �D5  l=�,l�  �� k() 
*:�2  �p�:5  |:t:A:�
  ��H!:M  ��!)�
  |:§�:�  +:D:T:�
  ��:S
�  =:6:�
  ��:D:��)  H�� k�
  ��J:W:)  �: �L ��:k* 

'�¶�
 �:,:Ã8v�  *:�:)��  0:D:§¦H � k=: k�+!M  �'2  �3�� *:�:�
67 al-Maqdis�, p. 37. Ibn Khald�n, Muqaddimah, p. 372.
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of the sacred writings.68 Apart from the fact that the ��hir�s protested 
energetically against such an exegetic-dogmatic branch, it is precisely not 
the dogmatic exegesis but their view and treatment of the canonical law 
that represents their characteristic difference from ordinary Islam. The 
anthropomorphists belong to quite a different group and must not be 
confused with the ��hir�s. This, however, does not exclude our treating 
of the following question: What was the point of view adopted by the 
founder of the ��hirite school in questions of dogmatics which moved 
the theological consciousness of his time, without this point of view 
prevailing as one of the characteristics of that school which differed from 
the other schools only with regard to their �qh? If we were to believe 
unconditionally al-Shahrast�n�’s historical presentation in this case, 
we must claim that, with respect to dogmatics, D�w�d b. �Al� adopts 
a purely passive or, if we want, negative position in agreement with 
other im�ms like M�lik b. Anas, and A
mad b. �anbal. This position is 
characterized by rejecting both the metaphorical interpretation of the 
anthropomorphic passages of Koran and sunnah, and also by dismissing 
just as vehemently their literal interpretation in accordance with tajs�m or 
tashb�h, namely, the physical aspects of the divine nature and attributes. 
No attempt is made to penetrate the meaning of the anthropomorphical 
expressions, with one word, it represents the position which M�lik b. 
Anas de�nes with the familiar words: “God’s sitting on his throne is 
known, but how this is to be understood is unknown; believing this is 
a duty, questioning it heresy”. The im�m al-Sh����, too, with his ana-
thema against kal�m69 seems to have belonged to this school.70 This 
method of being altogether cautious in dogmatic questions is called: 
�ar�q al-sal�mah, i.e. the method of noli me tangere. This attitude does not 
take a positive formulated position among the dogmatic controversies 

68 De strijd over het dogma, p. 85. Houtsma probably thought to be following Ab� al-
Fid��, II, p. 260.

69 Quite relevant for this fact treated by Spitta (Zur Geschichte Abu-l-�asan, p. 52–53, 
and particularly in the excerpt from the text, p. 124) is al-Ghaz�l�, I�y��, I, p. 93 ff. 
Interesting contributions are also to be found in al-Dam�r�, I, p. 14–17, s.v. ��2 In 
these passages valuable material can be found for an evaluation of the position of the 
old im�ms with respect to speculative theology.

70 al-Shahrast�n�, p. 65; 75. Among these im�ms it was Ibn �anbal who most force-
fully advocated refuting philosophical speculation. Al-��rith al-Mu
�sib� (d. 243), 
known for his asceticism, was forced to hide from the fanaticism of the Im�m and 
his followers because he was also occupied with questions of kal�m. Only four persons 
attended al-��rith al-Mu
�sib�’s funeral. Ab� al-Fid��, II, p. 200.
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of the Islamic schools, a position which in itself might provide the nu-
cleus for a sect. Yet for a school whose emphasis lies not in dogmatic 
speculation, but in canonical law this point of view might be just about 
suf�cient.

Nevertheless, there are indications that with regard to two speci�c 
questions of dogmatics D�w�d ibn �Al� ibn Khalaf al-I�fah�n� has formu-
lated his own view, however, without representing it as an integral part 
of his so-called ��hirite system. I do not know how much importance 
is to be attached to al-Sam��n�’s (d. 562) account71 according to which 
the im�m A
mad b. �anbal72 refused to receive D�w�d b. �Al�—prob-
ably immediately after his return from N�sh�p�r when he settled in 
Baghdad—because he had heard about his holding heretical views on 
the creation of the Koran. A
mad had received this information from 
N�sh�p�r by way of Mu
ammad b. Ya
y�. Even the assurance of A
mad 
b. �anbal’s son that D�w�d was free of heresy did not ensure him access 
to the Im�m. Certain it is, that this, D�w�d’s confession—provided he 
adhered to it even beyond his youth—was not binding on his school 
which, with respect to dogmatics, displayed considerable indifference. 
We learn from Ibn �azm that D�w�d took a positive position on the 
question how far the attributes of hearing and seeing can be applied to 
God, and how it is to be understood when it is said about God in the 
Koran that He is the Hearer and the Seer. On this point, al-Ash�ar�, 
in agreement with many orthodox, and several Mu�tazilite theologians, 
says that God is seeing with the agency of sight which emanates from 
Him, and is hearing with the agency of hearing emanating from Him. 
D�w�d joins those who see in the above conception an anthropomor-
phism of the God-idea and who say instead: God is a Seer and a Hearer 
because of His immanent powers of seeing and hearing that cannot 
be separated from His nature as separate actions. It could not be said 
of Him: He sees or He hears, for He is not seeing with the agency of 

71 Kit�b al-ans�b, fol. 280a (Supplement, V).
72 This im�m who, in the time of Ma�m�n’s terror of rationalism, unyieldingly 

adhered to the old orthodox teachings, displayed considerable severity against those 
theologians who, under the pressure of terrorism, were willing to make concessions. 
One of them was the pious traditionist �Abd al-Malik b. �Abd al-�Aziz al-Tamm�r 
(d. 228). For this reason A
mad b. �anbal prohibited his pupils to accept traditions 
of al-Tamm�r. Ab� al-Ma
�sin, I, p. 677.
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sight or hearing.73 In this verbal controversy Ibn �azm follows his 
teacher in jurisprudence.

Simply the last fact indicates suf�ciently that D�w�d has developed 
a conscious position with respect to dogmatics beyond the simple �qh, 
and it would be extremely improbable to assume that, in the wide 
�eld of dogmatics, he was occupied especially with this controversy 
which is closely related to many other questions of kal�m. Fortunately, 
one general quotation has survived from which we may conclude that 
D�w�d’s preoccupation with dogmatics extended further than al-
Shahrast�n�’s characterization of D�w�d’s position seems to indicate. 
The fact that al-Ash�ar�—probably during his Mu�tazilite period—
directed a pamphlet against the founder of the ��hirite school in 
matters of dogmatics al-i�tiq�d, (by the way, a tract which the author 
refuted after his conversion to orthodox Islam)74 is suf�cient evidence 
that D�w�d’s teaching activities were not restricted merely to �qh, and 
that he was not at all content to hide behind the easy sal�mah of the 
old im�ms, but that he cast his vote on religious questions that moved 
his time. Yet in the list of his writings in Ibn al-Nad�m we �nd only 
works from the �eld of jurisprudence.

But even if D�w�d arrived at his dogmatics on the basis of the 
afore-going data, this did not penetrate the ��hirite school; D�w�d’s 
dogmatics had nothing in common with the �qh that was the essence 
of this school. Ibn �azm was the �rst who attempted the next step 
within the ��hirite school, namely, to incorporate dogmatics in it. 
This attempt, which Ibn �azm performed ingeniously in his work 
on dogmatics, failed. Furthermore, after Ibn �azm, dogmatists of 
various colourings were accommodated within the ��hirite school. 

73 Ibn �azm, I, fol. 146b: ��� *� �p�()� �q" 0� %&P �K Q!()� yL �!.F-	� �è�
 �Ú !�� Q�5 
��/�
 îJ4T	� *� O�� �� ��TP
 +��T]ë
 +�,-)� ��� *� +�§�� =)�(� �!�F4z� �ù �6A� �6, ^�TM �N� 
�
��
 ��T�� �/)� Rê� +�,-)� ��� *� +�§�� =D�?
 �D� �6A� �6, �N� ��� �¡(" +. �-³� �6è
 ÿ�� ��� 
�D �
 �.- Q�( �
 �6A� �6.� ^�TM �N� �� ^� ¥79
 R'IH �'�,#)� ä-� �� JJT)� �DL
 �yL �� 
�q" 0� G� $ �6� �� �
 �, ���� �!· �
 Q!(" �x(
 ��Ú !�� Q�5 0M�x� �6A� 0M�x� �6, *#)
 

.0-�" *L �Dr $ �K 0,L �Dr �� �!· � ^�TM 0�"� *� � ��"p �"��? ��
74 See Spitta, op. cit., p. 79, no. 84.
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We may suspect that it was D�w�d’s dogmatic leanings and princi-
ples which Ibn �azm preserved and developed in his polemical work. 
Indeed, in all religions it was polemics that contributed to a conscious 
development, to a strict de�nition, of the religious belief; even more 
so, it was polemics by which this became possible. We are perhaps not 
uttering a hollow hypothesis when we declare that the accusation that 
D�w�d professes the creation of the Koran75 should be taken to mean 
that D�w�d taught that the external elements of the written Koran and 
the physiological points of the recited Koran are not eternal. This thesis 
is developed extensively by Ibn �azm.

No matter how tempting this occasion might be, it cannot be our 
task to make a systematic presentation of Ibn �azm’s dogmatic system 
at this point. This is an obligation which is expected of those whose 
special �eld of study is the presentation of the dogmatic-philosophical 
movement in Islam. Our task can encompass only one part of this 
chapter, namely, the question on which point of dogmatics and phi-
losophy of religion does Ibn �azm’s ��hirite attitude prevail, and how 
does it manifest itself. We shall attempt to answer this question in the 
exposition following. We hope the reader will appreciate that we cite 
passages from Ibn �azm’s main works in a disproportionate prolixity, 
and that we seize the opportunity to bring to light characteristic exerpts 
from the writer that characterize his line of thought and his method of 
presentation—the work is too extensive for a complete edition. Right 
here, let us anticipate this much in order to determine Ibn �azm’s 
general position towards the religio-philosophical schools in Islam: This 
dogmatist is as hostile towards the Ash�arites, who are generally con-
sidered orthodox, as he is towards the anthropomorphists, on the one
hand, and the Mu�tazilites, on the other.76 When we compare the 
Mu�tazilite confession of faith with al-Ash�ar�’s—now available in two 
good editions based on Ibn �As�kir’s information—they would lead us to 
believe that al-Ash�ar�’s position presented no reason for opposition from 
the ��hirite dogmatist. But when we learn that al-Ash�ar� appendixed to 
his confession an interpretation that tended towards the speculative school, 
an interpretation in which he made his teachings of the attributes to a con-

75 It is known that the same accusation is made against al-Bukh�r� too (cf. Krehl, Über 
den Sahîh des Buchârî, p. 6).

76 Spitta, op. cit., p. 128–137; Mehren, Exposé de la réforme, p. 115–124. <This footnote 
is not indicated in the text of the German edition>.
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ciliatory element in the controversy of the spiritual concept of God 
against adherence to the literal wording of the Koran, then we shall 
realize that Ibn �azm who, in this matter of conciliation, condemned 
any in�uence of speculation, had to be hostile towards Ash�arism—he 
consistently challenged its place in Islam.77 His polemics, in view of 
the severity and the lack of consideration for polemical procedure, 
is much more severe towards the Ash�arites than towards the fol-
lowers of the Mu�tazilah. About the latter he states explicitly that 
they must be considered Muslims in spite of their errors (that they 
attribute to God jaw�d and sakh�� ), a fact which might be excused 
on the basis of their ignorance. This, however, is an excuse that 
saves them from being considered unbelievers without sparing them 
reprimand (on the part of the believers); but they can still learn”.78 
In this and other questions, Ibn �azm’s treatment of the Ash�arites 
is completely different. We intend to cite one example only, the dog-
matic tenet on the differences of opinion with regard to the Koran 

77 Later on we shall see the position which he assigns to speculation in the deduction 
of dogmatics. Also his teachings on the position of reasoning in faith are generally 
quite interesting, but particularly if compared to those of other theologians. In order to 
indicate this I quote the following passage, vol. II, fol. 54a: ���ë �(4L� *� �,� ;!� �!# �� 
+��T]ë
 �1�DC)� H��P �� ��Ú 3�? ��Ú !�� Q�5 ��Q�4�� *� �ë �F-� ��,� ;!� �!# � �� Q��4�� �
� 
Q�P�)� *� H�T]ë
 ��4�ë �F� *� �1�DC)� Q�5
 � �.F-� �!# � 0�"� ^� �'�,.-)� ��TP ��� ��� �'�ú 
��¦ !'� Q��4�ë \�� *� 0M��Y
 a%��� �6.® ��P
 �JL N� c�T $
 %&-,)� *� {6±� �F�
 %&-,)�
 
yL Q��4�ë yL �'� �H�M
 �'.6FTM 3P
 *6,� �D� +H�¤� 
� ��W)� �F� �?� 0�"� Q�5
 Q�	�
 �¨� Q�� 
�1�DC)� �,) Q�5 1H!,¨� ���'� ��� �E�)� �� ��� �#� !�� ^ Q�5 (-) H!-�� �� �Ú �� ��� ��� .? 
��� �§�� Q�5 ��Ú !�� Q�5 �/!FD)� �T� �ë .? yL Q��4�ë �.'�JF � +��T]ë =)�5
 a�,F5 �� ��x� 
�� ���
 N� Q!�H ���Ú ���
 �N� �ë à� � 0"�-F� Q�5
 06� ;U] � ���(4L� 0DF(� �(4L� *� �Î ���ë 

.Q�Lë �ë ;U)? 79 06FL `6) *� ;!� ä-� 0�"�� ��Ú ��� 1!� ��� �Î *� ;1H�
 �\� 0� %&P
78 Vol. I, fol. 162a: ��¶ë *L R'P�r �
 ��#)� *L ¥�TD �HxL �'¤�� �
H
xT� îJ4T	� *#)
 

.^�TM  �N� ��I� *	 1��� � *#)
 *#�  ��T� Rµ �äT4)�  �� +��	� RêL �(-l  �HxL �
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130 chapter eight

as the “word of God”. It is known that the conception of the Islamic 
term kal�m All�h led to extreme difference of views. The Mu�tazilites 
assert that “God’s word” is an attribute of an agency of God come 
into being in time (�ifat ��l makhl	q), i.e. not eternal; whenever God 
spoke He always produced His words in a creative manner. A
mad b. 
�anbal and other im�ms consider God’s word uncreated and eternal, 
and consequently, identical with His eternal knowledge (kal�m All�h �azza 

wa-jalla huwa �ilmuhu lam yazal ). The Ash�arites state their position most 
clearly by saying that God’s word is eternal and uncreated, although 
different from God as being an attribute of His nature, but nevertheless, 
unique and indivisible; i.e. God’s word is one, and no matter how often 
He spoke, it was always the same word of God that was manifested 
^�TM  N�  c�z
  ^�TM  N�  79  !�
  �!F²  79  QJM  $  G�?  +�Y  ��P
  �JL  N�  �� 
���
  ��  �ë ^�TM  �N `6)  0�"�
  ^�TM  �N�  äL 79 !�
. Ab� Mu
ammad says 
the following:

“The tenet of the Ash�arites is in decisive opposition to God Himself 
and to all who profess Islam, for God says in the Koran: ‘Say! if the sea 
were all ink for the words of my God, verily, the sea would be spent 
before the words of my God are spent’ (s	rah XVIII:109), and in s	rah 
XXXI:26 it says: ‘Though all the trees on earth were all pens, and 
should the sea after that swell to seven seas, the words of God would 
not be exhausted’. There is no greater misguidance, no greater lack of 
consideration, no greater stubborness, and no greater denial of God 
than what is manifested by those who hear words which every Muslim 
doubtlessly recognizes as the words of God which show that there are 
innumerable words inherent in God, and who, nevertheless, say on the 
basis of their own, contemptible opinion that there is only one word 
inherent in God. But if they were to say that they made this claim only 
so as to associate God with any kind of multiplicity, then they are cursed 
with lies by their own teachings because, according to them, there are 
�fteen things, (the attributes), different from God and existing apart from 
Him, all of which are eternal with God. Furthermore, this sect, following 
al-Ash�ar�, claims that it was not God’s word that Gabriel revealed to 
Mu
ammad’s heart, rather, that what he revealed is called God’s word 
only metaphorically; therefore, nothing that is recited from copies of 
the Koran, or written in it, can be regarded as God’s word. It is always 
attached to God Himself and never separated from God to be attached 
to something else. God’s word cannot appear at places which it has left 
in order to appear later at other places, and also, that it does not consist 
of connected letters. Not one of God’s words can be better, more supe-
rior, or more important than another one. The Ash�arites also say: God 
does not cease to say to hell: ‘Are you already �lled?’ (s	rah L:29) and 
to the unbelievers: ‘Be silent in it and do not speak!’ (s	rah XXIII:110) 
and that God always says to that which He decided to create: ‘Be!’. 
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This is pure disbelief which cannot be denied. We, however, would like 
to ask them: ‘Is the Koran God’s word, or not?’. Now, if they say no, then 
according to the unanimous opinion of all Muslims, they are unbelievers, 
but if they say yes, we start asking: ‘Is the Koran that which is recited 
in mosques, written in ma��afs, and known by heart, or is it something 
else?’. If they say no, then according to the unanimous opinion of all 
Muslims, they are accused of disbelief, however, if they say yes, then they 
are contradicting their own bad teachings and profess the tenet of the 
Islamic community”.79

79 Vol. I, fol. 170a: ��� �6ô
 ^�TM �N ���© c�0 �Ö�
 �� �ë ^�TM �N `�) 0�"� Rµ!5 � ���
 
�:��H lG� �ú k� k� �,M �2 k� �D k5 � �tkD)� k��k,k) �:��H G� kíÀ � ��� k�� � �tkD)� �¦ !) �5 Q!( ��Þ
 �JL N� ��� ���ë 
� �N� lG�ú �G k��k" �� � l �t�1� k+TDó� a� �Tk� �*� laÍ�l k¶ l� �tkD)� k
 � k� �52 �� k k2 �*� �HÓ� �� �� ��1� �!k) k
 ^�TM Q!(
 
��À� �x� �, *� R¡L� �N 3x#� �
 �R�2 ����© �
 �� �L2 �%�Ã� �
 ��I� Q�I �
 ��Ú !�� Q�5 
G�ú ^�TM �N ��û 0�F� *� �
 0� ñ� *� ���D)� 06M� � 1«� ^�TM N� #� 0�"2 ä-� �;U/v � 1«� 
�
 ��� R'�"� �!L ��� ��� �Ö�
 �� �ë ^�TM �N `�) 0�"� `�-�� 02H *� !� Q!( �RS (cod. 3�T<) ���, � 
�'�ú
 N� lc��
 N� 79 �'�ú
 �H��W�� �'�ú ���] ÄL +-4 �,��� ��� R'5)!5 R l k(x ��2 �N� �� �
6#� �� *� 
^� +6.4,.)� +�§�C)� ax� �E� =)�5
 ��Ú !�� Q�5 ���DÊ � �!F� �!	�¡)� Q!( � �_ N� ^�TM N� �� QJ� $ 
!� �zp %�f 06F� QJ7 ��"�
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�� 0ET� �
 õY!� c
�� !� �
 �(�9�
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132 chapter eight

Since we are on this subject, let us add Ibn �azm’s own tenet. According 
to the guidance of  the relevant Koranic passages he teaches:

First, that the Koran and the word of God are two synonymous 
expressions of the same idea.

Secondly, that the Koran itself was transmitted to Mu
ammad by 
Gabriel.

Thirdly, that “Koran” and “God’s word” is said about �ve different 
things: (a) about the revelation issued to Mu
ammad, (b) about the 
audible, spoken sound of the recited Koran, (c) about the contents of 
these spoken words, e.g. about individual passages and command ments, 
(d) about the written copy of the Koran, (e) about the text committed 
to memory. All this follows from Koranic quotations and from the 
traditions cited by Ibn �azm at great length.

Finally, fourthly, that not all parts of the Koran are of equal value. 
God Himself has told us that the F�ti
ah, the ikhl�� formula, and other 
passages of the Koran are more exalted than other parts of the Sacred 
Book. Now, to the question: is the Koran, as de�ned by Ibn �azm, 
created or uncreated, the author gives the following reply: Of course, the 
sounds are explosions of the organs of speech, just as Arabic and all the 
other languages in which they are manifested are created things. Also 
that which is written is created, because the written ma��af in front of 
us consists of skins of animals and ink which, in turn, consist of different 
materials; created, too, are the movement of the hand of the writer, the 
movement of the tongue of the reciter, and the �xing of everything, be 
it written or read, in the soul. But the in�nite knowledge of God, indivi-
sible from God, called by us “Koran” and “God’s word”, is uncreated. 
We have �ve designa tions for the Koran, four of which are created and 
one of which is uncreated. Now, since the attribute on one part does 
not apply to the totality, it must, consequently, not be used to de�ne the 
totality. Therefore, one may not say the Koran is created. Rather, in 
relation to the whole, this partial attribute must be negated. The Koran 
is consequently neither creator nor created.80 This de�nition clashes 

G!A)� �� ä-� �5 Q�5 ��
 ��û �x�
 ��Ú !�� Q�5 ��!F² 79 ����
 �!F² 79 G!A)� �� �!)!( 
.�!F² 79 #�� ��
 �!F² 79 %p!')� !� 1«�

80 Fol. 172a: \)�z � ^�TM �N� �� ���
 �!F² �
 \)�z � �p�()�  ��� Q�( �2 �H
� 3P

 
0,� G�6 �.-	�  +T�Hë ��� �!F² �
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with Ab� �an�fah’s assertion of the creation or non-creation of the 
divine Book as stated in his Fiqh akbar.81 Now, if a person, who is just 
reciting the Koran, were to say: what I have just recited is not the word 
of God, he would be guilty of denying God; by the same token it would 
be a lie if a person, because of modesty and good manners, were to 
say about a just performed action recommended by the sunnah: “This 
is not the action of the Prophet”.

As we have seen, the reason for the strange phenomenon that Ibn 
�azm treats the followers of the Mu�tazilah much gentler than the 
Ash�arite orthodoxy is to be found, according to my view, in the fact 
that he could approach the Mu�tazilah in a main point of dogmatics 
and, in concert with them, oppose the Ash�arites; namely, in the tenet 
of the existence or non-existence of divine attributes (�if�t). Naturally, it 
was a different kind of reasoning by which the representatives of extreme 
rationalism arrived at tenets in Islamic dogmatics vis-à-vis which the 
representatives of the extreme orthodoxy, who considered al-Ash�ari a 
heretic, could display tolerance. For Ibn �azm it is not reasoning at 
all that determines his dogmatic convictions. For him there is always 
only one question, reply to which determines his reaction to individual 
dogmatic tenets: whether the texts of the scripture and the tradition (i.e. not 
their spirit but their wording) permit this or that formulation of a principle of 

faith. His reply to this question determines the fate of individual, dog-
matic controversies. Ibn �azm says: “If we were asked: ‘You do state 
that God is living, but not in the sense in which it is said about living 
creatures; that He is knowing, but not in the sense in which it is said 
about knowing creatures; powerful, but not in the sense in which it is 
understood about the mighty ones’, why, then, do you prohibit saying 
the following: ‘God is body, but not in the sense as created bodies are’? 
To this, we would reply as follows: ‘If the text of the Koran had not 
attributed to God the names the Living, the Knowing, and the Powerful, 
we would not use a single one of them when referring to Him. It is also a 

`����  ÁT	�  ���
 \)�z R��  ^�TM  �N�  ��  yL �
 �p�()�  yL \FCl  ��  �!· �� �()�z  =-6) 
\FC  ��  3P�
  ��  +�A)�  ;U)8Ï  0 �.TM  �  1«�  �;)�  yL  {TD)�  +�Y  �5!  ��  �!·  �
  �!F²  79 
�;)�  yL  {TDF)  �)�  +�A)�  ;U)8Ï  ��". It is probably required to add a noun—perhaps 
[%�6]ë]—between the words ;U)8Ï and +T�H��. The same sentence would make more 
sense if minhu were replaced by bi-hi.

81 Kremer, Geschichte der herrschenden Ideen des Islam, p. 41.
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134 chapter eight

religious duty to adhere to whatever is explicitly stated in the text. But 
nowhere in the holy texts do we �nd that God is called “body”, and 
no argument exists to give Him this name; rather, the only valid argu-
ment forbids us to apply this name to Him. If a textual passage could 
be found in which it is said of God that He is body, then it would be our 

irremissable duty to follow the text and say: God is body, but not like other bodies”.82 
Decisive for Ibn �azm’s refutation of such names is therefore chie�y 
the point of the deviation from the textually determined appellation of God 

besides the point of anthropomorphism.83 These qualifying names given 
to God in the Koran are not attributes, the existence of which could be 
recognized in the essence of God through speculative investigation of 
this essence, rather, they are proper names which God has given Himself. 
To say God has attributes is an absurdity. Expressions like “attribute” 
or “attributes” are used neither by God Himself in His revealed words 
with reference to His essence, nor do we �nd that the Prophet did so 
in relation to God; besides, none of the companions or their follow-
ers, or the followers of the latter have ever used these expressions in 
relation to God. Therefore, neither are we permitted this usage nor 
may we profess the belief inherent in it. We can rightfully say about 
it that the consensus of the rightly-guided companions has rejected it, 
and that, consequently, this usage is a reprehensible innovation. God 
says “These are nothing but names invented by you and your fathers, 
but God has not authorized this; they follow merely their opinion 

82 Vol. I, fol. 138a: H��5
 %�FT)¦ � ãF�
 %�Ã��> � �? ��Þ
 �JL N� ��� �!)!(M ÿ�"� �,) �!)�5 ��� 
�!) \Ã�!4)� ^�TM �Nû
 Rµ �Ã5 ��-P�> � R-P 0�"û Q!()� �TÙ� kRF� %�6ó]�> � %�
 ��H��()¦ � 
��� �q,)� �,L c!5!)� *#À ;U)? *� %�f a�,6 �, �� ãF�
 H��5
 �? 0�"û ^�TM 046.-�� �H�!)� �q,)� 
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 ãF� �� �,F5
83 Fol. 139a: �JL �N� %��� �� k�k�1� 0�,#) �'D/� `6F� ��-P�¦ � R-P ^�TM �N� �� Q�5 *�
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 �JL a� �.� ?�  ��P
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 ^�TM
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and that which their souls desire”. (S	rah LIII:23).84 The word �if�t 

was devised by the Mu�tazilites. They were followed by a party of 
mutakallim	n who thereby entered a path which deviates from the path 
of the pious ancestors. It cannot serve as an example and model. But 
he who oversteps the bounds set by God commits injustice against 
himself. It cannot be excluded that this expression was brought into 
circulation by jurists of the following generation, that is, by those who 
did not consider the proper meaning of it. Thus it would be a case of 
error and straying by a learned person. In religious matters true is only what 

is explicitly stated either by God Himself, or by the Prophet in statement attributed 

to Him, or what the consensus of the rightly-guided community recognizes as true. 

Everything that goes beyond this is error. We might be confronted with a 
tradition from Sa��d b. Ab� Hil�l according to which someone was 
reciting the following verses with each bowing (during the canonical 
prayer): Say He is All�h, the Only One, etc., in combination with 
another s	rah. The person explained to the Prophet that these verses 
contain a description (�ifah) of the Compassionate which he likes. The 
Prophet is represented to have replied to this that he, too, liked these 
verses.85 To this we would reply that the unique tradition from Sa��d 
is not suf�ciently docu mented, indeed, that several authorities consider 
it untrustworthy and that, consequently, it does not supply suf�cient 
evidence for the legitimacy of the expression �ifat All�h.86 But such 
argumentation of the opponents would not even correspond with their 
own tenets, for they, too, do not recognize traditional communications 
based on the authority of a single person as irrefutable source of sound 
knowledge”.87

84 <Not LIII:63 as in the German edition>.
85 <This is the correct passage for the �rst correction on p. x of the German 

edition>.
86 We notice, however, that al-Bukh�r� prefaces one chapter of his work on tradition 

as follows: �N� A��2
 G!T,)�
 G�«� �� �� �xl �� O�� (Kit�b al-taw��d, no. 14). As al-Qas�all�n�, 
X, p. 429, to the passage, observes, al-Bayhaq� even uses in the corresponding chapter 
heading the expression G��Y.

87 Ibn �azm, ibid., fol. 139a: �N� ��� �!· � Q�t.� ��P
 �JL �N G��A)� ��) ���� � ���
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Therefore, no one is entitled to attribute to God anything on his 
own account, not even in the case that through logical deduction the 
existence of this attribute to God could be proven. Ibn �azm asserted 
this principle against the Mu�tazilite Ab� al-Hudhayl al-�All�f who 
claimed to have proved philosophically the identity of the divine know-
ledge with the divine essence.

“You cannot attribute to God a quality or a name on the basis of your 
reason ing, for God is the antithesis of His creatures. Therefore, none 
of the qualities, or names, of His creatures must be attributed to Him 
on the basis of reasoning, for this would be a comparison between the 
Creator and the creature, on the one hand, and deviation from what 
He Himself has stipulated with regard to His name, on the other hand; 
in other words, it would be fabrication. We may give or attribute to 
God only such names as He applied to Himself in His Book or which 
came through the lips of the Prophet, or upon which the consensus of 
the rightly-guided community has agreed in a reliable manner. Other 
names may not be applied, not even when the meaning of such appella-
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  �"�  ��!.46 �.�  %���  �ë 
*�  �!5  R'F6D�  ;UF�
  îJ4T	�  G��A)�  ��)  ¢�4z�  ��"�
  ��Ú  !��  Q�5  �1�')�  R'��H  *�  ¥%�P  �()
 
�6�!)�  RT"
  N�  �,D-�
 �
�5  �
 �!�2  R'6�  `6)  s)�A)�  |F-)�  C-� 79 �!#F� ��)�  O��� 
\�(d $ *� %&'(�)�  *� +�"ë 1� �z�4� *� +¡�F)�  ax� \F�� ��KH
 0-�" ä� �(� N� �
�� ��T4 *�
 
RTkFY N� Q!�H *L 
�  � DA" ^�TM  N� *L %�P��  ��¨�  �� �\��  ��"�
  $�L �î�
 õ�
 �:'�  �'6�  �¡,)� 
\�� *� a�,
H 1«� ����� �!I�4L� ��� �Q�E� �x� ��L ��
 06FL �'�ú + ��Ó� ¢�P� �sY 
� .x� 
0 ��2  *L *��)�  �DL ��  ��Ú Q�P�)�  �:��  *L Q�� �:��  ��  �6.� *L ���� ��  
�_ *L 3�
 ��� 
Q!�H ��
  1�z2  �H!� ��  +.�H  �Î ��  ��� N�  !�  �5  2�(  �¦ 1«�  �P�)�  ��  +/§�L  *L  ��_ 
O�!¤��  0�Dd  �N�  ��  RL  a�Dz��  �'�D��  �"��  *��)�  +�Y �  Q�(�  ;U)?  *L  Q�-  ��  ���  RTkFY  N� 
�:6d �6F~4)�� a��? �5 �1!()�� `6)
 Q�� �:�� �� �6T� �'� ���"� +¡�F)� ax� �� \6�!4)� ^�TM N��
 
käT)�  ¥�,L  3P!l  �  ���
  �Dz  0�"�  Rµ!Y�  yL  /!-  �  �x'�  �,�!Az  ��[4��  ����  �E�  �.��
. 
Cf. also fol. 154a.
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tion is more appropriate. For example, we know for certain that God is 
the creator of heavens; nevertheless, it is not allowed to call Him “buil-
der” or “dyer” in spite of our knowledge that He produces the colours of 
plants and animals”.88

This, by the way, is a point of view which is adopted, particularly with 
relation to the names by which God may be addressed, by non-��hirite 
theologians too. They completely exclude the justi�cation for analogy 
in this �eld. “Analogies are applied only in the �eld of the technical 
ritual”, says Im�m al-�aramayn Ab� al-Ma��l�, “but one must not 
apply them when naming or describing God”. *�  +�6LÄ)�  +-65ë  ��� 
�04�Y
 ^�TM �N� +6.-M æ �( ;U �-�À� �!· �
 �.T)� G�6E4(�.89 Setting out from 
the foregoing attitude, Ibn �azm also frowns upon applying to God 
the name of al-Qad�m—a name which particularly the mutakallim	n like 
to apply to Him—for, �rstly, no Koranic verse can supply evidence 
that this name refers to God, and secondly, we �nd that this by-name 
is applied also to the moon (s	rah XXXVI:39), i.e. to a created thing 
with which God would be associated if we were to give Him the same 
name. In linguistics the word qad�m is used of the concept of temporal 
priority when, in relation to the time of beginning, one thing precedes 

88 Fol. 145b: �!· �
 à��4ó�û ^�TM 1H�DFe 0Ù� +6.-Ï 0�"�� N� !� �N� ä� �� �x')� �:�� Q!5 � ���
 
%�f 046.-Ï 3P! �6)� �� \F� �� ��� c�Æ 0�"� +�4D)� Q��4ó�û � �.-v �� �
 ^�TM N� |Y! �� 
^�TM 0�Y
 ** 0(F� *� %� �( |Y! +�A� |Y! �� �
 0(F� *� %� �( � �.-v �)� %&,ë *� 
æ �Þ
 �:� ;U)? y� ���4ó�� 0(F� *� %� 0� � �.-v 	û a� �, 
� 0(F� *� %� �( |Y! +�A� 
0,L #r �� �
 ^�TM N� � �.-v �� �!· �
 Ox#À� 1���
 a%&,� æ ��2
 0(FÆ ^�TM 0'�Dó] �(� 0(F� 
��� �6è ¢�P� 0� �E 
� RTkFY à!�H ��-) y� 
� 0��4� æ 0-�" *L 0� #�2 
� 0-�" 0� � �, �:� �ë 
�,6( �,.FL �5
 ��F)�� ^�TM 06FL \FC �� �!· �� �ö6� ÁT	� �¦ ��
 ���
 �J� �
 *�(64	� ���ë 
��.-v �� �!· �
 ��!6��
 G�D,)� /�DY� \F� ^�TM 0�"�
 %&�,� � �.-v �� �!· �
 %&.-)� %&�,� ^�TM 0�"� 

.0-�" 0� R-v $ %� �Î �x#�
 �9��DY
89 In al-Dam�r�, I, p. 445, s.v. �Hx)� in an extremely interesting and relevant excur-

sus, the most important opinions of the Sunnite theologians are clearly gathered 
together.
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the other by a de�nite time. But such a name cannot be applied to 
God, rather, God established for His relation to time the name al-awwal, 
a concept which no creature shares with Him, and which makes any 
designation deduced by mere reasoning, like qad�m, super�uous. It does 
not matter whether a person calls God qad�m in order to express His 
eternity and to exclude His beginning, or whether he would call Him 
body to thereby indicate positively His existence and to exclude His 
non-existence, for neither of the two expressions can be documented 
by a textual passage.90 Written evidence and, at the most, justi�cation 
through consensus is consequently the sole criterion that justi�es names 
and expressions used with reference to God. It is self-evident that even 
the synonyms of all the names that qualify in this manner are excluded. 
It is permitted to say that God is al-kar�m, but not al-sakh� or al-jaw�d; 
He calls Himself al-��hir, but we may not call Him al-b�d� or al-mu�lin.91 
Even the fact that a certain quality is praiseworthy, deserving of God, 
is of no consequence, because as long as it cannot be documented by 
the scripture, its use is forbidden, while, on the other hand, what to our 
senses appears to be inglorius (e.g. to associate God with stratagems) 
may be said about God, if the authority of the scripture warrants this. 
I quote here the text of those passages of Ibn �azm’s book in which 
he draws, so to speak, the consequences from his dogmatic view of 
the names of God. I hope I may be permitted to refrain from further 
explanation of this passage:

90 Ibn �azm, l.c., fol. 151a: ^�TM N� %&,� æ ���Öë *� ��À� ��� 0S k� ��2 � �.�
 ��Ú !�� Q�5 
^�TM N� � �.-= �� �!· �
 +�4D)� �q" 0� �sA $ 0�"� +�4D)� �!· � �x�
 ��Ú !�� Q�5 F�()� ^�TM a! �.� �2 
G��Y *� F�()� ��� �sA� F�k()� �! lP �� lT)�� k�� kL �� k� kQ��k, k� la k÷ �H��k5 k� k. k()�
 ^�TM Q�5 �5
 0-�" 0� �R-v $ �K 
�x� �� 1� +�6"��J)� +��()� *� +WFe� æ F�()� c�T ��"�
 ;UÀx� ��Þ
 �JL N� � �.-= �m ��d �� ñ5!F¬� 
+¡�F� +6.-�)� ax� *L �Þ
 JL N� Á�� �5
 ^�TM N� *L ��Ù� �x�
 �H!A� � ��K �x� *� ��5� %�)� 
� ^�TM �N� �� ��o#)û �,F5 �5
 QJ� $ 0�"� ÁT� !�
 a79 0Ã� ^�TM 0�H�/v � 1«� 	ë !� �x'� Q
� 
ñ�
 ��TFe ��6 ��k"
 �!P!Fe @�DS� �-P ^�TM 0��H � �.-v 0�"� Q�5 *� ñ� ��� �
 Q��4ó��û � �.-v �� �!· 

. �q" 0� G� $ ñC�)e� 1 k¦ ��Ó �
�öFe ��Ã�"
 QJ� $ 0�"� @�DS� �¶�5 a� �, *�
91 Fol. 155b; cf. the same, fol. 161a.
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Q!�H ���  �x� yL ����D)�  *�
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92 ( !) Probably repeated inadvertently.
93 Cod. ����.
94 Cod. Q!(.
95 Cod. Q!(.
96 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-da�aw�t, no. 73; Shur	�, no. 18; Taw��d, no. 12. Muslim, Kit�b 

al-�ilm, no. 6, and, in this connection, al-Nawaw�, V, p. 289. The literature on the 
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*� �b�� ^�TM N %��� ="È) JF �ClM �� sic. 97�J§�P �ê� �,T,� �)� %��ë ax� ="¦ !F�  
*� �b�� �!#M �� *� �"�� ���
 79 +§�� RTFY N� Q!�H Q!5 ��� ���� �x'� |�6"
 +§�� �äL
 ^�TM  Q�5
 \6�!4)�  �N��
 ��¤� *�� � l�� �x�
 ��x� K à!5 �È) ;U)? ��P !)
 .? 
� K 0�� q6AË
 K ��p 0.�FL �� õz�� � �� ;U] �� a l%���� �'ú %��ë ��p 
N� yL �!�x� �'�(4]� !� �!)�5 ��� G��A)� *� �'(4]� 1«� !� ** ;U)x� ;U)? ?�� ��d 

�0,� N��  ?!T"  ã¡L �x�
 0-�"  *L ^�TM  0�  �Dr $ �K 0,L �
�Dz� ?�  �H�+  ^�TM
The Koranic passages on the “beautiful names of God” (s	rah VII:179 

and XX:7), together with the related statements from the traditions in 
which the 99 names of God (100 minus 1) are mentioned, are therefore 
the corrective against the tenets of the attributes of the dogmatists, 
mainly against the Ash�arites who helped introduce the concept of 
the divine attributes to orthodox dogmatics. According to the ��hirite 
tenets, these 99 proper names must not be considered as “attributes” 
of God, for an attribute presupposes a subject which, as bearer of the 
attribute, is different from it. We must not adopt such a conception of God, 
unless, of course, a scriptual passage can be cited to justify it, but in our 
case, this possibility is excluded. Then, on the basis of this, the Ash�arite 
dogmatists say that this denotes attributes of God; in other words, those 
words applied to Him in Koran and sunnah, are names, proper names of 

God, the justi�cation for which can be derived from the authority of 
written words only, but not by speculative means. Thus we may not 
say: God is called the Living, because action cannot be imagined to 
emanate from anything but from a living being. Those who argue in this 
manner contradict very much their own tenet that “God’s life is different 

“beautiful names” has always been cherished in Islam. Al-��
ib ibn �Abb�d wrote O�4� 
0M��Y
 �P
 JL N� %��� �4², Fihrist p. 135, 7. Cf. for the position of the mutakallim	n 
the detailed excursus in Fakhr al-D�n al-R�z�, Maf�t��, IV, p. 473 ff. J. W. Redhouse’s 
article “On the most comely names” is probably the latest work on the subject. 
Redhouse lists 552 names. It must also be mentioned that Ibn �azm himself composed 
a pamphlet on “the names of God” in which he enlarges upon the views developed 
in the above-mentioned excerpts. Al-Ghaz�l� has seen this pamphlet (al-Maqqar�, I, 
p. 512). Cf. also al-Maw�qif, p. 159 ff.

97 This is how the MS reads, or rather ��<��. However more appropriately, this should 
be changed to the nominative. It is a case of a preceding khabar of a new nominal 
sentence (= 0 l5��� J§�P).
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from all other living creatures”, since they implicitly admit by their 
appellation that life, in the sense in which it is predicated of creatures, 
need not necessarily be identical with that life from which an action 
emanates. The same applies to calling God the Knower and the 
Powerful.98

Rather strange is one logical argument particularly preferred by 
Ibn �azm to prove that the names of God do not stand for quali-
ties. “We know”, he says,99 “that God is called ‘the most Compassionate 

98 Ibn �azm, fol. 154a: ÁT� *L �H�DL � ��"�� G�WF)� �6è æ
 0�6��T)� +WF)� æ +�A)� +¡�) � ���
 
�� �ë +�4D)� ^�TM N� ^� 04��I� �!· � ��� �x�
 +�4D)� �x� 79 +�AF) ÁT� � �( c!Y!	� æ Q!Ú 
0�"�
 �Y2 +�Y *� �\4/� � äL 	� 0�"� xÌ,6� 1H�M
 a�,L |�5!4� 0-�" *L 0� ^�TM N� �Dz� �q" �� 
N� �! �.- �� 3[T)� �Î 3[T)�
 +�4D)� a�!� ^� 0,� �PH� �
 ��P
 �JL a79 0� ��Hl� � ^�TM 0,L  �Dz 
R � a
�-��� R'F6)� ^� �
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�· $ R �
 �6� ^�TM 
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.a
�'L �� c�� �¦ ��
 ��6� � �.- � * �.� (cod. �(T)�) �T�)� ¢!5
 (�
) �:#,
99 Ibn �azm, fol. 155a: !'�  �x�  �#"�  *�  ����©  � ��(�  *6���)�  NH2  ^�TM  N�  ��  �,.FL  �5
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to the last point; for example, fol. 162a, in the middle of proving that God must not 
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of the Compassionate’ in fact and not in a metaphorical manner; the blood 
and property of whoever denies this would be outlawed. It is precisely 
God, who af�icts children with smallpox, cancer, demons,100 diphtheria, 
with painful diseases by which they are rapt away, and with hunger 
that also causes their death. Thus He af�icts fathers and mothers with 
horror through the children, and friends through the harm that He 
in�icts on others so that they are grieved because of the pain over 
the loss of children and friends. In the same manner, He af�icts birds 
through their young. This does not agree very well with the attribute 
of compassion as we understand it. It surely follows from this that those 
appellations are proper names which God gave Himself, and that they 
are derived from qualities whose bearer He is”.

Ibn �azm’s inclination to raise appellations describing God to 
proper names has a parallel in a different �eld; namely, Ibn �azm’s 
teachings that in traditions which mention a rajul �a��b�, an anonymous 
companion of the Prophet, this rajul does not indicate “anyone”, but 
a person named Rajul.101 This is the result of pedantic application 
of the ��hirite dogma. How strict the ��hirite school, following in 
Ibn �azm’s steps, proceeded in following up its tenet of the names 
be�tting of God, becomes evident from their attempt to admit al-dahr 

among the names of All�h because of the following tradition spread 
by Ab� Hurayrah: “The Prophet said: ‘thus said All�h: man is insul-
ting me if he abuses eternity (or fate)—al-dahr—for I, Myself, am 
fate, command is in My hand, and I change day and night’”.102 This 
poetic identi�cation of God with al-dahr is supposed to have caused 
the ��hir�s to consider “fate” as one of God’s beautiful names.103 Ibn 

100 It probably refers to Muslim superstition that demons practise kidnapping. In 
a tradition in al-Bukh�r�, Mu
ammad teaches the following: +Ã(�Ó�  �!Ì�
�
  +6" �  �
��4 
Gx�2 ���H +(-v!�)� ���� ��5�)� �,L s6��A	� �!����
 +�Cz �H��6ó� �*[Fe ��� ÿ7�6DY �!���
 O�!�ë �!�ÃP2
 

.=�D)� ��� =5��2
 õ6��)�
101 In Ibn �ajar al-�Asqal�n�, I��bah, I, p. 1102.
102 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-adab, no. 160; Kit�b al-tafs�r, no. 249 to XLV:23 0IH �H��� �:�� *L 
.H�êÀ�
 �6F)�  3�F5�  ��ë 1�6�  l��¨� �"�
 ��¨� �3- ��p ���  Á? ;!  RTkFY N� Q!�H Q�5 Q�5

103 The following statements of Mu
ammad are also transmitted. However, 
they have not gained a place in the canonical collections: �6"¨�  �!�D-M  Pk  
H �,) �  *�  ![,  �(
  +�,¤�  �FD  �<FL  *� ;!	 �  +�6C�  =.T,� al-Dam�r�, II, p. 382 (be-
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�azm is listed as an authority of this view,104 but I have found nothing 
of the like in Ibn �azm. Certain it is that the ��hir�s were occupied 
with the consequences that ought to be drawn from this tradition on 
the basis of their own principles. To avoid these consequences, the son 
of the founder of the ��hirite school suggested reading wa-an� al-dahr in 
the text of our tradition, thus avoiding the necessity of recognizing those 
consequences, and arriving at the meaning: “As long as eternity lasts, I 
shall, etc.”. This is a version to which also other traditionists subscribed, 
among them Ibn �Abd al-Barr whom we shall later meet as a ��hir�.105 I 
may be permitted to express my own opinion with regard to this doubt-
ful tradition. I believe it belongs to those statements of Islamic traditions 
that have their origin in the ancient Arabian aphorisms. Its pagan model 
is the following proverb: man �ataba �al� al-dahr ��lat ma�tabatubh.106 We 
�nd a trace of this also in an elegy of Lab�d to his brother Arbad.107 
The Islamic version of this proverb is supplied by the dahr tradition. 
To cite yet another example, also the following tradition belongs in this 
context: an�ur akhaka ��liman aw ma�l	man, help your brother whether he 
be right or wrong, although with the implication that, in the latter case, 
assistance should be manifested by leading the brother from the path of 
wrong to the path of right.108 However, the pagans had taught the for-
mer dictum, but without giving it the moral direction which evolved in 
Islamic times. Moreover, they taught that the brother and his aim must 
be supported even if he is doing wrong.109 In both cases, Mu
ammad, 

sides other versions). �L
  ��P  *��)�  `�"  *�  � ��  Q�)�  �!�D-M  � ibid., vol. I, p. 18; the 
above-mentioned statement on dahr probably belongs to this family.

104 al-Qas�all�n�, VII, p. 378: ¥ ��L æ +����¡)� *� a!� �� *�
 �J� ��� �F� �6b� ��� Q�5 
.���� �x� *� � �xz2 Á-�� %��ë *� ��¨�

105 al-Nawaw�, V, p. 69 to the corresponding passage of Muslim, Adab, no. 1: Q�5
 
3�F52 ��¨� � ��� �"� 1� c�¡)� yL 3A,)�� k� ���¨� !� ��"�  �1���¡)� �'�
Yë �
�� �� ��Ú
 �#� !�� 
���  1�  3A,)�  �!·  �� �[,)�  Q�5
  äT)�  ���  {T�  *L  +�
 ��)�  ax�  �D)�  �DL  ���  ��
  aH� 
  l k�6) 

.Q
J � � ����  ã(� ���  �N�
106 al-Mayd�n�, II, p. 216.
107 Kit�b al-agh�n�, XV, p. 141, 2: 3k4 �TlK  `6)  =DM�L �� ��¨�

108 al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-ma��lim, no. 4; Muslim, Kit�b al-birr, no. 16; and cf. the 

commentators.
109 al-Mayd�n�, II, p. 243.
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or Islam, adopted pagan Arabian teachings literally, and has simply 
given them an Islamic cloak.110

Ibn �azm carries his demand that only such qualities of God be 
mentioned that are explicity stated as such in the written authorities, 
and that nothing ought to be added to the essence of God by spe-
culative means, to the extent that he insists on these terms even for 
non-Muslims by referring to their own sacred scriptures. Ibn �azm 
counters the view of those Christian dogmatists who identify the son 
with God’s knowledge, and the Holy Ghost with His life, by arguing 
that they could not produce evidence for this from the Gospels and 
their other religious books.111 Incidentally, he also advanced philolo-
gical reasons for this view. In dogmatical matters, in cases in which 
attested traditions do not provide textual clues, he generally recognizes 
besides the scriptual evidence only ijm�� (consensus) as authority. It 
could not be said about God that He is the “resurrector of the dead” 
and “the killer of the living” unless the admissibility of these linguistic 
expressions, and some others, are supported by consensus.112 (These 

110 The following attempt of explanation by the Ba�ran theologian �Abd al-Ra
m�n 
b. Mahd� (d. 198) shows that the dahr tradition was considered objectionable from a 
dogmatic point of view certainly in the earliest time. Attempts were made to reconcile
this with the spirit of Islam by means of interpretation: !� ��¨� ��� ��¨� �!�D-M � à!5 � ���
 
��¨� �ë �,#F) ��
 �!)�5 �!()� �� �"�,L �x� 0P
 Q�5 1�ï �� *��)� �DL ;U)? �ø� �� *-�� �* N� 
0,� ¥!4� ��P
 �JL N� !� �
�()� ;UF�� 1«� �� ÁT N� ;U)? RTkFY ��D,)� Q�5 ;U)? �!()� Q�5 � �.F� 
��¨� yL ��)� �5
 ��"� 0�"� ¥!4	� al-J�
i, fol. 60b.

111 Ibn �azm, I, fol. 20a: � �.)�L  �D6�  ^�TM  1H�D)�  �!#  ��  3P
  � �.)  Q�5  R'ET�  ���  ;U)?
 
!��  Q�5  ��,��  � �.-  1«� !� 0.FL
 ��()�  �
H � �.-M  �)�  �  0M�6R  äL
 ��6� à �!#  ��  3P
 
*� �x� *� %��  |Y! � ^�TM  1H�D)�  �� �,� ��5 �,�"� ��[4�ë *� �!# �� ���� *� �x�
 ��Ú 
*�  a79  *�  �
 R'F6Æ�  *�  � �6)�  Rµ  �sA  `6)
  + �Y�z �.-)�  \�� *�  *#)  Q��4�ë \�� 
+WF)�  06E4(M  �x�  ��  R'ET�  �L ���  �5
  0,��  !�  N�  RFL  ��  R'D4�  ��  �
  �,��  � �.-  äT)�  ��  34#)� 

.S�  0,��  0"�  06�  Q�(  $�T)�  äL �� *� +�6,6CF)�
112 Fol. 155b: ��P
 �JL à�T�� *� �,L �D�
 �q,� �ë �!· �� ^�TM à +6.-4)� 
� |Y!)� G�DS� � ���
 

cod. obscure: T�ëë) =Db 0�"� �ë %�6�ë =6. l�
 �!	� �:6 � l� ^�TM 0"� (read: Q!(" ��) Q!(,�
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expressions occur neither in the Koran nor in the traditions in these 
participial forms; there they are found only as verbum finitum).

Indeed, we have really seen enough examples of how Ibn �azm 
applied the jurisprudental tenets of the ��hirite school to dogmatics, and 
how he recognizes for its authority only the written religious sources and 
consensus. Since the ��hirite school rejects analogical evidence (qiy�s) 
in �qh, Ibn �azm would like to see it banned also from dogmatics. He 
produces extensive evidence that no qualities must be attributed to God 
that are deduced from the negation of another quality which He does 
not posses (e.g. that He be called a hero because He lacks cowardice, 
etc.), unless, of course, such appellation of God can be documented by 
explicit passages from the Koran or the traditions. We may call God 
the Living, the Knowing, and the Powerful, not because He is not dead, 
ignorant, or powerless, but because He is given these names in passages 
of the scripture. If this were not the case, no one would be permitted to 
call God by these names, for this would mean that one would compare 
God with such a creature. This applies especially to the name �ayy 

which indicates in one Koranic passage both he who comprehends 
the truth and he who recognizes God’s essence as true. “One more 
thing must be remarked”, Ibn �azm continues113 “namely, that the 
Ash�arites claim to frown upon any comparison of God with creatures, 
although they themselves succumb completely to this sin. Indeed, they 
say: since only a living, knowledgeable, and powerful person can be 
an ef�cacious person among men, it follows that the Creator also, who 
brought forth everything, must possess these qualities. This is the line 
of their analogical reasoning; but God is far beyond created things and 
beyond similarity with them! Even those who recognize analogy, yield to 

���� +���� yL ¢�Pë could possibly be read =Db �!)) �!)
 ;U)? *� %� +���ª æ ¢�Pª 
.a�" �J kP2  �� �,��� ;U)? {T�

113 Fol. 153b: *#  $  � ��e  �!)!(6�  O!�H  �U�  0"!D��  �ù  06D/4)�  �
�#,  R � �  �!L ��  R � ��  �E�
 
R'��65 �q" �x�
 �H��5 �	�L ��6� %&6]�) �L��)� 1H�D)� �!# �� 3P
 � �H��5 � �.)�L � D6� �ë �"�,L Q� �T�)� 
�ë %�)�  ��( �� ��6()��  *6F§�()�  �,L �!· �
 �( ^�TM 0Í
/M
 G�5!F¬� yL (cod. 0)) �N� ^�TM 
� �� �x'� +�4D)�  %� æ 0
/ � �� yL
 +'P ��� *� 0��z yL %�/)� ��( �2 � ���
 a�6¡" yL 

.�!· � ����  0�ú ��6()�
  |6#� ��� �,L �Y� �!·
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it only in such cases in which a deduction is to be drawn from the 
analogy of two similar things. But no one permits the comparison of 
two diametrically opposed things which are similar in no point. Besides, 
the qiy�s method is altogether invalid”. While Ibn �azm is continually 
declaiming qiy�s and istidl�l, and any arbitrary introduc tion of speculative 
elements into theological investigations, it is by logical arguments, as we 
could see, that he attempts to dismiss as ad absurdum even the procedure 
of the opposing schools. Indeed, he himself recommends Aristotelian 
works as “sound, useful books guiding towards monotheism” which 
advise jurists, as well as dog matists, to establish correct premisses, to 
arrive at correct deductions, to formulate the right de�nitions, and to 
execute other logical operations. The Aristotelian books are indispen-
sible for the faq�h mujtahid both for his own interest and for that of his 
co-religionists.114

The same points of view which provide the ��hirite dogmatist with 
the main thought for his religious belief in the question of the divine 
attributes, tell him also in other aspects of dogmatics the direction 
to follow, both for the establishment of his own positive system, and 
also for his polemics against rival schools. An example is the answer 
to the question whether it is permitted to speak of God as possessing 
a will and as one who wills. In con�ict with the view of dogmatists 
who, af�rming this question, call the will an eternal attribute of the 
divine essence, Ibn �azm advances the philosophical argument that, 
in this case, the thing that God willed ought to be eternal too, since, 
according the Koranic statement, God’s acts of volition are always 
accompanying the existence of what is willed (s	rah II:111, III:42, 

114 Fol. 128b: (��À� �
�Ö æ `�)���C�H� �'Tè �)� 3�#À� ÁT) �'�ú 3�#À� ax�
 ��Ú !�� Q�5 
+T�Ù� R¡L
 �!FT)� �6è ��(4"� æ +T�,	� +V¡L 0MH�5
 ��Þ
 �JL N� �Ã�!M y� +�<�� ��Ã�� +	�� 3l4 l� 
|6Ê
 ¸�ü94ó�ë ^� � �Y!4)� |6Ê c�T �<� +�6LÄ)� �È�ë �§�-� ��� �
��� æ ÷�Ê? �)� 3�#À� 
y� �'ET� ���)ë %&,�
 �ø�	� *� �.³�
 ���T)� *� �@��� c�T |6Ê
 �� �E�(� y� ���)ë x� ;!M 
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 W�4,)� ��4"�
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 O�C�� �6)�
 �Y� *L � �PH�� �¦ �êL ��] �� �)� �
��� O�
 +�4D)� �sA � ��
 

.0,L 04F� ���
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and others). But the main issue in his argumentation remains his insis-
tence on the explicit expression of the scriptual texts (na��) as authority. 
There we never �nd anything but the forms of the verbi �niti in the 
perfect and imperfect which express the divine act of volition. But 
never, either in the Koran or in the sunnah, do we �nd that the (ma�dar) 
nomen verbi, ir�dah “the act of willing” or the participial form mur�d 

“the one who wills” is used in relation to God. Therefore, we must not 
say more about God than He states about Himself: He wills, He does 
not will, He has willed, He has not willed, but not: God’s volition or 
will, He is who wills,

“for the latter expression occurs neither in the text of the Koran, nor in any 
statement of the Prophet or any of the pious ancestors. This objectionable 
usage was introduced only by some mutakallim	n for whose salvation there 
is more fear than hope. They have—so Ibn �azm satyrizes against the 
Ash�arites115—progressed neither in Islam nor in piety, nor in striving for 

115 Fol. 160b: ���� ^�TM N� QJ� $
 ���Hë QJ� $ �!)�5
 G�«� G��Y *� �!5 �á�S� �(� ���Hë � ���
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right, nor in the sciences of the Koran and the Prophet’s traditions, nor in 
that upon which the believers agree, nor in that upon which they disagree, 
nor in the de�nitions of kal�m, nor in the investigation of nature and the 
quality of created things; rather, they follow what is deceptive and plunge 
headlong into doom without guidance from God. We beseech God for 
protection from this threat. God has said in the Koran: ‘If they were to 
refer it to the Prophet and to those in command among them, those of 
them would know who inform themselves thereof from them’ (s	rah IV:85). 
In this statement God made it clear that whoever does not refer problems 
either to the Book of God, or to the sayings of the Messenger of God, or 
to the consensus of the learned among the companions and the followers 
and those who followed their path, does not even know what he deduced 
on the basis of his own conjecture and opinion.116 We ourselves do not 
condemn the endeavour that truth be established and that it be clear; 
rather, we say that this is an excellent, beautiful action. We only reject 
the following: the drawing of conclusions in religious matters under the 
exclusion of arguments from the Koran, the sunnah, and the consensus, 
particularly since this type of argument is cogently required because of 
the perceptive faculty of the senses, because of the mind’s intuition, and 
because of the deductions that follow from their sound premisses—such 
as the validity of monotheism and prophethood. Now, when we consider 
what we have mentioned, it necessarily follows that we adhere to what 
we were told by the Prophet whom God has sent, that we comply with 
what he commissioned, and prevent fallacious conjectures, false opinions, 
ridiculous analogies, and ruinous servile imitation (of the opinion of the 
schools) to obstruct this”.
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Ibn �azm argues in precisely the same literal manner with the 
Mu�tazilites: for instance, in the question of whether God created the 
sinful actions of men. The Mu�tazilites, as it is known, reject this belief 
of the orthodoxy.

“They raise the following objections against the speculative school: If 
God created disbelief and sinful actions, it would follow that He would be 
angry with whatever He Himself did, that He would not be pleased with 
what He created, and that He disapproved what He Himself practised. 
His anger and disapproval would consequently be directed against what 
He commanded and decided Himself. Such objections—so Ibn �azm 
says—are invalid jugglery. We do not dispute—for God Himself has told 
us so—that He is angry with disbelief, injustice, and lies, and that He 
derives no pleasure from this, and that on the contrary, He disapproves 
of all this, and that He punishes it with His wrath. In this respect, we 
must simply conform to the divine word. But let us put the same question 
to the Mu�tazilites and say: ‘Was it not God Himself who created Ibl�s, 
Pharaoh, wine, and the unbelievers?’. They cannot but answer in the 
af�rmative. Then, we go on asking: ‘Is God pleased with them or does He 
direct His wrath against them?’.—Everyone must probably answer this in 
the af�rmative. But then we say: ‘This is precisely what you refuted just 
then, namely, that God is angry with His own command, disapproves 
His own action, and repudiates and curses His own creation!’. If they do 
not agree with this and say that God did not repudiate the unbelievers, 
per se, and that He was not angry with the person of Ibl�s himself and 
did not disapprove of wine itself, then we cannot make this concession 
to them, for God states explicitly in the Koran that He cursed Ibl�s and 
the unbelievers, and that they are repudiated and cursed, and that His 
wrath is upon them. The same applies to wine and idols”.117
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150 chapter eight

Ibn �azm’s ��hirite method in the religious sciences must have been, 
inevitably, of important in�uence for the de�nition of his ethical con-
cepts. In this case, too, he recognized nothing but the written evidence 
as basis. In this �eld, Ibn �azm dismisses deduction completely, be it 
derived either on the basis of a priori sentences, or from empirical facts. 
An action is good or bad not according to its nature and its ethical or 
religious value, but solely because it has been design ated as such by 
the divine will as revealed in the Koran and the traditions. According 
to this, the identical action can have been good for a certain time, but 
then, suddenly, can have been changed to a reprehensible action by 
God’s sovereign will. In this case, however, Ibn �azm can choose his 
examples only from among Islamic ritualism. The turning of the face 
in prayer towards Jerusalem had formerly been a “beautiful gesture 
and proper faith”. But later, God described the same gesture as a 
reprehensible action, as a sign of disbelief. Hence Ibn �azm follows 
“that there is nothing in the world that in itself is either good or bad. 
Good is only what God designates as such, and the same applies to 
bad things. God’s creation alone is absolutely good, God himself says 
this. Man’s actions, created in him by God, are modi�ed exclusively 
by God’s independent will”.118

“Therefore there is no action in the world that could be called 
vice per se, for it becomes this only through its relation to God’s will. 
Killing Zayd is vice if God forbad it, but virtue if God commanded it. 

R<F� O!EW� ^�TM  N� *� �!�
�#� �!"!TF� �!�!~-� R � �
 H���#À�
 `�F��  *T)  0"�  y� �q" �5 
.�^
ë
 ��� ;U)x�


118 Ibn �azm, fol. 196a: ^�TM  ����  �ù  ��"�¶�  +,-�  +���  ��(	�  =6�  ^�  ��A)�  ="¦  �� 
0,6T)  s6D5  %�  �
  0,6T)  *-� %�  $�T)�  æ  `6)  0"�  �sA�  �'-�"  +����  ;U:FM  ax�
  � ����  +t6D5 
Q�5
  ÿ-�"�  �,-��  �,-��  ��  ^�TM  Q�5  *-� l�  �L��
  *-�  !'�  ��,-�  ^�TM  N�  a� �,  ��  *#) 
JL  � �,  �5
  +t6D5  +���  !'�  �t6D5  ^�TM  N�  a� �,  ��
  ���-�ë  �ë  ��-�ë  %pJP  ��  ^�TM 
a��DL  *� ;U)? *� �5
  ��  � �,
 *-� ^�TM  N� *� 0ú !'�  �,-� $�T)�  æ %�  �;)  0(Fz �P
 
0, �-�  ù  0t�D5  ;U)?  {T�
  *-�  !'�  0,-�  ;U)?  {T�
  s6D5  !'�  0tD5  ;U)?  {TD�  %&]  �� 
+DT#)�  ^�  ��A)�  GH�Y ��  s�D5  ù  �,-� �È�  0t�D5  ù  0, �-� ;U)?  {T�
  * l-z ù  �t6D5  �È� 
.R<�  ^�TM  N�  �'(Fz  �)�  ��,)�  Q�T��  �6è  ;U)x�
  +t6D5  =">  ��  �T�  +,-� Cf. to this al-�j�, 
al-Maw�qif, p. 137 ff.
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However, it can be said that something is a lie in itself, namely, when 
a person makes a statement contrary to facts. But this point alone does 
not make him either a liar, or subject him to slander; he becomes this 
only insofar as God has designated in an explicit manner this act to 
be sin and a reprehensible action”.119

In one much disputed question in Islamic theology Ibn �azm was 
forced to repudiate the exegetic rules which he had established. The 
anthropomorphic expressions of God which we �nd in the Koran and 
in the traditions presented the ��hirite religious philosopher with a pro-
blem that was destined to deal his ��hirite confession a staggering blow. 
In this instance, only the anthropomorphists (al-mujassimah) are faithful 
to the scripture since they adhere to the wording of the holy scripture, 
and confess without fear that God has a face, hands, �ngers, and feet, 
etc. This is how it is explicitly stated in the books and no interpretation 
will change this. Ibn �azm repudiates this view with sharp, abusive 
words, but he repudiates just as sharply the explanations of the Ash�arites 
and the Mu�tazilites who see metaphors in these expressions. In order 
to exert his ��hirite views in both directions, he must resort to one of 
two things, either to lexica and �nd meanings which are compatible 
with the spiritual view of God for those words which apparently denote 
bodily limbs, or, he must argue away completely the anthropomorphic 
expressions, and, taking linguistic usage as authority, view them as 
super�uous additions. For example, for him wajh All�h and yad All�h, 
etc., are nothing but super�uous expressions for All�h. For yet other 
expressions, lexical interpretation is attempted, e.g. for rijl (God’s foot) 
the meaning: assembly jam��ah; for �nger (i�ba� ) the meaning: hands; 
grace (ni�mah), etc. In other cases, grammatical justi�cation is given. We 
have already seen an example on page 116 where Ibn �azm rescues 
complicated textual passages for his own theory by excercising i��fat 

al-mulk. He supplies evidence for this in this chapter too. “God creates 
Adam in his form” does not mean that man has been created in God’s 

form, so that it follows that God might have shape, rather, it means that 

119 Fol. 200a: �:  �?� �� ��5 �!#Ã� +��I�û ä¡)� ��"�
 +�4D)� 0M�x� �
 0,6T) ä� $�T)� æ `�) 0�"� 
�� c�� #� #�� *� �;� 0M�x�
 0,6T) Ox� !'� Ox#À� � ���
 ��� ��(� N� ��� �?� ��5
 �F� 0,L N� 

.�(� ��«�
 ùë 0Ã� ^�TM N� 3P
� �Ã� ë ��!�x� �
 �$p ;U)x� �!#� � 0�"� �ë O?> !'� !�
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152 chapter eight

God created him in a form that He chose for him. All forms belong to 
God (as the possessor). From among the many forms in His possession 
He chose one and set His stamp upon Adam. What follows is the main 
passage in Ibn �azm’s religio-philosophical work which refers to this, 
and which also clearly demonstrates his relationship to the dogmatic 
schools:
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H�Dze�  ax� �#, *�� 3[T)�
 �'5�� *L O��� G�f �5 Q!(M  �� |5!	� Q!�
 ��ë 
�5
 0� à äL � �� �#"� 0.FL ��I *� *#)
 � �A" �p�()� 0� %�P �K G%&P ��"�
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120��
�M  RB�M  �	 k
  0. �FT�  �!C l6 ld $ �K  �!l� �x k�  ��k�  Q�(�  �x� N� O�L
Ibn �azm is not even frightened by taqd�r, the literal meaning of 

which would indicate God’s corporeity. He declares—supported by 
the authority of passages from A
mad b. �anbal, like wa-ja�a rabbuka 
“your God came”—with the following restitution: it came God’s com-
mand wa-j��a amr rabbika.121 We have seen that in the explanation of 
the anthropomorphic passages of the Koran and the traditions, Ibn 
�azm becomes unfaithful to his own system, and in his interpretation 
of the scripture he is guilty of the very same arbitrariness of which he 
ordinarily accuses the Mu�tazilites with merciless reproaches. In view 
of the numerous anthropomorphic passages in the Koran, Ibn �azm 
could not dismiss the passages of the traditions in this case as false or 
as insuf�ciently documented simply because they were inconvenient for 
dogmatic reasons, and because their interpretation would be harmful 
to his ��hirite literalism. As we have repeatedly seen, he loved to 
apply this method of refutation ordinarily as ultima ratio to de�ate his 
opponents’ arguments.

On the other hand however, attempts were not lacking from the part 
of the spiritual dogmatists to remove anthropomorphical expressions 
from the text of the collections of traditions. This fact which emerges 
from the adduced apparatus criticus in the commentaries, is of such 
importance for the history for the Islamic canonical texts that we shall 
illustrate it with some examples:

In Kit�b al-tafs�r, no. 253 (to s	rah XLVII:27) it says: �F� \F�� N� \Fz 
S�  0�  à  Q�(�  *��)�  �(´  Gxz��  N�)�  =��5  0,�  /�� (var. 1!(´) “After God 

completed creation, kinship rose and seized God’s loin. Then God said: 
‘Back!’ But it said: ‘This is the refuge of him who seeks protection from 
per�dy of faith, etc.’ ” For spiritualists the loin of God might have soun-
ded objectionable so that attempts were made to remove the offensive 
words from the texts. In al-Qas�all�n�, VII, p. 382, in which the apparatus 

criticus is reported in admirable detail, we �nd textual criticism in which 

120 Fol. 157a, l. 14, cod. li-annah�; l. 54, cod. f�.
121 Fol. 159a.
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the objectionable words are marked with the sign “deleatur” (kash�). In 
Ab� Dharr’s text these words are missing altogether. Ibn �ajar notes 
in his commentary (Fat� al-b�r� ) that in many editions the object of the 
verb akhadhat is missing (Gxz� Q!T�� �b��) cx l�) although the sentence 
does not make much sense without this object. Ab� Zayd did not read 
the words *��)� 1!(´ although they existed in his text.—A similar pas-
sage is Tafs�r no. 264 (to s	rah L:29). There it says that hell shall not be 
�lled until God puts His foot on it; then hell says: “Enough, enough!” 
�5 �5 �5 Q!(4�  �PH �E �� ;y�} �� H�,)�  � ����. In Muslim we �nd in the 
corresponding passage the words: �PH N� �E ��� and in another version 
of this tradition in which al-Bukh�r� transmits the words 0��5  �E  ��� 
Muslim reads +��5 � �JT)� �OH �E ���. Al-Qas�all�n� (ibid., p. 395) makes the 
following remark ��
�)� {T� *� |�d � 1�!¤� ��� Q�5
 �PH ��) XH!� ��� �#"�
 
+L�:¤�� =�)
2
 �'� *6t6tA)� +�
�� �<FL �� lH
 I suspect that already the omission 
of the subject All�h and rabb al-�izzah in al-Bukh�r� must be attributed 
to the effort to soften the anthropomorphical expression—even if only 
externally. Ibn F�rak and Ibn al-Jawz� considered the word rijlahu as 
an interpolation or as distortion on the part of a transmitter.

Also in the �eld of tafs�r—excluding allegorical interpretation—
attempts were made to mitigate objectionable anthropomorphisms 
through exegesis on the basis of grammar. Al-Bukh�r�’s Kit�b al-zak�t, 
no. 8, represents an example of this: “He who donates from rightful 
acquisition the value of a date . . . verily, God shall accept it from him 
with His right hand and increase it for the donor, just as if one of you 
were to raise a foal, until it reaches the size of a mountain!” � ��AM  *� 
0D��A) �<��� �ù 0,6V� �'F�D(4 �N� ���
 3�6C)� ë �N� �D( �
 3�6� 3-� *� ��} Q�T� 
�D¤�  �b�  �!#M  ���  �!F�  H���  �:���  �� In some versions it even says: !��4� 
�D¤� *� R¡L� �!#M  ��� *��)�  �|� æ. Traditionists and theologians have 
made many futile attempts to explain the signi�cant expressions in this 
tradition. In al-Dam�r�, II, p. 265, s.v. �lw, one �nds an interesting 
compilation of the views in question. Here we are particularly interested 
in the one according to which bi-yam�nihi is not to be understood as the 
right hand of God, but as the hand of the one to whom it was donated: 
God receives the alms, as it were, through the hand of the needy person 
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156 chapter eight

to whom it was donated; at the time when he receives the alms, God too 
receives it. Considerable textual critical, and exegetic arbitrariness was 
employed to purge the tradition of the accusation of tajs�m with which 
Muslims customarily charge the Jews and their holy scriptures.122

(3)

Let us repeat: Ibn �azm carried on the idea of the ��hirite school 
in so far as he aimed at asserting a new methodology in the �eld of 
Islamic dogmatics, namely the ��hirite methodology. He treated and 
judged questions of religious belief from exactly the same point of view 
as the school to which he belonged in matters of �qh viewed and tre-
ated questions of jurisprudence. The system of Ibn �azm’s dogmatics 
is entirely consistent with his �qh. Until his time no attempt had been 
made to establish ��hirite dogmatics.

But also Ibn �azm did not succeed in asserting his dogmatics within 
the ��hirite school. Even later, the attitude toward dogmatic contro-
versies remained completely inconsequential as a quali�cation for a 
theologian to be recognized as an adherent of the ��hirite school. The 
only criterion which determines membership to the school of D�w�d 
al-��hir� continues to be the position in jurisprudence, and the attitude 
towards the legitimate and illegitimate sources of legal deduction.

The fate of Ibn �azm and his writings is suf�ciently known from 
the Moor’s story in Andalusia. Fanaticism, irreconciliability, offen-
sive recklessness, a mania that attempted to stamp as heresy all rival 
opinions, these traits, which represent the dominant features of the 
literary image of our Ibn �azm, were not conducive to his endeavours 
in attracting friends or followers from the opposing camps. Posterity 
characterized his unsparing, literary manner, and his inconsiderate 
slander of the greatest authorities of the past and the present by the 
proverb: “The sword of �ajj�j and the tongue of Ibn �azm”.123 His 

122 Grätz, Monatsschrift, 1880, p. 309, footnote. For the above-mentioned passages 
cf. al-�j�, al-Maw�qif, p. 77 ff.

123 Ibn al-Mulaqqin, fol. 22a, s.v. Ab� Bakr ibn F�rak relates on the authority of Ibn 
�azm that Sultan Ma
m�d ibn Subuktig�n had this dogmatist executed because he
 taught that Mu
ammad was the Prophet of God but no longer is so at the present. 
�N� Q!�H �> 0�,#) �!6)� Q!�H !� `6) RTkFY �,�6D" �� One reader who noticed the anachro-

nism made the following marginal note: ;ÇH!�  ���  ���  gH�4)�  �6� *�  �(,)�  �x�  �sA  �
�x� G  ����  ��  �D5 G�� 
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harsh manners in daily affairs and in science must have had a still 
more revolting effect on his contemporaries. When Ab� al-Wal�d al-
B�j� returned from the East, during whose absence from the country 
Ibn �azm’s most important writings had appeared in, and stirred up 
Andalusia, Ab� al-Wal�d al-B�j� discovered

“much elegance in Ibn �azm’s speeches except for the fact that in them 
he departs from the prevailing madhhab. Thus no one in Andalusia was 
concerned with his erudition. Theologians abandoned even polemic 
exchanges with him; only some ignorant persons followed his views. He 
settled on the island of Mallorca where he lived as the head of a group 
of followers, and the inhabitants of the island followed his teachings”.

Al-B�j�, who himself  had some leanings towards a literal interpretation 
of  the traditions,124 then went to Ibn �azm and refuted his theses in the 
course of  personal confrontation.125 Ab� Bakr Mu
ammad b. �aydarah, 
a pupil of  al-B�j� who died in 500, also composed a pam phlet refuting 
the famous ��hir�.126

Thus, if we are to believe the representation of al-B�j�, Ibn �azm’s 
mighty tenet was forced to �ee the Andalusian mainland—where it 
was considered even unworthy of refutation—and falsely to scrape an 
existence far from the theological currents on the island of Mallorca. 
But the gloomy description which al-B�j� paints of the complete in-
ef�cacy of Ibn �azm’s theological endeavours seems to be exaggerated. 
We �nd some famous names among the representatives of the ��hirite

+T�Hë +�"ë æ ��� �,4-� �� %&.FT)� �\� æ ��-F)� �!� �J� ��� ��� à �0�D,4� �!Ú ��CF-)� 
.��T4-	�  N�D�  ��J� ���  ��-)
 �� �[�� |6� �6(�  0M%p�® �b	�  O l� .«


124 He deduced from the famous �udayb�yah tradition (Nöldeke, Geschichte des Korans, 
p. 8) that the Prophet knew how to write. The fanatical faq�h Ab� Bakr al-S��igh 
called him for this reason a k��r. Even the ignorant masses roused excitement against 
this strong orthodox theologian who weakened the miraculous powers of the Prophet 
by attempting to erase the Prophet’s name from the list of the illiterate persons by 
means of concession to the literal exegesis. (The Prophet’s miraculous power radiates 
the brighter, the less knowledge he brought to his prophethood). It is well known that 
orthodox theology is making strong endeavours to keep the Prophet an umm� by means 
of violent interpretation of the words fa-kataba in that tradition. The Prophet’s inspira-
tion was bound to be the more astounding, the more ignorant he himself was. Cf. on 
B�j�’s disputation, besides al-Maqqar�, also Sprenger, Mo�ammad, II, p. 398.

125 al-Maqqar�, I, p. 505.
126 �abaq�t al-�uff��, XV, no. 28: �J� ���  yL ��H.
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school in Ibn �azm’s time, and we may assume that it was his in�u-
ence that led them into the ��hirite camp. There, in the forefront, we 
�nd the great traditionist Ibn �Abd al-Barr Ab� �Umar Y�suf al-Nimr� 
from Córdoba (d. 463), the q��� of Lisbon. He shared the sympathies 
of  the founder of the ��hirite school for the Im�m al-Sh����.127 Ibn 
�azm speaks highly of the q��� ’s work al-Tamh�d and says that it cannot 
be equalled, let alone be surpassed, in the �eld of �qh as established 
on the ground of the tradition.128 By traditional �qh ( �qh al-�ad�th) Ibn 
�azm means precisely his ��hirite system of jurisprudence. One of 
his own juridical works is entitled al-Itti��l f� �qh al-�ad�th.129 The term 
itself, however, we certainly �nd in some fabricated traditions.130 Ibn 
�Abd al-Barr later left the ��hir�yah and became a M�likite; as a q��� 
he was probably obliged to belong to the prevailing school.

Ab� �Abd All�h b. Mu
ammad al-�umayd� (d. 488), whose name is 
quite familiar to readers of al-Maqqar�’s historical work, also belongs 
to this group. He is indebted to Ibn �Abd al-Barr and Ibn �azm for 
his theological training. He continually associated with the latter131 

127 �ab. al-�uff��, XIV, no. 12.
128 al-Maqqar�, II, p. 116: �0,� *-�� |6#� �Y� �b� ���� 0(�  æ äL� � O�4� !�

129 �abaq�t al-�uff��, XIV, no. 15.
130 This is a term which de�nes the legal difference between the ordinary tradition 

favourably disposed to qiy�s and the tradition based on pure tradition which is hostile 
to qiy�s. I �nd in this a similarity to a tradition which, like much of the apocryphal 
material, is borrowed from Mu
ammad’s farewell pilgrimage (¢��!)� + �é). At that time, 
the Prophet is represented to have made the following statement not included in the 
�a���s: May God make radiant a man who hears a statement from me and who heeds 
it, for many a carrier of �qh is no representative of �qh of tradition. �,  1� k���  lN�  k� �Ek" 
���� 06(��  `6) 0(� ���� �O�� ���L!� �)�(� (Tahdh�b, p. 22; al-Qas�all�n�, Introduction, 
p. 4). Other versions of this statement, too, were transmitted and, on the basis of them, 
we should become suspicious of the age of the expression ���� 06(�. Among them is 
the following: 0,�  0(��  !�  *� ^�  0(�  ���� �O��  �� ��2
  ���L

 �'¡�R  �)�(�  �,  2���  N�  �" 
or: ����  *�  �L �
2  ��F kD l�  �O��. These last words, alone, are to be found in the traditions 
recognized as authentic. They are taken from al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-�ilm, no. 9; cf. also 
0T,  *�  {T�  *�  �L
  �!#  �2  0W�FD  *�  {T�  ��TF� Kit�b al-magh�z�, no. 77; Taw��d, no. 
24; shorter, Fitan, no. 8.

131 al-Maqqar�, I, p. 534.
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among whose most important pupils he is counted.132 He studied Ibn 
�azm’s works under the author’s personal guidance and also recognized 
his madhhab as correct, but would not openly display this, for it would 
probably have been a handicap to his career.

So long as the ��hirite school depended upon the goodwill and ani-
mosity of theologians, its propagation did not reach beyond the studies 
of a few individual theologians. At that time it was most likely only a 
negligible community that still upheld D�w�d al-��hir�’s banner, and 
even among those few there were some who, besides their personal 
��hirite conviction, proclaimed another, of�cial one, that of the ruling 
majority. We shall see immediately that at this time the ��hirite school 
had forfeited its existence as a society, as a school, independent of 
the other orthodox madh�hib, and that it was merged in the prevailing 
M�likite school. It can easily be understood that the theologians did 
not allow efforts to materialize which aimed at making super�uous 
the marvels of their casuistic re�nements. Quite to the contrary, they 
repelled them, ignored their representatives, and took care to screen 
their activities. In opposition to the interest of the profession, the power-
ful Ibn �azm, too, was condemned to impotence when he ventured 
among the theologians. However in the century after Ibn �azm, the 
��hirite school was to get satisfaction for all past defeats. We are talking 
about a theological reform, guided not by the theologians, but by the 
princes, a reform that led the ��hirite system to triumph, and saw its 
principles raised to a kind of state religion. Although we do not think 
that past activities of Ibn �azm and his pupils were of direct in�uence 
on this strange reaction, because the historian of the movement makes 
no mention of either Ibn �azm or of his writings within the course of 
events that contributed towards victory of his school, it is, on the other 
hand, unthinkable that a radical movement, such as the one about 
which we are about to speak, be without connection to its historical 
premisses and to predecessors who aimed at the same goal. Again it 
was Ibn �azm’s dogmatics that were to separate the Almohad move-
ment, which in dogmatic matters stood on Ash�arite ground, from its 
��hirite predecessor.

Under the third ruler of the Almohad dynasty in Spain and North 
Africa, Ab� Y�suf Ya�q�b (at the end of the VIth century A.H.), 
who nurtured a particular liking for traditions and traditionists, the 

132 �abaq�t al-�uff��, XV, no. 9.
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��hirite branch became independent, indeed, the of�cially preferred 
school in Islamic practice. Ibn al-Ath�r relates that:

“he publicly professed to belong to the ��hir�yah and turned away from 
the M�likite branch.133 Consequently, the cause of the ��hir�s received 
a great impetus during his time. In the Maghrib they were represented 
by many exponents who, with reference to Ibn �azm, are called by the 
name �azm�yah,134 however, they were merged in the M�likite school (maghm	r	na 
bi-al-M�lik�yah). But in his time, they became independent once again 
and widespread. Yet, towards the end of his days, the Sh�fi�ite school 
attained q��iships in some countries and the prince, too, was inclined 
towards them”.135

We can clearly see from this account how the ��hirite school lost its 
independent importance after the time of Ibn �azm and was merged 
in the prevailing school, and how close, at that time, the exponents 
of the ��hirite school still felt towards the Sh���ite school. The most 
detailed account of the nature of Ab� Y�suf Ya�q�b’s reforms is given 
by the contemporary historian of the Almohad dynasty:

“During his time the science of fur	� collapsed; the jurists were afraid of 
the ruler; he had the books of the prevailing school of the M�likites burnt 
after he had extracted the Koranic and traditional passages contained in 
them and quoted in them . . . I myself was a witness when whole loads of 
these books were gathered in Fez and given over to the �ames. Under 
threat of heavy punishment, this ruler charged the people to refrain from 
preoccupation with the science of ra�y. On the other hand, he commis-
sioned some of his court scholars to edit a collection of laws on prayer and 
related matters, similar to Ibn Tumart’s collection of traditions on ritual 
cleanliness, from the ten works of the tradition that are classed according 
to chapters; namely, from the 
a��� of al-Bukh�r�, and of Muslim, from 
the work of al-Tirmidh�, from the Muwa��a� of M�lik, as well as from the 
collections of traditions of Ab� D�w�d, al-Nas���, al-Bazz�r, Ibn Ab� 
Shaybah, al-D�raqu�n�, and al-Bayhaq�. So they obeyed and compiled the 
collection requested. The ruler, then, dictated this work personally to his 
subjects and obliged them to study it. This compil ation spread throughout 
the Maghrib; high and lowly people memorized it. Those who knew it by 
heart could expect a valuable reward in terms of clothing and other valu-
ables from the ruler. The ruler attempted to expel M�lik’s school altoge-
ther from the Maghrib and to lead people towards the ��hir in Koran and 
tradition. Already his father and his ancestors had aimed at this, but had 
not openly come out with it.136 When ��� Ab� Bakr b. al-Ghadd had his 
�rst audience with Ya�q�b’s father, he found in front of him Y�nus’ work 

133 The identical words, Ab� al-Fid��, IV, p. 174.
134 Cf. above, p. 112.
135 Ibn al-Ath�r, K�mil, XII, p. 61.
136 �Abd al-Mu�min patronized the M�likite school; al-Dam�r�, I, p. 246.
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on the canonical law. ‘Just look, Ab� Bakr!’ so he addressed the scholar, 
‘I am looking here at these divergent opinions which developed later in 
All�h’s religion. You �nd four, �ve, and more different interpretations 
for one and the same question. Where, now, is the truth, and which of 
the divergent opinions must the worshippers follow?’. Now, Ab� Bakr 
began to solve the ruler’s problems. But he interrupted the scholar 
with the following words: ‘O Ab� Bakr, there is only this here—he, 
then, pointed to a copy of the Koran—or this there—pointing to Ab� 
D�w�d’s work on tradition on his right—or the sword’.137 However, in 
Ya�q�b’s time all emerged that had remained hidden during his father’s 
and grandfather’s time”.138

Al-Dam�r�, who also brie�y mentions this very important event for the 
history of the ��hirite school,139 adds that the branch inaugurated by the 
Almohad ruler found eager followers in the two brothers Ibn Di
yah, 
Ab� al-Kha���b and Ab� �Amr, and in Mu
y� al-D�n Ibn �Arab�.

The elder Ibn Di
yah became known in the theological world 
of Islam through his opposition towards a pet idea of the orthodox 
who, in spite of Mu
ammad’s own protests,140 would not see the 
Prophet second to Jesus with regard to miracles. Theologians were 
much inclined to support the belief of naive Islamic orthodoxy that 
Mu
ammad raised his deceased parents from the dead so that they, 
who had been pagans during their whole life, might acknowledge 
their son’s prophethood, so as to enable them to share in the Muslim 
paradise which they would forfeit without this profession of faith. 
Al-Suy��� composed no less than six works supporting this belief and 
refuted opposing arguments which, based mainly on the literal mea-
ning (��hir) of the traditions,141 are represented by our Ibn Di
yah.142 
This Andalusian theologian is especially famous as a great compiler 

137 A similar statement is transmitted by Ab� al-�asan al-Judh�m� about Sul��n Ab� 
al-Wal�d in M. J. Müller, Beiträge zur Geschichte der westlichen Araber, p. 128.

138 �Abd al-W�
id al-Marr�kush�, Kit�b al-mu�ghib, ed. Dozy, p. 201–203.
139 �ay�t al-�ayaw�n, I, p. 157.
140 Cf. my Culte des saints chez les musulmans, p. 3 ff.
141 In Kit�b al-agh�n�, XVI, p. 106, a saying of Mu
ammad is related according to 

which the following persons are in hell: the virtuous ��tim, as well as his father, and 
the father of Abraham.

142 These data are now compiled in the Burdah commentary of the contemporary 
Shaykh of the Azhar Mosque �asan al-�Idw� <also known as �asan, al-�Adaw� al- 
Hamz�w�>, al-Nafa��t al-Shadhil�yah, I, p. 56 ff. (This work consists of three volumes, 
the �rst two were published as lithograph, the third volume printed. To this effect 
the information in Wissenschaftlicher Jahresbericht der DMG, 1879, p. 160, n. 177 is to 
be corrected).
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of traditions, but at the same time, he is also accused of having put into 
circulation much that was not documented, perhaps in order to avoid 
admittance of qiy�s (see above p. 7). He seems to have been very liberal 
in his criticism of the reliability of the traditions. Ibn �Arab� objected, 
for example, to the soundness of a tradition upon which Ibn Di
yah 
remarked: “How strange it is, that Ibn �Arab� rejects this sentence in 
his book Kit�b al-ghaw�mi� wa-al-�aw��im although it is better known 
than dawn?”143 Ibn Di
yah travelled in many countries to complement 
his knowledge of the science of tradition; he was recognized as a great 
authority in philology too.144 After much travelling he took residence in 
Egypt where he became the tutor of the prince who became later known 
as al-Malik al-K�mil who bestowed great honours on him. After being 
enthroned, this prince founded for his tutor in the newly established 
school of traditions a special chair for the science of tradition. With 
this school, the Ayy�bid prince, a patron of the sciences, attempted to 
rival N�r al-D�n Ma
mud al-Zang�’s model of a professional school for 
the science of �ad�th in Damascus.145 The thankful scholar dedicated his 
work Tanb�h al-ba���ir f� asm�� umm al-kab��ir to his patron who never, 
not even as a mighty prince, ceased to bestow the highest honours on 
his former teacher.146 The work is a synonymy of the appellations of 
wine in which the author lists no less than 190 names of the odious 
drink, outdoing all predecessors. The following dedication to his patron 
shows how thankfully he acknowledged the bene�ts of his princely 
pupil: h�" +�Ó� |'� N� [���]��L ��"ë ��6� ���ë ��CF� �"�!� 	�� 04� �â
 
��¨�
 �6"¨� h�" ��È)� ;UF	� ��CF-)� ���T)� $�T)� ��Pë ��6-)� +�,-)� �:6� +TÄ)� 
���J)� �L�-� æ ���6-)� �L�!5 yL N� ���� *6,�°	� �6�� �6'� *6��-)�
 ;Ç!F	� �JL 
a�L and so on, in the most lavish expressions of glory and �attery that 
we �nd so frequently in scholarly dedications of Muslim writers to their 
patrons and princes. His indebtedness becomes particularly evident 
from the panegyric poem that follows these boastful words147 and which 

143 al-Dam�r�, I, p. 248.
144 His biography in Ibn Khallik�n, IV, p. 111, no. 508, ed. Wüstenfeld; �abaq�t 

al-�uff��, XVIII, no. 16. Both writers do not mention what al-Maqqar�, I, p. 525 
emphasizes, viz. that Ibn Di
yah is al-��hir� al-madhhab al-Andalus�.

145 al-Maqr�z�, Khi�a�, II, p. 375.
146 al-Maqqar�, II, p. 94.
147 MS of University Library Leiden, Cod. Warner, no. 581, fol. 3b.
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abounds in gratitude. As a fanatical orthodox Muslim—the theological 
method of the ��hir�s offers more reason for this assumption than any 
other branch of orthodox Islam—he did not miss a chance, not even 
in this lexical work, to prove himself to be an orthodox Muslim. We 
are strangely affected by his polemical attacks against etymologies of 
names for wine which depart from a favourable, sympathetic view 
of this “mother of all mortal sins”.148 He often goes so far as to �atly 
deny justi�cation of traditional names for wine when these names state 
a good trait of this abominable drink. To save space I simply refer to 
the articles in which he displays this tendency; namely, i+6 ��«�  i+���)� 
i`��,)� i+D�6C	� i+ �ø	� i+D�D±� i%��í)� i+6"�W)� i|�FT)� i�
Hºe� i��H�C)� +�6"
�D/)� i+D6�J)� 
�!P�,)�. As a taste of the spirit emanating from this book, and in order 
to acquaint the reader with the general aim of the author, let me relate 
what he says about the appellation al-la�af. Ibn Di
yah asserts that this 
name, meaning homage, has been attributed to this abominable object 
(wine) by malignant people who ignore God’s commands. Because of 
pure fanaticism he even goes so far as to derive al-khusraw�n�, one of 
the secondary names for wine, from the verb khasara for no other pur-
pose than to deprive the odious drink of an honori�c name.149 Closely 
connected with his dogmatic confession is a certain slanderous remark 
about the Mu�tazilite al-Na�m in an anecdote about the encounter 
of the dogmatist with a porter. Because of lack of space, we can only 
refer to it.150

This Ibn Di
yah eventually succumbed to his enemies’ jealousy who 
envied his fame and his prominent position in Egypt, and who did 
their very best to unmask him as a forger. The efforts of the enemies 
had at �rst no in�uence on the friendly disposition of the prince. One 
scholar, Ab� Is
�q Ibr�h�m al-Sanh�r�, who travelled to Andalusia 
for the purpose of gathering data to prove that Ibn Di
yah had never 

148 Ibn Di
yah also wrote a book Wahaj al-jamr f� ta�r�m al-khamr which he quotes a 
few times in the synonymy.

149 Tanb�h al-ba���ir, l.c., s.v. |C) and �'�
øz.
150 Ibid., s.v.: ���
 06� Q�5 *� �zp *�
 H�T]� ��J)� �
H : — ;U)? æ Rµ
 �:�5 ;U)x� ��! �, 

c
�T	� H��6� *� ã���m ��j� !�� !�
 �T�
 a��(4L� �!��# �!.F-	�
 N�
 à!5 �!,-t4- î�CD)� 
.+T6DI Á�  ^!�  �1�D)�  �̂ J4T	�  R �í4	�  �� �¡,)�� Cf. the verse cited on the basis of this, and 
its reason, in Houtsma, l.c., p. 82, on the authority of Ibn Qutaybah.
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heard the lectures of the shaykhs whose pupil he pretended to be, suc-
ceeded in demonstrating the mendacity of the princely favourite on 
the basis of a document drawn up by all those shaykhs. This informer 
was, nevertheless, imprisoned by order of the prince, and led through 
the streets on a donkey, while town-cryers publicized the reason for 
this punishment.151 He was then expelled from the country. Al-Malik 
al-K�mil ignored also the accusation by al-Sanh�r� that Ibn Di
yah 
falsely traced back his genealogy to al-�usayn and to the Kalbite 
Di
yah who died without offspring.152 One poet, Ab� al-Ma
�sin b. 
�Unayn, remarks on this occasion with devastating satire against the 
fraudulent pedigree of the problematic court scholar that, as regards his 
Kalbite genealogy, it may safely be assumed that he is not a descend-
ant of Kalb, but most probably of kalb (dog).—On this occasion it 
may be recalled that in a similar manner the appellation Ibn al-Kalb� 
is used of the non-Arab postmaster (or police chief ) of the caliph al-
Mutawakkil153 because his father carried the nickname “watch dog of the 
caravan station”.154—Later, however, the sultan had a chance to satisfy 
himself of the fraudulence of his learned favourite. He deposed him 
and appointed as successor to the chair in the school of traditions his 
brother Ab� �Amr �Uthm�n (d. 634).155 This scholar, too, is mentioned 
among the followers of the ��hirite school, but I could not ascertain 
any particulars on his scholarly activities.

Again, we must come back to what we have already pointed out on 
page 123 above that the dogmatic position was of no consequence for

151 H�� yL k�' �]2 cf. Ab� al-Ma
�sin, II, p. 183 ult.; cf. ibid., p. 190, 15; al-Mubarrad, 
K�mil, p. 321; Dozy, Supplément, I, p. 186a, 795a; II, 69a; Ibn Ba���ah, I, p. 220. From 
the secular literature, �Antar, IX, p. 144 (Cairo); cf. ibid., XVIII, p. 61, and others. Cf. 
also Quatremère, Mémoires géographiques et historiques de l’Egypte, II, p. 260.

152 On the title page of Cod. Warner, no. 581, he is called ��
ë $�T)�  ���ë ��6-)� 
+6�� *6� �� �����C)� �*6kD-,)� 
? ��E()� k5� ���)� ��� *6(���� $�L *6S ��±� ��CF� �� ���� ;U:F� 
*6-��
. The title ���)� ��� indicates that Ibn Di
yah did not take a de�nite stand with 
regard to a speci�c orthodox legal school.

153 This particular passage is an interesting support for Kremer, Culturgeschichte, I, 
p. 193, bottom.

154 Kit�b al-agh�n�, IX, p. 28: �� ��)� 3ú 3�(F a!�� �> ��"� O�T)� *� �x� �Dí)� ��� *# $
 
��:Dí)�  à �6(�. <The play on words Kalb—kalb (dog) is not infrequent. Cf. Goldziher, 
Muslim studies, I, London, 1967, p. 162>.

155 al-Maqqar�, I, p. 523, 525 ff.; II, p. 94.
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membership in the ��hirite school. This fact inevitably suggests 
itself when we consider that exponents of ���sm were so easily 
ac commodated within the frame of the ��hirite school. One of the 
oldest of D�w�d’s followers was the ��f� Ruwaym b. A
mad156 who 
died in 303. I suspect that this is no accidental phenomenon, rather, 
it �nds its explanation in the particular view of the ��f�s with regard 
to the Islamic religious laws. The mystic-theosophical school of Islamic 
theology rejected the juridical casuistry of the canonists which they 
considered the science of hypocrisy. The peculiar attitude towards 
the merit and the importance of the law was incompatible with an 
interpretation of the law manifested by a meticulous membership to 
one of the four orthodox �qh schools in particular, as opposed to the 
fellow-madh�hib. Since the ritual manifestations are for them nothing 
but insigni�cant means for achieving profound religious goals, even 
the different ways of achieving these forms within Islam, as speci�ed 
by the madh�hib, must be completely inconsequential for them. This, 
then, is the reason for their rejection of taql�d; it is a negative principle, 
with regard to which—although in varying signi�cance—the ��hir�s 
agree with the mystics. It is known what the mystic school thinks of the 
differences of the four orthodox schools, and how completely worthless 
the dry, purely formal view of the science of �qh157 seems to them. The 
mystic school considers the orthodox madh�hib’s different interpreta-
tion of the formal religion as the theological aspect which is the most 
contradictory to their own. In the third century we hear the following 
address to the “scholars of the world” from Ya
y� b. Mu��dh al-R�z� 
(d. 258): “Your castles are qay�ar�, your houses Khusraw-like, your 
clothing ��l	t�, your footwear Goliath-like, your containers pharaonic, your
riding animals Q�r�n�, your tables j�hil�, your theological madh�hib Sat-
anic: where, then, is the Mu
ammadan portion?”158 So the madh�hib 

al-�qh are called downright Satanic! This condemnation of the madh�hib 

156 Ab� al-Ma
�sin, II, p. 198.
157 In more recent times, we �nd the following statement in a M�likite theologian 

of particular ��f� colourings: ��"JM  �(�  0�(�4  $
  c �!AM  *�
  \ �-�M  �(�  c �!A4  $
  0�(�M  *� 
\�(½  �(�  c �!AM
  0�(�M  *�
. �Abd al-B�q� al-Zurq�n�, II, p. 195 (text). The statement is 
made by someone who is a lawyer himself.

158 al-Dam�r�, I, p. 451: ÿ���z�
 +�6M!)�� ÿ��!S�
 +�
ø� ÿM!6�
 +��65 HH!A5 äT)� O��� � 
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differences is the general attitude of the mystic school which is clearly 
revealed in all their writings. May it suf�ce to refer to al-Qushayr�, one 
of the most outstanding authorities of this school.159 Al-Sha�r�n� built 
his complete theological system on this basic idea of the madh�hib,160 
and expressed this view in many passages of his extremely interesting 
autobiography. By the way, the latter theosopher belongs to that 
group of ��f� theologians who consider complete investigation of 
canonical jurisprudence as an indispensable prerequisite for ���sm 
so that, on occasions of polemics, they might successfully resort to the 
weapons of the enemy’s arsenal. He notes, however, that already in 
his time ��f�s trained in such a way were as rare as “red sulphur”.161 
Al-Sha�r�n� requires thorough knowledge of jurisprudence merely for 
purposes of successful party politics and not for reasons of the pious 
nature of the science. Furthermore, we can see from this how little 
esteemed is the value of the science as taught in the legal schools 

159 Ris�lah (MS of University Library Budapest, no. II), fol. 277a: 3-�, �2 ��	û sü(
 
ñ�F4¬� 3��x� *� 3�x� ^� �æ!A)� O�-�"� `�)
 +(�C)� ax� *� `�) * k� 3���� *� 3�x� ^� 
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160 Cf. above, p. 37.
161 La���if  al-minan, MS of  the Hungarian National Museum, no. XV, fol. 13b: 
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in the eyes of the true ��f�, who, as we see in al-Qushayr�, diametrically 
juxtaposes the “science of drawing near to God” with the science of 
the “dialetic reasoning” of the canonical theologians, the traditionists, 
and also the speculative school.

A similar view as regards �qh, we also �nd expressed in the Muslim 
theologian who produced the best combination of formal jurisprudence 
and spiritual insight in Islam: in al-Ghaz�l�. Just as Ya
y� al-R�z� called 
the scholars of �qh and their madh�hib in the third century “secular 
scholars” (�ulam�� al-duny�), al-Ghaz�l�, too, considers their science as 
the secular sciences (�ul	m al-duny�). It is pro�table to read the words with 
which al-Ghaz�l� expresses his opinion on the evaluation of the science 
of �qh in the most daring passage of his remarkable book.162 He crowns 
his detailed exposition with the following epilogue: “What makes you 
think that the science of the laws on divorce, marriage procedure, trans-
actions with anticipated purchase price, rental agreements, payment of 
cash, etc., is a science that prepares for the hereafter? He who studies 
these things to get closer to All�h is downright mad”. He considers the 
theological components in �qh—like the possible mathematical, medical, 
grammatical, etc., components of these studies—as something accidental 
that cannot possibly de�ne this concept. This quali�cation of �qh163 is in 
sharp contrast, possibly intended so, to the view that is represented as 
de�ning �qh predominately as �ilm al-�kh�rah.164 Al-Ghaz�l� commented 
also on the method of legal deduction:

“Jurisprudence has four roots: the Divine Book, the sunnah of the Prophet, 
the consensus of the community, and the words and actions transmitted 
about the companions (�th�r al-�a��bah). The consensus constitutes such 
root, provided it leads to the sunnah; it is consequently a root of the third 
degree. In the same sense, the traditions of the companions also must 
be viewed as a root of jurisprudence, for the companions witnessed the 
revelation, and understood much of the circumstances accompanying 
the revealed things that others could not perceive with their own eyes. 
The linguistic expression often does not include everything that can be 
understood through knowledge of the circumstances that accompany an 
event. It is for this reason that scholars were ordered to follow the com-
panions and to be guided by what has been transmitted by them”.

162 I�y��, I, p. 17–18. To this must be compared an opinion on the preoccupation with 
�qh in the same author’s admonition O Son.

163 Ibid., III, p. 18, where in a different context he comes back to the classi�cation 
of the sciences and does not explicitly mention �qh.

164 Cf. Sachau, Zur ältesten Geschichte des muhammedanischen Rechts, p. 16.
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The “branches” of jurisprudence are the things that can be derived 
from those roots, not according to their literal expression, but through 
the fact that reason considers the deeper meaning, and, as a conse-
quence of this, enlarges upon the understanding in such a way that 
from the recorded word a thing might be deduced that has not been 
explicitly stated. It follows from the word of the tradition—for example: 
“the judge must not pass sentence when he is in a state of anger”—that 
he must not pass sentence even when af�icted by indigestion, or when 
subject to hunger or pain”.165 The latter is what is properly called qiy�s. 
It is very strange that al-Ghaz�l�, who treats sources of Islamic legal 
deduction only in this one passage of his I�y��, avoids naming analogy 
on the one hand, and, on the other hand, treats the “�th�r of the 
companions” as a separate category in the list of the primary sources 
(roots) which are otherwise usually included among sunnah or ijm��. This 
has the super�cial appearance that he did it to enable him to preserve 
the quaternary number of the u�	l al-�qh or the ark�n (al-ijtih�d) among 
which qiy�s is ordinarily recognized to belong. It cannot be overlooked 
that al-Ghaz�l� departs in this passage from the ordinary way of the 
analogical theologians. Even if he concedes justi�cation of analogy to 
the ��hir�s he does not concede to them equal right and status with the 
traditional sources. Either he himself never really realized this contra-
diction or he did not have the courage to profess it consistently. It is 
probably one of those concessions (see the introduction to the I�y�� ) to 
the system of the fuqah�� purporting to be conducive to the success of 
his work, that he recognizes analogy as an equal element of practical 
theology in a different passage. This he does in the special pamphlet 
on the permissibility of instrumental music (mas�alat al-sam�� ) contained 
in his I�y�� where he explains in the introduction:

“Knowledge about the things falling within the framework of jurisprudence 
(al-shar��y�t) is provided by the explicit word of the text and by analogies 
deduced from the words of the text. I understand by the former that which 
the Prophet demonstrated in words or actions; I understand by qiy�s the 
deeper meaning to be deduced from his words and actions”.166

In any case, al-Ghaz�l� underwent a change with respect to qiy�s 

during his eventful theological career. It is reported, for example, 

165 I�y��, I, p. 15.
166 Ibid., II, p. 348.
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that in agreement with the Khur�s�nian Sh���ites,167 he did not, initially, 
want to recognize a certain form of  analogy, called qiy�s al-�ard 168 (usually 
the material discussed on p. 40 ff. is cited as an example of  this) but 
that in a later work he demonstrated the necessity of  recognizing this 
kind of  qiy�s.169—From the above-mentioned passages from the I�y�� 
we can at least follow one fact; namely, in the period of  his theological 
activity during which he was trying to reconcile his own theosophical 
inclinations with the science of  the fuqah��, al-Ghaz�l� found it quite 
dif�cult to equate the qiy�s of  the fuqah�� with the traditional sources 
of  the law.

The preceding exposition must have made it clear that the basic 
tenets of the ��hirite school offered more than ordinary attraction 
for the followers of theosophy. Among the Muslim theologians who 
joined the �qh of the ��hirite school, which during the rule of the 
Almohades had achieved of�cial recognition, the famous mystic Mu
y� 
al-D�n Ibn �Arab� (d. 638) is also mentioned. Ibn �Arab� was “a ��hir� 
with respect to the ritual part of religion, but a B��in� with respect to 
the articles of faith”.170 The following observation is interesting for the 

167 The Sh���ite school is split into two divisions: the Khurasanians who recognize 
Ab� ��mid al-Isfar�y�n� as their im�m, and the Ir�qis who recognize Qaff� lal-Marwaz�. 
Scholars are mentioned who are recognized authorities for both branches of  the Sh���ite 
school, for example, al-Nawaw� (see preface to Tahdh�b), Jam�l al-D�n al-Bulq�n�, and 
others; cf. Ibn al-Mulaqqin, fol. 103b.

168 It would be too much for the scope of this work to explain also the different forms 
and types of qiy�s. The reader will �nd the most important data, and the de�nition of 
qiy�s al-�ard in contradistinction to qiy�s al-�illah, qiy�s al-dal�lah, and qiy�s al-shubhah in 
the Dictionary of technical terms, p. 1196.

169 Waraq�t, fol. 48a: Q!5  ����  !�  �x�
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��hirite view of this mystic. In his work Fut	��t he speaks, among 
other things, about the arrival of the mahd�, about his signs and about 
events that accompany this. It is known that the mahd� is represented 
as bringing justice to a world �lled with injustice, and sitting in judge-
ment over all of mankind. The ��hirite mystic, now, imagines this in 
the following manner. “He shall judge on the basis of religion unobscured 

by ra�y, and shall be in disagreement with the teachings of the scholars 
in most of his judgements”.171 In another passage of this work he says 
again about the mahd�: “The words of the tradition: ‘the mahd� follows 
my path in order not to err’, prove that he is following Islamic tradi-
tion and that he does not practise untraditional things . . . and that the 
application of analogy is forbidden for him when explicit divine statements 
exist which he receives through the angel of inspiration—just as in the 
view of some scholars, application of analogy is generally prohibited 
for all believers”.172 Thus, also the mahd� himself is a ��hir�. Moreover, 
according to al-Maqqar�’s report, Ibn �Arab� studied Ibn �azm’s works 
which he enumerates in his Ij�zah. It was he, too, who edited extracts 
from Ibn �azm’s thirty volumes Kit�b al-ma�all� under the title Kit�b 

al-mu�all�.173 The codex which the Herzogliche Gothaer Bibliothek 
possesses of Ibn �azm’s treatise on the invalidity of qiy�s and ra�y etc., 
is attributed to Ibn �Arab�’s transmission. Thus we are indebted to him 
for the preservation of this comprehensive basic work on the principles 
of the ��hirite school. In the introduction to this little work he relates 
the following dream: “I saw myself in the village of Sharaf near Seville; 
there I saw a plain on which rose an elevation. On this elevation the 
Prophet stood, and a man, whom I did not know, approached him; they 
embraced each other so violently that they seemed to interpenetrate 
and become one person. Great brightness concealed them from the eyes 
of the people. ‘I would like to know’, I thought, ‘who is this strange 
man’. Then I heard some one say: ‘This is the traditionalist �Al� ibn 
�azm’.—‘So great’, I thought after I woke up, ‘is the value of traditions’. 
I had never heard Ibn �azm’s name before. One of my shaykhs, whom 
I questioned, informed me that this man is an authority in the �eld 

171 Cited in al-�Idw�, Commentary to Burdah, I, p. 184: |)�r
 12�)� *L q)��� ��¨û ÿd 
.%�FT)� 3��x� 0�È�� 3)�9 æ

172 Ibid., p. 185.
173 In al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 84, both works are enumerated among those studied by 

al-Sha�r�n�.
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of the science of tradition”. Thus the ardent champion of the ��hirite 
school, branded and frowned upon by his contemporaries, was clothed 
with the halo of legend by the greatest mystic of a later era who himself 
was a ��hir�.174 All these incidents suf�ciently illuminate the fact that 
the great theosopher followed the ��hir�s in matters of jurisprudence. 
In this connection it is not surprising to learn that Ibn �Arab� transmits 
with direct isn�d statements which support this doctrine and in which 
ra�y, even from Ab� �an�fah, is condemned.175

In the same year as Ibn �Arab� died, another also quite remarkable 
exponent of the ��hirite school died in Andalusia. This was Ab� al-
�Abb�s A
mad b. Mu
ammad al-Umaw� Ibn al-R�m�yah from Seville. 
He is called al-Nab�t�176 at one time, and al-�Ashsh�b177 at others; both 
names because of his excellent knowledge of botany of which al-Maqqar� 
gives some examples. This botanist was equally well versed in the tra-
ditions; in theology he followed Ibn �azm whose fanatical adherent he 
was. Because of this he carries also the name of al-�azm�.

(4)

The period between the sixth and the seventh century seems also 
to have been the prime of the ��hirite school in Andalusia. We lack 
any kind of information on their position in other countries at this 
period.178 In Andalusia, too, the power and in�uence of the ��hirite 
system disappears with the Almohades. Later, we hear only of individual 
scholars who followed the ��hirite school. So we �nd, for example, the 
renowned scholar Ab� Bakr ibn Sayyid al-N�s from Seville, preacher 
in Tunis, who is described as ��hir�, and who died in <734>.179 We 
have from him a biography of the Prophet in which Ibn �azm is fre-
quently cited. This work is likely to contain material on the ��hir�yah 
by which our exposition could be supplemented. Then there is also 

174 Arabic MS of  the Herzoglichen Bibliothek Gotha, no. 640, fol. 1a.
175 Dictionary of technical terms, I, p. 390, 5th from the bottom, s.v. ��-t4��
176 �abaq�t al-�uff��, XVIII, no. 18.
177 al-Maqqar�, I, p. 871.
178 The Andalusian Ab� ��mir Mu
ammad b. Sa�d�n al-�Abdar� (d. 154) was *� 

+����¡)�  %&'(�
  �� ����  ��6L�. He did not live in his homeland but in Baghd�d (�abaq�t 

al-�uff��, XV, no. 40). By the same token, the traditionist Ab� �Abd All�h al-Bayy�s�,
who was from Granada and whose ��hirite leanings are emphazised, was living in 
Cairo where he died in 703. al-Maqqar�, I, p. 500.

179 �abaq�t al-�uff��, XIX, no. 4.
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mention of Ath�r al-D�n Ab� �ayy�n (d. 745), who, for his part, men-
tions other ��hirite contemporaries whom he encountered: Ab� al-
�Abb�s A
mad al-An��r�, the ascetic from Seville, and Ab� al-Fa�l 
Mu
ammad al-Fihr� from Santa Maria.180 As for Ab� �ayy�n’s faith-
fulness to the traditions and his profession for the ��hir�yah which, 
by the way, he later changed in favour of the Sh���ite school, it is 
illuminated in an interesting way in his biography which al-Maqqar� 
transmits, and which contains details which are related to this. For 
example, Ab� �ayy�n says in a short poem:181

“If it were not for the love of three things, I would not want to be counted 
among the living”

and among these things:

“My adherence to �ad�th while people forget the sunnah of the chosen 
one follow ra�y:
“Will you, then, leave the explicit text (na��) that originates from the 
Prophet, and will you follow the guidance of ordinary people? Verily, 
(when you do this) you exchange misguidance for true guidance”.

Who does not recognize in this the eternal ceterum censeo of the ��hir�s? 
Ab� �ayy�n expresses his preference for traditions also in a eulogistic 
poem for al-Bukh�r�:

“Is religion really anything but what the great men have transmitted to 
us who handed down the traditional statements of him (the Prophet) who 
was full of grace?” Etc.182

In his will he warns of speculating about the nature of God, about 
His attributes, and about other matters that constitute the �eld of 
investigation for Ash�arites and Mu�tazilites.183

Ibn �ajar al-�Asqal�n�, who devotes a separate article to this out-
standing representative of the Islamic sciences of that period in his 
biographical work on famous Muslims of the seventh century, says 
about him: Even in grammar he was a ��hir�.184 This remark could easily 
be interpreted to mean that Ab� �ayy�n remained aloof from the 

180 al-Maqqar�, ibid., p. 837.
181 Ibid., p. 849, 13–17.
182 Ibid., p. 853, v. 4.
183 Ibid., p. 848.
184 MS of the Kaiserlichen Hofbibliothek Vienna, Mixt., no. 245, vol. I, fol. 101b: 

!t,)�  æ ��� ����� ���6� !��  �È�
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linguistic philosophical treatment of grammar185 which was already in vogue 
in his time, and which was practised among others by his contemporary 
�usayn b. Mu
ammad al-Qur�ub�.186 However, the following version 
of the opinion cited seems to me to be more likely: Just as the ��hir�s 
were basing their �qh on the transmitted collections of traditions, Ab� 
�ayy�n was striving for the restoration of the exclusive authority of 
the transmitted basic works on grammar, particularly the book of 
S�bawayh and Ibn M�lik. We are actually informed that Ab� �ayy�n 
propagated the works of the latter, and that he commented upon the 
obscure passages in them. On the other hand, however, he repudiated 
Ibn ��jib’s grammatical work: “This is the grammar of the jurists (na�w 

al-fuqah�� )”. He never presented anything to his students but S�bawayh’s 
basic work or Ibn M�lik’s Tash�l.187 Ab� �ayy�n’s respect for the former 
becomes apparent from the following episode from his biography: Ab� 
�ayy�n had much respect for Taq� al-D�n Ibn Taym�yah, the most 
remarkable character of seventh century Islam.188 The entire theological 
movement in Syria and Egypt revolves around the person and teachings 
of this �anbalite whose name was, so to speak, the battle-cry of the 
theological parties. Adhering to no dogma in particular, he was, so to 
say, Muslim of his own. His contemporary, the traveller Ibn Ba���ah, 
who provides us with a short biography of this scholar, characterizes 
him tersely with the words: “He was an important man and could 
speak about the most varied �elds, but he had a bee in his bonnet”.189 
His teaching, although odd at times, commands respect because of its 
ethical view on marriage. He had the courage to condemn, in a sepa-
rate writing, the revolting institution of ta�l�l after the third divorce.190 
From among the teachings proclaimed, which were strange from the 
point of view of the Islamic orthodoxy, I point out the following: 

185 See my evidence in ZDMG, vol. 31 (1877), p. 545–549.
186 Ibn �ajar al-�Asqal�n�, I, fol. 341b: �L�!5  �J,4�  +�,T)�  ��]  � ��P  �äT4)�  *-� �>
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187 al-Maqqar�, I, p. 828.
188 Cf. Steinschneider, Polemische und apologetische Literatur, p. 33–34.
189 Ibn Ba���ah, Voyages, I, p. 215.
190 MS of the University Library Leiden, Warner, no. 511. Catalogus, vol. IV, 

p. 134. Cf. the tradition in al-Dam�r�, I, p. 207: Q�5 ù ��F±� !� H�T4-	� `64)�� H �Dz2 �2 
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he disapproved of appealing for help from the Prophet,191 and prohibited 
visiting the Prophet’s grave.192 He is represented as having made harsh, 
irrespectful remarks about the �rst caliphs, and in his lectures he gene-
rally assaulted important and unimportant, old and modern scholars.193 
He accused �Umar of errors, and remarked of �Al� that he made 
wrong decisions in seventeen questions. He was just as unrestrained
and merciless with the rest of the caliphs. He abused al-Ghaz�l� and the 
other Ash�arites (this liberty almost cost him his life) and he reviled Ibn 
�Arab� and mystics alike.194 In his dogmatics he taught tajs�m, the literal 
interpretation of the anthropomorphic passages of Koran and tradition. 
He did not cease to profess these views even after, having been put 
before an inquisition, he had signed a documentary refutation of his 
teachings.195 In one of his sermons, he quoted a passage from the tradi-
tion in which the words occur that “God descended from his throne”. 
While he was reading these words he descended a few steps from the 
pulpit and said: just as I am descending here (ka-nuz	l� h�dh�).196 In �qh he 
followed none of the orthodox schools in whose doctrines he was better 
versed than the most learned representative of each individual madhhab. 
He claimed for himself complete liberty to apply ijtih�d and he deduced 
his judgements mostly from the traditions and the �th�r,197 but he was no 

191 Ibn �ajar al-�Asqal�n�, fol. 79a: RTkFY �:ü,)û ��W4ó-l � Q�5 0�"�.
192 al-Qas�all�n�, II, p. 390: î!(,	�  �§�-	�  �/��  *�  !�
  RTkFY  �:D,)�  �D5  �H��  *�  �,� 

.0,L
193 If  I may change the words R)��
  R)!5 of  the poor codex at my disposal to 

R����
 R'¶�5.
194 Ibn �ajar al-�Asqal�n�, fol. 83a f.
195 Ibid., fol. 84a: Å�T)� yL !4-� 0"�
 ^�TM �N +�6(6(� G��Y 0P!)�
 ��-)�
 ��()�
 �6)� �� 

��-Pë �@�!z *� ��-("ë
 ��D[4)� �� �ä�� � �"� Q�(� ��-("ë
 ��D[4)� ;U)? *� �JF à �6(� 0M�x� 
�N� G�? æ �D[4)�  �D� Q!(  0�"��  �J)��.—The refutation, fol. 79a.

196 Ibn Ba���ah, I, p. 217.
197 This fact is repeatedly stated in the apology for Ibn Taym�yah: *� yL ���!)� ���)� 

��>  !'�  ���ë �6] +6V�  ���  � �,  *�  ��  K�. MS of the Königlichen Bibliothek Berlin, 
Wetzstein, I, no. 157, containing remarks about Ibn Taym�yah by famous contem-
poraries; for example, al-Dhahab�, fol. 17b: a�,L  06FL  �6)¨�  ��5  �K  ��  �*6T�  3�xK ��� 

+A±� +�,-)�  ��"  �()
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��hir�, for it is expressly stated that he recognized qiy�s.198 He was an 
irreconciliable enemy of Aristotelian philosophy. In a pamphlet directed 
against the latter (Na���at ahl al-�m�n f� al-radd �ala man�iq al-Y	n�n) from 
which al-Suy��� prepared an extract, he says (among other things): 
“These philosophers, as far as their teachings and living is concerned, 
are among the lowest people. The disbelieving Jews and Christians are 
to be preferred to them; the entire philosophy of these philosophers is 
not even on the level with Jews and Christians after accomplished falsi�-
cation of their religious writings, much less does it attain the level before 
this forgery”.199 Because of this and other teachings, Ibn Taym�yah was 
frequently imprisoned and had to suffer much persecution from the 
of�cially recognized theologians. Yet, he had a considerable number of 
admirers among the �anbalites and other Muslims both during his life 
and after his death. On account of his opposition to al-Ash�ar�’s philo-
sophy of religion, and his independence of the orthodox legal schools, 
the one party condemned him as a heretic who left the consensus (kh�rij 

�an ijm�� al-ummah), while others considered him worthy of the highest 
honours and called him the greatest Muslim of his time.200 Among his 
admirers we �nd our Ab� �ayy�n who met Ibn Taym�yah in Egypt. 
How highly he thought of the much persecuted man becomes evident 
from a laudatory poem which the once improvized before a scholarly 
meeting assembled around Ibn Taym�yah:201

�!) �
ë �êL Ré� G�H�DL \F��
 �<À� \kD-l $ H!��
 G�� ��(�
 *6���D� �') �Z4��
 +�6�F-)� +(�C)�
 
06FL  ���  �  ���65  ��/)�
  ��  %�FL  *�  \Fz  06FL  ��5  ��  �<FL  !�  øP
  �!���
  �
�zë
 

.a
���"
 a!L ���

198 Ibn �ajar al-�Asqal�n�, fol. 81b: .S�  ���,
 *��D
 ��6()�
  ����
 ���()��  Z4d
199 MS of the University Library Leiden, Warner, no. 474. Fol. 35b of the Suy��� 

excerpt. In this passage also the following poem by al-Qushayr� against philosophy is 
cited (especially Ibn S�n�’s):

��/)�  O�:4:�  *:� ��:� R( �:/:T:�  *:� � �!:ze�  �:,:T:C:5
��/)�  O�:4:�  *:� c l� lP ��] yL �"�  �!5 �:  =:F:5  R:�

��� �� 0:�F:)�  ^� �:,:T:PH �:,:':6D,4�  �!:"�:':4:��  � �.:F�
��CA	�  +:�F:�  y:L �,/L
 �-)�:C:�H *:� yL �!M�*
200 al-Maqr�z�, Khi�a�, II, p. 359.
201 al-Maqqar�, I, p. 857.
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“When we came to Taq� al-D�n a man approached us who was calling 
people to All�h’s way, a solitary person without blemish;

His face revealed the character of a person who was the companion of 
the best of creatures, a light eclipsing the moon;

A scholar on account of whom his contemporaries may clothe themselves 
in happiness; an ocean whose waves spout out pearls;

In the protection of our religion Ibn Taym�yah takes the position of the 
lord from the tribe of Taym when the Mu�ar fought against him;

He brought truth to light when its trace began to be effaced; he extin-
guished the �re of evil when its sparks began to �y;

Formerly we talked about a scholar who was to arise; and see! You are 
the im�m for whom they were all waiting”.

Ibn Rajab says in his Kit�b al-�abaq�t that this was the most masterly 
poetical achievement of Ab� �ayy�n.202 But soon this high admiration 
was reversed. Ab� �ayy�n, an opponent of tajs�m, had to turn away 
from Ibn Taym�yah who advocated views in his book on the “throne 
of God” (Kit�b al-�arsh) which in Ab� �ayy�n’s eyes could not pass as 
orthodox.203 Ab� �ayy�n made this break before the year 737, for we 
learn that when he arrived in Mecca for the pilgrimage in that year, 
and a certain Mu
ammad b. al-Mu
ibb wanted to hear Ab� �ayy�n’s 
poems from the poet personally, he kept postponing the recitation of the 
laudatory poem on Ibn Taym�yah. Finally, he produced it at the end of 
his other poetical works and made excuses for reciting this poem in such 
a sacred place.204 In al-�Askal�n� we even �nd that Ab� �ayy�n rejected
this laudatory poem with the words: qad kasha�tuh� min d�w�n� wa-l� adh-

karuhu bi-khayr “I have removed this poem from my d�w�n and do not 
like to consider the d�w�n among the good ones”. There is yet another 
reason why Ab� �ayy�n withdrew his admiration for the master whom 
he had formerly admired so much; and it is this reason which I like to 
quote as being characteristic of his relationship to S�bawayh’s Book. Ab� 
�ayy�n—so we are told in Ibn Taym�yah’s apology—was discussing 
a grammatical question with Ibn Taym�yah. Shaykh Ibn Taym�yah 
disagreed with Ab� �ayy�n and demanded proof for his assertion. Ab� 
�ayy�n quoted as authority S�bawayh. “There, S�bawayh is talking 
above his head; is S�bawayh the prophet of grammar, sent by God so 
that we ought to consider him infallible? With respect to the Koran, 

202 al-Radd al-w��r, fol. 33b: �R� �
 �ê� ��� @�6�� �( $ ���Ã� û� ��
203 al-Maqqar�, I, fol. 869, 11.
204 al-Radd al-w��r, fol. 33b.
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S�bawayh was wrong in eighty instances which neither you nor he 
understand”.205 Ibn Taym�yah is represented as having used such or 
similar expressions. “He was a fearless man, merciless when it concer-
ned truth”.206 It was this statement that caused the break between Ab� 
�ayy�n and Ibn Taym�yah. Ab� �ayy�n looked upon it as “a sin that 
can never be pardoned” ittakhadhahu dhanban l� yughfar. Al-�Asqal�n� could 
not have characterized Ab� �ayy�n’s attitude towards the grammatical 
literature more acutely and precisely than by stating that Ab� �ayy�n 
was a ��hir� in grammar also, i.e. that he recognized the old authorities 
of grammar, particularly S�bawayh, as inviolable bases, corresponding 
to the �ad�th collection in the science of religion.

(5)

With Ab� �ayy�n we reached the eight century of the Islamic era. 
At that time, a theological spirit that was decisively unfavorable for 
the ��hir�s had aspired to power in Andalusia. How the ruling class 
regarded the literal observance of tradition, which was contrary to 
general practice, is best illustrated by the following information. A ��hir� 
scholar, A
mad b. ��bir Ja�far al-Qays�, in ��hirite fashion, followed 
some of the traditions that he recognized as authentic. Contrary to 
orthodox practice, which undoubtedly prohibited this because of deeper 
theological reasons,207 he used to raise his hands during the obligatory 
prayer. The sultan who learned about this threatened the ��hir� scholar 
with cutting off his hands if he were to continue raising them during 
prayer. Then A
med said: ‘An atmosphere that kills the sunnah of the 
Prophet to such an extent that he who observes it is threatened with 
cutting off of the hands, deserves to be shunned”. He consequently left 
Andalusia for Egypt shortly after the year 700.208

205 ñ"�$ æ �p�()� æ �Cz� 0!ü�� ��!AT� �!#� ���� 0� �N� ��H� !t,)� ��oD" 0!ü��2 0!ü�� Ä� 
!� �
 ="� �'.'�M � �TI!� In the corresponding passage in Ibn �ajar al-�Asqal�n� it says 
S� ñ"�$ æ O��#À� æ �Cz. The copyist seems to have interpreted al-kit�b as referring to
the Koran, but it probably refers to al-Kit�b by Sibawayh.

206 al-Radd al-w��r, fol. 34a; cf. al-Maqqar�, p. 857, s.v., bottom, brie�y; Ibn �ajar 
al-�Asqal�n�, fol. 82b.

207 Cf. on this question my evidence in Grätz’ Monatschrift, 1880, p. 313.
208 al-Maqqar�, I, p. 909. In connection with ���6)� ��H cf. also the teachings of A
mad 

b. Sayy�r (d. 268), Tahdh�b, p. 147.
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Shortly afterwards, still in the eight century,209 the great historian 
Khald�n can state that, with the disappearance of the ��hirite im�ms, 
and as a consequence of the disapproval of the Islamic public opinion 
(al-jumh	r) which opposed this theological branch, the school of the ahl 

al-��hir has ceased to exist, and that it exists now in books only, to be 
studied like monuments of ancient times. But if some one, stimulated by 
these dead studies, were to adopt the doctrines of the ��hirite school, 
he would be regarded as a heretic, as understood by current theology, 
who opposed the prevailing agreement.210

I suspect that Ibn Khald�n meant by these harsh words a contem-
porary, religious movement which, instigated by a ��hirite agitator, 
aimed at a revival of the defunct ��hirite school.211 For information 
about this strange movement we are indebted to Ab� al-Ma
�sin 
Taghr�bird�. I shall let my informant speak for himself:212

“A
mad b. Mu
ammad b. Ism���l b. �Abd al-Ra
�m b. Y�suf, the learned 
��hir� shaykh and im�m, also called Shih�b al-D�n Ab� H�shim, known by 
the title al-Burh�n, was born in Rab�� al-Awwal of the year 704 between 
Cairo and Fus��� (Mi�r). He belonged to those who rebelled against al-
Malik al-��hir Barq�q. His father was a juror. A
mad grew up in Cairo 
and was a companion of Sa��d al-Mas
�l� who infused in him a sympathy 
for the ��hirite school of the system of Ibn �azm and of others. He 
distinguished himself also in this school and disputed against people who 
challenged his confession. Later, he travelled, traversed the most distant 
countries, and summoned people to recognize as a model in religious 
practice the Book of God and the tradition of the Prophet exclusively. 
Many people from Syria to Khur�s�n accepted his call. He and many of 
his supporters were �nally arrested in �ims; chained, they were all led to 
Egypt. Barq�q summoned A
mad and reproved him in a harsh manner; 
his companions, however, he had chastised. Afterwards he was imprisoned
for some time until he was released in the year 791. From this time 
until his death on Thursday, the 26th of Jum�d� I, he lived in oblivion. 
Shaykh Taq� al-D�n al-Maqr�z� praises him excessively, for he was a ��hir� 
himself. Nevertheless, in al-Maqr�z�’s biographical article some details of 
his oblivion appear; namely, that he was so poor that he lacked his daily 
bread. Verily, God is not unjust toward mankind, but it is typical of 

209 There is a remark from the eighth century that a certain Ibn Hish�m A
mad b. 
Ism���l al-��hir� issued a fatw� against the sultan. Ab� al-Fa�l Sulaym�n al-Muqaddis� 
al-Y�s�f� al-Dimashq�, who also belonged to the circle of  Ibn Taym�yah (d. 723), is 
mentioned among his followers. al-Radd al-w��r, fol. 52a.

210 Muqaddimah, p. 373.
211 <Franz Rosenthal thinks that this seems rather improbable. Ibn Khald�n, The 

Muqaddimah, 2d ed., Princeton, 1967, vol. 3, p. 6, n. 174>.
212 al-Manhal al-��f�, MS of the Kaiserlichen Hofbibliothek Vienna, Mixt., no. 329, 

vol. 1, fol. 65b.
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these ��hir�s to have a loose tongue about the learned im�ms, the leaders 
of the orthodox schools.—This is the way they are rewarded in this world; 
in the hereafter, God deals with them”.

The historian Jam�l al-D�n Ibn Q��� Shuhbah refers to this ��hirite 
movement in Syria, and, as a contemporary, mentions among the 
events of the year 788 a “revolt of the ��hir�s” (�tnat al-��hir�yah). It was 
instigated by Kh�lid, a certain �anbalite from �im� who was living in 
Aleppo and who went to Damascus where he joined his companion, 
the leader of the ��hir�s, A
mad al-��hir�.213 This movement, whose 
originator was an Egyptian, and which spread to Syria, seems to have 
had strong followings also in Egypt. M�s� b. al-Am�r Sharaf al-D�n 
al-Zang� (d. 788), Ayitmish’s steward of the palace is mentioned as 
one of them. He belonged to the leaders of the ahl al-��hir and was 
a fanatical opponent of the orthodox Sunnites.214 To the same school 
belonged at the end of the eighth century the philologist Mu
ammad 
b. �Al� b. �Abd al-Razz�q, a student of the M�likite school. It is related 
about him that he had ��hirite leanings but that he did not profess 
them publicly.215 Another Egyptian ��hir� of the same period is the 
grammarian A
mad b. Mu
ammad b. Man��r b. �Abd All�h called 
Shih�b al-D�n al-Ashm�n�, the �ana�te. “He was”, so says Ab� al-
Ma
�sin, “an excellent jurist and outstanding in grammar on which 
he composed several works; but he was at home in other disciplines 
also. Al-Maqr�z� says: ‘He was inclined towards the ahl al-��hir, but 
later broke with them and frequently attacked them; I myself was for 
many years his follower’. So much for al-Maqr�z�; yet I say: He found 
a peaceful end for he entrusted himself to the guidance of a man who 
was better acquainted with the Book of God and the sunnah of the 
Prophet than the rabble of the ��hir�s (al-awb�sh al-��hir�yah) who attach 
great importance to the �ad�th without understanding its meaning”.216 
This scholar died 809.

To the same period belongs M. N��ir al-D�n al-Jind� (d. 797), a 
�ahir� of vacillating character. We describe him as such because of 
the remark in our source that, in spite of his ��hirite disposition he 
was a strong admirer of the �ana�te shaykhs because of the power of their 

213 MS of  the Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris, no. 687, fol. 15a.
214 Ibid., fol. 21b: +�,-)�  ��� yL 3 �AT4
 ���¡)�  ��� �pH *� 0�"�  Q�(
215 Ibid., fol. 168b: 0�  ��  �
 +����¡)�  3�x� ^m �6¶ �>

216 al-Manhal al-��f�, l.c., fol. 69a.
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reasoning.217 From what we have seen so far, it became clear that no more 
opposing poles can be imagined than the ��hir�yah and the �ana�te 
school. This theologian is considered among the ��hir�s probably only 
because of some habits and peculiarities connected with his zealous 
adherence to the traditions. He shaved his mustache218 (probably 
because of a literal interpretation of the law from which Muslims derive 
the custom of trimming the end of the mustache qa�� al-sh�rib),219 and 
he raised his hands in prayer.220

(6)

In the aforegoing excerpts we �nd the famous historian al-Maqr�z� 
labelled as follower of the ��hirite school. He seems to have been 
the last representative of this system worth mentioning. Let us close 
this historical panorama by substantiating the ��hirite resemblances 
of his theological mode of thinking. “Taq� al-D�n al-Maqr�z� (d. 845) 
was—so relates Ab� al-Ma
�sin Taghr�bird�—an excellent, versatile, 
thorough, and conscientious scholar, religious, bene�cent, caring for 
the people of the sunnah; he was greatly inclined towards tradition 
which he observed in his daily life so that he was associated with the 
��hirite branch. He possessed some unjusti�ed prejudices against 
scholars of the �ana�te branch which become evident from his 
writings”.221 I must state the strange phenomenon that al-Maqr�z�, in 
the passage in which he deals with the ritual and dogmatic branches 
and sects, does not mention a single word about the madhhab of D�w�d, 
possibly intentionally so, in order not to have to de�ne openly his 
point of view towards this religious branch. That Ab� al-Ma
�sin’s 
verdict on al-Maqr�z�’s position towards the different rami�cations 

217 Ibid., II, fol. 334B: (cod. �����) ���-F) 3 �AT4)�  �b� �> 1HÐ�¡)� 0D�x	 �Ã� ��
 l=F5 
.Rá�)�2 � �!() +Ã�,��

218 0�H�] ��d. This is also related about the Prophet so that the ��hir� might have 
concurred with this tradition, in Ibn �ajar al-�Asqal�n�, I��bah, IV, p. 932: N�  Q!�H 
0�H�] ��d RTkFY. Ab� al-Ma
�sin, I, p. 496, �fth line from the bottom says it says about 
the Im�m M�lik b. Anas: kõ �b l�  a��
  0�H�]  ��d  �  �>
; cf. Landberg, Proverbes et dictions 
du peuple arabe, p. 256.

219 Abraham is supposedly the originator of this custom, Tahdh�b, p. 129.
220 ��� �Î æ a!FA)� æ ��H
 ��� ��� �� 0� ��� I �nd no explanation for . Possibly: 

when reciting the Koran by heart. Cf. also above, p. 177.
221 Silvestre de Sacy, Chrestomathie arabe, II, 1st. ed., p. 411–413; p. 415.
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of orthodox Islam is not unwarranted, can be shown. This is true 
for both aspects, the ritualistic, as well as the dogmatic. When we 
read al-Maqr�z�’s short description of the spread of the four orthodox 
branches of �qh in the different Islamic countries,222 it cannot elude our 
observation that the author was led by a certain distaste for them, and 
favour for, the puritanic traditionalism. Al-Maqr�z�’s characteristic cold 
objectivity in his historical presentation does not let his sympathies come 
into view, but for the informed reader of the relations of the Islamic 
legal schools, his position among these will be explicit nevertheless. 
“The true believer—so al-Maqr�z� says—must believe everything that 
the law revealed and this in the manner intended by God Himself, without 
profound interpretation according to his (man’s) own thinking, and 
without interpreting it on the basis of his own opinion (min ghayr ta�w�l 
bi-�krihi wa-la ta�akkum fi-hi bi-ra�yhi ), for God revealed the laws only 
because the human intellect is not suf�ciently independent to grasp the 
truth of things as they are in God’s recognition”.223 In this passage, the 
antithesis between “law” i.e. transmitted law (ma j��a bi-hi al-shar��ah) and 
ra�y is unmistakable. Also when speaking about the schools of M�lik 
b. Anas and of Awz���, he employs the expression: ra�y of M�lik and 
Awz���.224 Al-Maqr�z� describes in the same passage how, because of 
the domineering personal in�uence of Ab� Y�suf on the one hand, 
and of Ya
y� b. Ya
y� on the other—both of whom occupied the 
department of judgeships in their respective countries—everybody 
was following the madhhab of these scholars. Al-Maqr�z� closes with the 
following words: “The of�ce of judge has remained now for some time 
the domain of the companions of Sa
n�n. They fell upon the secular 
advantages (contending with each other for them) just as stallions fall 
upon female camels225 until the of�ce of judge became hereditary in 
the family of the Ban� H�shim. They inherited the judgeship from one 
another just as property is bequeathed in a family”.226

This is as if we were hearing the echo of Ibn �azm’s words who, 

222 Khi�a�, II, p. 331 ff.
223 Ibid., p. 361, 4–5.
224 Ibid., p. 333, 20.
225 Cf. Ibn Hish�m, p. 714, 8 for Q�Y VIth form.
226 al-Maqr�z�, Khi�a�, II, p. 333, 25: yL  �!)
�A4  �
�  �!,j  O���  æ  %&E()�  H�Y
 

��  %&E()�  �!SH�!4�  +�6#)��  �!">
  q��  !,�  �(  %&E()�  ^!M  ��  ^�  Q!/)�  yL  Q!t�)�  Q
�AM  �6"¨� 
.¢�6E)�  �H�!4M
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says in his analysis of the theological state of affairs in Andalusia: “There 
are two madh�hib that spread through power and domination. First, 
Ab� �an�fah’s madhhab, because, when Ab� Y�suf was appointed q���, 
the appointment of judges from the extreme East to the most remote 
borders of the African provinces depended on his counsel; he, however, 
had only such men appointed as professed his madhhab. Then, secondly, 
M�lik’s madhhab here in Andalusia, for Ya
y� b. Ya
y� was in�uential 
with the sultan and only his opinion was heeded when appointing 
judges. No judge was appointed in the provinces of Andalusia except 
on his recommendation227 and by his choice, but he recommended 
only his companions and men of his madhhab. People, however, are 
attracted by material advantages and consequently many surrender 
to such a person from whom they could hope for realization of their 
aspirations”.228 Al-Maqr�z� was more disinclined to the �ana�te school 
which he had followed in his youth229 than to the Malikite school. In 
this respect. Ab� al-Ma
�sin has interpreted al-Maqr�z�’s inclination 
quite correctly. His main work (Khi�a�) reveals that the reason for his 
embitterment against Ab� �an�fah’s contemporary followers was that 
this branch in particular consented to the government’s con�scation 
and secularization of all those old buildings in Cairo about which two 
witnesses testi�ed that they were a danger to the safety of either neigh-
bours or of passers-by (al-j�r wa-al-m�rr). The consequences of this action 
took such proportions that even large mosques were sold when the 
surrounding buildings became dilapidated. Many remains of the Islamic 
antiquity in Cairo were probably destroyed through the irreverent action 
of a generation void of all historical feelings. “Thus perished—laments 
al-Maqr�z�—the sepulchral chapels of the two qar�fahs in Cairo, magni-
�cent buildings, and grand houses as there are . . .” (here, the historian 
lists some prominent examples). This must have distressed the antiquary 
al-Maqr�z� considerably and he expresses this quite freely in this peculiar 
treatise.230 This act of vandalism was sanctioned by the legal decision of 
the �ana�te chief q��� Kam�l al-D�n �Umar ibn al-�Ad�m231 who was 
appointed in the year 435. Such personal feelings explain Maqr�z�’s 
following casual words: “M�lik’s madhhab spread more generally in 

227 Cf. Dozy, Geschichte der Mauren in Spanien, I, p. 302.
228 al-Maqqar�, I, p. 466.
229 Flügel, Anmerkungen zu Ibn Qu�l�bugh�, p. 76.
230 al-Maqr�z�, Khi�a�, II, p. 296.
231 Ibn Qu�l�bugh�, ed. Flügel, p. 97, no. 140.
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Egypt than Ab� �an�fah’s because of the respect that M�lik’s followers 
enjoyed in Egypt; Ab� �an�fah’s madhhab was previously not known 
in Egypt . . . Ism���l b. al-Yasa� from Kufa was appointed q��� after Ibn 
Lah��ah; he was one of our better q���s except that he subscribed to 
Ab� �an�fah’s teachings, whose madhhab the Egyptians had not known. 
His teachings contained the destruction of the chapter-houses. This 
annoyed the Egyptians and for this reason they rejected his madhhab. 
Therefore, up to al-Sh����’s arrival, the M�likite branch was the most 
widespread in Egypt”.232

What we know about al-Maqr�z�’s view of Islamic dogmatics endorses 
our assumption that he was closest to the profession of the ��hirite 
school also in this aspect of Islamic theology. Readers of Ibn �azm 
will sense al-Maqr�z�’s af�nity to the argumentative ��hir�s from the 
brief exposition of his view in dogmatics. His dogmatic position is also 
completely independent of the philosophical controversies of the schools; 
he has as little contact with the school of al-Ash�ar� as he has with that 
of the Mu�tazilah. The only thing that separates him from Ibn �azm’s 
strict orthodoxy is the usage of the term “attributes of God”. From his 
treatise on al-Ash�ar� and from his teachings one gets the impression 
that he is describing the life and teachings of a man to whose school 
he does not subscribe. It was probably not done unintentionally, for 
many passages of this treatise emphasize that al-Ash�ar�’s dogmatics 
became the prevailing doctrine in Islam through actions of violence 
and bloodshed.

What interests al-Maqr�z� in these questions most of all is, because 
of his traditional training and because of his ��hirite inclinations, 
the absolute acceptance of what the traditions contain about the 
nature of God. Now, it is certain “that all Muslims agree that it is 
permitted to transmit those a��d�th which are concerned with the 
attributes of God, and that it is permitted to spread them and to 
communicate them to others”. In this question there exists no differ-
ence of opinion. But those among them who profess the truth, agree 
also that these traditions do not bear the interpretation that God is 
similar to creatures for it says in the Koran: “Nothing is similar to 
Him and He is the Hearer and the Seer” (s	rah XLII:9), and “Say: 
He is God, the only One, God the Eternal, He does not beget and 
is not begotten and no one is equal to Him” (s	rah CXII). Those tra-
ditions are not in con�ict with these Koranic verses, for “their trans-

232 al-Maqr�z�, Khi�a�, II, p. 334, 6.
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mission serves no other purpose than to negate ta���l. In being called 
nature by one and cause (�illah) etc., by another, the enemies of the 
Prophet gave God names by which they denied His sublime attribu-
tes”. It is solely for this polemical purpose that God assumed attributes 
in the Koran, and that attributes are mentioned about Him in the 
traditions. The reconciliation of the incomparableness of God with 
the anthropomorphic passages of the sacred documents must not be 
attempted by popular means of interpretation (al-ta�w�l). “It is unknown 

to us whether any of the companions, or the followers, or the followers 
of the followers, ever interpreted these traditions by means of ta�w�l. 
They refrained from this type of interpretation because they glorifïed 
God Whom they considered to be above being an object of proverbial 
(symbolic) expressions. Whenever a physical attribute is given to God, 
as for instance that ‘His hand is on their hands’, or ‘that His hands 
are stretched out’, anyone will understand the proper meaning upon 
mere recitation of those passages”. Metaphorical interpretation of such 
passages includes a comparison of God with creatures. “Those who 
permitted attributes, removed God’s glory by comparing Him with 
substances, no matter whether in actual sense or metaphorically. In 
doing this they were aware that this parlance contained words which 
are applied to the creator and the creature alike, but they hesitated to 
call these words “homonyms” (mushtarakah), for God has no companion 
(shar�k). This is the reason why the forefathers did not interpret any of 
these anthropomorphic traditions, although we know for certain that, 
in their opinion, these traditions were far from the meaning hastily 
attributed to them by the ignorant.233

At the end, al-Maqr�z� summarizes his dogmatic confession as 
follows: 

“The truth that cannot be doubted is that the religion of God is a conspicuous 
matter containing nothing hidden, is a public matter (according to the B�l�q 
edition, a substance) that hides no secret;234 its totality is obligatory for every-
one without exception. The Prophet has not hidden a single word of the law; 

233 Khi�a�, II, p. 361–362.
234 In Goldziher, �Ali b. Mejmun al-Ma�ribî, p. 303, n. 2, it has been pointed out that 

the differentiation between �ilm al-��hir and �ilm al-b��in is certainly to be found in the 
tradition. In support of this view also s	rah, XVIII:59 was quoted (majma� al-ba�rayn). 
The comment in al-Bay��w�, I, p. 567, 16, to the passage: ���¡)� äL �´ �> m!� ���� 
*��D)�  äL �´ �z
 is attributed in another passage to Ibn �Abb�s.
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everything which he told to his most intimate circle, be it wife or 
relations,235 he would have also told to any white or black man, or any 
ordinary herdsman. He had no secret, no mystic allusion (ramz), nothing 
esoteric (b��in); he summoned all of mankind to his teachings. If he had 
kept anything secret, he would not have completed the mission with 
which he was charged. Whoever makes such claims in spite of it, is a k��r 
according to the concurrent teaching of the whole community. The origin 
of every heresy (al-bid�ah f� al-d�n) is the departure from the words of the forefathers 
and deviation from the conviction of the �rst Muslim generation”.236

These last words are the testimony of a theologian who, to say the 
least, was deeply in�uenced by the sentiments prevailing in the ��hirite 
school. Tied in with this is yet another observation that throws a 
peculiar light on al-Maqr�z�’s literary character. Hence it follows not 
only that al-Maqr�z� had occupied himself with Ibn �azm’s works, 
mention of which I certainly do not recall in al-Maqr�z�, but also that 
he did not hesitate to adopt literally, or more precisely, plagiarize, the 
words of the famous ��hir�. He could con�dently do this in view of 
the minimal circulation of Ibn �azm’s works, especially in Egypt. The 
forcible resumé with which al-Maqr�z� closes his presentation cited 
above, I found almost literally in Ibn �azm. This can be seen from the 
juxtaposition following:

al-Maqr�z�, Khi�a�, vol. II, p. 362:
!�
  04½  �r  �  ��!P
  06�  *���  �  ����  ^�TM  N�  *6)  ���  06�  3H  �  1«�  �\��
 
�F�� �
 +.ú �
 0TÄ)� *� RTFY N� Q!�H �# $
 06� +��-� � ��2 �Î ��� 0�ú 
��LH
 �!�e�
 ��e� *L 0�� +TÄ)� *� %� yL �K ¨
 
� +P
� *� 0� ��,)� �qz� 
�Ì6] �� !)
 06)� R'�ú ��,)� �L� �� 79 *��� �
 J�H �
 �r RTkFY a�,L �> �
 :W)� 
*L  �TD)�  ��¨�  æ  +L��  Î �Y�
  +�ë ¢�P��  ��>  !'�  �x�  Q�5  *�
  ��2  ��  ��F�  �	 

.  .  .  .  Q �
ë H�A)�  ��(4L�  *L c���ë
 |F-)�  ��

235 Cf. Muslim, Kit�b al-a����, no. 8: Q�(� RTkFY N� Q!�H ;U6)� a�r� %�� �"�Dz2 yT) �,F5 
S� Q!( 04T, 0�,#)
 ��,)� 0�� �Ì6] ^ � kr2 �� Another version: RTkFY N� Q!�H ÿ�A kz2 yL �Ì� 
+�6� ��z�� �x� ��6� O��5 æ �> �� �ë +��> ��,)� 0� �RT $ %�� N� Q!�H �, �Az �� Q�(� %�� 
S� R<� O!4#�. Cf. Kit�b al-�ajj, no. 82. The same bias is re�ected in the corresponding 
traditions in al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-�ilm, no. 40; Jih�d, no. 169; Jizyah, no. 10; D�y�t, no. 24.

236 al-Maqr�z�, Khi�a�, II, p. 362.
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Ibn �azm, Kit�b al-milal, vol. I, fol. 137a, following a short description 
of  the characteristics of  the Kh�rijite and Sh��ite sects:
06�  +��-� � �����  0�ú 04½ �r  � �+
 06�  *���  � ���� ^�TM  N� ��� ���  �!.FL�
 
1
�L� �:'� �,���
 � �r +"�ý) �� �L ��� *� �Î
 ����� �� �D�4 l �2 237!L� *� �Î �!. �B�
 
�qz�  �F��  �
  �'5!�  �*  +.ú  +TÄ)�  *�  �#  $  RTFY  N�  Q!�H  ���  �!.FL�
  cH�²
 

*L  0��  +TÄ)�  *�  %�  yL 3��Y 
�  �K  ���  
�  �K  
�  +,��  
�  +P
�  *�  0�  ��,)� 
R'�ú ��,)� �L� �� 79 *��� �
 J�H �
 �r K a�,L �> �
 :W)� ��LH
 �!�e�
 ��e� 
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�RêL �N� ðH 0���2
 RTkFY ÿ�6D"  06FL k� � �_ �! �P!TM  �
 �6)� s
 �


(7)

With al-Maqr�z� we have completed our panorama of the more 
important representatives of the principles of the ��hirite school of 
the third to ninth centuries. We have included in our list only such 
theologians who, on the basis of reliable reports about their life and 
teachings, can be identi�ed as ��hir�s. The appellation al- ��hir�238 

did not always lead us to hastily consider a particular scholar among 
the school of D�w�d b. �Al�.239 The reason for this is that this nisbah 

does not indicate a theological af�liation behind every name, but is 
very often a nisbah referring to Egyptian princes who received the 
title al-malik al-��hir. This, for example, is the case with a theologian 
from the period of these princes, called Jam�l al-D�n A
mad b. 
Mu
ammad al-��hir�, and with another, Shih�b al-D�n A
mad al-
��hir�; the one was a Sh���ite, and the other a �ana�te.240 For the 
same reason, the father of a certain Ibn al-��hir�241 must probably be 
excluded, and the same applies to a great number of people who bore 

237 Cod. �!L�<.
238 In Wüstenfeld’s edition of Y�q�t the printing error al-��hir� is to be corrected 

to al-��hir�, I, p. 631, 3; 663, 14; II, p. 582, 20; and VI, p. 315, 1.
239 Fihrist, p. 153, 3 ff. lists among the humorous writers of the third century Ab� 

al-Q�sim ibn al-Sh�h al-��hir�. The titles of his works are mentioned too. I am not 
clear about the meaning of al-��hir� in this instance.

240 Cf. Weijers in Meursinge, Sojutii liber de interpretibus Korâni, p. 66.
241 �abaq�t al-�uff��, XX, no. 8.
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this name which was particularly frequent in the period covered by 
Ab� al-Ma
�sin’s biographical work al-Manhal al-��f�. Ab� al-Ma
�sin’s 
father, too, carried the additional name al-��hir� for this reason, 
although he was far from being an exponent of the ��hirite school. His 
name al-��hir� originated from the fact that the father of the famous 
historian was purchased as a slave by al-M�lik al-��hir Barq�q.242

From the tenth century on, the madhhab ahl al-��hir seems to have 
died out. We can meet the characteristic elements of its theological 
view in later times also, and even among modern Muslim theologians, 
particularly among those for whom theological science is of no practical 
concern, but merely a theological study. We still �nd people who seem 
to echo the old principles of the ahl al-�ad�th hostile to ra�y,243 but none 
of them calls himself a ��hir�. They belong mostly to the tiny group of 
�anbalites or, if they belong to another of the four rites, they are tradi-
tionists with little concern for the so-called fur	�. But while the majority 
of contemporary Muslim theologians pursue the practical studies of the 
fur	�, specialists in the science of �ad�th are diminishing from day to day, 
yet, it was the �ad�th which was the soul of the ��hirite school.

Thus the four sources of legal deduction: kit�b, sunnah, ijm��, and 
qiy�s are indisputably recognized in Islamic theology. Indeed, we may 
say that attempts were really made from time to time to add other 
equally valid sources to them. We �nd, for example, a note that 
Q��� �usayn (d. 462) put consideration for �urf—called now common 
usage244 and at other times what could best be called common sense—as 
an important factor in legal decision besides those four canonical 

242 For the same reason one must not hastily assume the name al-D�w�d� to mean 
that its holder is a follower of  D�w�d’s school.

243 It remains unsolved whether those scholars of the early period must indeed be 
reckoned among the ��hirite school because their biographers relate that they belong 
to no particular madhhab, but that they relied solely on the traditions and the salaf.

244 In this meaning it is also called ��dah and distinguished from shar��ah, the canonical 
law which it could not supplant, as being the common law as practised in some countries 
prior to their acceptance of Islam. In this connection one should read up the interest-
ing passage in Chardin, Voyages en Perse, VI, ed. L. Langlès, p. 70–75. Information on 
the spread of ��dah among the Muslims in D�ghist�n can be found in G. Kennan, The 
mountains and mountaineers of the Eastern Caucasus, p. 184. Among the Malayan Muslims, 
too, ��dah is recognized in many instances of jurisprudence until the present day. Cf. 
van den Berg, Beginselen van het Mohammedaansche Recht, p. 126. To the same category 
belong also the secular laws (q�n	n) of the Kabyle Muslims in the Mez�b which are 
recognized beside the religious law handled by the azz�b ( fuqah�� ). E. Masqueray has 
recently reported on this in “Le Mezab, II”, Journal des Débats, 12 January, 1883.
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legal sources.245 (�Urf had really survived in many important chapters 
of Islamic law as an individual peculiarity of many countries, and it 
occupied a position comparable to that of the q�n	ns in present day 
Islamic states). The Q��� expressed with this view probably nothing 
but older attempts of Muslim jurists who, on the one hand, attempted
to reconcile in this way the secular with the religious law, and, on 
the other hand, wanted to safeguard justi�cation for the individual 
peculiarities of individual parts of the Islamic state within the universal 
nature of the Islamic law. We hear already in the third century that 
�urf was preferred to qiy�s.246 Among the legislation on oath, pledges, 
measures, etc., we often meet the opinion that, in these instances, 
semantics and customs are decisive, and that they ought to be pre-
ferred to deductions that would have to be drawn from what has 
been traditionally �xed.247 �Urf is supposed to represent in the system 
of the Islamic institutions the changeable element, subject to change 
and to alternation, corresponding to the spirit of the time and the 
requirements of the locality.248 We have a Jewish report from the 
tenth century A.H. which reveals that in Egypt of that period �urf was 
applied by those courts that were independent of the organs handling 
canonical law, and that those courts were even free to pass the death 
sentence.249 In his article Über die Klassen der �ane�tischen Rechtsgelehrten, 
Flügel wrongly identi�ed �urf with qiy�s.250 However, attempts were made 

245 al-Qas�all�n�, IV, p. 103: �)� `�� �L�!()� ��� c� lT)� ^� ¢!P�)� *6-� ð�()� Q�5 �5
 
.0(�)� �<FL ��,D4

246 al-Maqdis�, p. 272, 9: ��6()�  yL ���(� �"�,L c lH�T4)�  �> ��	.
247 Cf. al-Dam�r�, I, p. 404; II, p. 391; evidence of how this point of view gave rise to 

casuistry in al-Qas�all�n�, I, p. 469 (to 
al�t, no. 20). See the main passages in al-Maqdis�, 
p. 310 S� ��¶e�  �§�-� yL �ÁD� ... cH�T4)�, ibid., p. 115 f.: S� cH�T4)�  yL �,.FL �,�P� �"��. 
Also the �anbalite codex Dal�l al-��lib, II, p. 136 teaches: c� lT)�  ���,D�  ��¶e��.

248 Cf. Maw�qif commentary, p. 239 where the author is attempting to prove that 
prostation (al-suj	d) in the �urf of the angels has the same meaning as salutation (al-sal�m) 
in the �urf of humans: +,��ë c�4z��  �'��4z� �!· +�6�� lL +�6E5 ax� ���.

249 R. D�wi d b. Ab� �imr�, RGA, no. 296 (ed. Venice, I, fol. 53a): ynym ynç �hl çyç 
qswp awhw lwdgh fpwçl rwsm awh y[rçh fpçmhw (æ�L) ypr[ djaw (�Lâ) y[rç dja fpçm 
rçl  rwsm  awh  h[ç  tarwh  wmk  awhç  yprw[h  fpçmhw  fpçmh  hwç[l  twxm  rçhw  ˆydh 
wkw  lwdgh fpwçh t[ydy  albw ˆydh ˆm alç wlypa yprw[h ypk gwrhl lwkyw  hnydmh

250 Flügel, Über die Klassen der hane�tischen Rechtsgelehrten, p. 279.
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to add to the four legal sources besides �urf isti�s�n, or, as it was called in 
the M�likite school, isti�l�� (above p. 12). In this context it is noteworthy 
that the Sh���ite al-Suy���, who applied the method of the theological 
disciplines to the philological sciences,251 lists among the sources of phi-
lological knowledge252 besides the four theological sources of knowledge 
also the isti���b of his own school. As far as theological investigation is 
concerned, Fakhr al-D�n al-R�z� is protesting against any attempt to 
add anything to the four generally recognized legal sources. He bases 
this on s	rah IV:62 (in which as we have seen on p. 86, reference to 
the four legal sources was thought to be found):

“Those who are obliged to obey the divine commands must keep to these 
four legal sources exclusively. If one were to refer to either Ab� �an�fah’s 
isti�s�n or to M�lik’s isti�l�� it would merely be a case of a misinterpreted 
terminological expression which is of no consequence. However, if these 
two terms are different from those four sources, their teaching would 
serve no meaningful purpose”.253

Thus any attempt to go beyond these four sources was rejected, and 
the attempt of the ��hirite school to shake the validity of a single one 
of them was also destined to fail.

251 See my article Zur Characteristik al-Sujû�î’s, p. 14 ff.
252 Sprenger, Die Schulfächer und die Scholastik der Muslime, p. 7. In this passage (no. 3) 

al-manq	l is not transcribed but transmitted.
253 Maf�t��, III, p. 361.
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SUPPLEMENTS

I.–III. From Ibn �azm, Ib��l al-qiy�s etc. (Cf. p. 4–19; p. 85ff.).
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34 Defective, the remains suggest the word above.
35 Fol. 8a. Here follows an isn�d which I have omitted in order to save space.
36 Cod. ���T)�.
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37 Fol. 8b.
38 Or, according to some traces of  the mutilated text, 3��A $.
39 Mutilated 0,L N� �IH?
40 Cod. R'T.[�.
41 Cod. +����.
42 Cod. Q��.
43 The word O�·� follows on fol. 18a of  the MS. The connection seems to be clear 

from the context as well as from the identity of  penmanship and paper. Fol. 8b and 18a 
are distinguishable by newer ink and paper and by a younger handwriting.

44 Cod. 0<!<.
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45 Cod. Q����.
46 Fol. 18b.
47 Cod. �'.FT).
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48 Here a long isn�d. 
49 al-Sha�r�n�, I, p. 62 ��',6�.
50 The “alienation theory” cited here is manifested in better attested traditional 

statements too. The main passage seems to be al-Bukh�r�, Kit�b al-fitan, no. 6.
�
�DY� Q�(� �� �[�� *� �(F" �� 06)� �"!#/� V/� V)�� *� `"� �,6M�
uR#� �H �!(FM ��4� 0,� ��] a�T� 1x)� �� ���� R#6FL �M� � 0�"��
This was probaby also the philosophy of  the pre-Islamic Arabs. Durayd b. al-�immah 

says in an address: |F�� *� �6z |F� ��� ���
 Q �
� �6z ��� R#) �
� ��� % °� � Agh�n� XVI, 
p. 142, 2.

51 Fol. 14a.
52 Cod. ��6()� a��T)� without O. If  the reading of  the codex were to be upheld, then 

this would represent a reference to s	rah LIX:2 �
�D4L��, well-known evidence for the 
exponents of  analogy; see above p. 86.
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53 Cod. ��F4z�.
54 Cod. ¢�].
55 Cf. the interesting remarks by legists and philologists about this in al-Suy���, 

Muzhir, II, p. 163. <According to Muhammedanische Studien, II, p. 17, n. 4, q���yah in lines 
6 and 7 was changed to m���yah>

56 Fol. 14b.
57 Cod. �!)�.
58 Fol. 15a.
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0�"� ���¤� *� �6�
 *L
 u640,L �!btDM �� 04.�H
 N� !�TD� RL 0)!�H
 ^�TM 

59 Cod. addit: ��.
60 Doubtful; cod. �-±�.
61 Cod. ���.
62 Fol. 15b.
63 Cod. �_ *� �DL *� N� �DL.
64 Cod. �',L.
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�[-	� �� Q!D)� Q!( +�6,� ��� =T.� ��"�� 12 ��)� Hx�� �����!)� s)�Y *� �:6t6) Q�5 
`F© �� ��6()� �¢ k� $ *� ��)� Q�5 +�6,� �:�� *� �� �.� *L
 uR'��65 {T� *� *-�� 

u0(� $ %&E()�

IV

From Im�m al-�aramayn, Waraq�t f� u�	l al-fiqh with the commentary of  
Ibn al-Firk�
. (Cf. p. 67–69).

a) Fol. 12a: �Q� ��  ���  6506FL l� k. �tlM  +,�()�  *L � Í�[4)�
  �� ���� �,L ��T��  +W6Y
 
�� kT ��� O�T)� +WF� ���� +W6Y �,T u06FL �. �t l6� +����� 
� O�,)� 0,� ���	� ��� yL �6)�)� 
O�,)� 0,� ���	� ��� yL �6)�)� �Q� �� ��� 0)!5
 ���� yL =F. l� *§��()� *L �� ��© ="�� �?�
 
`6) ���� *� 0��Y yL �6)�)� �Q� �� ��� `,¤� �6� *� %&,b4��� 06FL �.t6l � +����� 
� 
�6)�� RFT �� ��� ���) �� ��[	� +W6A)� �� �,T	� �!#
 �A�4� %&,b4�� �!# �� *#¶
 �� ��© 
+W6A)�  +�H�A)�  +�6)�(	�
  +�6)���  *§��()�  *L �� ��© +W6A)�  �!#M  �5
 0,L �'P
�z 66�A�4 l� 
67�Ak� �, l� �6)�� ���� *L =P�z �4)� �� ��³� +W6A)� Q�b�
 �A�,� �6)�� RF �T l
 ���� *L 
yL %�'(�)� �'F.� �H�T l� *L 68�� ��© ���'/)�� ��� +W6Y ax� R4T�DM �?� �
 ;�']2
 ^�TM 0)!5 
�' �/l $
 1�4]�
 �' �/l $
 ¢�� RTFY ��D,)� ��� Rµ!5 !�
 ���� *L 0) ��H�Y a
2H �K O�,)� 
�T� �H�!)� ���� 1� *� �,L �
 l�� kC �Y�� R4FF k� �?�
 ^�TM 0)!5
 uO�,)� yL +W6A)� �!F.t� 
1� � *� � ���
 �� ��© 06� ���� +W6Y `6F� +,�(� O!P!)� *L c� lY � �.� 69+����) �¡�� 
�� ��© +W6Y R4T�DM �?� �
�' �]2
 ^�TM 0)!5 O�� *� a�,L 0�"�� +����) �¡�� �T� �H�!)� ���� 
yL RFT)� ��� ����M� !� �A�,	� �6)�)�
 +����� ^� ���� *L �' kP
�z �A�,� �6)�� k=�� k� kL 

�He� �� �
 l�/k4"�� ��A)� 70=6E5 �?�� ^�TM 0)!5 V)x�
 u��6CY�� O!P
 ��L 

65 Scil. ��e� yL.
66 Cod. �A�,�.
67 Cod. �A�4�.
68 Cod. � ��©.
69 Cod. +����.
70 Cod. R46E5.
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��CY�� R4FF� �?�
 ^�TM 0)!5 �T� � ��(M �� 06��

b) Fol. 17a: u�A()�
 *!#4)� 
� +!-4)� 
� ��'4)�
 +����� �'� ���	�
 ���� +W6Y ��k
 
*� �.d $ �� �J,M V)? +��T� �� 0(�)� ��§��
 O�·�� �6� �,TK ���� +W6Y �
H
 ��6� 
a�6�xM  �� �6.E)�  71��x
 O�·�) ���W	�  a!P!)�  [*�]  0P
 yL O�·��  yL ���
e� 
�Q�±� *� 0"�� O�,F) ���� �
H
 ��x �� �WD, ���
 +W6A)� ^� � ��H 0b6"�M �!·
 ���� ^� 
+W6Y �
H
 *�
 uO
�,	�
 3P�!)� ��6� *� 06)� �H�]�� *� � ��(M �K ��4�� 0�,#)
 �H!'/	� 
0)!5
 �
��CY�� R �4kFF k� �?�
 ^�TM 0)!5
 ��D6� ��� �H�� �� � �.� �!F� ^�TM 0)!5 +����) ���� 
�!F k. �L� ^�TM 0)!5 ��'4F) ���� +W6Y �
H
 *�
 u�H�� �� �
�/4"�� ��A)� =k6E5 �?�� ^�TM 
+W6Y �
H
 � ���
 �
�D �AkM � �
k2 �
!D �Y�� ^�TM 0)!5
 72�� � �� l����
 � lLH� 0)!5 +! �-k4)�
 R4Ì] �� 

u� ����
 � �� ��k� �"!� lH�" � �,F l5 ^�TM 0)!5
 �� k��5 �!"!� ^�TM 0)!5 ��� *!#4)� �,TK ����

V

From Ab� Sa�d �Abd al-Kar�m al-Sam��n�, Kit�b al-ans�b. MS of  the 
Asiatic Museum, St. Petersburg.73 (Cf. p. 26–30; 104–7).

First article: 1�
��)�.74

�:��  3�x�  �!Ft4"�  +L�.P  3�x	�  � ����  �
��  R��  ^�
  �
��  3�x�  ^�  +D-,)�  ax�  
�N� �6DL R-()� !�� R',� ��b� R'6�
 R''6(�
 ���¡)� ��� ���� ��:"�'DY�� ��FL *� �
�� ��.6F� 

R6/� *� V6'" *� ��� *� ���� *� V)�� *� �J� *� 
�_ *� � �.� *� *-�� *� ��FL *� 
a�AL �� +��
��)�  06(� ��� �1�
��)�  �I�()�  ��T~,)�  y�Ç!#)� �~,)�  *� V)�� *� �T� *� 
�6T.�� *� *6-�� N� �DL ��� � �WD� �.� �A�
 ���T)�� �6b#)� ��t)� �.�
 �����~� 

���DT)� ��� +�!#)��
 y��±� 

71 Should probably be changed to �P�
.
72 Cf. Ibn Hish�m, p. 674, 1. 14: %�] 06� `6) l��D
 � lL�k.
73 See Notices sommaires des manuscrits arabes, p. 146.
74 Fol. 162b.
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Second article: �1���¡)�.76

��:"�'DY�� �yL *� �
�� 3�x� �!Ft4, +L�.P ¥
 ���¡)� O�tY� ^� +D-,)� ax� . . . 
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�[ R'�"�� ���¡)� 3��Y 
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75 Here follow different 1�
�� whose nisbah does not indicate the D�w�d� fiqh 
interpretation, but refers to some ancestors by the name of  D�w�d.

76 Fol. 280a.
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77 Cod. ��x	�; could not be H!�x	� since in this passage this �Abb�s has not yet been 
mentioned.

78 Cod. *��.
79 Cod. +��, perhaps �0k�k2.
80 Fol. 280b.
81 Cod. 0�Fz.
82 Cod. ��-�.
83 Cf. Ab� al-Ma
�sin, II, p. 179.
84 Here a poem, each is quoted.
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85 Missing in the codex; cf. Fihrist, p. 218, 1. 4.
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87 Cod. *L.
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ANNOTATION 1

To pages 10, and 14, note 3

Ra�y and qiy�s in poetry

Nothing can better demonstrate the lively character of  theological 
disputation about ra�y and traditional theology than the fact that 
during the second century, when these disputations were current 
among theologians, even the poetess �Ulayyah bint al-Mahd� (d. 210), 
the sister of  the caliph H�r�n al-Rash�d, refers to these theological 
topics of  the day in a love poem:

The matter of  love is no easy matter,
No expert can inform you about it;
Love is not regulated by ra�y, analogy, and speculation.1

In different words, this poetess expresses the same idea in a short 
poem, the main idea of  which is “that love is based on injustice”
(H!¤�  yL  �3l��  �,�):

Not appreciated in matters of  love is a lover who is versed in present-
ing arguments.2

The various applications of  the expression ra�y in ordinary linguistic 
usage, on the one hand, and in theological usage, on the other, will 
become clear from an examination of  the two short poems following. 
I do think that they are quite interdependent, although I cannot 
decide on a relative age because of  the uncertainty of  their authenticity.

In al-Sha�r�n�, vol. 1, p. 62 we read: al-Sha�b� and �Abd al-Ra
m�n 
b. Mahd� reprimanded anyone who espoused ra�y. They would then 

1 Agh�n�, IX, p. 95, contains these two lines only. I found a more complete version in 
al-�u�r�, III, p. 19:
 �6Dz  �b�  0,L  V6D,  `6) �6-  3C´  1!')�  3 �C kz  `6)
 �:6:#:�4:)�
  ��6(:)�:�  �
  1 �2 ��:)�:�  l��� k�l  1!')�  ��2  `6)
 H!:���  �:T:�  H!:���  G�:S�: �t l� G��Cz  1!:':)�  ��  l����  �,.�:"�

2 Agh�n�, IX, p. 89:
 Z[��  |6)�M  * Û- �tl  \]�L 1!')�  R �# l�  ��  * k- �tk4-l  `6)

A similar allusion to qiy�s and istidl�l in matters of  love is made by the poet �Al� b. 
Hish�m, Agh�n�, XV, p. 146, 6:

`6(
  0��D��  *�  H�W)�  �FL �4�)�  0�  �Q�4-  ��  �?  �
� ��
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recite the following poem:

 H�S �  �4�F)  +�6C	�  RT" H�4²  � �.�  �D,)�  *�
 H�'"  ����
  �6)  12�)�� 0F��
  ����  *L  �*D��M  �

The religion of  the Prophet Mu
ammad has been chosen; what an 
excellent mount the traditions are for a man!

Do not turn away from tradition and its representatives, for ra�y 
is the night, and tradition is day.

In Ib��l (fol. 13b) the same verses are quoted in the name of  A
mad 
b. �anbal (however, in the �rst line it reads akht�ru, I choose, instead of  
mukht�r) but added is a third line:

lH�!"�  �')  +LH��  `./)�
 1�')�  �S�  �4�)�  �'P  �:�� l�)

Quite often man fails to recognize the way of  the right guidance, 

although the sun is brilliant and shedding light.
Now Ibn �Abd Rabbih in Kit�b al-�iqd al-far�d, I, p. 25 quotes verses 

of  an anonymous poet who expresses the same idea, namely, that ra�y 
is comparable to the night, but with quite a different meaning:

 �L�/)�  Q�5
 ��DY��  ���  y[,  �  �6F)�
 0D"�!P  ��!-�  �6F)��  12�)�
 ��DA�  %!I  ���M  V2H  ��DA� ^�  Q�P�)�  %pHp  s6��A�  R.I��

Opinion (or advice) is like the night, its edges are sombre,
but night shall not be illumined except by dawn;
So add, then, the light of  other people’s opinion to your own:
then brightness of  the lights will be increased for you.

I.e. your opinion alone is darkness, if  you desire illumination, then, 
do not rely on it alone, rather, obtain the opinion of  other people. 
In this case it is unmistakable that the two verses are related to each 
other, and that either the theological �6) 12�)� was applied by the secu-
lar poet to the ordinary, and older usage of  the word 12H, or vice 
versa.

 annotation 1 209
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ANNOTATION 2

To page 36

�Ilm al-ikhtil�f�t

A particular distinction must be made between the science of  differ-
ence of  opinions in the legal schools and their im�ms, on the one hand, 
and knowledge of  the “differences of  opinion of  the Prophet’s com-
panions”, on the other hand—in so far as such distinction �nds ex-
pression in the literature of  tradition. It can be observed on �rst 
glance in no matter which chapter of  the literature of  tradition that, 
with respect to one and the same question of  canonical law, differ-
ent traditions offer contradictory solutions in the name of  different 
companions. Since from the ��hirite school’s point of  view the main 
emphasis in legal questions is put on the teachings of  the traditions, 
it must of  necessity concern itself  seriously with the criticism of  such 
contradictory traditional data in order to avoid the arbitrary tendency 
towards the one or the other of  the con�icting traditional data. If  this 
criticism is to be successful and to be applied in practice, it must be 
based on the pragmatic acquaintance with the divergent data of  the 
tradition (ikhtil�f�t). Ibn �azm praises Mu
. b. Na�r from Marw (d. 294) 
as the most perfect master of  this science.3 Ibn �azm, too, places 
much emphasis on this science and he cites several statements from 
old authorities in support of  its recommendation. One says: “He who 
does not know ikhtil�f  shall not succeed” and the other: “. . . we shall 
not consider a scholar”. According to M�lik, a person who is not 
familiar with the science of  ikhtil�f  ought not be permitted to pass 
judgement. This statement by the famous Medinese scholar is repre-
sented to refer neither to the science of  the differences of  opinion nor 
to the points of  difference of  the prevalent legal schools, but to the 
acquaintance with the divergent data of  the traditional authorities 
and of  the abrogated and abrogating passages of  the Koran and the 
traditions in cases in which one of  the contradicting data is explic-
itly invalidated in favour of  another one. Concern for this science of  
difference of  opinion and for the points of  difference of  the legal 

3 Tahdh�b, p. 120, �abaq�t al-�uff��, X, no. 19, cf. Ab� al-Ma
�sin, II, p. 170.
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schools—as we have seen—is displayed in a rich literature. Since in 
this instance—so Ibn �azm maintains—the im�ms Ab� �an�fah and 
al-Sh���� agreed with the opinion expressed by M�lik, it follows that the 
judges and muftis of  these schools were at variance with the founders of  
the schools to which they unconditionally adhered.
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Ziy�d al-Dimashq� 205
Ab� Bakr ibn �Ay�sh 3
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Ab� Bakr Mu
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�Akk, ban	 120
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B�q� ibn Makhlad al-Qur�ub� 109
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al-Bay��w� 49, 51, 59, 89
al-Bayhaq�, Ab� Bakr 135 n. 86, 160
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Bible 96
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draft 75
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Durayd ibn �immah 200 n. 50
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ah 132
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Faz�rah, ban	 77 n. 52
Fez 160
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�qh 3f, 14, 18f, 19, 23, 26, 29, 41, 43, 

69, 105f, 109f, 121, 123, 125, 127, 
145, 156, 158, 165, 167, 169, 173f, 
181

Flügel, G. 5 n. 13, 188
Freytag, Georg 1, 65
Friday prayer 38, 60, 81
fur	� XI, 21 n. 3, 43, 160, 187
Fus��� 178

Gabriel 130, 132, 153
al-Ghaz�l� 139 n. 96, 167f, 169 n. 169, 

174
ghusl 57 n. 47, 58 n. 49, 60
God 42f, 50, 64 n. 4, 65, 67, 72, 77, 

86, 89, 93f, 101, 113, 116, 118ff, 
122, 126, 129ff, 144ff, 163, 181, 
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Granada 92, 171 n. 178

�a�ar 43f, 73 n. 34
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�af� ibn �Abd All�h al-N�sh�b�r� 7
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al-��rith ibn �Amr al-Hudhal� 196
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�im� 178f, 197
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mar 120
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174
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Ibn Di
yah, Ab� �Amr 161
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yah, Ab� al-Kha���b 161f, 164 

n. 152
Ibn F�ris 19 n. 46, 120
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 36 n. 63
Ibn F�rak, Ab� Bakr 153, 155, 156 

n. 123
Ibn �ajar al-�Asqal�n� 155, 172, 176f
Ibn ��jib, Ab� �Amr �Uthm�n ibn 

�Umar 173
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mad ibn �anbal
Ibn �azm 7, 8, 24 n. 19, 32 n. 53, 36, 

50, 54ff, 58f, 60, 80, 83, 86f, 93, 101f, 
108ff, 126ff, 132ff, 137f, 141ff, 149, 
154, 156ff, 170f, 178, 181, 183, 185, 
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Ibn �ibb�n 20 n. 2
Ibn Hish�m A
mad ibn Ism���l 

al-��hir� 178 n. 209
Ibn al-Jawz� 155
Ibn Khald�n 5, 30, 32, 78, 178
Ibn al-Khayy�� 14 n. 25
Ibn Lah��ah 21 n. 3, 183
Ibn Mahd�, �Abd al-Ra
m�n 144 

n. 110, 208
Ibn M�lik, Jam�l al-D�n 173
Ibn Mas��d 8, 16, 199f
Ibn al-Mughallis, Ab� al-�asan 104, 

207
Ibn al-Mughallis, Mu
ammad 207
Ibn al-Nad�m 104, 127
Ibn Nagdela 110 n. 37
Ibn Q��� Shuhbah 179
Ibn Qutaybah 4, 64 n. 1, 68
Ibn R�hwayhi see Is
�q ibn R�hwayhi
Ibn Rajab, Ab� al-Faraj �Abd 
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m�n 176
Ibn al-�al�
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Ibn Salamah, �amm�d see �amm�d ibn 

Salamah
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Ibn al-Sh�h al-��hir�, Ab� al-Q�sim 

see Ab� al-Q�sim ibn al-Sh�h 
al-��hir�

Ibn Shubrumah, �Abd All�h 14, 202
Ibn al-Sikk�t 18 n. 43
Ibn S�n� 175 n. 199
Ibn Surayj, Ab� al-�Abb�s 31, 105
Ibn Taghr� Bird� 104, 178f, 180, 182, 

187
Ibn Taym�yah 173 ff
Ibn Tumart 160
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Ibr�h�m al-Muzan� see al-Muzan�, 
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i��fat al-mulk 151, 153
idh� 46, 48
����� 68
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ijtih�d 35, 168, 174
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Is
�q ibn Ibr�h�m al-Maw�il� 95
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�q ibn R�hwayhi 4, 23, 27, 66, 205

Ism���l, Mawlay 108 n. 32
Ism���l ibn Is
�q al-Q��� 207
Ism���l ibn M�s� 201
Ism���l ibn al-Yasa� 183
isn�d 10, 90
istidl�l 112 n. 41, 129 n. 77, 137 n. 88, 

138 n. 90, 146, 208 n. 2
isti�b�b 69
isti�s�n 12, 22, 87 n. 7, 189ff, 193, 194 

n. 20
istirj�� 29
isti���b 22, 189
isti�l�� 189
Iy�d, ban	 120
Iy�s ibn Mu��wiyah 200

J�bir ibn Zayd 201
al-Jabrah ibn Muqassim 201
Ja�far ibn �arb 127 n. 73
Ja�far ibn Mu
ammad ibn �Al� ibn 

al-�usayn 14, 202
Ja�far ibn Mu
ammad ibn Sh�kir 

al-���igh 207
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i, �Amr ibn Ba
r 95f, 120
Jahm ibn Safw�n 119
Jam�l al-D�n A
mad ibn Mu
ammad 

al-��hir� 186
Jar�r ibn �A��yah 119
al-Ja���� al-R�z�, Ab� Bakr A
mad ibn 

�Al� 36 n. 63
jaw�d 129
Jerusalem 150
Jews 53, 56, 60, 91, 96, 101, 110 n. 37, 

156, 175, 188
jinns 32 n. 53
jins al-athm�n 40
jizyah 91
judge 3, 7–9, 11, 19, 26, 182
al-Jurj�n� 7, 65
al-Juwayn�, �Abd al-M�lik ibn �Abd All�h 

see Im�m al-�aramayn

k��r 185, 196
kal�m 29, 124f, 127, 130, 131 n. 79, 

148, 153
Kalb 164
Kam�l al-D�n �Umar ibn al-�Ad�m 

182
al-Kar�b�s�, al-�usayn ibn �Ali 26
kar�hat tanz�h 80
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Kh�rijites 186
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Khaybar 53, 199
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Khindif, ban	 120
al-Khi��b� 90, 94
Khur�s�n 13 n. 21, 23, 107, 178, 204
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khu�	� 32, 114
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Kufa 13f, 15f, 27, 183, 204
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al-Ma�m�n 95, 126 n. 72, 206
man�qib 28
mand	b 63, 65 n. 8, 204
mans	kh 61, 211
al-Man��r, Ab� Y�suf Ya�q�b 159ff
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manumission 50
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al-Maqqar� 158, 170ff
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marriage 70
Marw 210
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ma�dar 147
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Maslamah ibn �Al� 201
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Masr�q 17, 201
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